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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this research is to develop a holistic model of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) 

for high-tech engineering (HTE) companies.    

To deal with the complexity of such an EPM system, which involves human factors as well as 

technology, the thesis uses Soft Systems Methodology (SSM).  This is an approach to system analysis 

that is suitable for dealing with complex phenomena that involve people. By using the approach of 

SSM, this research provides a different perspective on EPM than that found in the existing literature. 

Case studies were conducted at HTE firms to gain a deep understanding of how performance 

management was currently implemented.  By applying the tools of SSM, the researcher derived 

conceptual models for both the EPM and the HTE itself.  Within the holistic model, these act as the 

serving system (EPM) and the system served (HTE). 

SSM helped to guide the researcher to understand the complexity of the performance management 

system as a whole and how different aspects of operational and strategic performance integrate 

together. Taking this perspective, the thesis shows that, while an EPM system does have constituent 

parts, the behaviour of the whole system cannot be determined – or managed – from an 

understanding of those subsystems alone.  Instead, the full character of the EPM system can only be 

understood when those subsystems are brought together and are interacting with each other.   

The holistic model produced in this research is derived from sound theoretical foundations. It uses 

ideas and principles taken from Control, Goal, and Stakeholder theories. Social Learning and Social 

Cognitive theories were also used to support an understanding of how social phenomena influence 

performance management within HTE.  

The main contribution of this research is a holistic model of EPM that is specifically tailored to HTE 

firms and underpinned by the five theories mentioned previously.  The data – collected from study 

participants with practical experience of HTE – was used to reinforce the theoretical foundations of 

the EPM system.  This is another important contribution made by this research. 

The holistic model developed in this research can be used across the entire organisation to form a 

complete Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) system. While specifically applicable to HTE 

firms, it also contributes to the wider performance management literature. 
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  Introduction 

 Background to the research 

Performance management is an important aspect of running any company.  But there is no consensus 

on which performance management strategy is best for any given situation.  Indeed, the traditional 

annual performance review is increasingly falling out of favour as companies find it is no longer useful 

in modern business (Cappelli & Tavis, 2016).  Instead, companies are switching to continual appraisal.  

They are no longer just relying on feedback from management but from all sources including 

colleagues and customers.  Using multiple sources of assessment has been termed "360o feedback" 

and is intended to provide a broader perspective on an employee's performance.  These innovations 

in performance are being adopted by companies now to help them meet the challenges of today's 

rapidly changing business climate. 

Historically, companies measured their performance solely in financial terms: profit and loss, return 

on investment, etc.  But as the world of business has become more complex, firms have been 

compelled to expand their performance measures beyond purely financial to include factors such as 

product quality and customer satisfaction.  Today more factors have to be included such as employee 

development and environmental concerns. Frameworks have been developed, such as the Balanced 

Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1992), that provide a means to include these additional factors. 

All this means that businesses operating today need performance management systems that are 

flexible and responsive.   

The researcher has worked for several high-tech engineering firms and has witnessed occasions when 

projects have failed due to a lack of effective performance management.  As a result of this 

observation, the researcher became interested in whether there was a better approach for 

implementing performance management specifically for high-tech engineering companies. 

High-tech engineering (HTE) companies can be categorised as those firms engaging in continuous 

innovation, performing lots of research and running many projects (Dekkers, 2018, p. 60).   This creates 

a dynamic environment where performance objectives can change rapidly. In these situations, 

conventional performance management methods may not be reactive enough the keep up with 

changing events.  Some researchers have attempted to address this situation, for example, Barrows 

and Neely (2012). Their observation was that the rapidly changing business environment meant that 

the conventional methods of performance management were no longer working for companies.  The 

solution to this problem proposed by Barrows and Neely (2012) was the “Performance Management 
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for Turbulent Environments” or PM4TE model.  This model, alongside many others, will be analysed in 

the literature review (see section 2.4.9).    

 Justification and motivation for doing the research 

Performance management is crucial to any successful business.  Recent research conducted by the 

Gallup organization estimates that poor performance management, resulting in a disengaged 

workforce, costs between $960 billion and $1.2 trillion annually in lost productivity (Wigert & Harter, 

2017). Borysenko (2019) also pointed out similar issues, namely that the disengagement of the 

employees costs companies the equivalent of 34% of the employees’ annual salary. Clearly, any new 

tools that can help with performance management and reduce these enormous costs would have a 

significant impact on the world of business. 

Furthermore, there is no consensus as to which is the best approach to use, or indeed, whether 

performance management actually improves the performance of organisations. Despite some positive 

outcomes for performance management systems such as Balanced Scorecard and EFQM (Kaplan & 

Norton, 1996; EFQM, 1992), some researchers and organizations believe that performance 

management – or its related processes, such as goal setting and performance reviews – may even 

cause negative impacts to their organisations or do more harm than good (Holley, 2015; HBS Working 

Knowledge, 2013; Woolston, 2019; Ordóñez, et al., 2009). 

The researcher, as an engineer by education and experience who has worked in numerous high tech 

engineering firms, is motivated to understand how performance management can be successfully 

implemented in HTE firms. 

 Research Objective 

1.3.1 Introduction of the Holistic Model 

The primary intention of this research is to develop a holistic model of Enterprise Performance 

Management (EPM) that is specifically tailored for high-tech engineering companies. 

A top-level view of the holistic model that will be the eventual outcome of this research is shown in 

Figure 1.1.  As can be seen, the model is comprised of a service system, which is the EPM and a system 

served, which is the HTE company.  The EPM serves the HTE in that it monitors and controls the service 

system’s performance.  Internally, the HTE is represented by nine conceptual models.  Each conceptual 

model represents a relevant activity in the HTE firm whose performance is to be managed. 
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Each of the nine conceptual models is accompanied by a set of key performance indicators (KPIs).  

These KPIs are used to indicate how well the conceptual model is performing. 

The advantage of the KPIs is that they are parameters that can be easily measured.  However, this 

research uses Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) to analyse the performance of the HTE.  SSM measures 

the performance of a system based on five criteria: Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Elegance and 

Ethics as described in section 3.10.1.5. Consequently, the KPIs taken from the conceptual models have 

to be mapped into these 5E criteria. 

The performance of the HTE expressed through the 5E criteria is then passed to the EPM.  The 

simplified model of Figure 1.1 makes the EPM look as if it operates in isolation from the HTE, but in 

reality, the EPM reaches into every relevant activity of the HTE in order to collect the data it needs. 

The EMP presents the performance information that it has collected to the management of the HTE.  

Based on the performance of their company, the managers may decide to reallocate resources or even 

revise their strategic plans.  These adjustments are represented in Figure 1.1 by the feedback module. 

It should also be noted that the EPM system is also assessed against the same 5E criteria to make sure 

that it too is also performing correctly. 

As can be seen, the overall structure of the holistic model is that of a closed-loop where the 

performance of both the service system and the system served are constantly monitored and 

corrections are made to achieve performance goals.  

 

Figure 1.1 Top-level view of the complete holistic model of EPM in HTE 
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1.3.2 Desirable Characteristics of the Holistic Model 

For maximum impact, the holistic model should encompass and involve the whole organization, or 

enterprise.  In other words, it should be an enterprise performance management system (EPM).  An 

EPM system collects performance data and then evaluates it to see whether the company’s strategy 

is achieving the desired results.  Depending on this analysis, the strategy of the company may be 

altered.  Enterprise Performance Management is discussed in more detail in section 2.3.2.  

Current practitioner literature focuses on the information technology aspect of EPM (Dimon, 2013).  

It views the implementation of such a system as requiring a large amount of data as input and 

necessitating intensive processing by information systems. 

In contrast, the holistic model described in this thesis will capture the knowledge required to 

implement a successful EPM system.  The holistic model will thus be a knowledge-based tool.  The 

research purpose is to expand the knowledge of EPM as it relates to high-tech engineering, with the 

hope that the holistic model will be of use to such companies as they develop their own performance 

management framework. This holistic model, as the primary outcome of this research, will contribute 

to an understanding of EPM and also of SSM as it can be applied to HTE firms. 

While the data collection and analysis came from specific case studies, the holistic model that was 

derived from this research is applicable to a wide range of high-tech engineering firms. 

The researcher applied Systems Thinking, and specifically Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), as a way 

to enable a learning process that provides deeper insight into organisation management. Systems 

Thinking, which is described in the Literature Review chapter, is a way of thinking that can be used to 

tackle real-world problems that are complex or ill-defined.  It understands that the world is composed 

of hierarchically organized social and technical entities whose interactions produce emergent 

behaviour (INCOSEUK, 2010). 

Senge (1990) defines Systems Thinking as a “discipline for seeing wholes”.  It is a framework for 

visualising the relationships between entities, rather than the entities themselves.  It helps to reveal 

patterns that change, rather than single, stationary "snapshots".  Systems Thinking incorporates a set 

of general principles that were developed over the course of the last century and which span fields as 

diverse as the physical sciences, engineering, social sciences and management (Hitchins, 2003; Orgill, 

et al., 2019; Jackson, 2001).  

Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) was developed as a means of incorporating the human factor into 

systems analysis.  It was developed at Lancaster University by, among others, Peter Checkland (1981) 
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as a method to address messy unstructured problems. The motivation for the development of this 

new methodology was partly informed by Checkland’s own experience.   As a management consultant, 

Checkland would often be called in by a company to help improve some aspect of its performance.  

He would devise a solution that seemed reasonable, only to see it fail when put into practice 

(Checkland, 1995).  Checkland concluded that the solution had failed because it did not suit the culture 

of the company.  Therefore, he devised SSM as an approach that would explicitly include the opinions 

of the stakeholders right from the start. 

The diagram of Figure 1.2 outlines the research objective and the ideas that informed it.  The ultimate 

aim is to develop a holistic model of performance management by applying Systems Thinking and Soft 

Systems Methodology to support the investigation of the problem situation concerning  Performance 

Management in HTE firms. 

 

Figure 1.2 Outline of the research objective that will be supported by the literature review presented in this 

document 
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 Key research questions 

The desired model of EPM will be holistic in that it will include all relevant performance activities 

within the company.  This will also include the people involved in those activities.  To ensure that the 

views of these people are represented in the final holistic model, SSM was used to understand how 

an EPM model might support HTE firms in improving their performance management to achieve the 

organisation’s goals and objectives. 

The final EPM holistic model, which is discussed in Chapter 6, was compared against existing 

approaches to determine where it improved on current methods. The contribution it makes is set out 

in section 7.2, ‘Contribution to Knowledge’.  

As noted, the holistic EPM model developed as part of this research sought to encompass all relevant 

aspects of managing performance within HTE companies.   A key principle was that the model should 

not assume that a Performance Management model can be understood simply by looking at its 

constituent parts in isolation.  Instead, such a model should enhance the overall performance of all 

the constituent parts when they are working together.  In that respect, a holistic model is greater than 

the sum of its parts. This research aimed to develop a holistic model of Enterprise Performance 

Management (EPM) in high-tech engineering firms that could be applied to all facets of the business 

with the goal of improving performance across the whole organisation.  This research addressed the 

following questions:  

1. What is a Holistic Model  for Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) in HTE?   

2. What are the key elements of Performance Measurement and indicators of organizational 

effectiveness in high-tech engineering firms? 

3. How can Systems Thinking and Soft System Methodology support the development of a holistic 

model of EPM and to what extent can the model provide insights into EPM in HTEs? 

SSM allows us to analyse the HTE’s performance activities via the SSM learning cycle: expressing the 

problem situation, modelling and exploring systems relevant to it, and identifying the feasible and 

desirable outcomes of the model.   

SSM was chosen as a suitable methodology because it works well for systems that include a range of 

stakeholders (as EPM does) and whose behaviour is therefore inherently less predictable and more 

complex than purely mechanistic systems. SSM also specifies five criteria by which the performance 

of human activity systems can be assessed, namely: Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Elegance and 
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Ethics (Checkland, 1981; Wilson, 2001).  These 5E assessment criteria made SSM particularly useful in 

the current study and resulted in a holistic model that employed the same criteria. 

 Overview of the thesis 

This thesis begins with a literature review of the historical evolution of performance management 

frameworks as described in Chapter 2. The review starts with the earliest attempts to provide some 

level of strategic guidance to managers through an estimated rate of return on investment and then 

progresses through to the latest, highly dynamic frameworks that are designed to cope with the 

turbulent environment of modern business.  

The thesis then explains the philosophical approach that was adopted in pursuing this research.  The 

philosophy informed what type of study this was, and how it should be conducted.   

Next, a detailed description is then given in Chapter 3 of Soft Systems Methodology which was the 

main tool used to construct the holistic model of EPM.   

Following the methodology chapter, the case studies are presented in Chapter 4.  There are two 

historical and two contemporary case studies.  

Once the researcher had developed familiarity with the current state of knowledge and practice in the 

broad area of Performance Management (PM) and Enterprise Performance Management (EPM), the 

desk research turned to an analysis of two historic and highly relevant HTE’s: Shockley Semiconductor 

and Intel. Research into these two entities provided the researcher with a “stepping stone” to 

transition from developing a general, broad-based understanding of performance management to 

doing analysis and modelling of the relevant systems of performance management in HTE as described 

in Chapter 4, section 4.2. 

In the next step, the researcher conducted two contemporary case studies: one at Meta Vision 

Systems Ltd (Meta) and the second at Oxford Vision & Sensor Technology (OVST).  Both companies 

represent high-tech engineering firms involved in the design and manufacture of innovative 3D vision 

sensors for laser tracking and robot guidance systems.  

The first contemporary case study was begun when the researcher was already working for Meta.  This 

study proceeded to the stage where the researcher had collected a large amount of data through 

interviews and questionnaires.  Unfortunately, before the study could be completed, Meta ran into 

financial difficulties and eventually went into liquidation. 
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The study subsequently resumed at the second company, OVST, where the researcher now held the 

position of CEO.  A new round of data collection was performed and this additional data was combined 

with the previous data from the Meta case study.  The total study data was then processed through 

the Soft Systems Methodology framework to derive the holistic model of EPM. 

In summary, there were seven stages to the data collection process in this research.  These stages 

cover both contemporary case studies and involved conducting questionnaires, interviews, group 

discussions and direct observation.  Each data collection stage is outlined in section 3.12.  In addition, 

the rich pictures of Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 present a graphical visualisation of the 

data collection process. 

From the case studies of Chapter 4, nine principal performance management activities were identified 

that were considered essential for any HTE firm.  Chapter 5 explains how the collected data was used 

to derive conceptual models for each of these nine activities.  In particular, it is shown how the data 

was used to identify what key performance indicators (KPIs) the study participants considered to be 

most important when measuring the performance of each conceptual model.  HTE firms are 

particularly reliant on their highly skilled staff to generate the innovative products on which their 

future success depends.  Chapter 5, therefore, devotes a section to investigating how to optimize 

talent management within HTE companies.  A detailed examination is made of what motivation factors 

the participants felt were most important in their careers. 

A discussion of the findings of this research is presented in Chapter 6. The main finding of this research 

is the creation of a holistic model of EPM that is tailored for use by high-tech engineering companies.  

This chapter primarily presents how the holistic model of EPM for HTE relates to the existing literature 

and where this research is generating new insights. The model is expressed in terms of a Service 

System and a System Served.  The System Served is the HTE itself and consists of nine conceptual 

models of the principal performance management activities that were identified in the HTE.  The 

Service System is the EPM that monitors and controls the HTE in order to accomplish the desired 

performance goals.  

These findings are discussed and the holistic model is compared with previous performance 

management frameworks found in the literature.  It is seen that the holistic model derived in this 

research can be used for both high-level, strategic performance management as well as for the 

management of day-to-day operational performance.  This is a development that is not found in 

existing frameworks that are either targeted to strategic or operational performance management 
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but cannot handle both simultaneously.  As such, this holistic model represents new insights compared 

with the current approaches.   

Besides performance frameworks, this thesis also compares the resulting holistic model to previous 

holistic models of performance management that have been developed over the years.  It is seen that 

the current model shares certain characteristics with these previous models, particularly the cyclic 

nature of the model.  It is also in agreement with the earlier models that the main purpose of EPM is 

to align the actions of the organisation with its strategic objectives.   

The thesis concludes with Chapter 7 in which the researcher reviews the original research questions 

and explores how this study has provided answers for them. The chapter describes how this research 

provided a well-defined development process for implementing Enterprise Performance Management 

(EPM) in HTE using a holistic approach.   

Finally, it will be explained how this research demonstrated that when Systems Thinking and Soft 

Systems Methodology were applied to real-world case studies, they were shown to be an effective 

approach to the development of holistic models of EPM and were important in gaining an insight into 

which performance activities were most important for HTE firms.  The chapter closes with a summary 

of the contribution to knowledge that has been made by this research, what are the limitations of this 

research and suggestions for future study. 
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 Literature Review 

 Introduction 

This review is aimed at understanding performance measurement, performance management and 

especially enterprise performance management as they apply to high-tech engineering companies.  

The researcher initially focused on five search terms: “performance management”, “enterprise 

performance management”, “holistic model of performance management”, “performance measures” 

and “performance indicators”. 

The source material returned by these searches was reviewed and selected for inclusion based on its 

relevance to performance management.  Later these search results were narrowed down to only those 

that related to high-tech engineering.   

To capture the evolution of performance management, the literature results were ordered starting 

from the earliest references to the subject, through to the most recent research. 

A review of Soft Systems Methodology was also conducted because this is the methodology that is 

used to guide the collection and analysis of data throughout this research study. 

The literature review will also be used to inform the intellectual stance for the research methodology 

section.  

This section will begin with a brief explanation of what performance management is and why it 

matters for all businesses but particularly the high-tech engineering companies that are the focus of 

this research. 

Next, a brief history of performance management frameworks will be presented.  It will be shown how 

the meaning of performance management has changed and evolved over time.  Initially purely 

concerned with financial measurements, performance management now encompasses more factors, 

such as stakeholder satisfaction and even environmental concerns.  From each framework, we will 

draw out those features that could best inform the development of a holistic model of EPM in HTE. 

Performance Measurement is generally seen as a key element of performance management (Kaplan 

& Norton, 1992; Neely, et al., 2002). This is discussed in section 2.6, which looks at the various ways 

in which measurement has been implemented previously.   Reliable performance measurement is 

often more challenging for high-tech companies whose activities include a large proportion of 

research and development where the return on investment is not always immediately clear.   
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Every organisation measures its performance to some extent.  However, there is still a wide disparity 

among enterprises in terms of which performance measures are suitable for their organisations. Most 

organisations use a mix of financial and non-financial measures to evaluate performance and adopt 

appropriate measurement metrics and an approach that fits their strategic goals (Kaplan and Norton, 

1992; Bititci et al., 1997; Neely et al., 2002). 

This section concludes with a review of previous attempts at creating holistic models for performance 

management.  These will be examined for lessons that can be applied to creating the holistic model 

for high-tech engineering companies, which was the goal of the current research. 

 The definition of High-Tech and Engineering companies 

Since this thesis is concerned with managing performance in high-tech engineering companies, it is 

important to first establish what a “high-tech engineering company” means in this context. 

According to Rostek and Skala  (2014), high-tech engineering companies are highly science-focused 

and are characterized by a high level of R&D intensity.  As a consequence of this, high-tech engineering 

companies could be categorized as those businesses that hold a large number of patents.   

An alternative categorization involves looking at the products that the companies make.  High-tech 

companies often make products related to the aviation and space industry, computers, electronic and 

telecommunication products, pharmaceuticals, research and development equipment, electrical 

machinery, chemicals, non-electrical machinery, weapons and ammunition.   As can be seen “high-

tech engineering” covers a broad range of companies.   A more narrowly focused definition is given 

below by Lucey (2018): 

“Engineering is, by definition, the blending of design, machines, structures and technology and 

spans a countless number of industries and markets, including electrical engineering to 

software engineering, chemical engineering and mechanical engineering. High-Tech 

Engineering generally involves leading-edge technologies which are used to produce quality 

precision-engineered components and mechanical assemblies that have a game-changing 

impact in their sector. We would regularly see the like of software, cloud-based technology, 

artificial intelligence, telecoms and lighting (among many other products) being included in 

this sector” 

For the purposes of this thesis, the term “high-tech engineering company” will be defined to be any 

company that: 
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• Produces some form of material product rather than just purely a service.   

• Operates at or near the technological frontier of its respective industry. 

• Is located in a wide range of industries and not just traditional engineering; this could include 

software, pharmaceuticals and bio-medical sciences.  

 Performance Management 

2.3.1 What is Performance Management 

Traditionally, when performance management was discussed in the context of high-tech engineering 

companies it usually meant one of two things.  Either it meant assessing the performance of the 

company’s employees (Brown, et al., 2019), or it referred to improving the performance of a particular 

technical, or manufacturing process, (Altiok, 1996, p. 5).   

The first interpretation of performance management implies the process of giving employees 

performance reviews, annual appraisals and rewarding or punishing them depending on whether they 

met agreed targets. 

The second interpretation implies improving some process, the making of some piece of equipment 

for example, so as to reduce costs, increase the speed of manufacture, or improve yield.  This concept 

of performance management would often use mathematical analysis to optimise the process. 

This traditional view of performance management is compartmentalized in that it is often applied 

piecemeal to disparate parts of the organization.  It is also focused on how to manage the day-to-day 

operations of the company.  It does not help in guiding the direction of the company to achieve its 

larger goals.  In other words, it helps with running the organization but not with managing it. 

The performance management considered in this research goes beyond just managing employee 

performance.  It considers how every part of an organisation can be arranged so that they are all 

aligned with the overall strategy of the organization.  That is, it is concerned with the performance 

management of the whole organisation.   

There are several examples in the literature of this definition of performance management: 

The Institute of Personnel Management defines performance management as “a strategy which 

relates to every activity of the organisation, set in the context of its human resources policies, culture, 

style and communications systems. The nature of the strategy depends on the organisational context 

and can vary from organisation to organisation” (Armstrong & Baron, 2005, p. 7) 
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Performance management, according to Armstrong and Baron, is a “strategic and integrated approach 

to increasing the effectiveness of companies by improving the performance of the people who work 

in them and by developing the capabilities of teams and individual contributors” (Armstrong & Baron, 

1998, p. 7).  

This demonstrates the strategic aspect of performance management, which is to enable individuals to 

improve their capabilities to help the organisation achieve its wider strategic goals. 

A further definition of performance management is a “continuous process of identifying, measuring, 

and developing the performance of individuals and teams and aligning performance with the strategic 

goals of the organisation” (Aguinis, 2009, p. 2).  

This emphasizes that performance management is also a process of continuous learning and 

improvement. 

When it comes to strategic management, the goal is to develop a process that is aligned with the 

company’s strategy and that enables continuous improvement of individuals to achieve the company’s 

objectives. 

Cokins simply defines performance management as ‘‘the translation of plans into results execution.’’ 

(Cokins, 2009, p. 9) Cokins sees it as the process of managing an organisation’s strategy which points 

out that performance management provides insights to improve the major organisational strategies. 

From the definitions above, we can see the key elements of performance management are continuous 

improvement and alignment of all activities towards the organisation’s strategic goals. 

2.3.2 Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) 

2.3.2.1 Definition 

In the previous section, it was established that Performance Management is the process of driving 

continuous improvement so as to achieve an organisation’s goals and objectives.  In doing so it 

requires the alignment of each part of the business in order to meet these objectives. Doing this 

needed more data to be collected and processed than was cost-effective to do before the advent of 

affordable computing power in the 1980s.  However, once computers were readily available, EPM 

emerged as the extension of performance management to the entire organisation (Cokins, 2009).  

The typical definitions of Enterprise Performance Management are: 

"The process of monitoring performance across the enterprise with the goal of improving business 

performance. An EPM system integrates and analyses data from many sources, including, but not 
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limited to, e-commerce systems, front-office and back-office applications, data warehouses and 

external data sources." (Gartner, 2014) 

Cokins (2009, p. 20) sees the purpose of EPM as to close the gap between the company’s high-level 

strategy and the day-to-day decisions that managers have to make. 

Dresner notes the contribution that EPM makes to the performance management field: “Enterprise 

Performance Management is a relatively new term that refers to a process-centric, holistic approach 

to improving the capability of a business to gain insight and manage its performance at all levels” 

(Dresner, 2008, p. 24).  

Similarly defined by Avanade, EPM is "an integrated business intelligence solution that gives 

companies a comprehensive view of their enterprise" (Avanade, 2014). 

Enterprise system providers such as Oracle (2020) and SAP (2021) provide similar definitions of EPM, 

as below: 

“EPM software is considered to be critical for managing all types of organizations by linking 

financial and operational metrics to insights—and ultimately driving strategies, plans, and 

execution. With EPM software, managers can drive improved performance across the 

organization by monitoring financial and operational results against forecasts and goals and 

using analytics to recognize key trends and predict outcomes.” Oracle (2020) 

“Enterprise performance management or EPM, software specializes in budgeting, forecasting, 

and financial management. It provides data analytics, reporting, and forecast modelling so 

organizations can analyse, understand, and plan strategically for the business.” SAP (2021) 

It can be seen from the above definitions that EPM is a technology that the major business software 

vendors are keen to promote.  Indeed, much of the development of EPM has been driven by business 

consultants or companies looking to sell new management tools (Taylor, 2005). Although EPM appears 

to fulfil a genuine business need, it is important when analysing the above definitions of EPM given by 

companies hoping to sell their products to separate the genuine advantages of EPM from the 

marketing presentation.  By contrasting and comparing the different descriptions provided by the 

software vendors and management consultants it can be seen that there is common agreement on 

the basic tasks that an EPM system should perform.  There is a general consensus that an EPM system 

should gather information from across the entire enterprise.  It should gather financial information 
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but also other performance metrics.  It should provide tools for analysing and reporting the data 

collected, and help the company to use this information to make the better strategic decision. 

There are plenty of other names for EPM, such as Business Performance Management (BPM), 

Corporate Performance Management (CPM) and several others.  These are synonymous terms and 

often used interchangeably.  These names, including EPM, were all invented by different companies 

to try and differentiate their EPM products from those of their competitors.  A short history of EPM 

and the corporate manoeuvrings behind the different names was described by A3 Solutions (2021). 

The term Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) will be used in this thesis because it makes clear 

that performance management applies to the entire business and is not confined to one department 

such as finance. EPM emphasises the need for information flows across the enterprise to create better 

alignment and accountability among all departments for an organisation. Although EPM is enabled by 

software tools is it not defined by them.  EPM exists as a methodology independent of whichever 

particular tool is used to implement it, (Presley, et al., 1997). 

2.3.2.2 History 

The history of EPM can be traced back to the 1970s when researchers began to explore the possibility 

of using computer technology to aid and support human decision making in business (Shim, et al., 

2002). 

In the 1980s the term Business Intelligence (BI) was coined as an umbrella term to include a range of 

disparate technologies and terms that had developed separately over the years for data storage and 

data analysis (Nylund, 1999). Business intelligence (BI) provides data to management, but not context.  

It does not explain what the data means or how managers should react to it. 

EPM uses the methods of BI to gather and analyse the data, but it introduces the idea that the 

information that is derived should be feedback into the strategy of the company.  Howard Dresner, 

who coined the term “Business Intelligence”, has stated that “EPM is BI with a purpose” (Dimon, 2013, 

p. 12). 

During the 2000s different business consultancy companies such as Hyperion, SAP, and Oracle 

developed products around the EPM concept but gave them different names, such as Business 

Performance Management (BPM) and Corporate Performance Management (CPM). 
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2.3.2.3 Models 

To understand the key elements of EPM model, some typical definitions that represent the attributes 

of EPM are described as follows: 

“EPM encompasses and interconnects all the processes, information, and systems used by 

managers to set strategy, develop plans, monitor execution, forecast performance, and report 

results with a view to achieving sustainable success”. (Dimon, 2013, p. 8) 

A very similar definition was given by (Bogdana, et al., 2018), in which they describe EPM as: 

“A framework for organizing, automating, and analysing business methodologies, metrics, 

processes, and systems to drive the overall performance of the enterprise. It helps 

organizations translate a unified set of objectives into plans, monitor execution, and deliver 

critical insight to improve financial and operational performance”. 

 

Researchers generally agree that EPM consists of the following elements (Dimon, 2013; Turban, et al., 

2014): 

 

• Gather Data.  An EPM system should gather a wide range of data from across the entire 

enterprise.  

• Analyse data.  The data collected must be interpreted so that useful information can be 

derived from it. 

• Debate and decide.  When the information has been collected, a collaborative process is 

needed to decide what is the best course of action to take. 

• Take action.  Implement the plan that has been decided upon. 

 

Just as different researchers and organisations have slightly different definitions of what EPM is, so 

they also produce models that have minor variations. 

The EPM model of Figure 2.1 was developed by Dresner (2008, p. 15) who proposes that every 

business, regardless of size, typically involves the same four basic processes:  

• Vision & Strategy.  It is essential to define where the business wants to go and how it intends 

to get there. 

• Goal and objective setting.  The company must set intermediate targets to make sure that it 

is on the right path to its destination. 
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• Execution.  The company must take actions to achieve its goals. 

• Evaluation.  The company must evaluate its performance and adjust its strategy accordingly. 

According to Dresner, these four activities should be connected to each other by the following four 

processes, so that the whole management of the business becomes an iterative cycle: 

• Rationalization. The process by which the organisation determines that its strategy is realistic 

before setting goals.   

• Commitment.  The organization should allocate the resources needed to execute its strategy. 

• Tracking.  Used during execution to provide operational feedback.  This tracks progress against 

stated goals. 

• Perspective.  Analyse results to see what is working and what is not. Managers may decide to 

modify the strategy based on this analysis. 

Dresner pointed out that, as companies grew in size, these activities became disconnected. As such, 

these activities can become unsynchronized as the connective processes between the four activities 

weaken and break.  For example, without tracking and perspective, strategy can become disconnected 

from reality, which can have critical consequences for the business. 

This is where EPM raises performance management to the level of the entire organisation.  It fortifies 

the connective processes using the following four technologies: 

• Modelling.  EPM uses business modelling to try and predict the outcome should particular 

strategies or plans be enacted.  Software tools are available that use analytical techniques to 

predict the likely results of taking particular actions (Pinder, 2017, p. 23)  

• Planning.  EPM includes the use of software applications for both financial and operational 

planning (SAP, 2021). 

• Reporting and Monitoring.  Modern EPM software suites provide feedback on the business’s 

performance visually via graphs, charts and dashboards (ORACLE, 2021). 

• Analysis.  EPM provides tools to help managers analyse their businesses performance data.  

For example, many commercial EPM packages can track key performance indicators (KPIs) 

so that managers can monitor changes in performance (Dimon, 2013).  

Dresner’s final model for EPM is shown in Figure 2.1.  The model clearly shows where an EPM system 

can support the business’s core activities. 
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Figure 2.1 Activities and Connective Processes Supported by an EPM System. (Dresner, 2008, p. 15) 

An alternative EPM model was created by Turban et al. (2014, p. 197) and is shown in Figure 2.2.  

Although this model looks slightly different, a closer inspection reveals that the same basic elements 

are present.  There are the same four activities: strategy, goals, monitor (evaluate) and act (execute).  

The model is held together by the EPM system, which sits at the centre of the model and integrates 

all the data and metrics together.  The crucial features of the EPM models are that: first, it is primarily 

used to ensure that the performance of the business is aligned with its strategy, and secondly, the 

model is cyclical, where the performance is incrementally improved on every iteration around the 

loop. 
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Figure 2.2 Closed-loop EPM Cycle.  (Turban, et al., 2014, p. 197) 

Finally, a third variation of the EPM model was developed by Dimon (2013, p. 29). As figure 2.3 shows, 

this has similar key components to the other two models and again the model presents a cyclical 

process.  This confirms that there is a broad consensus amongst both researchers and consultants as 

to what the framework of EPM looks like. 

Dimon uses the analogy that EPM is like the operating system of a business.  Like the operating system 

of a computer, which handles all the input and output and manages the resources that your 

applications need, so does EPM manage the activities of the business whilst providing resources for 

the management’s decisions (Dimon, 2013, p. 18). 
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Figure 2.3 Complete EPM Model. (Dimon, 2013, p. 29) 

2.3.2.4 Summary of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM)  

Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) is a methodology, not a tool.  It addresses the real needs 

of businesses to manage the performance of all their processes throughout the organisation.  

However, a lot of the development of EPM has been driven by companies looking to sell tools that 

support the implementation of EPM.  Naturally, these companies seek to gain commercial advantage 

by differentiating their product from those of their competitors.  This has led to a degree of confusion 

about what exactly EPM involves.   

This section has therefore presented those facets of the EPM model on which there is general 

agreement.   

It will also describe how EPM links to SSM and the key relevant theories. 

There is broad consensus within industry and academia that EPM has the following common features: 

1. Vision & Strategy 

A company’s vision describes where the company wants to go and the company’s strategy 

describes how it intends to get there. The fundamental problem situation that every company 

faces, is to decide which strategy to pursue to achieve its objectives. There is no formula that 

will create a vision for the company; the inspiration must come from the company’s founders 

or executives.  However, once the company has a vision, there are many tools that can help 

the company translate that vision into an executable strategy. The literature on EPM is clear 

that its main purpose is to align the company’s operations with the company’s strategy, so 

that each business activity supports the over-arching strategy.  The cyclical nature of EPM 
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allows the company’s management to evolve its strategies based on the feedback of 

performance information.   

There has been a growing trend in business practice to include a wider range of people in the 

strategy process.  Research reveals that companies that consider the views of all their 

stakeholders achieve a long-term competitive advantage (Wasieleski & Weber, 2017).  That 

is, the strategy should not just be concerned with the internal views of the company but 

should also include those of the company’s customers, suppliers, distributers and other 

stakeholders.  This management trend is supported by developments in Stakeholder Theory 

(Wasieleski & Weber, 2017). It has been shown that companies that adopt this approach often 

discover better strategies than they would have found for themselves (Kenny, 2021).  This is 

where employing the Soft System Methodology can help.  The Rich Picture, Root Definition 

and CATWOE analysis that are initiated during the SSM inquiry process are an ideal way in 

which to capture the input from all interested stakeholders.  As we will see, SSM can play an 

important role in strategy development. 

2. Goals & Objectives/Plan 

Once a company has settled on a strategy, it must set goals that the strategy must achieve 

and plans for how to reach those goals.  Regardless of what goals the company sets for itself, 

the plans needed to reach those goals will be carried out by people.  SSM can offer a new 

perspective on how the goals of the company should be set.  SSM is designed to handle 

systems that are imprecisely defined, such as those involving human activities and behaviours.    

 

3. Execution 

This is the stage at which the company implements its plans. Here, the company uses its Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) to identify the progress towards its objectives. The current 

research has identified nine conceptual models that are important for the functioning of any 

HTE.  The case studies described herein have identified the most important KPIs for HTE firms 

based on the direct experience from HTE practitioners and subject-matter experts in the field. 

 

4. Evaluation/Analysis. 

As was shown above, literature generally agrees that evaluation and analysis play a crucial 

role in EPM system (Dresner, 2008; Dimon, 2013; Turban, et al., 2014). The performance 

measures and indicators via KPIs are essential to the process of evaluation and analysis. As 
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the thesis will show, these performance measures and KPIs can be supported by reference to 

the 5E performance criteria used in SSM: Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Elegance and 

Ethics. These criteria provide a wider perspective on performance assessment criteria. 

 Performance Management Frameworks 

The previous sections established what performance management is and how it can be applied to the 

entire enterprise via EPM.  This section will look at how the concept of performance management in 

business has evolved over time.  Lessons learned from historical attempts to construct a performance 

management framework will be used to inform the construction of the holistic model in this research.  

A performance management framework brings together the strategies, plans, financial and non-

financial performance measures that enable individuals and organisations to access insightful 

information in order to accomplish their goals (Kaplan and Norton, 1992; Neely et al., 2002).   

As Robertson et al. (1992, quoted in Armstrong, 2006, p. 261) pointed out:  

“Goals inform individuals to achieve particular levels of performance, in order for 

them to direct and evaluate their actions; while performance feedback allows the 

individual to track how well he or she has been doing in relation to the goal so that, 

if necessary, adjustments in effort, direction or possibly task strategies can be 

made.” (Armstrong, 2006, p. 261) 

In order to manage a process, it must be capable of being measured.  Until something can be measured 

the manager can only have a vague, nebulous idea of how the task is progressing (Drucker & 

Maciariello, 2008).  

Traditional performance management systems focused on measuring and monitoring lagging 

indicators, like financial measures, which often failed to accurately reflect the true health and future 

prospects of an organisation (Bloomfield, 2002). In order to address the deficiencies of relying too 

much on purely financial measures, a number of performance management frameworks have been 

developed, such as the Performance Prism, European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) 

Excellence Model and Balanced Scorecard (BSC). These all use performance measures beyond the 

traditional financial measures. 

The principles of a performance management framework are to measure and align operational 

processes in all areas of performance – such as planning, budgeting, forecasting and evaluation with 

the organisation’s goals and objectives – in order to improve the organisation’s performance 
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strategically. This demonstrates the need to measure results so that the performance measurement 

system can provide informative data for monitoring the past actions and guiding strategic decision 

making for future performance improvement. 

2.4.1 Evolution of Performance Management Frameworks  

The challenge for organisations today is not only how to create a business strategy to win against their 

rivals, but also how to align their performance and management to their strategic goals.  This section 

describes the evolution of performance management and demonstrates the strategic nature of the 

different performance management frameworks. 

2.4.2 1920s: Earliest examples of performance management 

Arguably the earliest example of something that could legitimately be called a performance 

management model was the DuPont Model. This was developed by the DuPont chemical company in 

the 1920s (Doorasamy, 2016).  

The DuPont company was one of the first multi-divisional companies. It had begun as a manufacturer 

of gunpower and explosives but by the 1920 had diversified into agricultural pesticides and plastics.  

It also had significant investments in General Motors.  Each of these was a separate division of the 

DuPont parent company. This gave the management of DuPont the challenge of deciding how much 

capital should be invested in each of its divisions to return the maximum profit to the company as a 

whole. To answer this need, the management at DuPont devised what became known as the “DuPont 

Model” or “DuPont Analysis”. 

The model is based on accounting measures, such as return on investment (ROI) and return on equity 

(ROE), and provides a useful guide as to how efficiently a company is utilising its assets. One strength 

of the DuPont model is that the performance measures it uses are expressed as ratios.  For example, 

ROI is the ratio between net profit and cost of investment.  By using ratios, rather than absolute values, 

the DuPont model can be used to compare companies of widely varying sizes.  

However, as the model only focuses on financial factors, it may miss other influences on the 

performance a company.  It has also been criticised for being myopic and concerned with short-term 

gains. Nevertheless, the DuPont model is still used extensively by investors.  Consequently its financial 

measurements are considered as potentially useful for informing the final, holistic model. 
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2.4.2.1 Example of DuPont studies  

There are many examples of applying the DuPont analysis to evaluate the performance of companies.  

It is in the nature of the ROA and ROE measures used by the DuPont model that they are readily 

applicable to any business organisation. 

Two studies that apply the DuPont analysis to high-tech engineering companies are Herciu et al. (2011) 

and Latif et al. (2014). 

The first study, by Herciu et.al., uses the DuPont model to analyse the twenty most profitable 

companies in the world (in the year 2009).  This list included several high-tech engineering businesses 

such as Microsoft, IBM, AT&T and Vodafone.  The authors were interested in finding out if the 

companies with the highest profits were necessarily those with the highest profitability. 

Table 2-1 DuPont Analysis of most profitable tech companies of 2009 

Profits Ranking Return on Sales Return on Assets Return on Equity 

8th Microsoft 8th Microsoft 1st Microsoft 1st IBM 

10th Vodaphone 12th Vodafone 2nd IBM 2nd Microsoft 

12th IBM 15th IBM 11th Vodafone 17th AT&T 

15th AT&T 18th AT&T 12th AT&T 19th Vodafone 

 

The analysis showed that even though IBM was only 12th in terms of profits, it was 1st or 2nd when it 

came to generating profits from its assets.  This means that IBM was very efficient at managing its 

business and therefore represented a good choice for investors. 

The second study, by Latif et.al., used the DuPont model to compare the performance of Google 

against the average in the high-tech sector.  The authors conduct a deep analysis of Google’s relative 

performance relative to their competitors and conclude that Google’s performance in terms of ROA 

and ROE was below the industry average.  They suggested that, while the company was earning good 

profits, it should use its assets more efficiently to ensure that profitability was increased. For example, 

Google could manage its performance better by focusing on R&D to continuously improving its 

products.  The company should also reduce threats from its competitors by focusing on its core 

strengths and improving its relationships with its customers and advertisers.  These conclusions in 
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themselves were not very remarkable, but the paper illustrated how the DuPont model could be 

applied to a company relatively easily and yet still yield extremely useful information. 

2.4.2.2 Theoretical Basis of the DuPont Model. 

The theoretical basis of the DuPont model is rooted in mathematics. At the heart of the DuPont model 

is the equation for the return on investment (ROI).  When the management of a company knows where 

it can achieve the largest ROI it can allocate investment accordingly.  It can invest in some parts of its 

business whilst deemphasising other parts.  By managing its assets strategically, to optimize its ROI, 

the company can improve its performance. 

The view of DuPont Analysis is that a company’s performance can be expressed mathematically and 

hence can be optimized.  This idea was the foundation of the later field of Operations Research, which 

is discussed in the next section.   

2.4.2.3 Lessons for the holistic model 

The DuPont model has survived the test of time and its concepts of return on investment and return 

on equity are just as relevant today as when they were first expressed a century ago. From the DuPont 

model we should take the following to include in the holistic model: 

• Recent developments in the practice of performance management have derogated the role of 

accountancy measures in performance management, emphasising instead other factors; 

nevertheless, the basic financial measures are still crucial for any business.  Therefore, they should 

be included in the holistic model. 

• Performance measurements, such as return on investment, that are scale-invariant and do not 

depend on the size of the company, are very useful and still relevant in modern financial measures 

– including both small and large scale HTE firms.  

2.4.3 1950s: Performance management as a system 

2.4.3.1 Operations Research 

Operations research grew out of World War II, where the allies began to employ science and 

mathematics to help with military operations.  Many of applications of operations research (OR) were 

to find the optimal solution to specific problems.  For example, OR was used to determine the optimal 

number of ships in a convoy to minimise the loss due to submarine attacks. Many new, powerful 

mathematical techniques were developed to tackle such problems. 
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Once the war was over attention turned towards whether OR could also be applied to the world of 

business  (Morris, 1957).  Morris made the interconnection that the mathematical analysis that proved 

successful in the military theatre could bring similar success when applied to the civilian business 

world.  For example, the same optimisation methods that were used to optimize army supply logistics 

could work equally well for the commercial delivery businesses. Smith and Goddard (2002) supported 

the idea that there was a strong interconnection between performance management and OR.  They 

proposed that companies should adopt four attributes taken from OR namely, strategy formulation, 

performance measurement development, interpreting such measures into insights and taking action 

based on the performance information.  

This indicates the strong interconnection between OR and Performance Management in the early 

years.  

2.4.3.2 Theoretical Basis of Operations Research (OR)  

Similar to the DuPont model of an earlier decade, Operations Research applies mathematics to 

improve the performance of the business.  The difference is that OR uses much more sophisticated 

techniques and has been applied to a much wider range of problems.  However, the same assumption 

is made that the business can be represented as a mathematical model and that whatever steps 

optimise the model all have the same result when applied to the real business.  

2.4.3.3 Lessons for the holistic model 

The problems that Operations Research was often used to solve were frequently ones of optimisation; 

for example, how to achieve a particular goal using the least number of resources.  To answer these 

questions, powerful new mathematical techniques such as linear programming were invented.  These 

could solve constrained optimization problems that were previously impossible.  Such problems often 

appear in business situations. 

Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) was developed, in part, as a reaction against Operations Research.  

SSM was invented by the Systems group at Lancaster University.  Following the conventional wisdom 

of the day (1960s) this team initially attempted to solve the various business problems that it was 

presented with using Operations Research.  However, some members of the team, and Peter 

Checkland in particular, became dissatisfied that the OR solutions they proposed were not working  

(Checkland, 1983, p. 673; Checkland, 1985, p. 763; Checkland, 1995, p. 50).  One major reason for this 

that Checkland observed was that the mathematical approach of OR did not allow for the human 

factors that often determined whether the proposed solution was implemented or not.  Consequently, 
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Checkland, and the team at Lancaster University, created SSM as an approach that was not be based 

on hard mathematics but instead on softer, people-centred methods. 

Therefore, because the holistic model will be derived through the application of SSM, it does, in a 

sense, use lessons from OR, but only the negative sense that the practices of OR will not be used. 

2.4.4 1960s: Cybernetics – A systems approach to management 

Business is not independent of the wider society in which it operates and tends to reflect the zeitgeist 

of the times.  In the 1960s with the advent of the space age, engineering and computers systems were 

to the fore in popular culture.  Businesses naturally began to view their own operations in these terms.  

Performance management was seen as a system with inputs and outputs that could be controlled 

using appropriate feedback, or feedforward loops. 

One of the Leading proponents of management as a system was Stafford Beer who, in his 1959 paper, 

helped to define the field of management cybernetics (Beer, 1959).  His studies of cybernetics grew 

out of Beer’s previous work on Operations Research.  However, Beer became disenchanted with the 

practitioners of OR, who he felt were choosing problems to fit their existing mathematical tools, rather 

than come up with new solutions to the real problems facing business (Rowbotham, 2021) .   Hence, 

he helped develop the field of cybernetics. 

Cybernetics, in the context of the business world, is concerned with controlling all aspects of a task so 

that it seeks to achieve a pre-agreed goal. 

2.4.4.1 Theoretical Basis of Cybernetics  

The terminology used to describe cybernetics in this social science context is taken from the analogous 

engineering field of Control Theory as described below which represents ‘Behavioural Control’ as 

shown in Figure 2.4: 

• Planned state.  This is what the state the task should be in.  For example, the plan may be 

for the task to be 50% complete by a certain time. 

• Sensor.  This is something that measures the variable that is being controlled.  In the world 

of engineering, this might be a temperature or a pressure.  In the case of performance 

management, it would be some measure of the current state of the process.  The output of 

the sensor is fed back to the comparator. 

• Comparator.  This is some process that compares the feedback coming from the sensor with 

the planned state.  If the task was proceeding exactly to plan then the comparator would 

produce zero difference. 
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• Actuator.  This is some action that can be made to correct the direction of the task if it is 

deviating from the plan.   

 

Figure 2.4  Behavioural Control 

The ability to control planned tasks to completion, as described by Barrows and Neely (2012) is a 

necessary part of any performance management system and consequently, some form of monitor and 

control process should be included in the holistic model of EPM.  

Beers work on Cybernetics would inspire other researchers, including Peter Checkland, who would go 

on to develop Soft Systems Methodology.  An explanation of SSM is deferred until section 3.10, but 

for future reference, it’s worth noting there is a connection between SSM and Cybernetics because 

they both take their inspiration from systems theory. 

2.4.4.2 Lessons for the holistic model 

Cybernetics views the organisation as a system with inputs and outputs.  The inputs regulate the 

outputs via feedback and feedforward loops.  The result is the control of the flow of work through the 

system.   The work by Bititci (2015) provides an example of how the concept of control flow is a crucial 

characteristic of any business process as described below. 

The flow of work through an organisation, with feedback and feedforward loops as monitor and 

control processes, is very important and therefore its regulation by means similar to those described 

by cybernetics provided an important input into developing the holistic model of the current research. 

2.4.5 1980s: Performance management revolution 

By the late 1980s the existing performance management models were becoming outdated and 

increasingly irrelevant to the way business had evolved.  This situation was described by Johnson and 

Kaplan (1987).  The authors observed that American companies were measuring their performance 

based largely on accounting reports such as quarterly income figures. They listed what they felt were 

the biggest weaknesses of performance measures based on accounting results: 
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• The accountancy measurements tended to aggregate financial information; consequently, almost 

no multiproduct company knew the individual cost of their products.  This in turn led to 

misdirected marketing of less profitable products. 

• A misplaced emphasis on cost-cutting as a way of improving profitability. 

• Unwanted inventory produced so as to maintain high labour and machine utilisation figures. 

• The monthly and quarterly income figures involved were a poor indicator of the value created by 

long-term investments. 

The authors were writing at a time when industry was being transformed by concepts like total-

quality-control and just-in-time manufacturing.  The authors pointed out in a subsequent article 

(Johnson & Kaplan, 1987) that Japanese companies, then in the ascendancy, used other factors to 

measure their performance, such as the time interval between the start of manufacturing an item to 

when that item ships to the customer. They also suggested more alternative key performance 

indicators - particularly non-financial measures – that American industry could use, such as: 

• Time taken to launch a product. 

• Percentage of delivery targets met. 

• Percentage of items produced that required no re-work. 

The late 1980s was a time when the automation and computerisation of industry meant that it was 

now cheap and easy to gather many more performance measures than ever before, thus, making it a 

practical proposal to move away from the old accountancy measures. 

2.4.5.1 Theoretical Basis of the Revolution in Performance Management 

The advances in performance management that were seen during this decade were more practical 

than theoretical.  It was a time in which the increasing availability of affordable computing power 

allowed for increasing business automation and consequently the gathering of a great deal more 

performance information.  This also allowed the range of performance data to be extended beyond 

the conventional fields such as finance and sales.  

2.4.5.2 Lessons for the holistic model 

Today it is easy to gather a great deal of data about any organisation’s processes.  Many manufacturing 

industries are highly automated, which enables them to keep meticulous records of all parts of their 

operations.  Companies these days are usually connected to the internet in some fashion, for example, 

many use online project management tools.  So, these companies are also able to easily collect a lot 
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of performance metrics.  Indeed, it has been observed that companies now risk gathering too much 

data (Kennerley & Neely, 2003). The consequences of this for the current research are as follows: 

• The holistic model should use other measurements besides just financial.   

• The changing nature of modern engineering allows information technology (IT) to be used to 

collect a greater amount of performance data than ever before.  This means that the holistic model 

should not be constrained by any limits to the data collection.  However, the researcher should be 

judicious and consider only the key performance indicators so as not to obscure the important 

features of the model with unnecessary data. 

2.4.6 1990s: The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 

Kaplan and Norton had seen from their previous work that companies were over-reliant on financial 

results as indicators of their performance.  They found this was causing companies to misallocate their 

resources and was therefore harming their performance. The unbalance between financial and non-

financial performance measures motivated Kaplan and Norton to develop the Balanced Scorecard 

(Kaplan & Norton, 1992). This is a performance management tool that, as the name suggests, tries to 

provide a balanced view of a company’s performance by including more key indicators than just 

financial measures.  The aim is to improve the communication across the organisation and encourage 

a learning process - as well as to monitor organisation performance – in order to align performance 

with strategic goals and objectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). 

The Balanced Scorecard uses key performance indicators from the following four categories: 

1. Customer 

2. Financial performance 

3. Internal business processes 

4. Learning and growth 

The Balanced Scorecard is designed so as not to focus on the indicators from an individual category, 

but instead attempts to align and integrate all the measurement categories in order to identify those 

processes that can best achieve an organisation’s goals and objectives. 

The Balanced Scorecard approach has been widely used in both business and non-profit organisations 

(Pollalis, 2003). Its framework is used as a tool to help organisations to align their vision and strategy 

with their business activities.  Indeed, it is one of the very few performance models that is known of, 

let alone used, outside of academia (Bititci, 2015).  
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2.4.6.1 Theoretical Basis of The Balanced Scorecard 

Despite its popularity, the Balanced Scorecard has also received criticism. Norreklit (2003) questioned 

whether the Balanced Scorecard had any sound theoretical basis or whether it was simply based on 

rhetorical arguments. Awadallah and Allam (2015) found deficiencies not only in the theory of the 

Balanced Scorecard but also in its practice.  They specifically identified the following shortcomings: 

• Constraining the performance of the organisation into just four categories could be an over-

simplification.  For example, the effects on key stakeholders are not included.     

• From the Balanced Scorecard alone it is not clear how to identify key performance indicators 

(KPIs). 

• In practice, the focus on the Balanced Scorecard’s four categories can cause resources to be 

diverted from parts of the business that do not fit into these categories. 

Neely and Crowe (2001) pointed out another weakness of the BSC is that the original four perspectives 

did not include the stakeholders in the organisation.    This was a deficiency that Neely and Crowe 

sought to rectify in their own Performance Prism model, which will be discussed later in section 2.4.8. 

In an attempt to disprove some of the criticism that had been levelled at the BSC, Kaplan published a 

paper in which he described the conceptual foundations of the BSC (Kaplan, 2010). The author 

presented three case studies and argued against the notion that “front-line employees need see only 

nonfinancial indicators while senior management can and should focus only on financial ones” 

(Kaplan, 2010, p. 12). Kaplan notes that one of the motivations for developing the BSC was to act as a 

counter argument against the Principal-Agent Theory (Jensen & Meckling, 1976).  This theory 

essentially stated that the performance of companies should be primarily improved by offering more 

financial incentives to senior executives, particularly incentives based on financial performance.  One 

of the objectives of the BSC was to expand the criteria used to assess the performance of companies 

beyond the purely financial.  Therefore, although the BSC itself does not appear, at least at inception, 

to have been theoretically based, it was at least created in a way that addresses weaknesses in existing 

theory. 

There have been several attempts, over the years, to explore, at least empirically, the theoretical 

underpinnings of the BSC.  Hoque and James (2000) conducted a study that involved asking companies 

what measures they were actually using to assess their performance.  The survey results were roughly 

consistent with the four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard.  This result indicated that the four 
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categories (or perspectives) advocated by the BSC did correlate with the performance measures 

actually being used in business. 

Another empirical study into the theoretical underpinnings of the BSC was conducted by Sigalas (2015) 

and observed that the real-world results matched those predicted by the BSC; in other words, the 

validity of the performance indicators of BSC’s four perspectives provide empirical support for the 

BSC’s theoretical underpinnings. 

2.4.6.2 Case Study: The Balanced Scorecard applied to an automotive company 

The Balanced Scorecard has been applied by many companies, but as this research is concerned mainly 

with high-tech engineering companies, an example from the automotive sector will be presented.  In 

their paper, Nagyova and Sutoova (2014) describe how the Balanced Scorecard was applied to an 

automotive company with a view to bringing the company’s operations more into alignment with its 

goals and objectives. The BSC broadly addresses the key areas of performance management in such 

companies.  One of the outcomes of the study that the authors emphasise is that it is very important 

to include only the minimum necessary number of key performance indicators.  Including too many 

indictors can result in too much complexity, which can obfuscate those factors that are truly important 

to the business. 

2.4.6.3 Lessons for the Holistic Model 

The Balanced Scorecard is one of the few performance management frameworks that was adopted 

outside of academia and is actually used by real-world businesses.  It therefore has important lessons 

that the holistic model should learn if it is also to become a practical and useful tool: 

• Arguably it was the Balanced Scorecard’s apparent simplicity that led to its adoption by the 

business community.  The holistic model should strive for a similar simplicity and ease of use 

– consistent with it still remaining a true representation of performance management within 

the organisation. 

• The holistic model should also have stronger theoretical underpinnings than the Balanced 

Scorecard which, despite its popularity, is supported mainly by empirical evidence. 

2.4.7 1990s: European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence Model 

In the late 1980s, the ideas of quality management were very contemporary within manufacturing.  

The success of Japanese industry, especially in automobile manufacturing with its relentless focus on 

building quality into the final product, had drawn the attention of other nations around the globe. 
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In Europe it was decided that the continent needed a quality management framework for its own 

industries.  To that end, the CEOs of fourteen of the largest businesses in Europe came together and 

agreed to develop a European Quality Model that would eventually become the EFQM. 

The EFQM Excellence Model (EFQM, 1992) was introduced as a framework for assessing organisations 

for the annual European Excellence Award. The EFQM, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, is aimed at 

supporting organisations to drive continuous improvement in order to achieve excellence in eight 

categories:  

1. continuous learning, innovation and improvement 

2. customer focus 

3. leadership and constancy of purpose 

4. management by process and facts 

5. partnership development 

6. people development and involvement 

7. public responsibility 

8. results orientation 

The EFQM Excellence Model is the most widely disseminated organisational framework in Europe 

(Eskildsen & Dahlgaard, 2000).  As regards the UK, the use of The EFQM Excellence Model is also 

widespread.  Charlesworth (2000) reports a study conducted jointly by the British Quality Foundation 

(BQF) and the Institute of Management (IM) that surveyed 609 IM members in UK organisations and 

found that 15% of those organisations were using the EFQM Excellence Model.   This was the second 

most popular preference in the UK (after the Investors in People framework) as a near-future 

performance improvement initiative model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The EFQM Model 2013 
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The model is based on the premise that the leadership of a company formulates policies and strategy 

which utilise people, partnerships and resources to drive processes that in turn provide benefits for 

the people involved, the customer and society in general.  Beneficial results for these three groups are 

assumed by the model to also result in benefits for the company.  The lessons learned from these 

results are fed back to the leadership so that the whole model forms a closed cycle of continuous 

improvement. 

A major strength of the EFQM model is that it provides a pathway that companies can follow to 

steadily improve excellence within their organisation.  Any company, irrespective of size or market 

sector, can use the model to assess which stage it has reached long this path.  The model allows 

companies to self-assess their performance but they can also ask to be assessed by external auditors 

so as to receive a more formal excellence accreditation. 

The EFQM model has stood the test of time and over its 30 years has helped thousands of companies 

improve their quality standards and over 30,000 companies are using the model  (Para-González, et 

al., 2021).  

Despite its evident success, the EFQM model has also attracted some criticism.  The EFQM model is 

explicitly non-prescriptive, which means it can be applied to a wide range of companies, but this same 

feature means that businesses are left to devise their own tools and procedures for implementing the 

model.  Some scholars have also argued that the model does not place enough emphasis on the 

culture of a company, which is often an obstacle to the successful adoption of new practices aimed at 

enhancing excellence (Dahlgaard, et al., 2013).   

Another shortcoming that others have identified is that the EFQM model is really an assessment tool 

that assumes that the companies can apply past lessons to enhance quality through a process of 

gradual improvement.  Therefore, the model implicitly assumes that companies are operating in a 

relatively predictable business environment.   That is often not the case in today’s dynamic, ever-

changing business world and in such cases the EFQM model may be less useful, (Lu, et al., 2011). 

2.4.7.1 Theoretical Basis of European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence Model  

Initially, the EFQM was developed based on practical experience, not theory.  However, subsequent 

work has shown that the framework is actually supported by the Resource-Based View (RBV) 

organizational theory (Ruiz-Carrillo & Fernandez-Ortiz, 2005).  The RBV theory was originally proposed 

in a seminal paper by Barney (1991).  This theory states that managers should focus their attention on 
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the internal resources of their company to identify those resources that can be best used to obtain a 

sustainable competitive advantage. 

As identified by Ruiz-Carrillo and Fernandez-Ortiz (2005), all the criteria of the EFQM correspond to 

the resources available to the organisation.  Consequently, the EFQM model can be used to study in 

detail where resources can be used to create competitive advantage. It therefore implies that EFQM 

can be viewed as an implementation of RBV theory, even though those who devised the model may 

not have been consciously aware of it when the EFQM was developed. 

2.4.7.2 Lessons for the Holistic Model 

• One intention of the EFQM model was that it would provide a common platform to allow 

European companies to compare their performance improvements and share ideas.  The model 

has been successfully adopted by over 30,000 companies of all sizes, sectors and maturity, to help 

them improve their performance, particularly in quality processes (EFQM, 2016). 

• EFQM also includes a self-assessment that firms can complete in order to find out where they are 

in terms of quality management.  EFQM defines different levels of maturity, and companies move 

through these levels to reach the final destination of a high-quality organization. It would be 

worthwhile, therefore, if the holistic model for the current thesis could take a similar approach 

and contain features that would allow different types of companies to assess their performance 

management status and give some guidance on where improvements could be made. 

2.4.8 2000s: Performance Prism 

As noted in the previous section, one of the deficiencies of the Balanced Scorecard is that it does not 

take account of the key stakeholders in an organisation.  This was something that Neely et al. (2002) 

set out to rectify in their alternative performance measurement and management framework: The 

Performance Prism.  

Rather than focus on an individual measurement category, the Performance Prism instead looks at all 

of an organisation’s stakeholders across the whole supply chain: from investors, employees, 

customers, suppliers as well as the regulators and communities.  Its framework emphasises the need 

for a scorecard for measuring and managing a wider range of stakeholder relationships and 

perspectives on business success. 
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The idea of the Performance Prism is illustrated in Figure 2.6.  The name reflects the linking of 

stakeholder contribution with stakeholder satisfaction via the three mechanisms of processes, 

capabilities and strategies. 

 

Figure 2.6 The Performance Prism.  Linking stakeholder contribution and satisfaction. 

2.4.8.1 The Performance Prism Applied to a Courier Company 

There are not many published papers that investigate the theoretical basis of the Performance Prism, 

however Produção et al. (2019) and Severgnini et al. (2018) pointed out, based on case studies that 

they conducted, that the Performance Prism was underpinned by Stakeholder Theory. The theoretical 

foundation here is the underpinning of the relationships among stakeholders in terms of how 

stakeholders can influence and be influenced by the organisation as well as interacting with other 

stakeholders. The Performance Prism was adopted by the courier company DHL as a means of 

restructuring their top-level management review meetings.  The DHL management felt that they were 

having to analyse too much data and the actions they took based on this data had little effect.  An 

analysis based on the Performance Prism allowed them to focus on the key stakeholders.   This 

reduced the number of performance indicators they needed to monitor, while at the same time 

making their actions more effective. 

2.4.8.2 Theoretical Basis of the Performance Prism 

The Performance Prism framework is underpinned by Stakeholder Theory.  The relationship between 

framework and theory was explored by Severgnini et al. (2017), who used the Performance Prism to 

study how the performance of a business was related to the satisfaction of its stakeholders.  

The conclusions that Severgnini et al. (2017) drew from their studies were not that surprising.  

Employers excepted their employees to be motivated to produce quality work efficiently.  The 
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employees, on the other hand, wanted satisfactory remuneration and good working conditions.  

Similarly, the company’s clients expected to receive a range of products and services, and its suppliers 

anticipated increased sales.  On a higher level, the company expected the government to ensure that 

there was no monopolistic competition, while the government wanted to receive taxes. 

A finding that the researcher revealed through the use of the Performance Prism was the importance 

of “continuity and partnership expectations”.  This is the relationships and loyalty that builds up 

between all the stakeholders and generates an almost symbiotic interdependency between them.  

Nogning and Gardoni (2017) extended the Performance Prism to include the dilemma that innovative 

companies face when balancing between exploiting their existing products or expending resources to 

develop new ones.  The authors pointed out that, based on the Stakeholder Theory, the knowledge 

required for developing and managing the disruptive change involved here lies increasingly beyond 

the horizon of the firm itself. They emphasized that the innovation performance is interrelated with 

the efficient management of the firm’s relevant stakeholders through their partnerships and 

collaboration. Stakeholder satisfaction, Nogning and Gardoni (2017) argued, is therefore the key 

driver of a firm’s strategy and capabilities as it seeks to reach its goals and objectives. 

The Performance Prism framework was also constructed heuristically, based on the practical 

experience of what the authors had seen work successfully in the real world (Neely, et al., 2002).  The 

framework has been used in different contexts, including the retail industry and the charity sector 

with successful results (Neely & Crowe, 2001).  These results give some measure of confidence that 

the framework is theoretically sound. 

2.4.8.3 Lessons for the Holistic Model 

The key innovation of the Performance Prism is the recognition that the stakeholders in an 

organisation are not just the shareholders.  The holistic model should similarly attempt to identify all 

the key stakeholders and what they want or need and how they contribute to performance.  

2.4.9 2000s: The PM4TE Process 

The Performance Management for Turbulent Environments (PM4TE)  (Barrows & Neely, 2012) was 

developed as an aid for businesses who find themselves in a rapidly changing business environment.  

Barrows and Neely (2012) noted that it took upwards of 18 months to implement existing frameworks.  

They observed that there was a need for a framework that companies could start working with 

immediately and then refine iteratively over time.  The PM4TE process model is shown in Figure 2.7.  
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         Figure 2.7 PM4TE Process Model (Barrows & Neely, 2012, p. 31) 

The PM4TE model operates on two cycles: 

1. Performance Management Cycle 

This is the outer cycle of Figure 2.7 and is the slower cycle.  The Performance Management 

cycle normally begins when the company updates its strategy.  Depending on the industry, 

this cycle can have a period of months or years. 

 

2. Execution Management Cycle 

This is the inner cycle of Figure 2.7 and is the faster cycle.  The Execution Management Cycle 

is where vital performance management projects (or initiatives) are completed.  The speed of 

this cycle can be increased to deal with increased turbulence. 

The core process of the model, as shown in Figure 2.7, consists of four steps: 

1. Model Performance 

The process begins with a model of the organization’s performance.  This is often a visual 

diagram that illustrates what measure of performance the organization is trying to 

accomplish.  For example, it may be a strategy map, or diagram showing how the flow of 

financial inputs drive the company’s performance, or a model that displays how each 

individual’s performance contributes to the organization’s overall attainment.  The important 
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thing about the performance model is that it inculcates a shared view of the organization’s 

critical objectives. 

 

2. Manage Projects 

With the performance model in place, the responsibility of management is to identify and 

manage those major initiatives that will achieve the desired performance targets.  This step 

should address the following questions: 

• Which projects are essential to achieving the performance objectives? 

• What is the best way to capture the important features of each project and use this 

information to manage them optimally? 

• How can the company’s operations be brought into line with its strategic objectives? 

 

3. Measure Progress 

Within the context of the PM4TE process there are two types of measurement: 

• Measurement of project (or initiative) progress. Are vital projects being completed on 

time and within budget? 

• Measurement of performance objective achievement. Is the company making 

progress towards its critical performance objectives? 

 

4. Make Decisions 

In fast moving, turbulent business situations, managers may find themselves under pressure 

to make effective decisions on major issues.  The choices made here may affect both of the 

previous Model Performance and Manage Projects steps.  The PM4TE process model lends 

itself to these continuous, iterative course corrections. 

 

In order for the PM4TE process to operate effectively, certain Model Enablers must be present.  In the 

context of SSM these would be part of the Weltanschauung or wider environment in which the PM4TE 

model process exists (see the CATWOE model of section 3.10.1.3).  The core PM4TE process identifies 

five such Model Enablers. 

1. Strategic Intelligence 

In times of high business turbulence, it is vital that organizations remain informed about the wider 

environment in which they are operating.  Those companies that lose situational awareness may 

not adapt quickly enough to the changing environment and consequently fail. 
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2. Continuous Conversation 

In industries undergoing periods of rapid change a continuous flow of information throughout the 

whole organization is essential.  In turbulent situations, management teams need to process more 

information quicker than their counterparts in more stable industries. 

3. Accelerated Learning 

In dynamic operating environments, the ability of an organization to learn from its successes and 

failures is vital for its continued prosperity.  Management should be engaged in a continuous 

learning process. 

4. Organizational Alignment 

For PM4TE to be effective, all parts of the organization must be aligned towards the same 

objectives.  The goals of individuals and teams must be orientated to the direction set by the top-

level management and the execution of those goals must be measured and improved. 

5. Engaged Leadership 

According to the PM4TE process, this is probably the most vital Model Enabler of all.  The 

commitment of the top management to the PM4TE model is essential to drive it through the 

organization. 

2.4.9.1 Theoretical Basis of the PM4TE Process 

The authors' Barrows and Neely (2012) state that their model is based on established theories - control 

theory and cybernetics – and emphasize that “all performance management systems today represent 

manifestations of control theory”. In adopting the perspective of control theory, the performance 

management theoretical foundation thus reflects the basics of the cybernetic model and the notions 

of feedback and control, as depicted in Figure 2.4 (Barrows & Neely, 2012, p. 251) 

2.4.9.2 Lessons for the Holistic Model 

A defining feature of the PM4TE model is that companies can start using it immediately and then refine 

the model over time. This agility is worth considering for inclusion in the holistic model. Ideally, the 

holistic model should be similarly quick to implement but also be flexible enough to adapt and evolve 

over time. 
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 Summary and Contribution to Holistic Model 

This review of the history of performance management frameworks has shown how the subject has 

evolved over time in response to changes in business and society and advances in technology.  At each 

stage in the development of performance management there are lessons to be learnt that can be 

applied to the holistic model that is the focus of this thesis.   

Table 2-2 lists the lessons from each historic performance framework that can be used to support the 

development of the holistic model.  Reviewing the lessons from each framework shows they have 

different, unique perspectives, which could be aligned to a holistic model of an enterprise 

performance management system.  

The historical frameworks cover a range of different approaches and theoretical foundations. Key 

attributes of the performance management frameworks shifted over time. It started with dominance 

of the financial perspective, leading towards the combination of both financial and non-financial 

perspectives in later years. The evolution of performance management frameworks introduced 

various ways to improve performance: for example the Balanced Scorecard provides a framework to 

align vision and strategy; the EFQM model provides a framework which companies can use to improve 

their competitiveness through the assessment of their performance; the Performance Prism 

broadened attention towards the shared benefit of stakeholders; and PM4TE aimed at managing 

performance with a more agile approach, to deal with the challenges of turbulent environments.  

There is a noticeable long-term trend from performance management being regarded as being applied 

to specific aspects of the business, such as finance, to now being seen as a framework that 

encompasses the entire organisation.  In other words, a trend towards enterprise performance 

management. 

All of these PM frameworks have been adopted within a wide range of organisations, which indicates 

the diversity of PM implementations that are available to serve different types of companies.  
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Table 2-2 A chronological list of performance management frameworks 

Year Performance Management Framework and theoretical 

basis 

 Performance Management Attributes 

1920s DuPont Model • Financial measurements. 

• Scale independent measurements 

(ROI/ROE) 
Theoretical Basis 

The DuPont model is based on mathematical 

equations.  Specifically, the Return on Investment 

(ROI) uses a mathematical calculation.   

1950s Operational Research • Sound Mathematical basis. 

Theoretical Basis 

OR is a heavily mathematical approach. A wide range 

of algorithms, often optimization, are used to improve 

the performance of the system. 

1960s Cybernetics • Feedback Control flow through the 

process. Theoretical Basis 

Cybernetics uses the mathematical techniques of 

Control Theory.  This is a well-established theory that 

is used widely in engineering. 

1980s Performance Management Revolution • Automation allows many 

measurements to be made. 

• Introduce non-financial 

measurements. 

This revolution did not introduce any new theory but 

instead made use of the increasing availability of 

computing power to expand the range of performance 

measures used by existing PM techniques. 

1990s Balanced Scorecard • Align the vision and strategy with the 

business activities in addition to 

emphasizing the need to combine 

financial and non-financial 

perspectives into a Performance 

Management Framework. 

The BSC was derived based on heuristics derived from 

the real-world experience of its authors.  BSC 

measurement categories do correspond to those used 

by actual businesses. 

1990s EFQM  • Provides common baseline between 

companies. 

• Self-assess performance status. 
Theoretical Basis 

Although the EFQM was initially derived empirically, 

it has subsequently been found that it is based on the 

Resource-Based View theory of organisation. 

2000s Performance Prism • Identify key stakeholders. 

Theoretical Basis 
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The Performance Prism is underpinned by Stakeholder 

Theory. 

2000s PM4TE • Agile and fast PM implementation. 

Theoretical Basis 

The PM4TE model relies on both Cybernetics and 

Control Theory.   

 

Based on the summary above, the list of performance management frameworks and their associated 

attributes is illustrated in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.8 List of performance management frameworks with their associated attributes 

2.5.1.1 Conceptual Connections and Conflicts 

2.5.1.1.1 Strategic Performance vs Operational Performance 

The previous section presented a historical perspective on the evolution of performance management 

frameworks over time. Some frameworks are better suited to certain applications than others.  To 

make this distinction clearer the concept of performance is divided into two categories: strategic 

performance and operational performance (Porter, 1996; Savkin, 2016). 
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between companies. 

• Self-assess performance status. 
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• Strategic Performance is a measure of how well the business is moving towards its long-term 

objectives.  It is concerned with assessing whether the company is doing the right things, or should 

do things differently, in order to align with its vision and mission.  If the company’s strategic 

performance is successful, it will provide sustainable advantages and long-term profitability.  

Strategic performance is normally the concern of top-level management. 

• Operational Performance measures how well the business is performing on a daily, weekly or 

monthly basis.  It is concerned with doing the company’s existing activities better and is therefore 

often associated with efficiency.  Operational performance should be aligned with the strategic 

goals of the organisation.  One measure of operational performance is profitability.  Operational 

performance is mainly the concern of line-managers. 

 

Having made the distinction between these two levels of performance, it can be seen that some 

frameworks are more suited to one than the other.  For example, classic OR, with its emphasis on 

using mathematical techniques for optimization, is better suited for operational performance (Zipkin, 

1986; Ackoff, 1987). Similarly, the DuPont model, which again is an essentially mathematical 

framework, is also more appropriate for managing the operational, rather than strategic activities of 

the business (Aryantini & Jumono, 2021). 

On the other hand, EFQM with its wider perspective on the organisation, is better suited to strategic 

performance (Balbastre-Benavent & Canet-Giner, 2011; EFQM, 2016).  

The Balanced Scorecard has been applied to both strategic and operational performance (Kaplan & 

Norton, 1996, p. 170; Nielsen & Nielsen, 2015; Zivojinovic & Stanimorovic, 2012).  The process is the 

same for either, but the scorecards are generally different in degree.  For the operational scorecard, 

the intention is to capture all the performance characteristics of the process.  As a result, the scorecard 

can have hundreds of factors (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p. 172).  Strategy scorecards are more selective, 

containing only the factors that have the most influence on the company’s strategic performance, and 

so have only a few tens of factors. 

The Performance Prism takes, as a premise, that the views of all relevant stakeholders must be 

considered in the performance framework.  This tends, naturally, to place it closer to the domain of 

strategic rather than operational performance management; the examples of its use presented in the 

literature lend support to this conclusion (Neely & Crowe, 2001; Neely, et al., 2002, p. 169; Barrows & 

Neely, 2012, p. 201). 
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The intention of the PM4TE is to have a model that can respond quickly to rapidly changing 

circumstances.  The authors of the PM4TE model state explicitly that it is intended to be used by top 

management to make strategic decisions PM4TE (Barrows & Neely, 2012, p. 25; Barrows & Neely, 

2012, p. 254). 

2.5.1.1.2 “Soft” vs “Hard” Performance Management  

The problems that businesses face when tracking performance management issues can be roughly 

divided into “soft” and “hard” problems. 

• “Soft” performance management problems are those that are messy, or ill-defined.  They usually 

involve the interaction of people rather than mechanistic processes (Checkland, 1981).  

Consequently, the observed problem is often non-deterministic and does not necessarily yield the 

same results if repeated. 

•  “Hard” performance management problems are those that are amenable to mathematical 

analysis.  These are the sort of problems that are suitable for optimization. 

 

The DuPont model, for example, is based on mathematical formulas for parameters such as Return on 

Investment (ROI).  The DuPont model is therefore more suitable for “hard” performance problems. 

These are still the types of problems to which the DuPont model is usually applied (Chang, et al., 2014; 

Borodin, et al., 2021; Burja & Marginean, 2014) 

The original incarnation of OR was also clearly directed to “hard” performance problems (Ackoff, 

1987).  Usually OR was used to optimise the performance in an objective, mathematical sense.  

However, there have been various attempts to extend OR to cover “soft” performance management 

too (Heyer, 2004; Pessao, et al., 2015).  The most well-known of these soft OR techniques is the Soft 

Systems Methodology, developed by researchers such as Checkland, which is used in this research 

(Checkland, 1981). 

The other historical frameworks that are directed more towards strategic analysis tend to lie on the 

”soft” end of the performance problem spectrum.  Several authors have investigated how important 

soft PM is to the EFQM excellence model (Calvo-Mora, et al., 2020; Escrig-Tena, et al., 2019).  Similarly, 

both the Performance Prism  (Barrows & Neely, 2012, p. 192) and the PM4TE model  (Barrows & Neely, 

2012, p. 195), use soft system approaches such as mind mapping and scenario exploration, not ‘hard’ 

system approaches. 
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The differences between the above approaches to performance management are shown in figure 2.9 

below. 

 

Figure 2.9 Performance Management Framework arranged from Soft to Hard and Operational to Strategic 

 Performance Measures, Metrics and Indicators 

“What gets measured gets managed” is an old saying attributed to Peter Drucker, which is still relevant 

to performance management.  The problem arises, however, when trying to decide what exactly is 

going to be measured.  There are any number of published papers on performance management that 

prescribe various models and frameworks that could be adopted.   Some performance management 

frameworks are listed in Table 2-2, as we have just seen. But there are very few that give any guidance 

on how to go about measuring a concrete performance indicator in the real world (Samsonowa, 2012; 

Shah, et al., 2012).  The key performance indicators (KPIs) are primarily used as quantifiable measures 

of performance over a period of time for a specific objective, for example, quarterly or yearly profit as 

an indicator of financial performance of an organisation.  

This deficiency in the current research literature was also observed by Looy and Shafagatova (2016)  

who conducted a Structured Literature Review (SLR) to discover what performance indicators were 

actually being used in the research literature.  They were looking for papers that explained how each 

indicator would actually be measured, what Looy and Shafagatova classified as operationalized.  For 

example, a department store might choose “customer satisfaction” as a performance indicator.  But 

to be useful it would still need some way to measure that indicator.  If the department store took the 

initiative to set up a mystery shopper scheme to measure “customer satisfaction” then that indicator 
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would become operationalized.  To conduct their SLR, the authors searched the published, peer-

reviewed, literature from 1992 up to and including November 2015.  After screening out papers that 

were either duplicates or irrelevant, there remained 76 that formed the sample-set for their 

subsequent analysis. 

The researcher has extended the work of Looy and Shafagatova (2016) by doing her own literature 

review, looking for more references to operationalized performance indicators.  This resulted in 

finding an additional 20 papers.  Of these papers, 13 were published between 2016 and 2020; this is 

after the end date of the Looy and Shafagatova (2016) data-set; the rest is from prior years.  They 

therefore contain more recent data that may reflect changing attitudes as to which performance 

indicators are measured in various sectors of organisations. 

The published dates for the complete set of papers, including those of Looy and Shafagatova (2016) is 

shown in Figure 2.10.  

 

   Figure 2.10 The chronological distribution of the sample papers. (Total of 101 papers). 

The number of papers between 1992 to 2020, that included concrete performance measures peaked 

around 2009. Since then, it has fallen back; however, the number of papers after 2009 are still higher 

than prior years, indicating there could be more interest in the literature in recent years.    

The papers that were dedicated to a specific sector are listed in Figure 2.11 (Not all the papers that 

were found are included in this list because some were not targeted at a specific sector but were 

instead more generic and applicable to a wide range of domains). 
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Figure 2.11 Papers dedicated to a specific domain or sector. 

It can be seen from Figure 2.11 that the largest number of papers for which operationalized 

performance indicators were available belonged to the IS/IT and Telecom/ICT sectors.  This may just 

be a reflection of the fact that for these sectors a lot of the data is already digitized and easy to collect, 

thus making the operationalization of performance measures relatively straightforward. 

From the total data set of 96 papers, the researcher was able to extract a total of 80 operationalized 

performance indicators.  Related performance indicators were then grouped into five performance 

perspectives, which are Financial, Customer, Internal business process, Learning & Growth and 

Environment.  The first four of these perspectives are those proposed by the original Balanced 

Scorecard (1992) while the “Environment” perspective is one that was included to reflect the 

increasing needs for business sustainability (Kalender & Vayvaya, 2016).  Adopting these five 

perspectives, the researcher was able to categorise the results as presented in Figure 2.12. 

For each performance perspective, there are lists of performance indicators associated with that 

perspective. In total, there were 169 performance indicators and they can be seen in Figure 2.12 and 

Figure 2.13. The literature shows that, since the 1980s, both the financial and non-financial indicators 
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have been introduced, such as The SMART Performance Pyramid (Cross & Lynch, 1988) and The 

Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1998; 1992).  

Figure 2.13 shows explicitly that the performance measure/indicator related to ‘Financial’, which is 

pertinent for company shareholders and top management, is the most common metric that 

organisations use to measure their performance in order to achieve their goals. 

However, the perspective of “Internal business process” contains most of the performance indicators: 

65 of 169 indicators. The performance indicators within this perspective are further separated into 

the five sub-categories of cost, time, quality, flexibility and general process information, which are 

directly associated with performance of the internal business process. 

Note that the “Environmental/community” perspective was not present in the Looy and Shafagatova 

(2016) study.  It is a performance indicator that has only appeared in recent papers and possibly 

indicates a change in emphasis to more environmentally responsible performance goals. 

 

Figure 2.12 The number of performance indicators with operationalization per performance perspective 
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Figure 2.13 The number of performance indicators with operationalization per performance perspective as in bar 

chart 

Based on the literature review of performance measurement in this chapter, the researcher observed 

how, particularly in high tech engineering firms, organisations chose their performance measures as 

a part of a monitor and control process with which to manage their performance so as to achieve their 

goals and objectives. 

Looy and Shafagatova (2016) arranged the performance measurements that they found into the four 

perspectives of the BSC: “Financial”, “Customer”, “Internal business process” and “Learning and 

growth”.  To these four perspectives, the researcher added a fifth category of “Environment & 

Community”. The list of the additional 20 papers on performance measurement reviewed by the 

researcher, in addition to those of  Looy and Shafagatova (2016), is presented in Appendix Q. 

 Systems Thinking and Soft System Methodology Approach for Performance 

Management 

Systems Thinking is an approach to analysis that looks at the system as a whole rather than breaking 

it down into its constituent parts.  Systems thinking, expressed as a general theory, first emerged in 

the 1950s. It has subsequently been developed so as to apply it to a wide range of both theoretical 

and practical problems (Chapman, 2004). The belief of Systems Thinking is that the component parts 
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of a system will behave differently in isolation than when they are all brought together.  Therefore, it 

adopts a holistic rather than a reductionist viewpoint in order to reach a more robust understanding 

of a system and its behavioural properties.  Alongside the holistic view, System Thinking also 

encourages the adoption of a continuous learning process as the only way to adapt to unpredictable 

changes in complex systems (Chapman, 2004, p. 12).   The current research will therefore use Systems 

Thinking to model the performance management of an HTE firm as a learning system. 

Soft Systems Methodology was developed by Peter Checkland (Checkland, 1981) and others – such as 

Brian Wilson (Wilson and Van Harperen, 2015) – as an alternative approach to the analysis of complex 

systems, especially those involving people.  Checkland has observed that conventional management 

solutions were often not working when put into practice because the solution did not take into 

account the perspective of the people who have to carry it out.  SSM was devised as an approach that 

would include all relevant stakeholders from the start. By combining Systems Thinking and SSM this 

research intends to derive a holistic performance model of EPM that provides HTE firms with a 

comprehensive view of their enterprise with the goal of improving business performance. 

The following sections will explore the aspects of Systems Thinking relevant to performance 

management. 

2.7.1 Systems Thinking Definition 

Although there are many different schools of thought regarding systems thinking, they all agree that 

the best approach to improving performance when dealing with complex systems is to learn what 

works best by learning about the system, its properties and how it behaves under a range of 

conditions. Systems thinking emphasizes the importance of a 'learning organisation' that guides us to 

a rigorous understanding of “how we think, what we truly want, and how we interact and learn with 

one another” (Senge, 1990, p. 12). 

It is widely agreed that the systems thinking approach is underpinned by a learning process that 

requires both innovation (diversity of behaviours) and also effective feedback on the results of 

implementing those behaviours (a process of sieving and selecting beneficial behaviours) (Chapman, 

2004). In order to understand systems thinking in a wider perspective, the definition of systems 

thinking from different sources are summarised as below. 

Chapman (Chapman, 2004, p. 12), for instance, stated that "Systems thinking is holistic and deals with 

complexity by increasing the level of abstraction, rather than seeking to divide the problem into 

manageable, but separate, elements".  
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As defined by The Open University (2005), "Systems thinking enables you to grasp and manage 

situations of complexity and uncertainty in which there are no simple answers. It's a way of 'learning 

your way towards effective action' by looking at connected wholes rather than separate parts". 

INCOSE UK (2010), for instance, say that "Systems thinking is a way of thinking used to address 

complex and uncertain real-world problems. It recognises that the world is a set of highly 

interconnected technical and social entities which are hierarchically organised producing emergent 

behaviour." 

Systems thinking, then, is a discipline for seeing the complete system as a whole. In this research, the 

system at focus is the HTE firm, in particular the features of such a firm that support performance 

management of the enterprise.  Systems thinking here provides a framework for analysing and 

visualising interrelationships between components within the system, for observing dynamic patterns 

rather than static "snapshots." It comprises a set of general principles, refined over decades, and 

which cover a diverse collection of fields including science, engineering and management (Senge, 

1990, p. 53). It also informs particularly methodologies that support holistic problem-solving.  

2.7.2 Hard and Soft Systems Thinking 

When applying systems thinking to the analysis of problems, there are two alternative approaches 

that are generally applied: hard systems thinking and soft systems thinking (Kirk, 1995; Williams, et 

al., 2013). 

• Hard Systems Thinking. 

This approach uses a very engineering-centric view of systems and analysis of them.  A system 

here is considered to be a collection of components that process inputs in order to produce 

outputs, and which are connected to other components via feedback or feedforward loops. 

• Soft Systems Thinking. 

When systems involve people, rather than just things, the techniques provided by hard systems 

thinking become less useful.  Human-centric systems are often too complex and ambiguous to be 

modelled in sufficient detail with hard systems thinking techniques. For these types of systems, a 

different approach, called “soft” systems thinking can often prove more useful.  Soft systems 

thinking analyses the system (or problem) from the perspective of the people involved with it.  It 

draws out the participants’ views of the system using modelling techniques, visual aids, interviews 

and group discussions. 
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Hard systems methodologies, such as system engineering, are best at tackling issues where there is a 

known desirable goal that can be reached through a process of optimization,  (Checkland, 1983, p. 

663).  For less well-structured problems, where the goal is not so clearly defined, then Soft Systems 

Thinking can work better and the process of optimization is replaced by one of learning and enquiry 

(Checkland, 1983, p. 667).   Both hard and soft systems methodologies are therefore applied as 

frameworks for the current research, along with the data collected from the case studies as well as 

ideas taken from the literature review. Complexity and Holism as key attributes of Systems Thinking 

As mentioned previously in section 2.7.1,  Chapman (2004, pp. 35-36) states that "systems thinking 

provides a holistic approach to understanding and managing complexity".  Such definitions agree that 

systems thinking fundamentally deals with complex and uncertain problems through a learning system 

approach.  This learning approach operates by looking at the interconnections between each part of 

an encompassing holistic model.   

A number of researchers on performance management support this principle by identifying one of the 

major barriers in Performance Management as a lack of alignment between individual goals (Kaplan 

and Norton 1992, 1996; Keegan et al. 1989; Lynch and Cross 1991; Neely et al. 1994; Sink 1986, Biazzo 

and Garengo, 2012). By looking at performance management as a holistic model, and understanding 

the interconnection between individual elements as a whole, the current research is intended to help 

organisations to overcome such obstacles in order to achieve the expected results from an Enterprise 

Performance Management System. 

Despite the positive relationship between systems thinking and performance management, shown in 

the literature, it is clear that systems thinking does not provide a simple template for dealing with the 

difficulties facing performance management.  At a minimum, systems approaches suggest the 

development of a learning organisation aimed at developing a better understanding of enterprise 

issues and problems.  This in turn can support improvements that are derived from the learning 

process itself (Chapman 2004; Zokaei et al. 2010).  

In applying systems thinking to organisational learning, Chapman (2004) classifies problems into two 

broad categories, referred to as “difficulties” and “messes”.  Under this scheme, a difficulty is 

characterised by a clear agreement on the nature of the problem.  This in turn leads to an 

understanding of an applicable solution.   From this a practical solution is derived which is constrained 

by the time and resources that are available for its resolution.   
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By contrast, problems that are categorised as “messes” are those for which there is no clear 

agreement about exactly what the problem is.  Consequently, the improvements or the solutions are 

too ambiguous to be identified. They are unbounded in terms of the time and resources required for 

any resolution due to a lack of understanding of the problem in the first place. 

For example, building engineering systems or projects can be systematically defined through known 

inputs and desired outcomes associated with the feedback control required for the system.  The issues 

characterised by the engineering system are thus ‘difficulties’. They may be complicated; but as 

problems, they are bounded to specific time and resources required for the solution. These are 

therefore problems that can be tackled using “hard” systems thinking. 

In building an enterprise, on the other hand, the goal and objectives are often more complex and not 

straightforward when it comes to tackling them at the organisation level. Chapman (2004, p. 36) 

pointed out that "when the problem is a difficulty an individual claiming to have the solution is an 

asset, but when the problem is a mess that individual is usually a large part of the problem!".  Systems 

thinking, particularly Soft Systems Methodology, provides a framework that has been shown to be 

successful in tackling problems regarded as messes.   

2.7.3 Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) Genesis and Definition 

Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) was developed in the 1970s at Lancaster University by Peter 

Checkland and colleagues such as Brian Wilson (Wilson, 2001).  SSM had emerged as part of an action 

research programme to address the shortcomings, discussed above, of Systems Engineering 

approaches, which were not deemed adequate to cope with managing complexity in real-world 

situations.  

The research programme at Lancaster was initially conducted in 1969. At that time the research, while 

recognised as a systems-based methodology, was not yet called SSM but was seeking to develop a 

methodology “of practical use in real-world problems” (Checkland, 2000).  SSM was first brought into 

the wider public domain by Checkland’s book (Checkland, 1981) 'Systems Thinking, Systems Practice', 

followed by Wilson’s (Wilson, 1984) 'Systems: Concepts, Methodologies and Applications'.  Wilson 

(2001) noted that the major difference between the first two publications was that Checkland's focus 

was describing SSM within the context of the history of rational thought, for example, what the subject 

of SSM was.  By contrast, Wilson's focus was on how to apply SSM within the context of general 

problem-solving. 
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Soft Systems Methodology was developed as an approach for investigating complex and messy 

problems (Checkland, 2000). Early publications on SSM focused on the 7 stages highlighted by 

Checkland, including the use of root definitions that were then modelled to support a debate about a 

problem situation.  Checkland and Scholes (1981) define Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), as cited by 

Wojtkowski et al. (1999, p. 213), as follows: 

“SSM is a methodology that aims to bring about improvement in areas of social 

concern by activating in the people involved in the situation a learning cycle 

which is ideally never-ending. The learning takes place through the iterative 

process of using systems concepts to reflect upon and debate perceptions of the 

real world, taking action in the real world, and again reflecting on the 

happenings using systems concepts.”  

Checkland and Poulter (2010, p. 192) provide further definition of Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) 

as follows: 

“Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) is an organized way of tackling perceived problematical 

(social) situations.  It is action-orientated.  It organizes thinking about such situations so that 

action to bring about improvement can be taken”. 

The fundamental architecture of SSM is a structured and integrated number of systemic models. These 

systemic models try to capture the problem situation as a whole: 

“SSM is doubly systemic: it is itself a learning system, and within that system it uses systems 

models, models of human activity systems.” (Checkland, 1985). 

2.7.4 Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) Evolution 

There has been a significant amount of academic research in SSM since its inception three decades 

ago, particularly in the field of action research. The strategy behind this approach is to form a 

connection between theory and practice in real-world situations, which leads to a situation where 

learning and problem-solving actions take place at the same time (Checkland 2000; Wilson 2001).  

The evolution of SSM is summarised as below: 

1970s - The Emergence of SSM: The early stage of SSM development began as an attempt at applying 

Systems Engineering outside of its normal area of technical competence.  This approach led to the 

recognition of the distinction between 'hard' and 'soft' systems thinking, which became apparent 

when system concepts were applied in an attempt to solve real-world problems.  
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This early experience of SSM was developed into the form of a seven-stage process (Checkland, 1981) 

as shown in Figure 2.14.  

These stages are shown below (Checkland, 1981): 

1. Entering the problem situation. 

2. Expressing the problem situation. 

3. Formulating root definitions of relevant systems. 

4. Building Conceptual Models of Human Activity Systems. 

5. Comparing the models with the real-world. 

6. Defining changes that are desirable and feasible. 

7. Taking action to improve the real-world situation. 

The first two stages aim at entering and participating in the problem situation and identifying the 

problem as a whole but also the interconnections between each part. Once a problem has been 

identified, stages three and four direct attention to formulating root definitions of relevant systems 

and building the conceptual models of Human Activity Systems. These stages are constructed to apply 

critical thinking about certain aspects of the problem, leading to a learning process, which is the key 

element of systems thinking. The next stage (stage five) involves iteratively comparing conceptual 

models with the real-world situation with the aim of identifying changes that could improve the 

situation – in so doing meeting the two criteria of “desirable in principle” and ‘feasible to implement’ 

(stage six). Finally, stage seven then takes the action to improve the problem in the real-world 

situation, so changing it and enabling the cycle to begin again. The entire process iteratively creates 

learning and feedback, which are the major factors in the improvement processes (Checkland 2000; 

Chapman 2004). 
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Figure 2.14 The process of SSM (Checkland, 1981, p. 163) 

1990s - The Transition and Development of SSM: The seven-stage process of SSM, as shown in Figure 

2.14, was updated to a four-activities model in order to support a wider range of SSM users. The seven-

stage process SSM, at that period, was considered limited due to its rigid structure. Consequently, the 

more generalized and flexible four-activities form of SSM was developed (Checkland & Scholes, 1990). 
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Figure 2.15 The process of SSM (Checkland & Scholes, 1990) 

As illustrated in Figure 2.15, the real-world situation is the consequence of a particular history. This 

new formulation of SSM also highlights two streams of enquiry, the cultural stream of analysis and 

logic-based stream of analysis. These form part of the main process of using SSM, and support the 

objective of implementing actions that will improve the problem situation.  The cultural stream of 

analysis consists of three types of inquiry, referred to as Analyses 1 (analysis of the intervention), 2 

(social system analysis) and 3 (political system analysis). 

Analysis 1: Analysis of the intervention involves inquiring into the role of the client, problem-solver 

and problem-owners as defined below: 

• Client – the person who caused the problem to take place. 

• Problem-solver – the person who attempts to address the problem and wishes to take action 

to solve the problem situation. 
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• Problem-owner – the person who is interested in the problem situation or consider the owner 

of the problem. 

Checkland and Poulter (2006) indicate that the key approach to tackling the problem situation is to 

understand the aspiration of the client and to identify what are required for the problem solver to 

overcome the problem in terms of perception, knowledge and resources available to apprehend the 

root cause of the problem. 

Analysis 2: Social system analysis is used to investigate how the environmental and social context of 

the participants influences their roles, norms and values, as defined below: 

• Roles are social positions that are defined in the organization i.e. CEO (Chief Executive Officer), 

managers and engineers. 

• Norms are the expected behaviours associated with the role. 

• Values are the standards by which performance in a role is judged. 

These three elements are continuously interacting with each other and keep changing as the situation 

progresses. 

Analysis 3: Political system analysis aims to understand how power can be obtained and used in order 

to improve or solve the problem situation via a culturally feasible approach. 

The logic-based stream of analysis is used to identify relevant systems based on the problem situation 

and task issues. The relevant systems are converted into conceptual models (of human activity 

systems), which are then compared against the real-world situation. Models are also used to explore 

the real-world situation by identifying measures of performance that can be monitored and used for 

system control. In SSM, this is done via the 5E's (Efficacy, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Elegance, Ethics). 

As well as informing analysis of KPIs, measures of performance allow for the identification of actions 

and influences that can systematically result in desirable and culturally feasible changes and so lead 

to an improvement of the problem situation. 

The two streams of enquiry, the cultural stream of analysis and logic-based stream of analysis, are 

more flexible and less structured than the descriptive seven-stage process of SSM. Checkland and 

Scholes (1990) developed four main activities as a tool to deal with the two streams of analysis.  
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The four activities are:  

1. Discovering the problem situation. This would include its cultural and political aspects. 

2. Creating activity models that each embody a purposeful activity. 

3. Discuss the situation with key stakeholders.  Use rich pictures, to stimulate and direct 

arguments, seeking from that debate both 

(a) actions that would improve the situation and which are regarded as both desirable 

and culturally acceptable, and 

(b) a compromise between conflicting interests which will enable actions to be taken 

to improve the situation; 

4. Taking those actions within the situation, to bring about improvement. 

Checkland realised that SSM may not always be seen as a sequence of steps that could be applied to 

every problem, but instead as a spectrum of approaches that could be adapted according to the 

problem being analysed.  At one end of the spectrum is the application of SSM which uses all the steps 

of the original seven-stage process explicitly.  At the other end of the spectrum, there is the approach 

that might be adopted by an experienced practitioner of SSM who has already internalised the process 

of SSM and is now seeking to implement it in a more flexible manner.  Checkland characterized the 

first approach as being more methodology-oriented whereas the second was more problem-

orientated, (Checkland, 1999, p. A35).  A succinct description of the distinction between these two 

perspectives was provided by Kreher (1994) who stated that the methodology-oriented approach was 

for case studies whereas the problem-oriented method was for real-world situations. 

Checkland and Scholes (1990) introduced the different modes of SSM in order to support different 

levels of SSM users.  Checkland and Scholes recommend that the less experienced user of SSM should 

implement Mode 1, which is more prescriptive, as it follows the traditional seven-stage process. The 

Mode 1's users apply SSM as an external framework rather than by internalising the methodology in 

an implicit way.  Mode 2 reflects the situation where SSM is applied as an internalized methodological 

approach, rather than following the sequential steps. The Mode 2 users are required to have some 

experience of understanding and applying SSM at an advanced level in order to deal with the 

interactions in complex situations, and to be able to make sense of their own particular context and 

activities. The experience is developed from using SSM as part of the learning process in addressing 

problem situations, where users of SSM deepen their appreciation of the methodology over time. 
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2000s - The Maturity of SSM as a Whole: Checkland (2000) summarised the past thirty years of SSM 

development. In this he described SSM development as explicitly moving toward a learning system 

(Checkland and Scholes 1990; Checkland 2000; Wilson 2001; Chapman 2004). The learning process 

here is an iterative and ongoing process, in which Checkland and Scholes (1990, p. 311) emphasized 

that “systematicity is no longer assumed to be in the outside world” but in the process of inquiry into 

it. This is a fundamental shift from hard systems thinking to the soft, learning system approach, in 

which systems thinking is used to help people to understand rigorously the human activities systems 

under investigation and the interactions between the different elements. 

Checkland (2000) pointed out the gradual transition of SSM as a whole - since the late 1970s, when 

SSM first emerged as an attempt to shift away from Systems Engineering for those problems which 

the traditionally reductionism approach had failed to solve.  This led to SSM as an approach focused 

on finding out about different parts of a system by taking key stakeholders through a learning process. 

Checkland (2000) asks here, “what it is which characterizes the approach, making it more than the 

sum of its parts.” This led to an emphasis on three things: 

“The fundamental notion of methodology, as opposed to method; the question of 

what constitutes SSM (what you must do if you wish to claim to be guided by it in a 

particular study); and what happens to SSM when it is internalized in the practice 

of experienced users” Checkland (2000, p. 35). 

The notion indicated here is that SSM does not provide a concrete method or a rule as to how to apply 

(soft) systems thinking. Instead, SSM involves 'the principles of method' that the users can (flexibly) 

apply to exploring a particular human problem situation. The feasible and desirable actions taken by 

the users as a result should lead to an improved situation 

2.7.5 Systems Thinking Conclusion 

We have reviewed systems thinking and seen that the approach prescribed by systems thinking is a 

natural fit for the performance management problems that face high-tech engineering companies.  

However, it has also been seen that the “hard” version of systems thinking does not align entirely to 

how performance management applies to companies.  That is because it does not take into account 

the fact that companies involve a range of stakeholders - and potentially messy situations – whereby 

there may be disagreements about which systems need managing and the performance measures 

that should be applied in doing this.   
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Instead, the review found that the “soft” version of Systems Thinking was a more suitable approach 

for developing the holistic performance management model. Systems Thinking’s perspective also acts 

as the lens through which to view the system as a whole, rather than individual parts, as found in hard 

system engineering. The approach adopted here for applying “soft” systems thinking is the Soft 

Systems Methodology developed by Checkland, Wilson and others (Checkland 2000; Wilson 2001).   

 Holistic Models of EPM 

The purpose of this research is to develop a holistic model of EPM for HTE firms.  It is therefore 

worthwhile to review the existing literature for previous PM models that were described as being, in 

some respects, ‘holistic’.   

2.8.1 Congruence Model 

There have been several attempts in the past to extend the concept of performance management 

beyond specific activities and to encompass the whole organisation.  One of the first attempts that 

might be called a holistic model of performance management was the Congruence Model of Nadler 

and Tushman (1980).  Their model is shown in Figure 2.16.  

 

Figure 2.16 A Congruence Model for Organizational Analysis.  (Nadler & Tushman, 1980, p. 47). 

Congruence Model is intended for organizational transformation and therefore concentrates on 

adjusting the strategy of the organisation. 

The derivation of the Congruence Model is not based on any underlying theories.  Instead, it was 

devised from its author’s own experience and insights.  This is typical of most of the existing EPM 

models, such as Boyer Management Group (2014).  These models are created by management 
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professionals, who may be academics or consultants, and who create models of performance 

management that they feel will be useful to their clients or the wider business community.  But they 

were heuristically derived from practice, not theory.   

The congruence model is only concerned with the internal systems of the business.  It takes no account 

of the wider stakeholder community. 

2.8.2 Integrated Performance Management Framework Model 

A much later model was developed by Andersen et al. (2006).  This model also attempted to present 

a holistic view of business, but unlike the Congruence Model, which was intended for general 

organizational change, this new model dealt explicitly with performance management.  The authors 

set out to create a holistic model of performance management that could be applied to any generic 

business.   Their resulting model is shown in Figure 2.17.  
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Figure 2.17 Integrated Performance Management Framework. (Andersen, et al., 2006, p. 71). 

Andersen et al. (2006) identified that any holistic performance model should address the following 

points: 

• Stakeholder Understanding. Identify the organization’s main stakeholders. 

• Strategic Planning.  Chart a course for the organization. 

• Market Research.  Understand customer needs and identify customer segmentation so that 

resources are directed towards the most profitable customers. 

• Customer Relations. Developing a trust-based relationship with the customer is important. 

• Business Processes.  Internal business processes should be optimised to make the most efficient 

use of resources. 
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• Roles and responsibilities within the organisation.  Assign people to according to their abilities 

and competence. 

• Incentives.  Incentives are used as part of performance management to influence how people act 

in certain ways. 

• Leadership.  Management impacts the organization through their actions, attitudes and how they 

deal with people. 

This model contains the elements of representing stakeholders and strategic planning.  These are 

elements that also appear in the holistic model developed in this current research.  But whereas the 

model of Andersen et al. (2006) is generic, the one developed in this thesis is tailored for high-tech 

engineering companies. 

Again there is no sound theoretical foundation for Andersen’s model.  For example, although they 

identified stakeholders as being important, there was no reference made to Stakeholder Theory to 

support its inclusion.   

2.8.3 Systems-Based Model 

Finally, in a recent study Schleicher et al. (2018) performed a comprehensive analysis of performance 

management research published over the last thirty-six year.  After examining the literature, the 

authors’ extracted the most common components from each of the models they examined and 

included them in a new, holistic model, Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18 A systems-based model of performance management. (Schleicher, et al., 2018, p. 2215) 

The model in Figure 2.18 is based on the Congruence Model, but it adds additional observations.  For 

example Schleicher et al. (2018) found little recent research into integrating performance information 

back into performance management.  However, they argue such research shows that providing 

feedback can be effective for improving performance, and that following up that feedback later is an 

essential part of goal setting.   Therefore, they explicitly added “Performance feedback” into their 

model.   One interesting notion that Schleicher et al. introduce into their model is that of Equifinality.  

The idea is their model may take different paths (due to feedback and adaptation) but arrive at the 

same endpoint.  That is there may be several different configurations of the performance 

management system that leads to equally satisfactory results. 

 Summary 

The literature review has shown that there has been a long-term shift away from assessing the 

performance of companies merely on financial results and towards a more holistic perspective.  This 

current research, therefore, fits in with this enduring trend. 

As mentioned in section 1.4, a key objective of this research is to include all relevant performance 

activities, including those of people, in the holistic model.  The rationale for this objective is supported 

by the literature review that found that most performance management, at some level, involves 

people, (section 2.3).  This means that the holistic model falls into the “soft” rather than “hard” branch 

of performance management.  The literature review revealed that SSM was a well-established 
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approach for analysing such systems.  Therefore SSM was chosen as the primary methodology for 

deriving the holistic model. 

SSM has an additional advantage for the holistic model because it includes the concept of the Human 

Activity System (HAS).  The HAS contains a monitor and control process and the use of 5E evaluation 

criteria for providing performance feedback.  Therefore the HAS already contains features that provide 

a useful template for the holistic model of EPM.   

Finally, the literature review examined existing holistic models related to performance management 

and found that they were quite generic and not based on sound theory and methodology.  The current 

research addresses both of these issues, and thereby fills a gap in the existing knowledge, by applying 

the proven approach of SSM to the specific industry sector of HTE. The holistic mode of EPM, in this 

research, is also underpinned by the five foundational theories described in section 3.9. 

With the literature review now complete, the rest of this thesis presents the original research that 

was undertaken in this study, starting with the next chapter in which the research methodology is 

described. 
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 Methodology 

 Introduction 

This chapter will provide an overview of the research methodology.  It will address the purpose of the 

research, the strategy that was chosen in pursuing the research, and the approach taken to the 

collection and analysis of the data acquired during the research.  This section will conclude with a 

discussion of the reliability and validity of the research findings. 

Based on the literature review, this chapter specifies the rationale underlying the overall research 

design, and demonstrates each step of the research process required to investigate, assess and 

identify a holistic model approach for Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) development. 

 Research Process Outline 

The objective of this research was to devise a holistic model of EPM for HTE companies, but to do so 

in such a way that it includes the culture of the company and the views of the people involved.  This 

led the researcher to use SSM as the method – as per Figure 3.1 – by which the model would be 

constructed.  SSM is a well-respected methodology, with a long history in literature and which 

explicitly includes people as stakeholders right from the start of the inquiry process.  The first step in 

SSM is to gather the views of all the stakeholders and construct a Rich Picture of the Problem Situation.  

Once the Rich Picture is constructed the next step is to identify systems that are relevant to the 

performance of the system – which in this case is an HTE firm.  For example, ‘Sales’ would constitute 

a system within the company whose performance should be managed.  What each system does and 

how it goes about doing it, is encapsulated in a Root Definition.  A Root Definition is considered to be 

defensible if it has addressed each element of the CATWOE acronym (see section 3.10.1 for more 

details).  Once a Root Definition has been tested and found to be valid, it is recast into the form of a 

Conceptual Model.  The Conceptual Model shows all the activities logically needed to execute the Root 

Definition of the relevant system and the interconnections between them.  The Conceptual Model is 

not intended to be an exact process for HTE firms to follow, but is instead a series of activities that 

helps to guide and support the process of learning, by which practitioners in HTE firms better 

understand the Relevant Systems in their organisations.  Finally, the models are presented to the 

stakeholders to elicit their views and support a conversation about the models’ validity, which may 

then lead to feasible and desirable recommendations for changes. 
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Figure 3.1 The cyclic nature of the SSM process. 

The research process that was adopted for this study is presented in Figure 3.2.  This starts with the 

researcher’s desire to undertake an investigation into performance management in high-tech 

engineering companies. The choice of the research topic was already explained in Chapter 1 and the 

literature review was covered in Chapter 2.  

This methodology chapter begins with a discussion of the research purpose and the questions that 

this research sets out to answer. Next, the choice of research philosophy is presented, along with a 

justification as to why this philosophy was selected as being most appropriate. 

The chapter concludes with a description of the research methodology, which includes the methods 

of data collection and analysis, including a detailed exposition of the role of SSM in this research.  

Running alongside the data collection there is a consideration of the ethical issues related to the data 

collection process. 
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Figure 3.2 Research Process.  Adapted from Saunders et al. (2019) 

A common tool for constructing a research methodology is the “research onion” of Saunders et al. 

(2019).  This tool imagines the methodology as a nested series of layers each of which represents a 

different decision that must be taken when building the complete methodology.  For example, the 

outer layer of the onion represents the philosophy that will guide the methodology.  A philosophy 

must be chosen that most closely suits the objectives and questions of the research. 
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were made for each layer is shown in Figure 3.3. The reasons behind the decisions made at each layer 

will be explained in later sections of this chapter.  

  

Figure 3.3 The research philosophy onion adapted from Saunders et al. (2019, p. 130) 

 Research Philosophy 

3.3.1 Philosophy 

The research philosophy represents the general “world view” that the researcher brings to the 

research undertaking.  Since this can colour the whole research study it is important to clearly 

understand what philosophical assumptions, conscious or unconscious, are motivating the researcher.  

Saunders et al. (2019, p. 144) presented five major philosophies that are commonly found in business 

and management. 

• Positivism: 

Takes the view that society is governed by fixed immutable laws, just like the natural world.  Like 

the natural sciences, positivism assumes that the world exists independently of our knowledge of 

it.  It seeks to provide exact, unambiguous knowledge derived through rigorous experimentation. 

A positivist would view performance management in a high-tech engineering company as being 

like the interaction of objects in the natural world.  They would assume the observed behaviour 

represented the true nature of the system and would seek to discover the laws by which it was 

governed.   
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• Critical realism: 

Like positivism, critical realism assumes that the external world is real and exists independently of 

the observer.  However, unlike positivism, critical realism believes that the external world is not 

experienced directly.  Instead, our limited senses and intellect can only perceive an imperfect 

impression of the real world. A critical realist would observe the behaviour of performance 

management but would not assume that those observations necessarily represented reality.  A 

critical realist would regard the observations as only presenting a partial view of a wider reality 

and they would look for deeper, underlying causes for those observations. 

    

• Postmodernism: 

Postmodernism denies the existence of an external reality.  Instead, it believes that there is no 

order to society other than what we give it through language.  A postmodernist would seek to 

deconstruct the whole notion of performance management in high-tech engineering companies. 

Preconceived entities such as “management” or “sales” would be challenged and instead 

attention would be paid to the processes underlying these concepts.  They would be particularly 

interested in the power relationships between the stakeholders. 

 

• Interpretivism: 

Interpretivism rejects the positivism philosophy.  It believes that social science research cannot be 

pursued in the same way as natural science.  Interpretivism says that people do not behave like 

the inanimate objects of natural science; they are infinitely more complicated and have their own 

internal motivations and drives.  The objective of interpretivism is to reach a deeper 

understanding and interpretation of the social system. 

An interpretivist would investigate performance management in a high-tech engineering company 

by collecting data that is meaningful to the stakeholders and then interpreting their subjective 

views. 

 

• Pragmatism: 

Concepts are only relevant where they support action. Theories, ideas, hypotheses and research 

findings are considered not in abstract form but only in terms of their practical consequences. 
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In pragmatism, concepts are only meaningful when they support action in the real world.  Ideas 

and theories are not considered in an abstract form but only in terms of their practical 

consequences.  Pragmatism is suitable for research approaches that intervene in the world rather 

than just observing it. A pragmatist who decided to study performance management in high-tech 

engineering companies would first look for a problem that needed to be solved and then would 

apply multiple approaches to arrive at a practical solution. 

 

After considering the possible alternatives, the researcher decided that the interpretivist philosophy 

would be the best match for her chosen research. Interpretivism places an emphasis on understanding 

the world by gathering first-hand accounts from the stakeholders involved.  This data is used to create 

a rich and detailed description of the social phenomenon being studied. Consequently, interviews, 

group discussions and direct observations are the most widely used data gathering methods used in 

interpretivist research (Antwi & Hamza, 2015).  This makes it a good fit for the Soft System 

Methodology that will be used in this research.  That methodology begins with a Rich Picture whose 

construction often uses the same data collection methods of interviews and focus groups. 

3.3.2 Approach to Theory Development 

Saunders et al. (2019, p. 152) describe the three approaches to reasoning that can be used when 

developing a new theory. 

• Deduction:  The research proceeds from an initial set of premises, via a logical sequence of 

arguments, to derive the final theory. 

• Abduction: The research starts with the conclusion, perhaps some unexpected observation, and 

then works backwards to derive a theory that would explain the result.     

• Induction:  The research begins with gathering data.  The data is then analysed in order to derive 

a new theory or test an existing one. 

This research does not set out to create a new theory but instead test existing theories in a new 

application, namely a high-tech engineering company.  Therefore, the researcher has selected 

“inductive reasoning” as the most appropriate approach for this current study. 

 Methodological Choice 

The research methodology describes how the research will be carried out.  It is where the researcher 

decides what sort of data will be collected and what methods will be used to gather that data. 
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3.4.1 Data Collection Method  

Dul and Hak (2007) encourage the researcher to gather data from different sources via multiple case 

studies. By using multiple means of data collection, the validity of the research finding can be 

increased, for example, through triangulation. Based on their experience in operations management, 

Dul and Hak emphasized it is typical that a finding or result relies on multiple sources of evidence as 

one result benefits from the others, and this, in turn, acts as a guide to future data collection and 

analysis.  

When collecting data for the study, a researcher can choose to use only a single (mono) method or 

multiple, different methods (Saunders, et al., 2019). 

• Mono.   

Use of a single data collection technique and analysis procedure. 

• Multi-Method. 

Use of one or more data collection techniques and their corresponding analysis procedures. 

For this current study, the researcher collected data using multiple techniques including 

questionnaires, interviews, group sessions, as well as from archival sources and direct observation. 

Therefore, the methodology used in this research is multi-method. 

3.4.2 Quantitative or Qualitative Data 

Choosing the correct methodology for a research design depends on whether the data to be collected 

will be quantitative or qualitative. 

Any sort of study that yields results that are not based on statistical techniques or other methods of 

quantification is referred to as qualitative research. It can relate to studies of people's lives, 

experiences, behaviours, emotions, and feelings, as well as to studies of organisational functioning, 

social movements, cultural phenomena, and cross-national relationships. This means that qualitative 

research is not statistical and can also incorporate multiple realities. Qualitative research is concerned 

with analysing subjective meaning or the social production of topics, events, or practises by collecting 

non-standardised data, and analysing texts and images rather than numbers and statistics (Flick, 

2014). 

Using qualitative research methodology and procedures has several advantages. Firstly, qualitative 

research generates a rich description of participants' thoughts, opinions, and experiences, as well as 

analysing the significance of their actions (Denzin, 2001). On the other hand, qualitative research 
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approaches sometimes leave out contextual sensitivities, and focus more on meanings and 

experiences. The phenomenological approach, for instance, attempts to uncover, interpret and 

understand the participants’ experience (Wilson, 2014). 

The majority of the data collected for this research was gathered from interviews, group discussions 

and focus groups.  The information garnered thus took the form of the opinions and perceptions of 

the people involved in high-tech companies, and was therefore largely non-numerical in nature (as we 

will see shortly, some questionnaires were included later in the study to supplement this).   

This research largely utilises the data collection and analysis in a qualitative manner using Soft Systems 

Methodology which is suitable for investigating problem situations that are not well-defined such as 

performance management in HTE. 

As mentioned, the researcher also adopted some quantitative methods later in the study, to support 

extra finding out from participants as to their worldviews on the various aspects of performance 

management. This was done via questionnaires, although SSM still provided the overall guiding 

methodological framework. The results, and data analysis, were used to inform and express the 

problem situation, gaining deeper insights through combination with interviews and workshops.  

3.4.3  Mixed Methods Research 

Although most of the data that is gathered was qualitative in nature, some of the questionnaires that 

participants were asked to complete did return numerical values.  For example, participants were 

asked to rank in order their most important key performance indicators.  These results were then 

analysed using software applications to generate numerical charts and graphs.  

Therefore, based on the categories provided by Saunders et al. (2019, p. 174), this research is using a 

Mixed Method of qualitative and quantitative, with SSM used as the guiding approach to inquiry. 

 Research Strategy and Research Strategy Selection 

As an engineer by education and professional, the researcher considers that one of the most 

important factors in solving any problem is to really understand and identify its root cause. This 

attitude is highlighted by Hathaway and Norton (2018, p. 11), who note how Albert Einstein was once 

asked what he would do if he had been given one hour to save the planet. He replied, “I would spend 

59 minutes defining the problem and one minute resolving it”.  The sentiment behind this remark 

motivated the researcher to understand that she could apply the same principles to understanding 

the problem of performance management in high-tech engineering firms – an industry in which she 
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has spent over a decade and which first led to her interest in performance management. This, 

therefore, informed her approach to the strategy adopted for this research. 

A number of strategies are available for conducting research in social sciences. These include: 

experiments, surveys, histories, case studies, Grounded Theory and the analysis of archival 

information. The choice of the research strategy is an important decision for any research design. Yin 

(2009; 2018) describes the three key considerations in selecting the most appropriate research 

strategy, as: 

1. The type of research question posed. 

2. The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural events. 

3. The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events. 

Table 3-1 Research Strategy Selection Criteria (Yin, 2009, p. 26) 

Strategy 
Form of Research 

Question 

Requires control over 

behavioural events 

Focuses on contemporary 

events 

Experiment How, Why Yes Yes 

Survey 
Who, What, Where, How 

many, How much 
No 

Yes 

History How, Why No No 

Case Study How, Why No Yes 

 

By considering the three criteria of research strategy as described by Yin (2009), the current research 

was guided by understanding how EPM has been implemented in the past and why it has been 

implemented in such a way. The research objective was to explore a well-defined process for EPM 

implementation that does not require any control over behavioural events. In order to determine the 

key elements of performance measurement and indicators of organizational effectiveness in high-tech 

engineering firms, the research is constrained to focus on contemporary events. Based on these 

considerations, and the options given in Table 3-1, the strategy chosen for this research was the “Case 

Study”. 

According to Yin (2009, p. 10), case studies are like experiments.  They can be generalized to 

theoretical propositions but they do not represent a "sample" and cannot be used to derive statistical 

results.  Instead, it is the investigator's task to expand and generalize any theory that results. 
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Yin (2009, pp. 34-35) outlines the two main scopes of a case study as below: 

1. A case study is an experiment that investigates a phenomenon within the boundaries defined by 

its context. 

2. The case study inquiry 

• handles the situation where there are more variables than measurements 

• relies on multiple sources of measurements, with the data converging to a consistent result 

• uses existing theoretical knowledge to guide further data collection and analysis  

Yin’s definition mainly emphasizes the distinctive characteristic of the case study in the aspect of “real-

life context” by which the object of study or its environment are not manipulated (Dul & Hak, 2007, p. 

31). Although case study research is analysed in a qualitative manner (Dul & Hak, 2007, p. 5), 

nevertheless, Ragin and Becker (1992) argued that researchers often utilise a hybrid of multiple 

approaches alongside case study research. This is very much reflected in the current research. 

The researcher originally intended to conduct a single case study in an HTE firm.  However, 

unfortunately, the company that was the subject of this case study went into administration before 

the study could be completed.  The researcher, therefore, arranged to undertake a second case study 

at a new company.  The researcher then combined the data from both studies and then analysed this 

aggregate data primarily using a qualitative approach. This allowed her to investigate the real-life 

problem situation of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) in HTE firms, which is not a problem 

easily defined at the outset due to the multiple activities involved and the inclusion of numerous 

participants. 

In doing this, the research sought to understand how performance management has been 

implemented in the way it has for the given case, why a particular approach has been chosen, and to 

what extent the performance management can deliver to the firm’s expectations.  The results will 

then be used to inform the creation of the holistic model. 

The high-tech engineering industry is characterised by technical problems that vary depending on the 

industry sector.  It is therefore likely the experience of implementing EPM will also vary on a case-by-

case basis.  The case study strategy is thus appropriate for this research, and was carried out, as 

mentioned, via various data collection methods, such as questionnaires, interviews, focus groups and 

direct observations.  
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 Time Horizon 

This research applied a cross-sectional rather than longitudinal investigation.  The data collection was 

conducted only over a limited period of time with multiple methods of data collection as mentioned 

earlier. In addition to the case study at Meta and OVST, the researcher also extended the study by 

engaging with the practitioners who work at other HTE firms. This increased the number of 

participants in the study and complemented the case studies by providing wider insights from diverse 

HTE firms to complement the case study analyses.    

 Data Collection 

3.7.1 Sampling techniques  

3.7.1.1 Snowball and Homogenous Sampling techniques 

The researcher employed different sampling techniques for data collection at the different stages of 

this research. The choice of each technique was informed by the objectives and inherent constraints 

at the different stages of data collection. Identification and recruitment of participants for interviews 

and questionnaires, for example, were carried out using the snowball sampling technique. Snowball 

sampling is a popular data collection technique, which is mainly based on networking and referrals 

(Parker, et al., 2019). In this method, existing participants recommend other participants who in turn 

make their own recommendations, thus creating a chain of potential participants. Snowball sampling 

techniques prove useful when it is difficult to identify or obtain access to members of the targeted 

audience or participants (Saunders, et al., 2019). However, it is very important to note that the general 

quality of recruited participants is highly dependent on the first-level participants recruited. In this 

research, the researcher took advantage of her extensive experience in the HTE industry to identify 

quality first-level participants from her professional network. These first-level participants were then 

asked to recommend other participants who were contacted via email for participation in the 

research. This not only reduced the time spent in acquiring the targeted participants, but also ensured 

that only quality participants were acquired. 

Limiting the amount of noise in the acquired data is important to reduce the level of bias. The 

researcher relied on the fact that this research is focused on performance management in the HTE 

industry to limit the bias in the data by employing the homogenous sampling technique. This sampling 

approach focuses on the characteristics of the sampling population that best allow one to answer the 

research question. Hence, this sampling technique limits the choice of participant to only those that 

are of the specific field of interest. In this research, the interest is in HTE industries. As such, the 

researcher targeted only high-level, quality participants from the HTE industry. However, the 
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researcher ensured that the participants were chosen such that there was a high level of diversity in 

their positions, job functions, organisations and geographic locations. This diversity helps to provide 

better generalisability (Saunders, et al., 2019). 

3.7.2 Data Collection Methods  

The primary data collection method used in this research is qualitative, with information gathered 

through interviews. In addition, quantitative data collection through questionnaires was also collected 

and used to support the qualitative data collection.  Each data collection method is described in the 

following sections. 

3.7.2.1 Interviews 

3.7.2.1.1 Structured interviews 

With structured interviews, the researcher has all the questions written down in advance and asks all 

interviewees exactly the same questions.  The answers are recorded in a standardised format.  

Structured interviews are usually used to collect quantifiable data.  This type of interview is more 

suitable for surveys (Krishnaswami & Satyaprasad, 2010, p. 103). 

3.7.2.1.2 Semi-structured interviews 

In semi-structured interviews, the questions are used to guide the conversation rather than to obtain 

specific answers.  As this research adopted an interpretivist philosophy, semi-structured interviews 

were more suitable than structured interviews, as the direction of the interview could be governed by 

the answers of the interviewee.  Semi-structured interviews are used more for exploration, which is 

applicable to the current research as it fits with the exploratory approach to the problem situation 

reflected in the SSM approach.  Also, as this research used the “inductive reasoning” approach, the 

interview questions would need to change depending on what new findings emerged.  Semi-

structured interviews are also more suitable for case studies (Krishnaswami & Satyaprasad, 2010, p. 

104), as well as research more generally where interviews are used to collect qualitative data (Bryman 

& Bell, 2011, p. 467). 

3.7.2.2 Questionnaires 

The researcher conducted case studies at two contemporary HTE firms, both of which had 

international customers and partner companies.  The researcher wished to gather the insights and 

opinions from as wide a range of HTE practitioners as possible.  This included not just the employees 

of the companies but also, where possible, representatives from their customers or associated firms.  

The researcher was fortunate to interview some of these people.  But for others, the data had to be 
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collected remotely.  To work around the respondent’s busy schedules and the different time zones 

involved, the researcher chose to collect this data via a series of questionnaires. 

Questionnaires are normally used in surveys to collect quantitative data (Leavy, 2017, p. 102). Bryman 

and Bell (2011, p. 234) noted that questionnaires have many advantages.  They are cheap and quick 

to do because the researcher can just distribute the questionnaires and have the participants fill them 

in themselves.  The researcher does not need to be present and is free to do other work.  

Questionnaires are also convenient for the participants who can answer the questions at a time 

convenient for themselves.  Furthermore, because the researcher is not present during the 

completion of the questionnaires, any influence from the researcher shall be minimised.  

Questionnaires were used in this research because they allow data collection from a larger group of 

participants. 

However, Bryman and Bell (2011, p. 234) also note that questionnaires also come with disadvantages.  

Because the researcher is not present, they cannot help a participant who does not understand or 

misinterprets a question; this can lead to questions being skipped.  Also, because the participant can 

read all the questions before answering, and no answer is independent of the other, the participant 

has foreknowledge of what the next question will be.  Finally, there cannot be too many questions, 

otherwise, the participant may become fatigued and not complete the questionnaire.  

Questionnaires have also been used in the past to support an SSM analysis in complex organisations 

where stakeholders are distributed in different locations.  For example, Wilson (2001) presents a real-

world example where an SSM analysis was done of the training provided by the British Royal Navy.  

Here structured questionnaires were used to gather information on how the stakeholders viewed the 

current training performance against the SSM criteria of Efficacy, Efficiency and Effectiveness, (Wilson, 

2001, p. 151).  Similarly, in this current research questionnaires were used to reach participants 

located in different countries to find out which performance measurements they considered to be 

most important. 

 Data Analysis 

In analysing the qualitative data – which was the main thrust of the current study - this research used 

the tools and techniques of Soft Systems Methodology.  As has been described earlier, the philosophy 

chosen for this research is interpretivism and Checkland makes a direct connection between the Soft 

Systems Methodology and interpretivism, as the following quote shows: 
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“... at a more detailed level, too, there are many parallels between the operations within the 

methodology and the philosophical/sociological tradition of interpretive social science.” 

(Checkland, 1981, p. 279). 

Therefore, there are no contradictions between the interpretivist research philosophy and SSM. The 

causal relationships between the collected data and the final conceptual models of the HTE is 

presented in Appendix R.  This section shows how the raw data collected during interviews and group 

discussions with HTE professionals was interpreted and analysed using SSM to form the activities of 

the conceptual models of Talent Management and R&D. 

In summary, as described in previous sections, the completed research methodology is represented 

by the “research onion” adapted from Saunders et al. (2019) for this research, as displayed in Figure 

3.4.   

 

Figure 3.4 Research Methodology: Research "onion" with options chosen for this research 

For quantitative data analysis, the researcher took advantage of her software development skill by 

developing custom software to analyse the quantitative data. The software is quite straightforward to 

use and results in similar output to that obtained from a manual calculation in Excel. However, the 

software was developed with the aim of helping the researcher to analyse the data in a format that 

could be interpreted and illustrated as statistical information easily. A full description of the analysis 

software and how it was used is presented in Appendix N. 
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 Theoretical Foundation and Framework  

To ensure that the performance model derived in this research is defensible, it should be built based 

on sound theoretical foundations. 

This section describes the theoretical foundations and frameworks that were used to guide the 

researcher towards developing the holistic model of EPM in high-tech engineering firms.  

The researcher determined that any holistic model should have the following four elements: Control, 

Goals, Learning and Growth and Stakeholders. The following sections will expand on how each of these 

four elements was identified by the researcher and the theories that underpinned these elements. 

3.9.1 Control 

The holistic model will include an EPM system whose purpose is to monitor and control all systems 

within the organisation that are relevant to performance management. 

The operation of the EPM will involve some form of feedback by which the output performance of the 

system is measured by the EPM which then adjusts the inputs into the system to improve the 

performance. 

The analysis of systems whose behaviour is governed by feedback loops is the domain of Control 

Theory.  Control Theory is closely related to Cybernetics (section 2.4.4) and was created to govern the 

behaviour of systems like the one shown in Figure 2.4. 

Control theory, when applied to business activities involving people, can be defined as any process 

that helps align the actions of individuals with the interests of the company (Snell, 1992). 

An examination of human behaviour from the perspective of cybernetics or control theory can be 

useful in conveying a variety of information about behaviour that is not necessarily conveyed by other 

models (Carver, 2018). 

Control theory provides the theoretical foundation for the regulatory feedback processes used in the 

holistic model.  It is one of the five interlocking theoretical foundations on which the holistic model is 

built.  

A more extensive discussion of Control Theory is given in Appendix A.1. 
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3.9.2 Goal 

The holistic model must accommodate both the goals of its individual employees as well as those of 

the organization as a whole. 

Different theories apply to these personal and organisational goals. 

• Personal Goals. 
 
Since the 1960s, there has been a growing body of literature on how best to motivate people 

to achieve their desired goals.  Early work on this theory was done by Locke (1968) who 

devised what is now known as Goal Theory.   

Locke and Latham (1990) identified five principles that should be followed when setting goals 

that will motivate individuals: 

1. Clarity 

For a goal to be motivating it needs to be clear and concise. 

2. Challenge 

Individuals need to believe that achieving their goal would be a genuine achievement. A 

goal needs to have the right level of challenge to be motivating. If a goal is too difficult, 

individuals will give up before even attempting it. 

3. Commitment. 

A goal is only truly motivating if the individual accepts it and commits to achieving it.  

Rather than have a goal imposed on them by someone else, it is better if the individual 

helps to define it themselves. 

4. Feedback. 

Individuals need information on how well they are progressing towards their goal.  This 

could take many different forms, including metrics, data or feedback from others 

5. Complexity. 

Single goals should not be overwhelmingly complex.  Such goals are demotivating.  

Instead, complex goals should be broken down into more manageable tasks. 

 

• Organisational Goals. 

Organisations are conventionally viewed as goal orientated.  This viewpoint may be traced 

back to the philosophy of Functionalism developed by Emile Durkheim (Turner & Maryanski, 

1979, p. 75).  This viewed society (and by extension organisations) as being analogous to a 
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living organism in which each part must serve a useful function (Pope, 1975; Gane, 2011, p. 

69).    

However, an alternative viewpoint was proposed by Vickers (1983).  Vickers pointed out that 

organisations were really about establishing relationships rather than chasing goals (Vickers, 

1995, p. 47).   

Checkland was greatly interested in Vickers’ work and saw that it mapped onto his own 

developing ideas of SSM (Checkland, 1999).  In particular Vickers’ emphasis on managing 

relationships rather than goals aligned with Checkland’s own experiences of trying to 

implement action research in real-world situations: 

“The influence of Vickers on those who developed SSM means that the action to 

improve the problem situation is always thought about in terms of managing 

relationships— of which the simple case of seeking a defined goal is the occasional 

special case.” (Checkland, 1999). 

Therefore, the action to improve the situation may include goals, but will more often be to 

improve the relationships between the interested parties. 

The holistic model developed in this research attempts to achieve a balance between personal 

goal-seeking for individuals and managing relationships for the organisation as a whole.  For 

example, as will be seen later, the conceptual model of talent management leans heavily on 

the Goal Theory developed by Lock and Latham (1990).  But this is balanced in the model by 

the inclusion of Stakeholder Theory, which is used to specifically manage the relationships 

between all the interested parties with a view of achieving a solution that can accommodate 

all their interests. 

Goal theory provides the direction and motivation for the human activity systems described by the 

holistic model.  Such goals act as actuators, or inputs into the transformation processes, which in turn 

represents how the problem situation will be improved. 

Goal theory is the second of the theoretical foundations on which the holistic model will be built. 

An expanded description of Goal Theory can be found in Appendix A.2. 
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3.9.3 Learning & Growth 

One objective for the holistic model that was identified from the literature review was that it should 

help companies to learn and grow. Research has shown that learning organisations achieve a 

sustained advantage over their competitors (Farrukh & Waheed, 2015). 

Two sociological theories that can be used to support learning both in individuals and organizations 

are Social Learning Theory and Social Cognitive Theory. 

• Social Learning Theory.  The essence of this theory is that people learn and acquire new behaviours 

by observation and imitation of other people (Bandura, 1977).  

Including insights from Social Learning Theory into the holistic model allows it to help guide HTEs 

to become learning organizations.  The concept of the learning organization was popularized by 

Senge (1990). 

• Social Cognitive Theory.  This theory expands on Social Learning Theory but generalizes it to 

include learning that comes not just through direct observation of other people but via other 

constructs and media sources, that regulate individuals’ behaviour through control and 

reinforcement in order to attain goal-directed behaviour (Bandura, 1999). 

The role that Social Cognitive Theory plays in supporting a learning organization was investigated 

by Akgün, et al. (2003).  Their conclusion was that organizational learning is the product of 

reciprocal interactions between social and cognitive processes embedded within the structures 

and culture of the organisation.  Soft Systems Methodology is designed to facilitate such 

organisational structures whilst at the same time paying regard to the culture embedded in the 

problem situation.  This suggests that SSM is an applicable tool for incorporating social cognitive 

theory into the holistic model. 

More details of Social Learning and Social Cognitive theories can be found in Appendix A.3.  

3.9.4 Stakeholders 

Stakeholder Research reveals that companies that consider the views of all their stakeholders 

achieve a long-term competitive advantage (Wasieleski & Weber, 2017).  Therefore the holistic 

model should take into account everyone who has a stake in the company’s activities.   

Stakeholder theory, as it exists today, was developed by Robert Edward Freeman (1984).  The focus 

of stakeholder theory is the alignment of the interests of the different stakeholders, including 

customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders and communities. 
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With its emphasis on taking a broad view of the business's activities, Stakeholder Theory is a natural 

fit for the holistic model.  Also, because it encourages a consideration of the views of a wide range of 

stakeholders it helps when evaluating the performance of a business.   

An extended explanation of Stakeholder Theory is presented in Appendix A.4. 

3.9.5 Complete Theoretical Foundations 

The five theories together form an interlocking framework on which the holistic model is build.  

Confidence in the holistic model is enhanced because it rests on sound theoretical foundations. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Interlocked theories provide foundation for holistic model 

3.9.6 Linking together literature, theory and empirical work 

This section presents the direct connections between the findings of the literature review, the 

supporting background theories, the empirical work, and the implications for the holistic model. 

The empirical work of this research consisted of both the data collection process, involving structured 

interviews, group discussions and questionnaires, and also the analysis of that data via SSM to produce 

the holistic model. 

A discussion of how the empirical work of this research contributes to the holistic model’s five 

foundational theories of Goal, Control, Stakeholder, Social Learning and Social Cognition, is described 

in section 7.3.  
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The literature review revealed that managing people is crucial for the success of any performance 

management system (Dimon, 2013).  An understanding of how to motivate people is given by Goal 

Theory. Locke and Latham (1968; 1984) described five moderators that can be used to evaluate goals, 

motivate the individuals involved in achieving those goals, and increase productivity which is highly 

relevant for performance management. The empirical work in this research supports the Goal Theory 

in particular its prediction that the motivation of employees will contribute to creativity and 

productivity which is crucially important in HTE. 

One important concept of performance management that emerged from the literature review was 

that expressed by the field of cybernetics.  Adopting this perspective, performance management is 

viewed as a system with inputs and outputs whose behaviour can be controlled by means of feedback 

loops. 

The use of feedback methods to monitor and control processes is the domain of Control Theory which 

was described earlier in this chapter. 

As described in section 2.4.4, the cybernetic view of performance management is present in the 

holistic model as the monitoring and control system. This system measures the 5E performance 

criteria applied to each of the identified Human Activity Systems that collectively make up the final 

holistic model of performance management. The data collected through the interviews supported the 

view that feedback control works tightly with goal-setting to help the organisation shape its actions, 

based on the feedback, to move towards its objectives. 

From the literature review it was seen that, starting with the Balanced Scorecard, performance 

management frameworks began to look beyond narrow financial measures of performance, to instead 

encompass a wider range of performance measures.  The importance of including the interests of key 

stakeholders was recognised by Neely, et al. (2002) in their work on the Performance Prism.  This was 

informed by the stakeholder theory which says that for any business to be successful it has to pay 

attention to the relationships between all its stakeholders and ensure that it provides value for all of 

them.  This is a good fit for SSM where the proposed action to resolve the problem situation more 

often involves managing relationships than achieving specific goals. The empirical work indicated how 

orientating the business towards the benefit of all stakeholders can contribute to increased value 

creation, better business ethics and an improved managerial mindset, as described in section 7.3.5.  

All of which leads to the long-term success of the business. 
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One important concept that emerged from the literature review was the idea of the learning 

organisation.  A learning organisation is one that can create, acquire and transfer knowledge and can 

modify its behaviour in the light of this new knowledge. Learning organisations have a competitive 
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In order for a company to become a learning organisation it must understand both how its individual 

employees learn and also how those employees interact and learn when working in teams.  These two 

important aspects of the learning process are covered by Social Learning and Social Cognitive theories 

respectively. 

The concept of the learning organisation is a good fit for the implementation of SSM, because the 

application of SSM itself forms a learning cycle in which practitioners iteratively explore the problem 

situation and take action to improve it. 

The practitioners in HTE value highly those employees who play a crucial role in the success of the 

company through innovative creation. The finding from interviews and questionnaires regarding the 

talent management conceptual model, as described in Chapter 5, revealed that employees considered 

professional development as the most important career motivation factor. The learning process plays 

an important role in professional development and helps to motivate the employees to attain the 

goals and objectives of the organisation. Section 5.2 describes how developing and motivating 

employees plays a crucial role in performance management. 

The linkage between existing literature, theoretical foundations and the holistic model is illustrated in 

Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 Linkage between existing literature, supporting theories and the holistic model 
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 Soft Systems Methodology  

Due to the complexity and unclear definition of the performance management approach, the 

researcher applied Soft Systems Methodology to enter into the real-life problem situation in 

organisation management. One of the most important strategies for applying Soft Systems 

Methodology is to organise the learning process to investigate the root cause of the problem situation 

and thereby gain a deeper understanding of feasible and desirable solutions. 

3.10.1 Soft Systems Methodology Tools and Techniques 

The following provides a description and explanation of how the tools and techniques of SSM can be 

applied in order to support learning about the problem situation.  SSM was the main research tool 

used for this study. 

3.10.1.1 Rich Picture 

As the saying 'A picture is worth a thousand words’; an observation that influenced the development 

of the 'Rich Picture', which Checkland (1975) introduced as a means to illustrate the problem situation 

in great detail.  The purpose of the Rich Picture is not only to present the problem situation, but also 

to capture the perception of the stakeholders in order to understand and learn from the illustration 

of the complex or ill-defined problems involved. Avison et al. (2006) described the Rich Picture as a 

technique that helps those involved to better understand the organisational situation and he 

suggested the use of Rich Pictures as a way of understanding information system use. 

Checkland (2000) pointed out that there is no one particular means of creating the Rich Picture and 

emphasized the need to develop the skill of creating the 'Rich Picture' that is most suitable for each 

individual. Since their emergence in 1975, there have been a number of attempts to apply the Rich 

Pictures in SSM studies (Monk and Howard, 1998; Bronte-Stewart, 1999). An example of a Rich Picture 

is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Rich Picture of Checkland – Insurance adapted from Bronte-Stewart (1999, p. 85) 

3.10.1.2 Root Definitions 

Rich Pictures, such as the one shown in Figure 3.7, were used to identify human activity system 

within the HTE.  Root definitions were then derived for each relevant human activity.  These root 

definitions are central to the Soft Systems Methodology. Each one represents a purposeful activity of 

the individuals involved in the problem situation.  

3.10.1.3 CATWOE 

In order to formulate root definitions, definitional statements of the purposeful activity of relevant 

systems, Checkland (2000) proposed a set of criteria that should be met to ensure that a given root 

definition is rigorous and defensible. These criteria are summarized in the mnemonic CATWOE: 
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Clients – Who are the beneficiaries or victims of this particular system? (Who would benefit 

or suffer from its operations?) 

Actors – Who are responsible for implementing this system? (Who would carry out the 

activities which make this system work?) 

Transformation – What transformation does this system bring about? (What are the inputs 

and what transformation do they go through to become the outputs?) 

Worldview/Weltanschauung – What particular worldview justifies the existence of this 

system? (What point of view makes this system meaningful?) 

Owner – Who has the authority to abolish this system or change its measures of performance? 

Environmental constraints – Which external constraints does this system take as a given? 

 

The root definitions in the ‘CATWOE’ technique can be formulated by answering the following 

question (Krogstie, 2012, p. 52): 

"Who is doing what for whom, and to whom are they answerable, what assumptions are being made, 

and in what environment is this happening?" 

• Client is the ‘whom’ 

• Actor is ‘who’ 

• Transformation is ‘what’ 

• Worldview/Weltanschauung is ‘assumptions’ 

• Owner is the ‘answerable’ 

• Environment is the environment 

The relationship between root definition and conceptual model is that each root definition identifies 

what the system ‘is’ and conceptual models indicate what the system must ‘do’ to execute a logically 

complete set of activities for the system defined. Hence, there are a set of activities in the conceptual 

model that connect the root definition to the conceptual models. It should be noted that regardless 

of the complexity of root definition and conceptual model, the two should retain their logical 

relationship.   

The monitor and control subsystem to be applied for each of the operational activities is shown in 

Figure 3.8. The monitor and control subsystem consists of processes to measure, evaluate - using the 

5Es criteria (Efficacy, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Elegance and Ethics) - and then take control steps, 

which apply the corrective action to the system. To simplify the conceptual models in this thesis (not 
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least to avoid repetition and to emphasize the contents of each activity in the conceptual model), the 

reader should note that, although the monitor and control subsystem is not always explicitly shown 

in the models of subsequent chapters, each conceptual model does include a monitor and control 

subsystem like the one shown in Figure 3.8. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Monitor and Control Process associated with Conceptual Model 

A conceptual model, then, is a human activity model that strictly conforms to the root definition using 

the minimum set of activities; it therefore expresses the core purpose of some purposeful activity 

system. Checkland and Holwell ( 2007) argued that the purpose of a conceptual model is to help 

researchers to ‘sort out’ their thinking about the complexities of and interacting elements in a system, 

as well as the requirements and implications of their system for problem-solving. The set of activities, 

known as human activity systems (or HASs) in Soft Systems Methodology (Checkland 1981; Checkland 

and Holwell, 2007) form part of the modelling work that help the researcher/user and other 

participants to understand the problem situation and bring about improvement. The set of activities 

should be those that are necessary for accomplishing the purpose of the system that they model.  The 

outcome of the research, or system intervention, is the model that is generated by iteratively 

determining and refining the set of activities defining the system.  Checkland and Holwell pointed out 

that the research finding is not a one-cycle process.  Instead, the research findings iteratively feed into 

the ongoing research, debate and investigation process.  The final outcome resulting from the 

collection of modelling efforts eventually contributes to the research findings. The ongoing debate, 

investigation, together with the existing body of knowledge about the problem situation, create a 

framework for a learning process that should eventually lead to the identification of changes that are 

culturally acceptable and can be implemented to bring about improvement.  
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3.10.1.4 PQR formula for forming root definition 

PQR has emerged as a way to formulate root definitions (see Checkland and Poulter, 2006). This 

involves the statement "do P by Q in order to contribute to achieving R, which answers the three 

questions: What to do (P), How to do it (Q) and Why do it (R)?" (Checkland, 2000, p. 28). PQR was 

initially formulated as the terms 'XYZ' (Checkland & Scholes, 1990, p. 36); however, it was later 

modified to the terms to 'PQR' due to the potential confusion between 'Y' and 'Why'. The PQR 

statement directs the SSM's user to acknowledge the needs of the problem situation and take 

purposeful action to address the problem accordingly. 

According to Wilson (Wilson, 2001, p. 13) each activity described by a Root Definition should present 

a transformation process. 

 

Figure 3.9 Example of a Root Definition. 

The formula should be read as: Do P by a Q in order to achieve R. So, the example in Figure 3.9 would 

be expressed as: 

Do (R&D) by transforming (funds) to achieve (new products). 

3.10.1.5 3Es and 5Es – the measures of performance in SSM 

The 3Es assessment criteria were developed as part of the evolution of SSM in the 1980s at Lancaster 

and first reported in the publications of the Department of Systems and Information Management, 

Lancaster University (Forbes & Checkland, 1987). They represent the three criteria of efficacy (E1), 

efficiency (E2), and effectiveness (E3), which were formulated to accommodate the three main issues 

involved in the ‘measures of performance’. Respectively, these criteria seek to ensure that "the output 

is produced", "the minimum resources are used" and "the transformation is worth doing".  

The full set of criteria can be extended to 5Es, depending on the circumstances, by adding E4 for 

‘ethics’ (is this transformation morally correct?) and E5 for ‘elegance’ (is this an aesthetically pleasing 

transformation?) (Checkland, 2000, p. 28). The 5E criteria can be described further as follows:   

• Efficacy (E1): Does the system under examination really work?  

• Efficiency (E2): Is it doing this with minimum use of resources? 

• Effectiveness (E3): Is it doing the right thing, meeting the wider goals of the system, and 

bringing benefit in both the short and long terms? 

Transform 

R&D 

funds new products 
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• Ethics (E4): Is the action compatible with the ethical standards of the organization’s 

Weltanschauung or world-view? 

• Elegance (E5): Is the action, or transformative process, achieved in a way that is aesthetically 

pleasing? Does it provide the desired experience? 

 

As Figure 3.10 shows, the 3Es ‘Efficacy (E1), Efficiency (E2) and Effectiveness (E3)’ can be used on its 

own without the other two Es, ‘Ethics (E4), Elegance (E5)’ as monitor and control criteria - in this case 

as part of an activity model relevant to carrying out R&D in a company. 
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Figure 3.10 An activity model relevant to carrying out R&D in the company.  From Checkland and Holwell (1998) 
and Jackson (2003, p. 116) 
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3.10.2 Applying Soft Systems Methodology to Research Design  

This section provides an overview of how Systems Thinking and Soft Systems Methodology were 

applied to help develop a holistic model of performance management in high-tech engineering 

companies. The overall design that this research followed is shown in Figure 3.11. In addition, as 

described in section 3.12, the researcher applied Soft System Methodology to each stage of data 

collection, which guided the researcher as to what kind of data was required. The data collection at 

each stage is also illustrated in Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16. The data collection diagrams, 

as shown in Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, outline the data structure of each stage of data 

collection as followings: 

• Source of data collection 

• Purpose of data collection 

• Methodological choices (qualitative: interviews and groups discussion; quantitative: 

questionnaires) 

• Output/Result 

The right-hand side of the diagram, as in Figure 3.13, represents the creation of a model of the systems 

within the HTE company whose performance needs to be managed.  This model was developed using 

Systems Thinking facilitated by the tools and techniques of SSM.  This included the use of Rich Pictures, 

Root Definitions, CATWOE and Conceptual Models, which were applied throughout the data collection 

and analysis process. 

Data was gathered from various sources, including questionnaires, interviews, and group discussions.  

The results and analysis of this data collection were used to inform and express the problem situation 

of performance management in HTE firms.  

As described in section 3.9, the development of the holistic model of EPM was formulated based on 

the theoretical underpinnings of Goal Theory, Control Theory, Social Cognitive Theory, Social Learning 

Theory and Stakeholder Theory.  In addition, Systems Thinking, which itself is also built on the 

foundations of the aforementioned theories, was used to help construct the final holistic model for 

EPM. 

The holistic model itself is therefore composed of the necessary relevant systems and their 

interactions, underpinned by those theories listed in section 3.9. These relevant systems are 

normative performance management concepts, which explain how performance management should 
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work in practice.  These concepts provide a structure to the performance processes of the holistic 

model and explain how it can be implemented and evaluated.  

The holistic model itself is composed of both a Service System and a System Served as Checkland (1981, 

p. 237) pointed out “a system which serves another system cannot be defined and modelled until a 

definition and model of the system served are available”.  The Service System is the EPM system that 

is governing the performance of the high-tech engineering company.  The System Served is the high-

tech engineering company itself.   

As shown in Figure 3.11, the entire development of the holistic model is an iterative process.  The SSM 

cycles of finding out, exploring and modelling, are repeated until a satisfactory holistic enterprise 

performance management model is developed.  The logic here is that the results from each iteration 

of the holistic model are compared with empirical data, and the model is refined and revised 

accordingly.  This process continues until a desirable and feasible holistic model for EPM is achieved 

that can be applied in HTE firms. 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Research Design and Theoretical Framework. 
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3.10.3 Appling Applying Soft Systems Methodology as Methods for the Data Analysis 

The process of applying SSM begins with a Rich Picture of what the stakeholders perceive the problem 

situation to be.  In SSM, this is the first stage at which data is collected.  But how that data is collected 

depends on the nature of the problem situation, or the case study for the current research.  This 

research considers two types of case study: contemporary studies in high-tech companies and 

historical studies of companies that still have relevant lessons for today. The historical case studies 

allow us to understand what circumstances were driving the performance management of real-world 

situations in the past and show that EPM in HTE is not a new phenomenon. 

The logic of inquiry here means the researcher enters the ‘problem situation’ and observes the real-

world situation, collecting data which is later modelled as relevant systems of human activity, such as 

through the seven-step activity model as in Figure 2.14. In SSM, this is complemented by a stream of 

social and political analysis, which supports the logic-based stream of analysis. The aim of the current 

research here is to develop a holistic model for Enterprise Performance Management in High Tech 

Engineering firms, using the process of SSM inquiry, as in Figure 3.12 (Checkland & Scholes, 1990). 
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Figure 3.12 The process of SSM (Checkland & Scholes, 1990) 

The researcher employed the tools and techniques of SSM (CATWOE, Root Definitions and Rich 

Picture) to systematically analyse two contemporary case studies, conducted at Meta and OVST.   In 

addition, insights were obtained by understanding two historical case studies. The historic cases allow 

us to understand what performance management issues were important in past real-world situations.   

The researcher undertook historical case studies of two of the most important companies in the 

history of Silicon Valley: the Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory, which was the first company to start 

manufacturing semiconductors in the area, and Intel, which became the largest chip-maker in the 

world.  The process of analysing these cases was iteratively refined and revised, as part of the broader 

systems analysis process (including Meta and OVST), until conceptual models emerged that could be 

feasibly and desirably deployed in high-tech engineering.   

The analysis of these historic cases naturally involved desk-based research.  
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For the contemporary case studies, the researcher collected data via interviews, group discussions, 

questionnaires and participant observation. As well as leading to Rich Pictures, the data collected was 

also used to identify the Root Definitions, on which the conceptual models of SSM would be 

constructed.   

A number of systems relevant to performance management in HTE firms were identified and verified 

using the CATWOE mnemonic and via Root Definitions. These included systems such as R&D, Talent 

Management and Funding. Together with other relevant systems, these were then modelled and 

compared with real-world situations as part of interviews and group discussions with research 

participants. The models produced by SSM are concepts of the real world.  Therefore, the aim here 

was to check the veracity of the models against the participant's concepts of the different 

performance activities within HTE. The purpose of this was to analyse the changes needed and the 

action required to improve the real-world situation. The root definitions for these relevant systems 

were then expressed as conceptual models.  These conceptual models are incorporated into the 

holistic model and represent those activities within the HTE whose performance needs to be managed. 
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Figure 3.13 Rich Picture - The process of SSM as used as a data analysis method for case study research 
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3.10.4 Service System and System Served 

The first book in which Peter Checkland expressed his idea of Soft System Methodology was “Systems 

Thinking, System Practice” first published in 1981 (Checkland, 1981).  In that book Checkland presents 

several case studies that were used to illustrate important concepts of the emerging Soft Systems 

Methodology. 

In one of these studies Checkland and his colleagues applied their analysis to the design of an 

information system that would serve in managing a particular organization.  The analysis was 

completed but after a year had passed, the recommendations of the study had not been implemented.  

There was a lack of determination to make the changes required.  After pondering the reason for this, 

Checkland came to the realization that the members of the organization had not implemented the 

information system because they were unsure about the organization itself.  By only examining the 

information system on its own, the structure of the organization itself had been taken as a given. 

Checkland concluded that this had been a mistake and that the organization itself should have been 

subject to SSM analysis first. Once this is done it is easier to define the required information flows by 

considering what information is required by each activity in the organization’s conceptual models.  In 

other words, “information systems serve activity systems” (Checkland, 1981, p. 208).   This realisation 

led Checkland to formulate his ‘law of conceptualization’, which states that: “a system which serves 

another system cannot be defined and modelled until a definition and model of the system served is 

available” (Checkland, 1981, p. 237). 

Following on from this insight of Checkland’s, Wilson (2001, p. 58) developed the idea of ‘System 

Served’ and ‘Service System’.  Checkland’s and Wilson’s ideas of the “System Served” and the “Service 

System” were explained as part of the presentation of Soft Systems Methodology  (Checkland, 1981, 

p. 237; Wilson, 2001, p. 58). Essentially the system served represents the activity whose performance 

we are interested in and the service system provides the monitoring and control of that activity. For a 

further discussion of Service System and System Served, see Chapter 6.    

 Reliability and Validity  

Yin (2018) defined four criteria for evaluating the quality of a research methodology when applied to 

case study research.  These criteria correspond to four logical tests that are commonly used in social 

science research: Construct Validity, Internal Validity, External Validity and Reliability.  Mills et al. 

(2009) supported the idea that these four logical criteria should be used for evaluating research design 

quality, as shown in the discussion below in the respect to the four logical criteria. 
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Construct validity is concerned with identifying the correct measurements that should be used for the 

research study.  Yin (2018) emphasized that, often, case study researchers failed to develop a 

sufficient operational set of measures, especially when what should be measured was rather 

subjective and dependent on the researchers’ own judgement. Mills et al. (2009) supported Yin’s 

viewpoint, in that, when designing a research study, the reliability of the measurements is crucially 

important.  If the measurements are not consistent across the data collection process, then the 

researcher cannot be confident that they have actually measured the concept they are investigating.  

Internal validity is concerned with establishing causal relationships between conditions - how changes 

in some conditions lead to changes in other conditions.  Yin (2018) identified two distinct requirements 

that were necessary to ensure internal validity.  First, for an investigation of causal relationships, it is 

important not to overlook any events.  For example, if the researcher identifies that event X led to 

event Y, but in fact there was an additional event involved in the relationship – for example, event Z – 

then the researcher has failed to establish the internal validity of the study.  Second, a case study 

should not derive conclusions about an event without that event first having been directly observed.  

Inferred conclusions may not be very accurate.  Mills et al.  (2009) similarly stated that the internal 

validity should be analysed directly using the primary data about the event, rather than inferences 

drawn from a different process or other events. 

External validity is concerned with how the research findings can be generalised so that the same 

relationships and conclusions can be applied beyond the immediate study.   However, it is worth 

noting that, for the field of Case Study Research, the generalization is not referring to applying the 

findings to other populations or contexts.  Instead, it means generalizing to a broader, overarching 

theory.  This is because each case study is rather unique to specific groups or organizations, so that, 

often, the findings represent a one-off scenario (Yin, 2018; Miles, et al., 2014; Woodside, 2010).  Yin 

(2018) also suggested that external validity could be established by augmenting the study design with 

“how” and “why” questions.   Adding multiple sources of data can also strengthen the external validity.  

The researcher here should identify, during the research design phase, those theories or theoretical 

propositions that are most appropriate for establishing a foundation that will enhance the external 

validity of the case study research. 

According to Mills et al. (2009), reliability refers to the consistency and stability of research results. 

Reliability means the repeatability with which the results of the case study can be reproduced, 

whereas validity represents the accuracy of the research study.  Validity and reliability are the two 

foundations of rigorous research. Yin (2018) pointed out that the objective of reliability is to minimize 
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the errors and biases in a study. In order to do so, rather than conduct the same case study multiple 

times in order to check the repeatability and consistency of research, Yin advised that researchers 

should instead have high discipline and document the research procedure and protocol throughout 

the entire case study research.   The aim is to ensure the transparency of the research study similar to 

the way that an audit trail is used by accountants and bookkeepers.  External reviewers should be able 

to audit the research study to see how each finding or conclusion can be traced back to the original 

data and measurements recorded in the research database. 

As described in the Data Analysis section 3.8, the researcher used the mixed method approach, 

involving both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis. For analysing the qualitative 

data, this research used the tools and techniques of Soft Systems Methodology, for instance, Rich 

Picture, Root Definition, CATWOE and Conceptual Model, to help explore and learn about the problem 

situation involving performance management in HTE firms. The validation process using SSM was done 

by comparing the conceptual models to the real-world situations primarily through interviews and 

group discussions. This led to an agreed set of desirable and feasible changes, based on nine 

conceptual models – which, in turn, comprised the holistic model of an EPM system that was the 

objective of this research.  

As described in the data collection section, the researcher used a series of interviews, group 

discussions and focus groups as the primary means to formulate and validate the nine conceptual 

models. In order to understand the validation process more clearly, it is worth mentioning that the 

models of SSM are different from those used in the natural sciences.  In natural science, models 

represent a part of the real-world.  They are simulations of the real world and can be used to make 

quantitative predictions that must match those actually observed. In SSM, models are not part of the 

real world; they are only relevant to debate about the real world, when used as part of the SSM cyclical 

learning process.   Therefore, SSM models cannot be validated in the same way as those of the natural 

sciences. 

A detailed discussion of the differences between the conceptual models of SSM and those of the 

natural sciences can be found in Appendix B. 
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 The Seven Stages of Data collection 

 This section summarises the motivation and rationale for the data collection that was done at each 

stage of the research process.  This summary helps to capture what aspects of the research were 

perceived to be most important at each stage of the data collection process. 

There were a total of seven stages to the data collection process in this research: 

Stage 1. Literature review and two historical case studies. 

The researcher conducted a review of the literature relevant to performance management 

in HTE firms.  From this, the researcher gained a deeper knowledge of how performance was 

managed in HTE today and how performance frameworks had evolved over time.  

Additionally, two historical case studies were conducted.  These helped the researcher to 

learn and apply the procedures of SSM to the analysis of HTE firms. 

Stage 2. Meta case study Part1 

In the first part of the Meta case study, the researcher used questionnaires to understand 

what practitioners in HTE understood by performance management and how it was applied 

in their own organisations. 

Stage 3. Meta case study Part2 

In the second part of the case study, the researcher used SSM to analyse the data collected 

from the previous stages to identify systems in HTE that were relevant to performance 

management. 

A series of semi-structured interviews were held with representatives of several HTE firms 

to obtain their views on the proposed relevant systems of performance management. 

A total of five relevant systems were identified at this stage: “Market Understanding & 

Engagement”, “Funding & Finance”, “Talent Management”, “R&D”, and “Project Delivery”. 

Stage 4. OVST case study 

In this stage, the researcher conducted a further round of semi-structured interviews and 

group discussions at OVST.  This new data was combined with the results of the Meta study 

to identify a further four relevant systems: “Risk Management”, “Manufacturing”, 

“Marketing”, and “Sales”. 

Stage 5. Career Motivation Factors and KPIs Questionnaires 

In this stage, the researcher sent out two questionnaires to HTE practitioners from various 

HTE companies as well as to graduates from a wide range of universities in engineering 

faculties.   
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The first questionnaire was designed to find out what motivation factors the participants 

thought were most important in their jobs and career.   

The second questionnaire sought to discover what the participants felt were the key 

performance indicators (KPIs) for each of the nine relevant systems identified in the previous 

stage. 

Stage 6. Deriving the holistic model 

In this stage, the researcher used SSM analysis to derive a separate conceptual model for 

each of the nine relevant systems.  Together these nine conceptual models represent the 

HTE (system served) in the holistic model. 

The motivation factors and KPIs from the previous stage were used to help formulate the 

monitor and control processes for each conceptual model.  Together these monitor and 

control processes represent the EPM (service system). 

A final round of interviews was conducted with a wide range of HTE representatives to get 

their feedback on the nine conceptual models and their KPIs.  The information collected at 

this point was used to refine the holistic model. The nine conceptual models together with 

the EPM system and their monitor and control processes, form the complete holistic model. 

 

Stage 7. Final review of the holistic model 

The researcher arranged a final workshop to review the final version of the holistic model.  

This workshop included the Managing Director of an HTE company who had over thirty years’ 

experience of working in senior roles for several HTE firms. 

The conclusion from this workshop was that the holistic model of EPM was a good one that 

gives a valuable overall view of the business. 

 

Each stage of the data collection will now be presented in more detail in the following sections.  To 

make it easier to gain an overview of the seven stages of data collection, each stage is illustrated 

in Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.14 Data Collection Stage #1-3 
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Figure 3.15 Data Collection Stage #4-6
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Figure 3.16 Data Collection Stage #7 (Final Stage) 
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3.12.1 Stage 1 - Literature Review and Historical Case Studies 

The process begins with Stage# 1.  Here the researcher aimed to understand the history of 

Performance Management by conducting a literature review related to the topic ‘Enterprise 

Performance Management’, referencing journals, documents, books and prior PhD theses. The 

researcher conducted the literature review to understand the different world-views of performance 

management practice in HTE from the past research. 

The researcher reviewed the literature of Soft System Methodology (SSM) to identify methodological 

approaches to support the investigation and so achieve the aim of the research study. Throughout the 

work, the researcher primarily applied Soft System Methodology (SSM) to each case study, as 

described in detail in section 3.10.  

Once the researcher had developed familiarity with the current state of knowledge and practice in the 

broad area of Enterprise Performance Management, the desk research turned to an analysis of two 

historic and highly relevant HTE’s: Shockley Semiconductor and Intel.  Shockley Semiconductor was 

founded in 1955 and ceased operations in 1960.  Intel was founded in 1968 and continues very 

successfully today; however, the current research focused on the years immediately following its 

founding.   

Because of the passage of many years, there is limited access to any of the principal actors involved in 

either historical case study.  However, research into these two entities provided a “stepping stone” to 

transition from developing a general, broad-based understanding to doing analysis, diagnostics and 

synthesis in two contemporary HTE organisations.  Research into Shockley in particular led the 

researcher to a deeper sense of the multiple factors that can cause tech firms to fail at EPM.   

3.12.2 Stage 2 - Meta Case Study Part 1 

At stage #2 the researcher conducted her first contemporary case study at Meta. 

The researcher began by trying to understand how Performance Management is regarded in HTE 

companies.  During this phase of the research,  Meta employees from offices in the UK, Canada, 

Germany and China participated in completing a series of questionnaires.  The aim was to allow the 

researcher to understand how people from a wide range of HTE firms viewed Performance 

Management and applied it within their own companies.  The recruitment of the participants was 

largely based on career connection to Meta as the researcher was at the time an employee at Meta. 

The employees at Meta were recruited based on their professional careers and experience in high 

tech engineering.  They were therefore suitable participants for this research.  
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In total, the questionnaires were sent to 40 of Meta’s employees, of which 21 were completed.  The 

response rate of participants was 52.5%. These questionnaires were intended to find out what 

stakeholders within HTE understood by the concept of EPM. This initial data collection was conducted 

as part of SSM approach to finding the worldview of HTE practitioners in the respect of EPM in HTE. 

The analysis of the questionnaires was used as supplementary information to support the broader 

SSM work which was carried out through qualitative data collection via interviews and group 

discussions that were used as the main source of data collection.  

The details of the questionnaires and the subsequent data analysis are described in Chapter 4 Case 

Studies, section 4.3.4. 

3.12.3 Stage 3 - Meta Case Study Part 2 

At stage #3, the research applied SSM to analyse the data collected from stages #1 and #2 to identify 

relevant systems.   

In doing this, the researcher applied SSM tools such as rich pictures to identify the relevant systems, 

derive root definitions for each system and verify these root definitions using CATWOE. 

All of this helped to formulate the initial conceptual models that were used to explore the real-world 

situation of performance management practice in high tech engineering companies. 

During this stage, the researcher conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with senior 

managers and directors from Meta and other similar HTE companies.  The interviewees came from 

HTE companies focused on the cutting-edge of technology and manufacturing with positions ranging 

from engineer to senior director.  

A total of eleven representatives from seven different nationalities participated, they consisted of two 

managers, three directors and six engineers, see Table 3-2. Of the eleven participants, three were 

direct employees of Meta, seven were customers and partners of Meta, while one other participant 

came from the direct professional network of the researcher. 

These interviews took an average time of 52 minutes to complete. 

The feedback gained from these interviews was used to identify five relevant systems that would apply 

to a wide range of HTE firms. These five relevant systems were: Market Understanding and 

Engagement, Funding and Finance, Talent Management, Research and Development (R&D), and 

Project Delivery. 
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Table 3-2 Semi-structured interview data collection via Meta Case Study (Stage 3) 
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Due to the liquidation of Meta in 2015, the researcher was unable to complete the case study phase 

of this research at Meta.  The liquidation is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.   

As a result, access to another company, Oxford Vision & Sensor Technology (OVST) was arranged for 

a second contemporary case study. 

3.12.4 Stage 4 - OVST Case Study 

At stage #4, further semi-structured interviews were carried out at OVST to gain different perspectives 

on performance management beyond those obtained at Meta. 

These participants included American, British and Polish nationals, occupying positions ranging from 

engineer to senior director. While three of the participants are senior directors in their respective HTE 

companies as OVST’s customers, the other two were recruited based on their professional 

connections with the researcher and also their role and experience in HTE firms. This allowed the 

researcher to enhance the initial five conceptual models formulated during Meta’s case study.  

The five interviews from this OVST study were combined with eleven from the Meta case study to 

produce a total of 16 interviews where participants shared their experience and discussed how 

performance management was carried out in their organizations. 

The interviews lasted on average for around 52 minutes. The participants had many years of 

experience in senior positions in high tech engineering, except for three participants, who held more 

junior roles.  The participants were from the UK, South Korea, Germany, Poland and the US.  The 

geographical distribution of the participants was from Europe (8), Asia (4), North America (3) and 

South America (1) as shown in Table 3-3 
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Table 3-3 Complete Stage 4 data collection interview. Rows 1-11 represent interviews at Meta, while 12-16 represent interviews at OVST 
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During the interviews, the researcher questioned each participant on the following aspects of 

performance management: 

• What do engineers and managers understand by the term performance management? 

• How do HTE practitioners set targets and measure performance in your organisation? 

• How do HTE practitioners evaluate your company’s performance against the other companies 

in your sector? 

• What information systems and Information Technology do HTE practitioners use to manage 

performance across the company? 

• How do HTE practitioners evaluate the performance of their employee?  

• Apart from performance management, do HTE practitioners consider the health of the 

organisation as one of the key drivers of their organisation’s effectiveness? 

The researcher used the additional interviews at OVST to help further conceptualize the existing 

performance management perspectives obtained from the Meta case study. 

At this stage the five conceptual models were revised based on the data collected via participant 

observation, questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. In order to validate these conceptual 

models, a further nine group discussions were conducted. 

The five conceptual models, along with other findings from previous stages of data collection, were 

used to make a comparison with the real-world perception of the experienced practitioners in high 

tech engineering as well as to devise new relevant conceptual models. The new models emerged 

where participants felt that relevant systems were missing in the search for a holistic grasp of EPM in 

high tech engineering. The suggestions and feedback from the participants during the group discussion 

were used to iteratively enhance all the conceptual models and support a debate that could identify 

real-world changes in EPM practice that would be desirable and culturally feasible. 

Nine group discussions were conducted with each group consisting of a varying number of participants 

as summarised in Table 3-4.  In total, thirteen people participated in the group discussions, two of 

whom were the researcher’s doctoral supervisors, while the other eleven were from the researcher’s 

professional network in HTE companies. Seven of the group members were founders and owners of 

the companies concerned; the other four had extensive experience in senior positions. The 

researcher’s two supervisors also had comprehensive knowledge of the topic under discussion.  As 

such, the feedback received from this group discussion captured many aspects of what is involved in 

managing entire HTE firms. The participants were from UK (6), US (4) and Nigeria (1).  
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The additional information gathered from these group discussions allowed the researcher to revise 

the original five models from the Meta study, and to add a further four new relevant systems.   

These new relevant systems were: “Risk Management”, “Manufacturing”, “Marketing”, and “Sales”. 

These additional systems emerged where participants felt that the existing relevant systems did not 

cover all the functionality required for a holistic model of EPM in high tech engineering.
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Table 3-4 Data collection for nine group discussions 
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3.12.5 Stage 5 – Career Motivation Factors and KPIs Questionnaires 

3.12.5.1 Talent Management 

At Stage #5, it became obvious from the data collected at Meta and OVST, that one of the most 

challenging management practices in high tech engineering is to manage employees.  HTE firms stand 

apart from companies in many other sectors due to their high levels of technology and constant R&D. 

The employees of the company play a crucial role in developing innovative products and ensuring 

successful project delivery. Managing the teams involved here requires an understanding of what 

motivates individuals to excel at their tasks. Not least because many such employees are highly 

qualified and require a high degree of autonomy. The researcher, therefore, sought to gain an 

understanding of the career motivation factors of such employees. This is a key aspect of Talent 

Management, which is, in turn, at the heart of performance management in high-tech engineering.  

Therefore ‘Talent Management’ had to be included as one of the relevant systems.  

As ‘Talent Management’ was now identified as a relevant system, it became crucial to discover what 

factors are most important in motivating employees in HTE firms. 

The researcher reached out to 128 potential respondents with a questionnaire on motivational factors 

in high-tech engineering.   In total, 41 respondents agreed to take part in the questionnaires, which 

represented a 32% response rate. 

The majority of participants were currently working at high tech engineering firms, although some 

were students who intended to pursue a career in engineering. 

The questionnaire included 10 career motivation factors which participants were asked to rank in 

order of importance.  An in-depth discussion of these motivation factors is presented in section 5.2. 

The researcher analyzed the data from the completed questionnaires using software she wrote to 

automatically compute the results according to the following criteria: 

1. The ten motivation factors with the highest average score, expressed as a percentage of the 

total score of all factors. 

2. The ten factors chosen by the participants as being the single most important ranked in order 

of popularity (1st Rank percentage). 

For clarification, the weighted average percentage is the average ranking assigned to each 

motivation factor summed over all participants and expressed as a percentage of the total sum of all 

scores. The 1st Rank percentage, on the other hand, is the percentage of participants who choose 
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the corresponding motivation factors as being the most important ranking in the conceptual model 

of Talent Management in HTE firms. 

The researcher then conducted a further focus group and presented the career motivation factors 

results to a group of eight respondents who were software engineers working at HTE (3) and students 

who are currently studying for their BSc (1), MSc (3) and PhD (1) in an engineering faculty.  

The aim of this focus group is to gain insightful feedback on the rankings that were assigned to each 

career motivation factor. The researcher developed some rich pictures that reflected the Talent 

management in HTE and used these in discussion with the focus group to gain insightful information 

on various topics related to career motivation factors. 

3.12.5.2 Key Performance Indicators 

Next, the researcher turned her attention to understanding what were the key measures of 

performance to use for each of the nine conceptual models.  The key measures of performance are 

an umbrella expression for key performance indicators (KPIs) which is the common term found in the 

PM and EPM literature (Marr, 2014; Dimon, 2013). 

The researcher reached out to practitioners in HTE to gain their views on what they thought were the 

key performance indicators (KPI) for the nine conceptual models. 

This data was collected using another set of questionnaires that presented the participants with a list 

of five KPIs and asked them to rank each one according to its importance. 

The details of these questionnaires are described in section 5.3. The data analysis of the 

questionnaires can be found in Appendix M. 

Questionnaires were sent to 342 prospective survey candidates. A total of 80 completed 

questionnaires were returned, which represents a response rate of 23%. The list of participants in the 

KPI questionnaires can be found in Appendix L. 

The recruitment strategy followed the pattern of snowball sampling. 70 of the candidates who 

responded were recruited from the researcher’s professional network while the remaining ten were 

selected based on recommendations by the researcher’s professional contacts.  

It is worth noting that a large number of the participants were recruited from the researcher’s 

professional network due to her extensive experience in the HTE industry. This provided connections 

to well-established professionals with high levels of experience in HTE firms.  
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The returned questionnaires were then analyzed to find out the average, overall scores assigned to 

each KPI.  A second analysis was done to identify which KPIs were chosen by the respondents as being 

the single most important. 

The data analysis of the career motivation factors in Talent Management, and a set of KPIs for each of 

the nine conceptual models were then discussed and evaluated during the semi-structured interviews 

in the next stage of data collection (Stage 6). 

3.12.6 Stage 6 - Deriving the Holistic Model 

At stage #6 the purpose was to determine the validity of the nine conceptual models and their 

associated measures of performance.  To do this the researcher needed to present the results of the 

previous stages to representatives from HTE to get their feedback.  

The researcher, therefore, conducted a final round of interviews and discussions.   A total of 28 subject 

matter experts took part in these discussions and shared their views on the proposed conceptual 

models and their associated KPIs. 

Of the 28 participants, 22 were directors, 2 were managers and 4 were engineers.  The participants 

had an average of 20 years of professional experience.  Their considerable experience of HTE was the 

primary reason why the participants were recruited.  

The majority of participants were from Europe (21), others were from North America (4) and Asia (3). 

The participants also have a diverse geographic distribution, consisting of British (14), Singaporean (1), 

American (3), German (1), Thai (1), Indian (1), Spanish (3), Turkish (1), Canadian (1), Dutch (1), and 

French (1) nationalities.  

Nineteen of the participants were individuals in HTE companies who were from the researcher’s 

professional network, while nine were recruited from HTE clients of OVST.   

The average duration of each individual’s interview was 68 minutes.   Due to the time constraints, the 

majority of respondents were not able to discuss all nine conceptual models but instead, the 

researcher focused the discussion on the participant’s field of expertise. The information gathered 

from the participants is shown in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5 Interviews list (nine conceptual models and their associated measures of performance) 
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3.12.7 Stage 7 - Final Review of the Holistic Model 

As the last stage in the data collection process, a final review panel was convened which involved the 

researcher, her two doctoral supervisors, and the Managing Director of an HTE company, who had 

over 30 years of experience working in HTE. 

The purpose of this final review was to examine the final version of the holistic model and to assess 

what contribution it could make to helping HTE firms implement an EPM system in their own 

companies.   

This review panel concluded that the holistic model was indeed a good model of EPM as it applied to 

HTE firms and would be a useful tool for the managers of such companies. 

 The Managing Director stated: 

“I think your model is a good one and gives a valuable overall view of the business.” 

3.12.8 Operationalisation of Holistic Model 

The best approach to take when applying the process of SSM has been a subject of debate. In 

particular Checkland’s views have shifted over time so that, for experienced practitioners, the steps 

of the process are internalised as shown in Figure 3.17 and can be applied quite flexibly (Checkland & 

Scholes, 1990). 

However, the situation that Checkland was envisioning was that of an SSM expert brought into an 

organization to analyse and resolve a particular problem. 

For the case studies presented in this research the researcher wants the process by which SSM was 

applied to be explicit, so that it is clear what was done and so that future research may build upon it. 

That is why the process of applying SSM to the case studies in this research follows the 7-stage model 

in which each stage is clearly laid out. 

The 7-stage model is shown in Figure 2.14 .  The SSM analysis of the contemporary case studies applied 

each stage of this model except for the final stage where action is taken to improve the problem 

situation.  Unfortunately, at the time when this research was conducted, practicalities of the 

organizations studied did not permit this. 

The first contemporary case study was conducted at a company called Meta.  The managing director 

of the company was very supportive of this research.  However, Meta’s management structures meant 

that any actions or changes would also have to be applied to all is subsidiaries.  This would require the 
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agreement of several other senior executives and would not be easily permitted.  In addition, as 

described in section 4.3, Meta ran into financial difficulties and had to close before the case study 

finished. 

The second contemporary case study was completed at a company called OVST.  The researcher 

actually held a more senior management role at this company.  It might be thought, therefore, that 

there was an opportunity to actually operationalize the holistic model.  However, OVST was only a 

subsidiary of a larger company, and the management practices of OVST had to conform with those of 

its parent company.  Therefore, it was not within the researcher’s authority to take action based on 

the holistic model. 

Because of these practical difficulties, the researcher was not able, within the scope of this current 

study, to use the holistic model to take action to address the problem situation at either Meta or OVST. 

However, although this thesis does not cover the operationalization of the holistic model, the model 

itself was refined over a several iterations of applying the 7-stage SSM model.  These cycles involved 

the analysis of data collected during fifty-five interviews and groups discussions with HTE 

professionals. 

The people involved in these later cycles of learning ranged from engineers, managers and directors 

from well-established multi-billion-dollar companies, through to entrepreneurs, at early-stage start-

ups, who had raised several millions of dollars in seed funding.  

Most of these companies indicated that their use of successful performance management practices 

had helped to place their organisation at the forefront of their industry. 

Even though the final step of implementing the holistic model in order to take action to achieve 

desirable outcomes was not taken, nevertheless the people who were involved in the later cycles of 

learning were able to confirm that parts of the model reflected their existing best practice.     

These people had already displayed a practical understanding of what was required to successfully 

manage the performance of their respective companies. But the reasoning behind their choice of 

performance practices was not necessarily very well-articulated.   

The benefit of the holistic model is that it takes these disparate elements of performance practice and 

captures and describes them using systems models accompanied by measures of performance.   
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Therefore, even lacking the operationalization step, the impact of the holistic model is that it provides 

a ready-made toolkit that supports HTE professionals to have a very focused conversation on how to 

bring about improvement in their organisations. The holistic model would also be beneficial to 

academics and researchers who want to do further research in EPM in HTE. The holistic model is a 

tailor-made framework that any researcher can refine and revise as required.   

Finally, future researchers might complete the final SSM step by operationalizing the model in an HTE 

firm and verifying that actions based on the model do lead to desirable outcomes. 

3.12.9 Quantitative Data Collection Summary 

The quantitative data collected for this research was used to supplement the main part of the SSM 

process of inquiry.  

The quantitative data was collected using a series of questionnaires.  A total of 142 participants 

completed these questionnaires.  Each round of questionnaires focused on one of the following three 

topic groups as summarised in Table 3-6: 

• How was EPM viewed by the stakeholders within HTE – 21 participants 

• What were the most important career motivation factors for employees in HTE – 41 

participants 

• What KPIs should be used for the 9 Conceptual Models of HTE – 80 participants 

Table 3-6 Quantitative data collected 

Quantitative Data Collection 

Stage Method Sample Size Purpose 

Stage #2 Questionnaire 21 Find out what practitioners in HTE understood about EPM. 

Stage #5  Questionnaire 41 Find most important career motivation factors. 

Stage #5 Questionnaire 80 Find KPIs for each conceptual model. 

 

 

From the viewpoint of quantitative data collection, the sample size is rather small.  However, the 

quantitative data collected for this study was not the primary focus of this research. Instead, the 

quantitative data was used to guide and support the further understanding of the qualitative data that 
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was collected and used in the main research study. For example, the results of the questionnaire on 

career motivation factors were used to guide the discussions of a focus group assembled to review 

the Talent Management conceptual model.  

3.12.10 Qualitative Data Collection Summary 

The qualitative data was collected as part of the SSM process.  It was used to help support the 

construction of conceptual models of the EPM (service system) and the HTE firm (system served).  

SSM analysis was first applied to the system served and resulted in the identification of nine 

conceptual models. 

The qualitative data used to formulate the nine conceptual models was collected using interviews and 

group discussions with diverse groups of people working in HTE.   The people in these groups had a 

wide variety of roles and experience from engineers up to the managing directors of companies.  They 

worked for HTE firms from many different countries and had highly diverse geographical and cultural 

backgrounds. 

A summary of the qualitative data that was collected at each stage of this research is presented in 

Table 3-7. 
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Table 3-7 Qualitative Data Collection 

Qualitative Data Collection 

Stage Method Sample 
Size 

Purpose 

Stage #1 Literature Review NA Understand the development and current practice of 
performance management in HTE firms. 

Stage #1  Historical case 
studies 

NA Gain a deeper understanding of SSM by applying it to 
historical case studies companies. 

Use the qualitative data gathered here to identify relevant 
systems. 

Stage #3 Semi-structured 
interviews 

11 Identify systems relevant to performance management.  (Five 
relevant systems were identified which were later expressed as 
conceptual models). 

Stage #4  Semi-structured 
interviews and 
group discussions 

18 Review the relevant systems from stage #3 and discuss new 
ones.  (A further four relevant systems were identified, 
bringing the total to nine). 

Stage #5 Focus-group 8 Develop a conceptual model of Talent Management in HTE.    

Stage #6 Interviews and 
discussions 

28 Develop conceptual models for all nine relevant systems. 

Identify KPIs for each relevant system that can be incorporated 

into the conceptual model of the EPM (service system). 

Stage #7 Final review 
meeting 

3 Final view and verification of the complete holistic model. 

 

3.12.11  Data Collection Summary 

From the perspective of the qualitative data collection that the researcher administered, the amount 

of information gathered for this thesis sits well compared to the average for comparable research.  A 

study of 560 PhD dissertations, each of which collected qualitative data, found that the average thesis 

conducted thirty-one interviews, with a median number of twenty-eight interviews (Mason, 2010). 

Participants for the various interviews and questionnaires used in this research were largely recruited 

using the Snowball sampling and Homogeneous techniques, in which the researcher took advantage 

of her professional network to reach out to prospective participants.   

The data collection process from stage 1 to 7 is summarised as Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19 and Figure 

3.20. 



 

 

 

Figure 3.18 Data Collection Diagram Stage #1-3 



 

 

Figure 3.19 Data Collection Diagram Stage #4-6 



 

 

Figure 3.20 Final Stage of Data Collection Diagram



 

 Summary 

This chapter has described the research design process and methodology selected for this study.  The 

design decisions were chosen based on the “research onion” of (Saunders, et al., 2019).  This research 

uses SSM as the primary method of data collection and analysis.  The problem situation is investigated 

by following the learning cycle of SSM shown in Figure 3.11.  This process involves SSM cycles of finding 

out, exploring, and modelling which are repeated until a satisfactory holistic model of EPM in HTE was 

derived. 

As presented in section 3.10, this thesis describes in detail how the tools of SSM were applied to the 

analysis of each case study. 

The section 3.9 described the theories that will provide the underpinning concepts for the holistic 

model which are Control Theory, Goal Theory, Social Learning Theory, Social Cognitive Theory and 

Stakeholder theory.   

This chapter also outlined the seven stages of data collection employed in this study.  This provides an 

overview of all the steps in the data collection that were necessary to derive the holistic model of EPM 

in HTE. 

The next chapter will present the case studies conducted by the researcher, including the two 

contemporary studies at the HTE firms of Meta and OVST. 

The next chapter will show how the chosen research methodology was applied to the conduct of the 

case studies from which this study gathers its data.  These case studies comprised two historical case 

studies and two contemporary studies at the HTE firms of Meta and OVST.  These contemporary 

studies involved not just the direct employees of both companies but also brought in contributions 

from people working in a wide range of other HTE firms. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Case Studies 

 Introduction 

The researcher began with a literature review to understand, from past research, the different world-

views of performance management in HTE. The researcher next conducted two historical case studies: 

the first for the Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory and the second for Intel Corporation. Finally, the 

researcher undertook two contemporary case studies at Meta Vision Systems (Meta) and Oxford 

Vision & Sensor Technology (OVST).   

The companies studied, both historical and contemporary, shared common traits but also presented 

different aspects of high-tech engineering firms. The contemporary companies were each involved in 

the application of innovative 3D Vision Sensors to Laser Tracking and Robot Guidance Systems.  The 

researcher has previously worked for both companies.   

The companies were located in the city of Oxford.  This was not a coincidence as the original, 

innovative technologies on which each company had been built originated as a spin-out of research 

undertaken at Oxford University.  A detailed analysis of each case study is described in the following 

sections. 

 Historical Case-Studies 
The main case studies of this research involve two contemporary HTE firms. (However, it is also 

illustrative to review historical case studies of high-tech engineering firms to see which performance 

management systems were employed and what effect they had. This chapter begins with two such 

studies. 

4.2.1 Historical Case-Study 1: Shockley Semiconductor and the creation of Silicon Valley 

The first company to manufacture semiconductors in what would later come to be called Silicon Valley 

was the Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory.  This company was founded by the eponymous William 

Shockley, who established it in Mountain View, California in 1956. 

Although technically brilliant, and despite having exceptional employees, Shockey’s venture failed.  

This historical case study will use SSM to analyse what went wrong with Shockley’s enterprise as 

regards performance management. 

4.2.1.1 Historical Background 

William Shockley, along with two colleagues, was jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in physics for the 

invention of the transistor.  At the time, all three were working for Bell Labs.  However, Shockley 

became disaffected with the management at Bell Labs, who had left his name out of the patents for 

the transistor and he also felt they had overlooked him for promotion (Riordan, 1998).  



 

In effect, there was a political issue involving Shockley and the management of Bell Labs.  Political 

factors such as this are one of the elements of the cultural stream of analysis that runs in parallel to 

any SSM analysis that might be employed to try and remedy the problem, refer to Figure 2.15.  SSM 

practitioners should be aware of how the social and political culture of the organisation will affect 

their intervention into the problem situation (Checkland & Scholes, 1990). 

In the same year that he was awarded the Nobel prize, Shockley left Bell Labs, then located in New 

Jersey, and moved back to his home town of Palo Alto in California.  There he set up a new company 

called “Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory” to produce transistors and other semiconductor devices. 

Shockley hired a number of talented researchers to work for him, but they were eventually alienated 

by his autocratic management style.  Eventually, a group of these employees left to form Fairchild 

semiconductor and from there went on to create many other companies, such as Intel.   

Shockley’s company never recovered from the loss of these key employees and was sold three years 

later.  However, the company that Shockley founded does have the distinction of being the first 

semiconductor manufacturer in the region of what would later come to be called “Silicon Valley”.  

4.2.1.2 Entering the Problem Situation 

Soft Systems Methodology will be applied to Shockley’s problem of creating a successful high-tech 

company. We enter the problem situation at the same point Shockley did, a rich picture of which is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

 



 

Figure 4.1 Rich picture representation of the Problem Situation facing Shockley: How to create a successful hi-tech 
business. 

Shockley had knowledge and prestige but he needed to find finance for his new company and to 

recruit able people to help him realise his objective of creating a successful company. 

The next step in the SSM analysis requires the identification of relevant systems within the problem 

situation.  For the purposes of this current research, each relevant system will represent a 

transformation process relevant to performance management.  The relevant systems used in this 

historical case study were initially derived from the contemporary Meta case study, section 4.3.  Using 

the same relevant systems between case studies allows for an easier comparison between results. 

For the Shockley case study, a list of relevant systems is given as below: 

1.  Market Understanding and engagement: Transform Knowledge into market awareness. 

Input: Expert understanding of semiconductors and their manufacture. 

Output: Produce semiconductor products that are attractive to the market.  

2. Funding: Transform Prestige into Funding 

Input: Reputation as a Nobel prize winner. 

Output: Finance for the business. 

3. Talent management: Transform recruits into productive employees. 

Input: Candidates, usually graduate students. 

Employees - Traitorous eight 

Military-Industrial 

complex 

(Weltanschauung) 

Nobel Prize 

Knowledge 

Funding 

New products 

and profits 



 

Output: Productive employees. 

4. Research & Development (R&D): Transform company resources into innovative research ideas. 

Input: Knowledge, employees and money. 

Output: Innovative products that meet market needs. 

5. Project delivery: Transform innovative research ideas into marketable products. 

Input: Novel research. 

Output: Commercially successful products. 

 

Root Definitions were derived for each of these transformation processes. The purpose of the root 

definitions is to take vague or impressionistic opinions, and then express them in terms of defensible 

logic.  Once this is done, then it is possible for two people with differing opinions to compare the logic 

that supports their views and engage in a rational discussion about them. 

Each root definition defines an action that represents a transformation of some input quantity.  Each 

transformation should move the problem situation (which in this case was Shockley launching a new 

company) towards the solution (a successful start-up company). 

These Root Definitions for the problem situation of this case study are detailed in Table 4-1 to Table 

4-5. 

4.2.1.3 CATWOE 

Each root definition is used to derive a conceptual model.  These conceptual models attempt to take 

abstract and subjective concepts and present them as objective statements that can be analysed 

logically and systematically. 

An important tenet of Soft Systems Methodology is that the conceptual models should be 

comprehensive, logical and defendable.  As a check to see whether a root definition would produce a 

good conceptual model Smyth and Checkland (1976)  developed the mnemonic “CATWOE”.  Each 

letter of CATWOE defines a criterion against which a root definition should be assessed. 

For the root definitions in the previous section, the following CATWOE assessments were made. 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1.4 Relevant System: Market Understanding and engagement 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by William Shockley, to transform his knowledge of the semiconductor 

industry into a company positioned to take an advantageous position in the marketplace.  The clients or 

customers who will benefit from this action are Shockley, the employees of the company and the investors.  

One environmental constraint was that Shockley was setting up his venture on the west coast. This left his 

company geographically isolated from the established semiconductor market which was largely located on the 

east coast of America. 

 

Table 4-1 Root definition: Transform knowledge into market awareness 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Shockley’s company was envisioned to do two things: conduct research 

into new semiconductors, and secondly to manufacture products based on 

that research.  These products would be discrete electronic components.  

The end customers were other companies who would take these 

components and assemble them into finished systems. 

Actors The management of the company, mainly Shockley himself. Shockley had 

his own ideas of what the market wanted, however with his self-centred 

management style, his employees had not much input on the direction of 

market engagement. 

Transformation Take knowledge of likely future developments in semiconductors to place 

the company to best take advantage of the emerging market. 

World View/ Weltanschauug The time at which Shockley founded his company was one of rapidly 

accelerating technological development.  A powerful driver of this 

development was the Cold War.  The United States military was investing 

an enormous amount of money into weapons systems.  When Shockley’s 

core group of researchers left to form Fairchild Semiconductor, their first 

batch of transistors were used in the B-70 bomber, and later batches went 

into the guidance system of the Minuteman ballistic missile.  So, Shockley 

was assured of a ready market for any transistors he could produce 

(Shurkin, 2006). 

Owners William Shockley. 



 

Environmental Constraints One constraint on Shockley was the geographical location of his company.  

At the time all the big electronics companies were on the east coast of 

America.  He had to attract people and investment to California. 
 

 

4.2.1.5 Relevant System: Funding & Finance 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by William Shockley, to transform his prestige in the field of 

semiconductors as a Nobel Prize winner into financial backing for his company.  Shockley used his contract at 

Caltech to network with wealthy individuals who might be interested.  The clients who would benefit from this 

action are Shockley and his investors. 

 

Table 4-2  Root definition: Transform prestige into funding 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Shockley’s company (Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory) 

Actors Those who would provide the funds.  In Shockley’s case, this was one 

Arnold Beckman, who was himself a scientist and entrepreneur. 

Transformation Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory in need of funding transformed into a 

company that has requisite backing. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Shockley believed that his prestige as a scientist would allow him to 

convince investors of the potential of his ideas for new semiconductor 

products.  
 

Owners The investor Arnold Beckman. 

Environmental Constraints The constraints were access to individuals or companies willing to invest 

in Shockley’s company. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1.6 Relevant System: Talent management 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by William Shockley, to transform new recruits into productive employees.  

Clients who would benefit from this would be the company itself, but also the employees.  A constraint on the 

recruitment was Shockley’s failure to hire experienced personnel from his old team at Bell Labs.  Instead, he 

had to resort to mainly recent graduates. 

 

Table 4-3  Root definition: Transform recruits into productive employees. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients The company (Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory) 

Actors Shockley and the recruits. 

Transformation To take new recruits and to guide and mentor them so that they became 

effective employees of the company. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Shockley believed that he could lead a team of engineers and scientists.  

Indeed, a primary motivation for leaving Bell Labs was Shockley’s 

resentment at being passed over for promotion.  In retrospect this may have 

been wise of Bells Labs given Shockley’s erratic approach to management. 

Owners Shockley. 

Environmental Constraints At first Shockley tried to entice some of his co-workers from Bell Labs.  

But none were willing to relocate from the east coast to California.  So 

instead, Shockley resorted to recruiting mainly recent graduates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1.7 Relevant System: Research & Development (R&D) 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the Shockley Semiconductor Company, to transform Shockley’s ideas 

for new semiconductor designs into commercially successful products. The actors were the employees of the 

company, and the clients were the eventual customer.  A constraint was Shockley’s management style that 

often hampered the research process and upset his researchers. 

 

Table 4-4 Root definition: Transform company resources into innovative research ideas. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients The internal customer was the company itself that would take the research 

ideas and then turn them into products. 

Actors Shockley’s company (Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory) 

Transformation To take the company’s resources in terms of people and money and 

transform Shockley’s ideas into marketable products. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Shockley’s main research idea was for a device, similar to a transistor, but 

which would switch on or off without the need for an external driving 

voltage – unlike a transistor.  He believed that would reduce the number of 

transistors needed in circuit designs. 

Owners Shockley and his researchers. 

Environmental Constraints The major constraint on the R&D at the company was the challenge of the 

R&D itself in a competitive and fast-moving environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2.1.8 Relevant System: Project delivery 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the Shockley Semiconductor Company, to transform research ideas into 

products on schedule and within budget.  The actors were the employees of the company, and the clients were 

the company, its investors and customers.  A constraint was the time and resources required to deliver the 

project to customers despite the availability of funding.  

 

Table 4-5  Root definition: Transform innovative research ideas into marketable products. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Manufacturers of components that used semiconductors. 

Actors Shockley’s company (Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory). 

Transformation To take the results of the company’s research and transform them into 

marketable products. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Shockley believed that he could reproduce the success that he had enjoyed 

at Bell Labs with his own company 

Owners Shockley’s company (Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory). 

Environmental Constraints The main constraint on the research development was time and resources, 

i.e. employees. (As a historical aside, all eight employees subsequently left 

Shockley’s company to found Fairchild Semiconductor.)  

4.2.1.9 Study Conclusions 

The purpose of this historical case study was twofold: first to explore how performance management 

was viewed in a company that held a pivotal place in the history of an industry that would go on to 

change the world.  An understanding of what performance issues the company faced and why it 

eventually failed is of intrinsic interest.   

The secondary purpose for undertaking this case study was to allow the researcher to apply the tools 

and methods of SSM to a study that only required archival data sources. The secondary data and desk-

based analysis supported the researcher to express the problem situation in accordance with each of 

the five relevant systems identified in this case study.  

This gave the researcher a better understanding of what Human Activity Systems (HAS) were most 

relevant when analysing performance management in high-tech engineering companies.  This allowed 



 

her to refine the questionnaires and interviews that were used in the latter, contemporary case 

studies. 

As regards the first objective of this case study, to investigate the role of performance management 

in a historically important company, Shockley’s goal was to build a successful company that would 

exploit the results of his research into semiconductor devices.  Shockley failed to do so.  He lost key 

employees who left to form more successful companies. 

A summary of the full analysis for all five relevant systems found in Appendix C.   For example, that 

analysis shows, that Shockley’s performance management was particularly deficient in the area of 

talent management.  Shockley was unable to see that his management style was an issue.  He 

antagonised employees on whom he relied.  Rosenberg’s (2017) conclusions on Shockley’s failure are 

quoted below:  

“Shockley Semiconductor failed miserably, largely because its founder was the tech industry's 

original poor manager. Shockley was an archetypal ‘mis-manager’, driving his employees so 

crazy that they quit en masse after just one year and started their own company, Fairchild 

Semiconductor. That company became the root of the tech industry's corporate family tree 

and begat Intel, Kleiner Perkins, and other iconic firms.” 

Shurkin (2006) pointed out that, while Shockley had a great eye for technical talent, he had limited 

ability in terms of management skill and how to work with people: 

“One of Shockley's greatest talents was his ability to spot talent in others and make 

remarkable appointments, sometimes despite himself….“The reason Shockley was not getting 

promoted himself, unquestionably, was his limited people skills. He had angered too many 

colleagues. He had the reputation of being uncaring, insensitive and heartless, literally running 

a dozen men out of the labs when he decided they did not meet his exacting standards.” 

(Shurkin, 2006, p. 131) 

This study confirms that the talent management conceptual model is a vital component of any 

proposed holistic model. 

 

 

 



 

4.2.2 Historical Case-Study 2: The Rise of Intel Corporation 

This historical case study is an adjunct to the first Shockley study.  It follows those members of 

Shockley’s team who left to form Intel Corporation.  This case study is presented as an example of 

performance management at a successful high-tech engineering firm.  This allows us to compare and 

contrast the results of this study with the previous one. 

4.2.2.1 Historical Background 

Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore were two of the eight researchers who left Shockley Semiconductor 

Laboratory to form Fairchild Semiconductor.  After ten years at Fairchild, Robert Noyce decided to 

depart and found his own company and he persuaded Gordon Moore, the head of Fairchild R&D, to 

join him. 

The reason why Noyce decided to leave Fairchild was not clear.  He himself said that it was because 

Fairchild had grown too large and that he was now spending too much time in bureaucracy and was 

no longer enjoying his job (Malone, 2014, p. 43).    However, in an interview that he gave in 1995, 

Gordon Moore speculated that the reason Noyce left was that he was expecting to be given the post 

of CEO, but had been overlooked.  Moore suggested that this had motivated Noyce’s decision to resign 

(Spicer, 1995). 

Andy Grove, who was Moore’s deputy at Fairchild, asked if he could join too.  This turned out to be a 

fortuitous decision because it was Grove who was the most effective manager of the three (Malone, 

2014, p. 199).  It is interesting to note that when Intel was founded in 1968, performance management 

was not a common practice.  Most of the performance management frameworks that are available to 

companies today, were described in section 2.4, did not exist back then. Instead, Andy Grove, who 

was one of the founders of Intel and led the company to huge success, had to develop his own 

performance management framework. The framework that he devised is today called Objective Key 

Results (OKR) (Grove, 2015). The framework was underpinned by the MBO ‘Management by 

Objectives’ model developed by Peter Drucker in 1954 during the early age of Performance 

Management development. The OKR framework was one of the innovations that allowed Grove to 

lead Intel to great success. 

Intel initially set out to make memory chips, but with the rise of the market in digital calculators, it 

decided to also design microprocessors.  The company released the world’s first commercially 

available microprocessor in 1971. In 1981 IBM released its first personal computer, which was 

powered by an Intel 3086 processor.  This proved to be a tremendous commercial success and secured 

Intel’s position as the world’s leading microprocessor manufacturer. 



 

One of Intel’s employees was John Doerr, who joined Intel in 1974.  He joined Intel as an engineer, 

and transitioned through several roles before ending his career at Intel as the company’s most 

successful salesman.  Doerr then changed his career path to become a venture capitalist.  He is 

admired today as one of the most successful investors in Silicon Valley.  For example, Doerr was an 

early-stage investor in Google.  Doerr was a great admirer of the OKR framework developed by Grove 

and recommended that Google adopt it.  Google’s CEO Eric Schmitt credits the success of Google to 

its use of the OKR framework (Doerr, 2018).  

The performance management journey relevant to Intel’s early-stage development is shown in Figure 

4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2 Performance Management journey relevant to Intel 

4.2.2.2 Entering the Problem Situation 

Soft Systems Methodology will be applied to the problem that Intel’s founders, Robert Noyce and 

Gordon Moore, faced in making the fledgling company successful. We enter the problem situation at 

the point where Intel’s founders have left Fairchild Semiconductor and are just setting up their own 

company, Figure 4.3. 



 

 

Figure 4.3 Rich picture representation of the Problem Situation facing Intel: Making the start-up 

company successful. 

4.2.2.3 Root Definitions 

The rich picture of Figure 4.3 helps us to identify transformation activities within the Intel problem 

situation.   A root definition is then derived for each transform. 

For the Intel problem situation, the following transformation processes were considered: 

1. Market Understanding and Engagement: Transform knowledge and Ideas into market awareness. 

Input: Knowledge of semiconductor memory chips and their manufacture. 

Output: Create a company that will produce better memory chips than any competitor. 

2. Funding and Finance: Transform business contacts into funding 

Input: The business contacts that Robert Noyce had developed during his tenure at Fairchild 

Semiconductor. 

Output: Finance for the Intel start-up. 

3. Talent management: Transform recruits into productive employees. 

Input: Recruits i.e. candidates who have potential to become an employee.   

(Unlike Shockley), Noyce was able to hire experienced people, not just recent graduates.  He was 

also able to lure some of the best people from rival companies (Malone, 2014, p. 122) 

Output: Motivated and effective employees. 

4. Research & Development (R&D): Transform company resources into innovative research ideas. 

Input: Noyce’s vision and Moore’s technical aptitude. 

Output: Innovative prototype or proof of concept products.   

Employee
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(In the start-up phase these were designs for new memory chips.) 

5. Project delivery: Transform innovative research ideas into marketable products. 

Input: Novel research. 

Output: Commercially successful products i.e. semiconductor products. 

4.2.2.4 CATWOE 

As described in the previous section, “CATWOE” is used as a check to see whether a root definition 

would produce a good conceptual model. 

For the root definitions in the previous section, the following CATWOE assessments were made.  

4.2.2.5 Relevant System: Market Understanding and Engagement 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by Intel’s founders, but mainly Robert Noyce, to transform his 

ideas for semiconductors into marketable products.  The clients who will benefit from this action 

are the founders of Intel and its investors.  One constraint was that established companies were 

already producing memory chips.  Intel would have to find some competitive advantage over its 

rivals.  It intended to do this by producing more innovative products.  

 

Table 4-6 Root definition: Transform knowledge into market awareness 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Those who would benefit most from this action were the founders 

of Intel and its investors. 

Actors Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore. 
 

Transformation To take the ideas that Noyce and Moore had for new memory chips 

and to find a place for them in the marketplace (Malone, 2014, p. 

133). 

World View/ Weltanschauug Noyce and Moore had felt they could use their new ideas for 

improved semiconductors to make Intel a successful company.  

They subsequently released a series of new models of memory 

chips that established Intel as the market leader in the field 

(Malone, 2014, p. 137). 

Owners Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore. 

Environmental Constraints  Intel came late to the semiconductor market but overcame this 

disadvantage by being more innovative than its rivals. 

 



 

4.2.2.6 Relevant System: Funding and Finance 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by Robert Noyce, to raise the funding necessary to begin the 

manufacture of the semiconductors. The constraint was the competitive fundraising environment 

in Silicon Valley.  

 

Table 4-7 Root definition: Transform business contacts into funding 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Noyce and Moore. 

Actors Robert Noyce was mainly responsible for raising the funding for the 

nascent Intel company. 

Transformation To take the reputation and knowledge that Noyce and Moore had 

gained during their time at Fairchild Semiconductor and to 

transform it into funding. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Noyce had already established a reputation within the 

semiconductor industry and was able to leverage this to attract 

investors to his new company. 
 

Owners The investor Art Rock, who undertook to raise the money. 

Environmental Constraints Competitive fund-raising environment. However, Noyce overcame 

this constraint with a great team and innovative product ideas.  

 

4.2.2.7 Relevant System: Talent management 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by Noyce and Moore, to recruit and retain people who would 

help grow the company. The reputations of both Noyce and Moore allowed them to attract some 

of the most talented and experienced engineers, which represents the transformation of the 

company’s resources, such as funding and project opportunities, into talent. 

 

Table 4-8 Root definition: Transform recruits into productive employees. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Intel Corporation. 

Actors Noyce and Moore. 

Transformation To take the company’s resources, such as money and project 

opportunities, and to use these to attract and retain the best 

people to help grow the company. 



 

World View/ Weltanschauug The initial task for Noyce was to hire all the people that would be 

needed to begin the manufacture of the memory devices that he 

and Moore devised.  From the outset, Noyce only wanted to recruit 

the best people to work at Intel.  He would recruit the most talented 

people from other companies to meet particular project needs.   

Owners Noyce and Moore. 

Environmental Constraints The transform was constrained by the competitive recruiting 

environment and limited access to a resource pool of talent when 

the company was at an early stage.  

Intel was a new company, so could not show a track record of 

success to prospective recruits. At the time when Intel began, 

Silicon Valley did not really exist and there was not a very large pool 

of qualified engineers for Intel to choose from.  

 

4.2.2.8 Relevant System: Research & Development (R&D) 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by Intel’s investors, for Noyce and Moore to use the company’s 

resources to create innovative research ideas for the early-stage start-up. The constraint was 

competitive environment for fund raising and recruiting talents in high-tech engineering sector. 

 

Table 4-9  Root definition: Transform company resources into innovative research ideas. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients The client is the Intel corporation that would patent these ideas and 

turn them into semiconductor products. 

Actors Noyce and Moore. 

Transformation To take the company’s resources, both people and finance and 

convert them into ideas that could be marketed. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Because Intel was competing with larger, established companies, it 

decided that in order to compete it had to be more innovative.  To 

that extent, it placed a great emphasis on research. 

Owners Intel’s investors. 

Environmental Constraints Despite the competitive fund-raising environment and recruiting 

talent, Intel aimed to out-compete their rivals by being more 

innovative.  This forces them to take more risks with their designs.  

 



 

4.2.2.9 Relevant System: Project delivery 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by Intel Corporation, to transform research ideas into 

marketable products.  The actors are the employees of Intel, and the clients are the external 

customers for the semiconductor chips.  The constraint was getting the manufacturing process to 

be reliable enough to produce the memory chips in required quality and volumes.  

 

Table 4-10 Root definition: Transform innovative research ideas into marketable products. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 
 

Clients External customers who used the memory chips produced by Intel. 

Actors Intel Corporation. 

Transformation To take the results of the company’s research and transform them 

into marketable products.  Intel’s initial product line was new, 

innovative memory chips. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Noyce believed that there was a place in the market for new and 

improved memory chips.  He knew that Moore had the technical 

ability to design these chips. 

Owners Intel Corporation. 

Environmental Constraints The primary constraint on converting the research ideas was 

ensuring the chips could be manufactured reliably.  Moore had to 

invent ways of fixing the problems that cropped during the 

manufacturing process (Malone, 2014, p. 54) 
 

 

4.2.2.10 Study Conclusions 

This study suggests that the founders of Intel Corporation created a successful company because they 

paid attention to the five relevant systems and ensured that they all performed well together.  

• Market Understanding and Engagement 

Noyce and Moore understood the semiconductor market and what products would be 

successful.  Consequently, Intel’s products were successful from the outset.  

• Funding 

With innovative ideas and a diverse and talented team, Intel’s founders managed to get 

finance at an early stage. Similar to Shockley, finance was not so difficult to get due to the high 

reputations of the founders.  

• Talent Management 



 

Noyce and Moore made astute choices in hiring their employees, not least in the recruiting of 

Andy Grove. The ability to recruit and retain top talent during the early start-up stage 

contributed greatly to the success of Intel.  In addition, the founders of Intel had different 

strengths that complimented each other. 

• Research & Development (R&D) 

Intel was very good at ensuring that what they developed actually made its way into 

marketable products. This is in contrast to the Shockley study, where time and resources were 

devoted to research that never delivered a return to the company. The great project execution 

of Noyce and Moore was both operationally and technologically driven.  

• Project delivery 

The success of Intel came from its great execution of both operations and strategy.  

As was seen in the case study of Shockley, technical skill and intelligence do not guarantee the 

success of an HTE company.  An HTE firm also needs expertise in both operations and strategy. 

The history of Intel demonstrates this.   The company was led by Robert Noyce, who was the 

charismatic leader who gave Intel its strategic vision.  Gordon Moore provided the technical 

expertise that helped Intel to pioneer the development of the microprocessor.  Finally, Andy 

Grove, who took charge of operations at Intel, was known as one of the greatest businessmen 

of his generation (Malone, 2014). It is worth mentioning that the OKR - Objective Key Result - 

performance management framework, which is used by Google and several other large tech 

firms, was created by Andy Groove (Doerr, 2018). 

 

A summary of the full analysis for the Intel historical case study is presented in Appendix D.   These 

same relevant systems will also be analysed in the context of the contemporary case studies presented 

in the next section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Case Study 1: Meta Vision Systems (Meta) 

The research for this thesis focuses on Performance Management in high tech engineering firms. The 

researcher chose Meta as a unit of study because the company had a long track-record in high tech 

engineering in the laser welding and tracking industry. As has previously been disclosed, the 

researcher was already an employee of Meta before undertaking this research. This situation brought 

benefits but also potential downsides that had to be guarded against.   

Working as an employee of Meta allowed the researcher opportunities to reach out to people who 

were actively involved in high-tech engineering. The researcher was able to recruit participants for her 

study who held different roles and seniority, not just within Meta itself but also from its customers 

and partners. Being both a participant in the field of high-tech engineering, whilst at the same time 

also conducting research into the same industry, presented some potential issues.  It was important 

for the researcher to retain her objectivity free from any preconceived notions.  The researcher 

attempted to achieve this via the following means: a rigorous case study design and methodology as 

described in Chapter 3, unbiased data analysis and the use of multiple, independent data sources 

(Flyvbjerg, 2006). 

4.3.1 Company Overview  

The data collection conducted at Meta is an important case study for this research.   

Meta was founded in 1994 by a group of Oxford University graduates following on from their PhD 

research. The company manufactured electronic industrial process control equipment especially for 

laser-tracking and welding applications. Meta had conducted extensive R&D in laser sensors and was 

one of the biggest laser sensor providers in the world. With over 3,000 laser tracking and welding 

systems sold worldwide, Meta holds the record for the most laser-tracking sensor technology used 

globally. 

The researcher worked at Meta for 5 years. 

Meta had grown their business to over 40 employees, headquartered in the UK with subsidiaries in 

Canada, China and India. It had developed a strategy to grow the company to the next level by 

collaborating with a Chinese agent to expand its business in Asia. 

In early 2015 a series of meetings were held at Meta’s head office in the UK to plan for this expansion 

into China. 

The researcher attended two main strategy meetings: the first from the 16th to the 25th of February 

2015, and the second between the 9th and 10th of September of the same year. Also participating in 



 

the meetings were sales, technical managers and directors from all Meta subsidiaries. All these people 

were assembled in order to brainstorm the sales strategy, technical aspects of the Chinese customers’ 

requirements, and how to gain a competitive advantage over their competitors. 

The agenda for both strategy meetings in 2015 is included for reference in Appendix E. The agendas 

for both meetings demonstrate the high level at which technical issues were discussed when charting 

a path for the company’s future growth.  One of the key reasons for this is that all of the Meta directors 

had a technical background; all graduated with engineering degrees, including the financial director. 

In fact, apart from technical issues, the only other thing that the company considered before 

embarking on its new business strategy was sales.   

Because the board was very engineering-focused it had a tendency to view the company’s expansion 

into the Chinese market as a series of technical obstacles to overcome.  It overlooked many of the 

cultural aspects of working in China, the Wellanschhaung of the problem situation.  For example, the 

board received warnings from its contacts in China that the business agent they had chosen to work 

with was not trustworthy and was pursuing his own agenda that was not in Meta’s best interests.  

However, the “group-think” that dominated the Meta board resulted in these warnings being ignored.  

As will be seen later, this lack of diversity in its initial decision-making proved fatal for the company, 

later forcing it into liquidation.  Research shows that a company management team that includes 

diverse skills and experiences makes better decisions (Bang & Frith, 2017). This might have averted 

the problems at Meta. 

By 2016 Meta was encountering financial issues due to an increase in its overheads – especially in the 

sales and software development teams. Development problems also caused the late delivery of its 

main project at the time, and hence a shortfall in payments from the customer. All these issues had 

accumulated into an unsolvable problem due to a shortage of cash. Meta was unable to pay its 

suppliers and employees or to buy parts to make more products to sell to customers.  Consequently, 

Meta went into liquidation in 2018.  The current status of Meta at Companies House is shown in the 

Appendix F . 

4.3.2 Meta: Relevant systems 

When the researcher embarked on the case study at Meta, she chose to continue with the same five 

relevant systems that had already been looked at in the previous, historical studies.  These are Market 

Understanding and Engagement, Funding and Finance, Talent Management, Research and 

Development (R&D) and Project Delivery. 



 

The historical case studies had shown that these relevant systems were very important in high-tech 

engineering companies.  It was therefore a natural assumption that they would also be important for 

Meta too.    

1. Market Understanding and Engagement 

The period covered by this case study was a very important one for Meta.  It was a time when the 

company was looking to considerably increase its presence in the Chinese market.   

2. Funding and Finance 

Meta expected increased sales in China, but until those sales came through its ambitious 

expansion plans would place a strain on its financial resources.   

3. Talent management 

As part of its expansion plans, Meta was looking to recruit more salespeople in China.  This was an 

additional burden on the HR department at Meta who also had to look after the company’s 

existing workforce.      Like most high-tech engineering companies Meta relied on individuals with 

very specialised skills to design and build its sophisticated products.  These employees had very 

marketable talents and so Meta had to ensure that they were kept happy to prevent them from 

leaving for other companies. 

4. Research and Development (R&D) 

Meta relied on a steady flow of new and improved products to keep it ahead of its competitors.  

It, therefore, maintained a permanent R&D department and devoted a significant proportion of 

its funds to R&D activities. 

5. Project delivery 

In addition to its expansion into the Chinese market, Meta was at the same time struggling to 

deliver a large project to one of its major customers in South Korea.  The pressure that Meta was 

facing in delivering this project was having serious effects on other systems such as “Funding & 

Finance” and “Talent Management” as the company’s resources became stretched. 

It is the performance of these five relevant systems that were studied using SSM in this case study at 

Meta. 

4.3.3 Applying SSM to the Meta Case Study  

At the start of the case study at Meta, the researcher’s understanding of performance management 

was still limited.  However, this was a good opportunity for the researcher to expand her practical 

experience of performance management by learning first-hand from a real-world situation in a high-

tech engineering company. 



 

By applying SSM to the situation at Meta, the researcher aimed to learn lessons from both the 

company’s successes and its failures.  By analysing both it was hoped to identify those performance 

activities that worked and those that did not.  The objective was to create conceptual models of these 

activities that described the situation at Meta in order to understand how EPM could best be applied 

there.   

The researcher applied SSM to the case study at Meta by entering the real-world situation and 

investigating the circumstances she found there. The researcher proceeded by the following steps of 

Figure 4.4 (marked in green) in the particular order of:  

1. Creating Rich Pictures to describe the problem situation. 

2. Identifying Root Definitions (both issue and task-based). 

3. Verifying the Root Definitions using CATWOE. 

4. Determining measures of performance (the 5Es). 

5. Finally, developing the conceptual models of performance management in HTE. 

The right-hand side of Figure 4.4 shows the difference between the models and the real-world 

situation which leads to desirable and culturally acceptable changes that improve the problem 

situation. 

As an employee of Meta, who led several major projects during the time when the company was 

implementing its ambitious expansion plans, the researcher had the opportunity to witness the 

problem situation at first-hand and collect data via direct observation.  Additional data was collected 

via questionnaires and semi-structured interviews held with key stakeholders from both within Meta 

itself and also from its customers and suppliers.  The researcher was also permitted access to Meta’s 

documents and reports and other archival material. All of these data supported the researcher to 

further understand performance management in HTE. 

Once all the case study data had been gathered the process of analysing it via the Soft Systems 

Methodology began. The first stage in this process was the formulation of Rich Pictures of the problem 

situation as a way of identifying relevant systems.   

Root Definitions for the relevant systems were then developed and verified to be defensible using the 

CATWOE analysis. Conceptual models were then derived from each Root Definition that expressed 

what activities needed to take place in order to achieve the purpose expressed by the Root Definition.  

The Root Definitions and models were then validated with case study participants (either in one-to-

one interviews or in group workshops), to ensure that the insights about the real-world situation at 

Meta were robust. 



 

 

Figure 4.4 SSM approach for investigating the case study in HTE 

As Figure 4.4 indicates, the conceptual models were iteratively compared with the real-world situation 

to understand the changes and action required to achieve effective Performance Management 

practice at a representative HTE such as Meta. This all fed into the general development of a holistic 

model for EPM in HTEs, which was also informed by ideas from the literature on Goal Theory, Control 

Theory and Social Cognitive/Learning Theory and Stakeholder Theory. 

A detailed description of the case study is described in the following sections. 
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4.3.3.1 Entering the Problem Situation 

4.3.3.1.1 The Problem History 

In 2015 the management at Meta held a series of meetings to map out the future of the company.  

Senior managers were flown in from all over the world to attend these meetings, which were held at 

the company’s headquarters in Oxford.  Representatives from the company’s major customers also 

attended. It was at this point that the researcher entered the problem situation and was able to 

observe the debates within Meta as to its future direction. The researcher’s role was as an employee 

at Meta but also a PhD student conducting her case study at the company. 

4.3.3.1.2 The Problem Situation 

Meta decided that it would embark on a plan to expand the business through increased sales 

worldwide.  Meta was particularly keen to grow in the Chinese market and became involved in 

government-funded projects there.   Expanding into China would require Meta to have a much better 

understanding of the Chinese market.  To this end, Meta hired new sales managers.  Therefore, it was 

envisioned that a process would need to be put in place to recruit, train and deploy these new recruits. 

Meta also engaged the services of a Chinese business partner.  This person had industry contacts and 

was able to help Meta win some government-funded projects.  This was a crucial element in Meta’s 

expansion plans.   

Understanding the Chinese marketplace and the unfamiliar business culture in which the company 

would now operate was pivotal to the success of the venture.  The failure to manage this process 

properly would ultimately prove to be the vulnerable situation at Meta. 

Meta knew that it would need additional funds to finance its strategic expansion plans.  

Through observation of the strategy meetings at Meta, it became apparent to the researcher that the 

company intended to raise the necessary funds through two routes: from its own internal resources 

and via a deal in which its Chinese partner would raise funds within China that could be funnelled into 

the venture. 

In retrospect, it seems clear that this was too few sources and the company should have sought a 

more diverse funding stream. 

Meta’s venture into the Chinese market floundered because the company eventually ran out of funds 

to continue supporting it.  This was in large part due to Meta’s Chinese partner withholding monies 

that the company was owed. 



 

At the same time as the company was executing its expansion plan, it also took on more engineers to 

complete a large R&D project in South Korea.  This was for a pipe measurement system that would 

continuously record variations in the pipe’s radius.  It was to be an entirely new product for Meta and 

was beyond its normal core business.   

4.3.4 Data Collection at Meta 

The data collection process at Meta was conducted in two distinct phases. In the first phase, the 

researcher was interested in getting a general overview of how performance management was 

understood by the people working at Meta.  The data collected in this first phase came from various 

sources such as questionnaires, company documents and direct observation.  

The second phase consisted of a series of semi-structured interviews which expanded on the problem 

situation informed by the results from the first phase.   

4.3.4.1 Enterprise Resource vs Enterprise Performance Management 

 At the time the researcher began her case study at Meta the company was already preparing to 

implement its own enterprise resource planning (ERP) system.   

Enterprise resource planning, or ERP, is a system that is designed to process transactions and keep 

track of the resources within an organization.  The difference between EPM and ERP is that EPM is 

more concerned with the operation of the business whereas EPM deals with the management of the 

business.  An ERP system operates as a sub-component of an over-arching EPM system, see Figure 4.5. 

Because Meta was in the process of acquiring an ERP system, the researcher was asked if she could 

gather information about what the employees of the company would want from such a system.  Given 

the context of the ERP implementation, the questions in the survey focussed on the ERP element of 

EPM, without explicitly including the link between both. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 EPM showing ERP as a subcomponent. (Cokins, 2017) 
 

4.3.4.2 First Phase: Initial finding out 

At this initial stage of data collection, the researcher intended to more fully understand what each 

stakeholder understood EPM to be, and what role they thought they played in supporting EPM within 

the HTE. 

In order to explore the problem situation at Meta, the researcher gathered data from employees, 

managers and customers of Meta.  The data was collected over the period 2015-2016 via 

questionnaires. 

As described earlier, these questionnaires were originally conducted to meet the needs of Meta at the 

time.  Meta had a need for an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system and the researcher was 

tasked with investigating how best to implement it.   It was only subsequently that the researcher 

observed the connection between enterprise resource planning and enterprise performance 

management (EPM) as presented in Figure 4.5. ERP is a subset or an element of a wider EPM system. 

The critical success factors and criteria of Table 4-11 and Table 4-12 are also relevant to the evaluation 

of the performance of an EPM system.  Therefore, the data collected from this questionnaire has been 

used to inform the later SSM analysis of EPM.   

A sample of the questions from this questionnaire is shown in Table 4-11 and Table 4-12. 

A total of 19 participants responded to the questionnaire.  The participants represented a broad cross-

section of roles and responsibilities, from managers to engineers and recent recruits to company 

directors.  These individuals were drawn from many nationalities and had experience of working in 

their home countries, a full list of which is shown in Appendix G.1. 



 

The purpose of this questionnaire was to understand, from the participants in the study, what they 

felt were the essential elements, or critical success factors, necessary to both achieve a successful 

initial implementation of the ERP system, but also to ensure the system returned long term benefits 

once it was up and running.   

To aid the participants in their choice, they were presented with a selection of critical success factors 

(CSFs), found from the literature to be most important, (Umble, et al., 2003; Nah & Delgado, 2006; 

Beheshti, et al., 2014; Castellina, 2012). The decision process used to select these critical success 

factors is explained in more detail in Appendix G.4.  

4.3.4.2.1 Results of Phase 1 (Questionnaire) 

This initial questionnaire aimed to gain an insight into how the stakeholders regarded ERP in HTE.  The 

results are summarized as follows: 

• Generally, the managers of high-tech engineering companies were aware of ERP, while the 

engineers were less familiar with the concept. 

• However, once it has been explained to them, both managers and engineers could see the 

potential of using such an enterprise-wide system to improve the performance of their 

company in order to stay competitive.  Consequently, the majority of stakeholders were 

willing to embrace ERP. 

• Commitment to ERP by top management was considered to be the most important factor in 

ensuring its successful implementation.  

When the results of the questionnaire were analysed, ‘Commitment by top management’ was the 

factor that the majority of participants regarded as being the most important when it came to 

implementing an enterprise resource planning system. This factor was closely followed by a ‘Clear 

understanding of the strategic goals and objective’.  Based on the questionnaire responses, ‘Multi-site 

issues’ was perceived as the least critical factor to the success of enterprise resource planning. The 

ten critical success factors of enterprise resource planning, ranked in order of importance (1 = most 

important, 10 = least important), are listed in Table 4-11. 

 

 



 

Table 4-11 The most important criteria when evaluating the benefits of an ERP system. 

10 most important Critical Success Factor (CSF) of Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) Evaluation/Implementation 

Rank 

Commitment by top management 1 

A clear understanding of strategic goals & Objectives 2 

A great implementation team and Interdepartmental 
communication 

3 

Excellent project management 4 

Knowledge Management 5 

Extensive education and training 6 

Organizational change management 7 

Strategic IT Planning 8 

Vendor support 9 

Multi-site issues 10 

 

The questionnaire also had a second section that was intended to discover what the participants 

thought was the most important criteria for evaluating whether the ERP system was making a 

meaningful impact once it was up and running. These same criteria can be also used for the decisions 

that would be made in purchasing an IT system to support ERP. 

The results from this second part of the questionnaire revealed that ‘Information/System use’ was the 

most important ERP evaluation criteria. ‘Service quality’ on the other hand was perceived to be the 

least important criteria for evaluating the success of an ERP implementation in HTE companies. The 

top seven most important ERP Evaluation Criteria are listed in Table 4-12. 



 

Table 4-12 Evaluating the most important ERP criteria. 

7 most important ERP Evaluation Criteria Rank 

Information/System Use:  The ERP system is 
used by employees in the company regularly. 1 

Organisational impact: The benefits that the 
organisation gains from the ERP system, as well 
as the cost applied to ERP system 
implementation and maintenance. 

2 

Individual impact: ERP system’s impact on 
individuals, referring to improving 3Es: 
efficiency, effectiveness and efficacy. 

3 

Information quality: The quality of the 
information e.g. report that the ERP system 
produces in terms of timeliness, usefulness and 
ease of understanding. 

4 

Workgroup impact: The impact of the ERP 
system within the company and its subsidiaries. 5 

System quality: Functionality of ERP system 
and its capability to integrate with existing 
systems used in the company.  

6 

Service quality: Support the company receives 
from the ERP system vendor during installation 
and after-sales services  

7 

 



 

4.3.4.3 Second Phase: Semi-Structured Interviews  

This section derives five relevant systems of performance management in HTE based on the feedback 

received via interviews and direct observation from Meta employees and other HTE firms who were 

Meta customers and suppliers. 

To understand performance management from a wider viewpoint, the researcher conducted semi-

structured interviews with senior managers and directors at Meta and other, similar HTE companies. 

The aim of the interviews was to understand performance management in HTE, particularly with 

regard to the following: 

• What different aspects of performance management meant to the participants as 

stakeholders in HTE. 

• How the participants set targets and measured performance in their organisations, and the 

level of involvement from the management team. 

• How HTE organisations evaluate their performance. 

• Key considerations in designing the IT and information systems (IS) to enhance the 

performance management in HTE organisations. 

• The extent to which the evaluation of performance has an effect on the pay of individuals, 

improvement of individuals’ performance, or their motivations (and vice versa) 

• The key drivers of organisational effectiveness in respect of the performance and health of 

HTE organisations. 

In total, 11 participants from different countries participated in semi-structured interviews on the 

topic of performance management in HTE, as shown in Table 4-13. These interviews were recorded 

and later transcribed for analysis. 

 

 

 



 

Table 4-13 Participants in semi-structured interviews via Meta Case Study. 

 

 

 



 

The researcher analysed the semi-structured interviews as part of the case study at Meta. The data 

from the semi-structured interviews as well as the earlier data collection via questionnaires and 

observation informed the development of rich pictures and relevant models, as discussed in the 

following sections. The discussion here is structured according to the relevant systems identified as 

part of the SSM analysis. 

4.3.4.3.1 Relevant Systems 

Based on the combined data collection at Meta – such as observation, documentation, questionnaires 

and interviews – the rich picture in Figure 4.5 was produced, which captures the relevant system at 

Meta. This picture represents the five relevant systems of section 4.3.2, Market Understanding and 

Engagement, Funding, Talent management, Research & Development (R&D) and Project delivery, 

necessary for performance management in HTE firms. The monitor and control process using 3Es 

assessment criteria (Efficacy, Effectiveness and Efficiency) are applied in each relevant system to 

assess the performance based on these criteria. 

The discussion here is structured according to the relevant systems identified as part of the SSM 

analysis. These relevant systems will be analysed further using the tools of SSM to identify conceptual 

models that will help to understand and express the problem situation in HTE. 

 

Figure 4.6 Rich picture representation of the Relevant Systems at Meta: How to create effective enterprise-wide 
performance management in hi-tech engineering firms. 



 

The participants' views of each relevant system were gathered during the aforementioned data 

collection and supported by additional interviews with representatives from diverse HTE firms. The 

outcomes of this process are described below. 

4.3.4.3.1.1 Market Understanding and Engagement 

Meta had a strategic plan to engage with and expand into the Chinese market.  This was a market in 

which Meta had a great track record of year-on-year growth. Furthermore, Meta had a new product 

under development, which it intended to use to enter fresh markets and so generate new revenue 

streams.  With these two major strategies, Meta was entering a period of organizational change, which 

is quite common when engaging in new markets.  The way organizations are structured makes a huge 

difference to how well they can manage change and how well they are able to make decisions and be 

agile and adaptive.  One participant, a CEO of a pipe manufacturer in Korea who was a customer of 

Meta, disclosed that the strength of their HTE to succeed lay in being agile and adaptive in the fast-

moving business ecosystem.  This had allowed the company to not only sustain itself in business for 

over 100 years, but also to establish itself as one of the best tube and pipe manufacturers in the 

industry.  This ability to take swift decisions had created, he claimed, a forward-looking organization 

that helped drive the company ahead of its competitors.   

Other participants agreed in principle that HTE organizations operate in a business environment that 

changes at a rapid pace, and therefore they need to ensure that they foster a forward-moving 

company culture that is agile in order to stay competitive. A CEO of a pipe manufacturer in Korea, 

estimated as the second or third-ranking company in the global pipe manufacturing industry, said: 

“Comparing to our competitors, our organisation is much slimmer and moves quickly.  In other 

companies, there are many steps before final decision but our decision [process] is very 

simple; the managers report [to] team leaders and the team leaders report to me. There are 

only 2 steps [before] we can decide the final decision so for the sales we can decide very 

quickly.”  

Furthermore, the ability to manage the resources associated with structural change is crucially 

important.  This includes the ability to manage the organizational structures within the company that 

are required for the HTE to function and prosper.  This also encompasses how the organization 

manages its people, as well as its finances, as emphasized clearly in the case study at Meta and across 

other companies engaged in HTE. 



 

4.3.4.3.1.2 Funding and Finance  

Funding and financing are crucially important for any type of company. As we have seen from the 

historical case studies, Shockley and Intel were both tech firms that were seeking funding and finance 

to support their development and growth.  Meta was no exception to the perception that funding and 

finance can make or break HTE firms. 

At the point when this case study started, Meta was planning an ambitious expansion into the Chinese 

market whilst at the same time, it was struggling to complete a major R&D project for one of its most 

important customers.  These commitments were naturally putting increased stress on the company’s 

financial resources. 

Meta did not have significant funding from external investors.  Instead, Meta was financed largely by 

profits it made on the sales of its existing products.  By relying on internal financial resources alone to 

invest in its development and expand the firm, Meta’s financial position was very constrained. 

Meta’s plan was to invest using its own finance upfront in the hope that a successful R&D project and 

its expansion into China would recoup its investment.  Unfortunately, this did not work out.  

Meta struggled to complete its R&D project.  This was an ambitious project that was outside of the 

company’s normal field of expertise.  Technical difficulties had arisen that had caused delays and extra 

expense.  The crisis point came for Meta when their Chinese partner unexpectedly refused to pay for 

a large project that Meta delivered to China. This left Meta in a critical financial state.  Because Meta 

did not seek further investment from investors and the existing investors declined to put in further 

funds, Meta eventually ran out of money and went into liquidation. 

Regrettably, the Chinese partner stepped in at this point to buy up Meta’s remaining assets.  The 

assets of the company were moved to China, along with a few key engineers.  A new company was 

established, still called Meta, but now operating in China.  

In addition to funding and finance, during the interviews, the participants identified customer 

satisfaction and engagement as an indicator of the financial health of a company. A participant, who 

is a technical sales manager replied to the question of ‘What are the key performance/measurement 

of a HTE organisation?’: 

“My company started 40 years ago, so that's a long period since (it) started. We have many 

customers. Nowadays some customers are still with us and some left and we try to work 

together.  The answers are the customers - and (being) enthusiastic (about our) work are the 

key performance measures.” 



 

In considering the financial aspect of HTE firms, attention should be given to the long-term benefits 

to the company rather than short-term profits. Sometimes a company may do things that seem to be 

initially financially detrimental but can lead to a better financial outcome in the long term.  For 

example, a company may choose to forego immediate profits if this helps to improve customer 

satisfaction which returns more benefits in the future. This aspect, it was suggested, led to a 

competitive advantage in tech firms. A senior software engineer at Meta’s Canadian subsidiary stated 

“Our main competitor (a robotics firm in Canada), they have the reputation of charging for 

everything – for any service calls or any minor changes in the software. They may make the 

money in the short term but in the long term they will create negative impression of the 

company towards the customers. We do not charge for the customers' call or if they need 

some minor changes in the software, we do not charge for that. In Montreal (our office), we 

don't do that. We may create a little goodwill but that is just short-term profits.” 

As described in the overview of Meta in section 4.3.1 with regards to the liquidation, it should be 

noted that neither Meta nor the other HTE participants raised any concerns about risk management 

as part of their performance management.  However, the financial issues that were the main cause of 

Meta going into liquidation might have been mitigated or avoided altogether if proper risk 

management had been in place.   

4.3.4.3.1.3 Talent management  

During the interviews, almost all participants emphasized talent management as one of the key drivers 

of performance management in an HTE.  It is crucially important, they said, that the team have a 

shared vision and purpose as regards the operation of the company.  The vision and mission of the 

company need to be clearly articulated across all teams so that everyone fully understands them.  

Successful talent management should allow all team members to understand why they are there, 

what is the company’s vision and what are the company’s values.  All of this helps to provide clarity 

and decision making at all levels of the organization. A participant who is a senior executive in a high-

tech manufacturer revealed: 

“Every person has a different idea. I am trying to explain our company future and our vision. 

Then based on our company vision or strategy, our team leader will select their own KPI by 

themselves. Our manager will review our KPI with our vision and see if the KPI does not follow 

our company vision then we will have to change something.” 

The managers or supervisors, it was said, should really understand the importance of the role of a 

manager and that it is not just leading but also helping the team members to manage.  It is therefore 



 

important to have managers and leaders that promote trust and unity within the teams they lead.  

They should provide a shared understanding of the organization’s purpose not only “how” but also 

“why” the company operates as it does, so as to keep all employees moving in the same direction.  

Managers should be able to lead under all conditions and circumstances and this includes periods of 

uncertainly and disruption.  This requires them to have a commitment to the culture of the company 

and the goals of the organization.   

This was reflected in the case of Meta, which was attempting to manage its talent at a difficult time 

while also developing new, complex products with limited finance and challenging delivery times.  

Meta had not ensured that all people appreciated and shared the beliefs and values of what the 

company was trying to achieve.  Consequently, the team was fragmented and not able to deliver the 

new product within the original budget.  At the same time, the finance could neither be maintained 

to fund the project to completion nor used to provide attractive remuneration for their employees.  

Meta’s inability to deliver its new product was a consequence of its failure to anticipate the ability and 

capacity of the resources that would be needed.  The difficulties in achieving this organisational goal 

were exacerbated by a change of management at Meta, which also happened around this time.   

A lesson that can be learned from the Meta case study is that a competent team should be diverse, 

comprising members with different backgrounds and skills.  A company should understand the 

importance of the diverse nature and characteristics of its people.  If the team members have very 

similar backgrounds, it is going to be very hard for them to think differently.  For example, the senior 

management at Meta, from managing director to finance directory, all had similar engineering 

backgrounds, which may have led to a certain degree of groupthink or similar opinions when it came 

to managing the company’s performance.  

Amongst the supporting data that was collected is the ‘Meta Sales Meeting’ agenda shown in 

Appendix E. The key sales managers from the US, Canada, China and Germany were gathered together 

for this meeting.  Although nominally a sales meeting, the agenda was mainly concerned with the 

technical aspects of Meta’s products.  The researcher was also present at the meeting and was 

surprised that when the MD of Meta asked about a sales tool - ‘Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM)’ - called “SalesForce” that Meta had implemented, it was only the sales manager in the United 

States who used the tool regularly.  The others hardly used it or did not even have access to it.  It also 

became apparent during the meeting that most of the sales managers also had a background in 

engineering. 



 

4.3.4.3.1.4 Research and Development (R&D)  

R&D is generally regarded as a foundation of any HTE.  It is very common to find that an HTE company 

was founded as a spin-out from a laboratory or a university.  This has held true from the earliest era 

of Silicon Valley, where William Shockley founded his Semiconductor Laboratory, through to 

companies such as Meta and many start-up firms of today.  The innovative technology that is the 

outcome of the R&D effort is the key factor when it comes to establishing a successful tech company.   

For decades Meta was a leading HTE firm in Laser Welding and Tracking systems. Meta relied on a 

steady flow of new and improved products to keep it competitive.  It was common that the customers 

such as tube and pipe manufacturers would not order Meta’s off-the-self products.  Quite often they 

would want the systems customized for their specific requirements which required further R&D.  This 

meant that the engineers who were installing the systems also did a significant amount of product 

development too.  This naturally led to a certain amount of overlap between the engineers building, 

installing but also customising the systems, and the R&D team. 

Moreover, when considering how R&D contributes to the competitiveness of HTE companies, during 

the interviews the participants were able to provide examples of companies that had survived for over 

100 years due to its innovative technology whilst others went out of business soon after they were 

established.  A CEO of a tubes and pipes manufacturer in South Korea who invested in the new 

technology for pipe measurement system in order to stay ahead of his competitors said: 

“In term of our competitors, of course I would like to be number 1 in the world. May be 

capacity wise, I don't want to be number 1. The quality wise and productivity wise I would like 

our company to be number 1. I think right now we are number 2 or number 3 in the world.” 

In order to manage an R&D project successfully it is crucially important to understand the capabilities 

and resources of the team tasked with accomplishing the project.  Having resources available that are 

adequate for the project is key to successful execution.  Sometimes an HTE may not be aware of one 

of these constraints and not understand their capabilities, or have a false perception of the available 

resources and whether they are adequate for what they want to accomplish.  An example of this was 

at Meta, where the management team were aware of the challenges of their R&D project but were 

not able to perceive that they lacked the capability and resources to complete the new product’s 

development.  Most importantly, even when a company has the capability, without adequate 

resources to complete the job on time and within the required budget, the project is unlikely to be 

successful. 



 

It is in the nature of R&D that there are uncertain and unforeseen issues that may arise during the 

course of the research and development.  It is almost unavoidable for problems to arise which have 

not been anticipated.  However, these problems should still be manageable if the correct risk 

assessment and mitigation strategy has been implemented.  Despite the fact that HTE firms commonly 

carry out R&D projects, their main measurements of performance management are still limited to 

finance measures as being the key performance indicator.  As a consequence, the performance 

evaluation of the team is mostly aligned with the financial indicators for each individual.  An analysis 

of the interview data suggests that other, non-financial, measures should also be considered when 

performance managing R&D projects.  These additional factors include the personal characteristics of 

employees, such as: troubleshooting skills, communication skills, the ability to complete the job 

effectively, and common sense.  However, these personal qualities are more difficult to measure and 

evaluate than financial measures.  It is also possible that the measurement of an individual’s 

characteristics could be distorted by the personal bias of the management unless the performance 

measure is very clearly defined. 

4.3.4.3.1.5 Project delivery  

The participants in HTE generally agreed that project management and delivery should be agile to 

cope with the fast-moving nature of technological innovation, as well as increasingly demanding 

customer requirements.  The main aim of project delivery is to satisfy the customer, not only to deliver 

to the specification, but to exceed the customer’s expectations.  Satisfaction is a key driver to gaining 

the loyalty of customers.  A participant who is a senior executive in a HTE firm, shared his view that 

one of the main reasons his company invested in an ERP system was to ensure that their customers 

knew exactly the status of their order online.  His vision and strategy were to go beyond his 

competitors when it came to project delivery. The intention was that his company would provide 

excellent service to their customers through the use of IT technology to support performance 

management. 

Meta also appreciated that their project delivery would need to meet the customers’ expectations 

and at the same time needed to be agile and fast-moving in order to stay competitive.  

Meta tried to meet the customers’ expectations by being agile but they did not appreciate their lack 

of capability to deliver projects that were problematical.  This was the case for the project in South 

Korea.  That project was much delayed due to technical problems and Meta overspent on cost and 

resources trying to complete it.  However, this was to no avail because the system could not be made 

to work and eventually have to be abandoned.   The loss Meta made on this project exacerbated 

Meta’s existing financial problems. 



 

In addition to technological expertise, the projects undertaken by HTE firms commonly require 

teamwork, not only internal teamwork but also external teamwork and collaboration.  For example, 

at the customer site, Meta installation engineers often worked with representatives of other 

companies, such as robot programmers and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) programmers.  

Therefore, communication is crucially important for the team to work together efficiently.  Successful 

projects typically require a great deal of communication within both internal and external teams.  

Participants broadly agreed that the structure of HTE organizations should allow teams to collaborate 

and communicate effectively both vertically, up and down the management chain, and horizontally 

across teams throughout the organization. Some participants shared their views to emphasize the 

importance that communication plays a crucial role in delivering the project successfully: 

“If the employees work as a team and understand each other and not conflict between each 

other or anything else, it becomes much easier. If somebody works in a little box and doesn't 

communicate much, that makes it's much harder. That all contributes to the company and our 

competitiveness. Communication is absolutely important” 

Another participant, who is a specialist and provider of high-tech engineering products added: 

“The biggest problem of every company I think is lack of communication.  If the 

communication would be much better even and people don’t feel too much levels between 

each other it would be much easier because what I see since I start work, there is very huge 

gap between levels.” 

This is aligned with the perception of the Sales Director of Meta who shared his opinion that HTE firms 

should consider communication as one of the most important practices in their organization.  The 

director shared his experience of dining as a student at Oxford University.  At Oxford colleges, the 

dining tables are arranged in long rows to encourage students to engage and communicate with their 

neighbours.  This emphasis on close communication was something that the director incorporated as 

good practice into the performance management of his own company. This example reflects the 

crucial role that communication plays in supporting successful project delivery. 

4.3.4.3.2 Summary 

To summarise then, building on the Rich Picture in Figure 4.6, the following five systems were 

identified as relevant to the problem situation at Meta:  

• Market Understanding and Engagement – creating customer awareness of the company’s 

innovative products 

• Funding – securing research or commercial funds for future projects 



 

• Talent management – recruiting, retaining and developing people with high technology skills 

• Research & Development (R&D) – developing ideas and know-how through innovative 

products 

• Project delivery – managing commercial projects and R&D to deliver to the customers 

successfully 

At the time of conducting the case study at Meta, these five systems were seen as the key processes 

in managing performance at Meta. Based on the aforementioned relevant systems, the 

transformation processes were derived as follows: 

1. Market engagement: 

       Transformation process: Transform Knowledge into market awareness 

Input: Meta’s core IP and knowhow on existing laser tracking products 

Output: Expanded Meta sales region, including entrance into large government-related projects 

in China. 

2. Funding and financing: 

Transformation process: Transform external investment and projects. 

Input: Connection with the existing Chinese investor and partner. 

Output: Finance for the business. 

3. Talent management: 

Transformation process: Transform recruits into productive employees. 

Input: Candidates, usually graduate students. 

Output: Motivated and effective employees. 

4. Research & Development (R&D): 

Transformation process: Transform existing Meta’s IP and technology into new product designs 

(R&D). 

Input: Knowledge and know-how in laser sensor technology. 

Output: innovative products for new markets and industries. 

5. Project delivery: 

Transformation process: Transform Customer requirements into delivered products and projects.  

Input: Novel research and execution of R&D. 

Output: Commercially successful products delivered. 

 



 

4.3.4.3.3 CATWOE Analysis 

The following section builds on the transformation processes identified above to develop full Root 

Definitions for Meta 

4.3.4.3.3.1 Relevant System: Market Understanding and Engagement 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the Meta senior management, to transform their knowledge 

of the laser-guided welding business, and their existing intellectual property, into a successful 

strategy for the company’s expansion.  The clients who would benefit were the shareholders of the 

company.  The actors who would implement this action were the senior management of Meta. One 

of the constraints that the company faced was the limits on the company’s resources in terms of 

people and finance.  This obstructed Meta’s ability to compete in a fast-moving and innovative 

market. 

 

Table 4-14 CATWOE: Market Understanding and Engagement - Transform knowledge into market awareness 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Those who would most benefit from successful market engagement 

would be Meta’s employees and shareholders as the company’s 

profits increased. 

Actors The senior management of Meta. 
 

Transformation To take the knowledge of the laser-guided welding business, gained 

over several decades, and apply it to charting the future course of 

the company’s expansion to maximise profitability. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Some managers felt that Meta’s size had reached the limits that 

could be supported by its current markets and product line.  

Therefore, if the company wanted to expand further then it would 

need to grow in new markets, principally China, and develop a new 

range of products.   

Owners The senior management at Meta. 

Environmental Constraints There were several constraints to the strategy that was adopted.  

The first was the resources available to the company.  The company 

had to take on new salespeople to generate more orders and 

additional engineers to create the new product line.  



 

The second constraint was they needed to create new business 

relationships in China.   

A third constraint was that the market the company was seeking to 

enter was innovative and fast-moving.  Therefore, the company had 

to time its entry carefully to ensure that its products would meet 

customer needs and expectations. 
 

 

4.3.4.3.3.2 Relevant System: Funding and Finance 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the Meta management, to transform the company’s products, 

contacts, reputation and future business prospects into funding for its expansion into China.  The 

client would be Meta itself, which would now be able to finance its entry into the Chinese market.  

The main constraint is Meta’s limited access to funding to pursue its plan.  

 

Table 4-15 CATWOE: Funding - Transform prestige into funding 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Meta, which was seeking funds to finance its expansion into China. 

Actors The senior management of Meta who would execute the 

fundraising process. 

Transformation To take the company’s contacts, reputation, prospects for future 

profits and intellectual property rights and to use these to raise 

investment in the company to finance its expansion plans. 

World View/ Weltanschauug In general, the two options for fundraising in HTE are either to seek 

funding from the company’s own internal resources or to go 

outside the company to seek funds from external investors.  Both 

options have advantages and disadvantages.  Obtaining internal 

funding is the faster route and requires less.  This was the path of 

the Meta executives.  But the money available through this option 

is limited.  Securing external funding requires more effort and takes 

longer, but could result in more funds in the long term.  In the 

event, the management of Meta felt that it would be able to fund 

the expansion of the company using only its own internal resources.  

Therefore, no serious attempt was made to seek external sources 

of finance which was the worldview of Meta’s management team.  



 

Owners The senior management at Meta. 

Environmental Constraints The management at Meta had to trade-off time constraints against 

funding constraints.  Funding the plan internally would be quicker 

but result in less money being available.  Seeking external funding 

would take longer but might produce more money.  In the end, 

Meta chose the first option.  There was a consensus amongst the 

managers that the market environment was such that it was better 

to expand into the Chinese market sooner rather than wait.  As 

things turned out this may have doomed the venture because the 

company was unable to maintain funding for its plans.  This was due 

to existing commitments it had made to R&D projects in its ongoing 

attempts to stay competitive within the industry. 
 

 

4.3.4.3.3.3 Relevant System: Talent management 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the Meta management, to recruit the new staff and attract 

collaborators who would be needed for the company’s expansion into China. The client, in this case, 

would be the company, and the actors would be the management of Meta.   

Meta’s expansion into China would need the recruitment of new employees, principally to work as 

Meta’s sales team within the country.  This would require Meta to offer an attractive workplace in 

terms of a compensation package, a bonus for motivating the employees as well as to provide 

mentoring and training to transform recruits into effective employees. 

The constraints on this action were the availability of suitable candidates within the relatively short 

time window over which the company’s expansion would take place and the difficulty of 

establishing business relationships with a country geographically distant and so culturally different. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 4-16 CATWOE: Talent Management- Transform recruits into productive employees. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients The company of Meta. 

Actors The Meta management team. 

Transformation To attract new recruits and to guide and mentor them so that they 

became effective employees of the company. The recruits will have 

to be presented with an attractive recruitment package in terms of 

salary and other benefits such as health insurance.  They will also 

have to be trained in Meta’s products.  As these recruits will initially 

be mainly sales people they may need to be motivated using 

bonuses for meeting sales targets. 

World View/ Weltanschauug A talented team is a key driver for success for any HTE, the aim is to 

recruit the best in class and provide support in training and 

enhancing the employees’ skills. The ability to retain talent and 

employees is also challenging yet necessary to grow an HTE firm 

successfully. Meta’s senior management was fully aware of this 

aspect, the technical director who was also one of the founders of 

Meta stated he spent 25% of his time on recruiting. 

Owners The management at Meta. 

Environmental Constraints The management wanted the company to expand rapidly.  This put 

pressure on hiring new people quickly.  But this meant that the 

people the company took on were not always the best. The 

additional cost for new hires is also a major constraint of growing 

the talent team in HTE. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.3.4.3.3.4 Relevant System: Research & Development (R&D) 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the Meta management and engineers, to transform the 

knowledge and skills of its engineers and intellectual property into exploitable ideas and innovation 

that could be turned into commercial products. By its nature, the environment of HTE is very 

competitive and technology is often changing rapidly. The ability to stay competitive with its 

intellectual property (IP) and technology is crucially important for HTE.   The major constraint was 

that Meta did not have enough engineers and sufficient funding to support these R&D projects. 

 

Table 4-17 CATWOE: Research & Development (R&D) - Transform company resources into innovative research 
ideas. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients The client was Meta itself. This was the entity that would take the 

research ideas and then turn them into products. 

Actors The management and engineers engaged in research activities. 

Transformation To assess customer requirements and market opportunities for 

new products.  To identify the company’s strengths and 

weaknesses in delivering those products compared to its 

competitors.  Once a potential new product has been recognised an 

R&D project may be started to develop it.  This will require 

engineers to be assigned and funding provided.  Sufficient time 

must be allocated to solve all the technical issues and bring the 

product successfully to market. 
 

World View/ Weltanschauug The prevailing view at Meta was that in order to support the 

expansion of the business, the company had to develop a new 

range of products.  Hence the need to increase research activity. 

Owners The Meta management. 

Environmental Constraints Meta did not have enough personnel to support all the research 

activities that it was undertaking.  In particular, the pipe 

measurement system project, which was an entirely new product, 

being installed in South Korea consumed the time of most of the 

company’s engineers.  

 



 

4.3.4.3.3.5 Relevant System: Project delivery 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by Meta, to transform research ideas into marketable products.  

The actors were the employees of the company, and the clients were the outside customers.  The 

constraints were the company’s limited pool of engineers and the finance needed to support the 

projects over the long term. Meta was attempting to complete a large R&D project for a customer 

in South Korea at the same time that it was implementing its expansion plans into China.  Trying to 

undertake both of these tasks simultaneously exhausted the resources of the company and caused 

it serious financial difficulties. 

 

Table 4-18 CATWOE: Project delivery - Transform innovative research ideas into marketable products. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 
 

Clients Meta’s end customers, who were typically pipe manufacturers. 

Actors Meta. 

Transformation To take the results of the company’s R&D and transform it into 

marketable products.  

World View/ Weltanschauug The management of Meta believed that to expand the company it 

needed to move beyond its core product range of laser-guided 

welding equipment.  

Owners Meta. 

Environmental Constraints The company was trying to diversify its product portfolio quickly 

and so the outputs from the research ideas were not ready before 

the company tried to convert them into products.  This led to delays 

and extra work that in turn exposed another constraint, which was 

that Meta did not have the resources in terms of money and 

manpower to deliver these products. Meta management had not 

put any mitigation plans in place to deal with the delays that it 

encountered delivering its projects.  This is because the company 

had not conducted a necessary risk assessment before embarking 

on this project. 

 

 



 

4.3.4.3.4 Creating Conceptual Models from Root Definitions 

Following the development of the Root Definitions and CATWOEs, the researcher then focused on 

building conceptual models in SSM. The diagram in Figure 4.7 (Wilson, 2001) shows how Root 

Definitions lead to the creation of conceptual models. Such models will only be defensible if Root 

Definitions are well formulated, which was the purpose of the above analysis using the CATWOE 

mnemonic. 

                                

Figure 4.7  Constructing Conceptual models from Root definitions. 

The previous section described the Root Definitions that were derived from the data collected during 

the Meta case study.  These Root Definitions were then used to create conceptual models for each of 

the relevant systems.  These conceptual models captured the learning and insights gleaned from 

studying both the good practice but also the failures at Meta.   

By applying a clear understanding of the interconnection between the root definitions and conceptual 

models, and following the guidance and advice from Wilson (2001), Macaulay (1996) and Checkland 

and Holwell ( 2007) on how to develop conceptual models, the researcher was able to derive five 

conceptual models – Market Understanding and Engagement, Funding, Talent Management, R&D and 

Project Delivery – from the data collected through questionnaires, semi-structured interviews and 

direct observation, that were used in the Meta case study. These models are shown below. To avoid 

unnecessary repetition, they are shown without their monitoring and control subsystems. The 

measures of performance related to each system are discussed in depth in section 5.3 of this thesis. 

  Root 
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  Conceptual 
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Formal Systems Model 

Ensures that RD is 
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Figure 4.8 Conceptual model of Market Understanding and Engagement in a high-tech engineering company 

 

 



 

 

Figure 4.9 Conceptual model of funding in a high-tech engineering company 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Conceptual model of talent management in a high-tech engineering company 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 4.11 Conceptual model of R&D in a high-tech engineering company 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 4.12 Conceptual model of project delivery in a high-tech engineering company 

 

 



 

In summary, by adopting the SSM approach (Checkland & Scholes, 1990; Wilson, 2001) the researcher 

applied SSM tools and techniques in order to investigate the problem situation involving performance 

management practice in HTE, Figure 4.13. The case study at Meta contributed to five conceptual 

models, which were developed following initial finding out when the researcher investigated the real-

world situation at Meta with various data collection methods, such as participant observation, 

questionnaires, company official documents and semi-structured interviews. These were 

complemented by a broader set of interviews, and through questionnaires, with other participants in 

the broader Meta HTE ecosystem.  

The findings from the Meta case study provided the first stage in the systems analysis process.  The 

five conceptual models identified here were refined and extended using the results from the second 

case study at OVST.



 

  

Figure 4.13 SSM process after (Checkland & Scholes, 1990; Wilson, 2001) using for Meta case study



 

 

4.3.5 Summary of Meta Case  

The case study at Meta began with a round of questionnaires that were designed to gauge what 

people working in HTE thought of performance management in general. 

The study then moved on to a series of semi-structured interviews which were used to identify 

systems relevant to performance management.  By applying the methods of SSM these systems were 

then expressed as conceptual models for the following five activities: “Market Understanding and 

Engagement”, “Funding and Finance”, “Talent Management”, “R&D” and “Project Delivery”. 

A more in-depth summary of the Meta case study can be found in Appendix H. 

Unfortunately, Meta encountered financial difficulties and was liquidated before the case study could 

be completed.  This meant that another case study had to be conducted at a different company.  The 

details of the second case study are presented in the next section. 

  



 

 Case Study 2: Oxford Vision & Sensor Technology (OVST) 

This second case study concerns the company, OVST. The researcher took the role of director there in 

2015, which allowed her to observe the operation of the company first-hand.  Her privileged position 

also allowed the researcher to collect data that would not be so readily available at other high tech 

engineering companies. 

4.4.1 Company Overview  

OVST specialises in the design and manufacture of 2D and 3D machine vision systems. These 

technologies are transforming industrial manufacturing processes by allowing robots to guide and 

identify objects for automatic operation. 

When this case study began in 2017, OVST was expanding into new product areas including laser 

tracking and welding applications. OVST had recently launched a new 3D vision sensor for automotive 

glazing and robot guidance that was the smallest and lightest on the market. 

The company has a strong customer base in the UK and Europe. Jaguar Land Rover, Aston Martin, 

Ford, Honda, Ferrari and Maserati are among its customers in the automotive industry. Millions of 

vehicles have already been glazed by robots guided by the company’s core technology.  

Despite working with large manufacturers, OVST is a very small tech company that employs eight 

people located in the UK and Thailand. Its turnover is about £750,000 annually.  

Although OVST is a small company, it has a much larger parent company called ‘Expert Tooling & 

Automation’.  Expert Tooling & Automation designs and installs industrial automation systems and 

special-purpose machinery for production lines.  When required OVST would provide machine vision 

solutions, as part of larger Expert Tooling & Automation projects.  For example, Expert Tooling & 

Automation won the contract to design and install a new production line for Aston Martin.  Part of 

this production line required an automated vision inspection of the car parts to make sure that all 

components were present and in the correct orientation.  Expert Tooling & Automation brought in 

OVST to produce the machine vision systems for this job. 

4.4.2 Applying SSM to Case Study OVST  

Following the data collection at Meta, the researcher adopted the research findings as initial logical 

conceptual models of performance management in HTE. The OVST case study aimed to investigate 

and validate them further. There were five conceptual models from the Mata case study as described 

in section 4.3.2, and the researcher again used various data collection methods, such as participant 

observation, official company documents and semi-structured interviews, to conduct the 



 

investigation. This continued the exploration of the different aspects of performance management 

systems - this time working with subject matter experts and stakeholders at OVST. Additional data 

was collected from various OVST customers.    

The timeline of the case study at OVST mostly covers the years 2017, 2019 and 2020. It should be 

noted that due to the demands of the researcher’s full-time job, it became necessary to suspend her 

studies in 2018 in order to devote all her time to delivering OVST’s projects.  However, with support 

from her supervisors, the researcher was subsequently able to transfer from MPhil to PhD 

programme. 

The researcher applied the lessons learnt from the previous Meta case study to help in creating the 

conceptual models of management practice at OVST. 

This began by entering the real-world situation and using the technique of Rich Picture to identify 

relevant systems whose performance should be managed.  Once these systems had been recognized 

they were described by a Root Definition which was verified using the CATWOE mnemonic before 

being expressed as a conceptual model. 

The contribution and findings from the case study at OVST added four more conceptual models 

(Manufacturing, Sales, Marketing and Risk Management) as the iteration between developing 

conceptual models and exploring the real-world situation at OVST progressed.  The overall picture of 

the case study and its investigation via SSM is shown in Figure 4.15. The journey of investigation and 

its findings are described in the following section.    

4.4.3 OVST: Relevant Systems 

In addition to the five relevant systems of the Meta case study, four more relevant systems were 

added based on the data collection from the OVST case study. It should be noted that the data 

collected in the OVST study was not only internal but also came from the participants of various other 

HTE firms.  This data gave a wider perspective of performance management in HTE.  

The additional four relevant systems were identified: 

• Risk Management 

• Manufacturing 

• Marketing 

• Sales 

The detailed analysis of how the additional four relevant systems were developed is described in the 

following sections. 



 

4.4.4 Data Collection at OVST 

4.4.4.1 Questionnaires 

The SSM analysis was supplemented with data from questionnaires whose purpose was to find the 

participants' views on the following two questions: 

1. What were the most important career motivation factors? 

2. What were the most important KPIs for each conceptual model? 

Data from these questionnaires allowed the researcher to inquire more deeply into the motivation 

factors and KPIs that were used to inform the construction of the nine conceptual models. 

This data collection and analysis is described in section 5.2 and 5.3.  The questionnaires that were 

used can be found in Appendix M. 

4.4.4.2 Semi-structured Interviews and Group Discussions  

The researcher conducted five semi-structured interviews and nine group discussions with subject 

matter experts.  

These interviews and discussions were used to refine the existing five conceptual models from the 

Meta case study, but also to identify if any additional conceptual models were needed. 

In-depth group discussions were held between the researcher and participating individuals regarding 

the proposed conceptual models.  A consensus view emerged that four additional conceptual models 

should be added: ‘Risk Management’, ‘Manufacturing’, ‘Sales’ and ‘Marketing’.  The participants 

shared their views that these extra models were needed because they were key elements associated 

with Performance Management in HTE. These will be discussed in turn. 

4.4.4.2.1 Risk Management  

As generally described by the participants during the group discussions, risk management is another 

function that is necessary for EPM in HTE.  During the group discussions, this emerged as a system in 

its own right that needed to be managed. Failing to foresee and assess the impact of risks and having 

mitigation plans can cause HTE companies to fail, as was the case with Meta. 

4.4.4.2.2 Manufacturing 

The objective of any HTE is to deliver innovative products, therefore ‘Manufacturing’ is necessary as a 

vehicle in order to fulfil product delivery. During the group discussions, the participants pointed out 

that, for smaller entities, the manufacturing may be outsourced; larger firms may address them 

internally.  If these functions are outsourced, the entity will still need to pay attention to managing 

the source; and if they are performed internally, it will need to dedicate resources to implement each 



 

internal process. In either case, the Manufacturing system is crucially important, as innovative product 

delivery is one of the key success factors of HTE.  

4.4.4.2.3 Sales and Marketing 

Based on their experience in HTE the participants agreed that they deliver products or services to 

contribute to the bottom line (profit and loss) of their companies.  This made ‘Sales’ and ‘Marketing’ 

necessary elements of revenue generation, which directly impacts the performance of the 

organisation.  

Sales and Marketing are generally considered to be closely aligned to each.  However, the participants 

agreed that Sales and Marketing do not form a single model.  Each consists of its own, different 

activities. Hence, the Sales and Marketing systems are defined and modelled separately. 

 



 

 

Figure 4.14 Enterprise Performance Management at OVST after Checkland and Wilson SSM



 

4.4.4.3 The Problem Situation 

The researcher entered the problem situation at a time when OVST was facing considerable difficulties 

on all fronts.  The year was 2015, and the researcher had been given responsibility for managing OVST 

just as most of its existing employees and management were leaving to join a competitor company.  

With their departure, OVST lost a great deal of knowledge and the expertise that had accumulated in 

the team.  The researcher had less than two days in which the existing members of OVST were still 

available for handover and to consult with.  During this brief period, the researcher, in her role as 

director, had to bring herself up to speed with every aspect of how the company operated. 

One thing that immediately became clear is that the company was undertaking two major automotive 

projects, one for Jaguar Land Rover and a second for Aston Martin.  Both of these projects were behind 

schedule and suffering from serious technical problems. The researcher in her role as director brought 

in a new team to work on these projects and, after considerable effort, all projects were completed 

successfully. 

With the immediate crisis averted, the author then faced the more intractable problem of managing 

OVST in the longer term to become a successful company operating in the sphere of machine vision 

and automation. One issue that had to be addressed was the company’s product range.   

 

Although the company had developed several products over the years, by the time the researcher 

entered the problem situation, these had declined to just one main product: the automotive glazing 

3D vision and robot guidance system, “Glazer”.   When this product had been introduced nearly 15 

years previously, it had been revolutionary and ahead of all other similar products.  Even now, it was 

still one of the leading glazing applications on the market but was beginning to show its age.  For 

example, the specialised sensors that the application used were built using embedded computer 

components that were coming to the end of their manufacturing life and would soon be discontinued.  

Consequently, a completely new sensor would have to be designed and manufactured – this would 

require a significant amount of funding. 

It was also clear that relying on a single product would not be sufficient to ensure the long-term 

survival of the company – regardless of how innovative that product was.  Therefore, the researcher 

in her role as director set out to expand the company’s product range.  This would also require 

additional funding to support the R&D needed to create these new products. 

 

 



 

 
Figure 4.15 OVST Case Study with 9 relevant systems and 5E as monitor and control 
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4.4.4.4 Relevant Systems 

Following the OVST case study, as in Figure 4.15, we can identify the following systems that are 

relevant to the rich picture at OVST. These systems are expressed here using the final outputs from 

the rounds of data collection and group discussions.  

4.4.4.4.1 Relevant System: Market Understanding and Engagement 

Root Definition:  A system owned by OVST for the benefit of its owners and managers, to develop 

an understanding of and engagement with relevant technologies and markets.  This knowledge is 

attained by conducting market research and engaging with customers and potential partners in the 

field, i.e. integrators, system builders, and universities etc.  This work will be carried out by sales 

staff, the marketing manager and the directors.  These actors are themselves subject to constraints 

such as their expertise and skills in understanding the technology, limitations in their access to 

information on technology developments, as well as knowledge of potential customers and 

partners. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Those who would most benefit from successful market engagement 

are the OVST directors and marketing managers, as well as its 

customers, who appreciate OVST’s products. 

Actors Sales staff; marketing manager; director of OVST. 
 

Transformation Transform the market research related to technology and 

innovative products into insightful market information in order to 

steer the development of new products and hence secure future 

sales and revenues. 

World View/ Weltanschauug The cutting edge of technology changes rapidly so the ability to 

meet customer demand at the right time with the correct product 

is crucially important.  To achieve this requires an understanding of 

developments in technologies and the opportunities that they bring 

to the marketplace.  Combining technical knowledge with market 

understanding is crucial to ensuring a profitable business.  Engaging 

with partners is also an essential factor in achieving this success. 
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Owners OVST’s directors and marketing managers 

Environmental Constraints OVST, as an SME in the high-tech engineering sector, faces a 

number of environmental constraints, these include: 

• Limited funding for marketing to compete with larger tech 

firms. 

• Limited expertise and skills are available to understand both 

technology and the marketplace. 

• Limited access to potential customers. 

• Limited access to potential partners. 

• Limited resources to produce new, innovative products to stay 

competitive.  

 

4.4.4.4.2 Relevant System: R&D 

Root Definition:  A system owned by OVST, for the benefit of the company's owners and 

shareholders, managers, customers (automotive manufacturers) and funders. The R&D is carried 

out by the project manager and the development team.   Its purpose is to address customer 

requirements and market opportunities by developing innovative HTE products, technologies and 

intellectual property. R&D is essential to keep OVST competitive against rival companies.  The R&D 

that OVST was able to do was constrained by the limited available funds and the lack of time due 

to the need to finish existing projects. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Funders (grant funders and potential investors); customers 

(automotive manufacturers) 

Actors Work is carried out by a project manager and development team of 

OVST.   

Transformation The development team will transform the innovative ideas 

generated within the company into products that will be 

commercialized and sold to automotive manufacturers. 
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World View/ Weltanschauug HTE firms are very competitive. R&D plays an important role in HTE 

firms: the success in R&D often dictates the position of the 

company in a competitive marketplace. R&D is critical to the 

success of a HTE firm like OVST in giving it the knowledge-intensive 

capability expected from a specialist systems supplier. 

Owners R&D development team, managers and OVST’s shareholders. 

Environmental Constraints Availability of grant funding for R&D is very limited due to high 

competition among HTE firms. The R&D was also carried out under 

the constraints of time, talent and funding.   

 

4.4.4.4.3 Relevant System: Talent Management 

Root Definition:  A system owned by OVST, for the benefit of the company's owners and managers, 

to transform new recruits and under-developed talent into skilled employees through training and 

mentoring.  Work is carried out by HR managers and relevant personnel, subject to constraints of a 

competitive talent market, funding availability, and the attractiveness of the firm to potential 

employees. Human resources and talent are the key drivers for success in high tech engineering 

firms. OVST is constrained to provide an attractive working environment to encourage its highly 

skilled employees not to leave for other companies. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Employees i.e. engineers, managers and directors who may need 

these skills to support their work.  

Actors Human Resources, Project Managers and Recruitment agencies. 

Transformation Develop recruits to become skilful engineers through training and 

career development. Provide appropriate incentives to motivate 

employees. 

World View/ Weltanschauug Developing talent in a high-tech engineering firm is an important 

process necessary because such companies need bright and skilled 

employees to produce new, innovative products that will drive the 

company’s future success 
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Owners The directors and managers of OVST; HR manager. 

Environmental Constraints Trained and talented individuals are in high demand in the industry. 

Making OVST an attractive workplace that offers both financial and 

non-financial benefits is a very important factor in gaining and 

retaining talent with the company. 

 

4.4.4.4.4 Relevant System: Project Delivery 

Root Definition:  A system owned by OVST, for the benefit of its owners and managers, to transform 

customer orders into successful projects, by developing and delivering innovative solutions.  Work 

is carried out by project managers and engineers, subject to constraints of the availability of budget, 

technology and project team expertise. Due to the nature of work in HTE firms, the ability of staff 

to address customer requirements within a limited timeframe is crucial to commercial success. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Customers (automotive manufacturers) 

Actors The project manager and engineers of OVST; external partners, for 

example, universities, and customers e.g. automotive 

manufacturers. 

Transformation The project team will transform customer orders into technical 

solutions that meet the customers' expectations and requirements. 

World View/ Weltanschauug The nature of projects in HTE is challenging due to its fast-moving 

and innovative technology. HTE firms often supply customised 

solutions to customers hence the nature of the work being project-

based rather than out-of-the-box solutions or products.  

Owners OVST team, including engineers and managers. 

Environmental Constraints Several constraints and limitations affect project delivery in HTE 

companies like OVST.  These are the timescales as set by customers; 

budget availability; the available technology; and accessible 

decision making and problem-solving skills. Due to the unique and 

fast-changing requirements of customers, HTE firms such as OVST 
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are required to work within a customised or project-based 

environment in order to serve the customers’ requirements. 

 

4.4.4.4.5 Relevant System: Funding and Finance 

Root Definition:  A system owned by the HTE firm (OVST), for the benefit of its owners and 

managers, to secure financial support, through retained earnings, investment, or grant funding in 

order to create and execute innovative HTE solutions.   

Work is carried out by the company director, project managers and engineers, subject to constraints 

on skills, technology and the capacity of the firm to generate sales, deliver products and execute 

plans that meet the investors’ and funders' objectives. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Customers, investors, funders (grant funders).  

Actors OVST company directors, the project manager and engineers. 

Transformation Transform innovation and technology into profits, investments and 

grant funding awards. 
 

World View/ Weltanschauug Due to the research-intensive nature of HTE firms, they often need 

funding to develop new technologies that go beyond client 

projects.  
 

Owners OVST’s shareholders, Finance director. 

Environmental Constraints The environmental constraints are the competitive market in HTE, 

as the consequence, the sales and investments are very limited to 

highly innovative technology firms. 

HTE firms have to compete with each other to obtain investor 

funding and then work hard to meet those investors’ expected 

returns. 

The constraints on the grant funding are related to fundable ideas; 

internal funds (match funding); external funds (borrowing, grant 

funding, client funding); demonstrable capability (skills, technology 

and capacity) of the firm to deliver on the funder's objectives 
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(specific/generic). It’s also a time-consuming process to create 

grant proposals, provide all the necessary reports.  Once funding is 

received, the company must meet milestones to comply with the 

funder’s requirements. 

 

At this point in the journey, SSM analysis has been applied to the original five conceptual models for 

the case studies at Meta and OVST study as well as the historical case studies of Shockley 

Semiconductor and Intel.  Therefore, these five conceptual models of “Market engagement”, “R&D”, 

“Talent Management”, “Project Delivery” and “Funding & Finance”, may now be considered to be 

relatively mature. 

Together these five models cover much of performance management in HTEs.  However, the 

researcher was concerned to discover if there were any other systems whose performance it was also 

important to model.   

To address this, the researcher embarked on a further round of structured interviews and group 

discussions with subject-matter experts.  These interviewees brought experience from a wide range 

of HTE companies from start-ups and SMEs to global multi-billion-dollar firms such as Motorola and 

AT&T.   

During these interviews, the researcher led the interviewees through a review of the initial five 

conceptual models, solicited the interviewees' feedback on the appropriateness and accuracy of the 

models, and further asked for the interviewees to determine whether these models omitted any 

important elements of performance management. It is noted that some of the group discussions, the 

supervisors joined the discussion during the meeting to enhance the insightful conversation.  

In summary, the participants shared their experience of performance management as it was practised 

in their own firms.  It also emerged during the group discussions that the participants thought that 

additional four conceptual models should also be included: Risk Management, Manufacturing, 

Marketing and Sales, as emerged during the group discussions. These are discussed in the following 

sections.    

The CATWOEs below describe the additional four conceptual models: 
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4.4.4.4.6 Relevant System: Risk Management 

Root Definition:  A system, owned by the senior executives of OVST, by which the risks that threaten 

OVST can be anticipated and mitigated.  The system involves a process whereby potential risks to 

the company are periodically identified.  The highest priority risks are assigned to the relevant 

managers (the actors) within the company who are charged with drawing up plans for mitigating 

those risks.  These actions of these actors will lead to the implementation of the risk management 

plans and the impact of these strategies will be assessed at the next periodic risk review. 

To be effective, risk management must permeate the entire organisation and become part of its 

culture.  To achieve this risk management must be supported by the top management who are the 

owners of the risks.  The constraint that OVST faced when it came to risk management was the 

limited time and incomplete knowledge, they had of what issues could arise as well as what severity 

they could have. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients All employees of the company.  The mitigation of risks helps protect 

the company from dangers that might threaten its profits or 

endanger its continued existence. 

Actors The principal actors are those managers who assess the risks to the 

company and plan contingency measures to address those risks 

should they arise.   

Transformation Transform unforeseen and uncertain dangers that may threaten 

the company into clearly identified risks whose probability and 

likely severity are understood and can be avoided or mitigated.   

This allows the company to put plans in place to deal with those 

risks should they occur.  The overall effect is to reduce uncertainty 

in the business. 

World View/ Weltanschauug For risk management to be effective it must be part of the culture 

of an organization.  This is dependent on many factors.  The attitude 

of top management to risk will make an impact on the rest of the 

company, therefore management must be transparent in its 
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approach to risk and ensure that this is implemented consistently 

throughout the organization.   

Owners The senior management of the company are ultimately responsible 

for the risk-management process directly and indirectly. 

Environmental Constraints Apart from external risks, which may be beyond the control of the 

company, HTE firms must also deal with internal risks that can arise 

from activities such as R&D and customer project delivery due to 

the challenging nature of the technology involved. 

 

4.4.4.4.7 Relevant System: Manufacturing 

Root Definition: 

A process by which product designs are converted into tangible products. The input into this process 

are the product designs that come from the R&D department.  The actors who perform this 

transformation are the teams responsible for the design, installation and operation of the 

manufacturing facility.  The products that OVST makes are expected to operate reliably on the 

production line for 24 hours/7 days.  Therefore, the culture of the company should encourage the 

creation of quality products. Setting up the manufacturing system can be so expensive which is a 

major constraint.  In setting up its manufacturing system OVST faced constraints due to the cost of 

purchasing all the tooling required and the availability of skilled technicians to build and calibrate 

its products.   

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients In addition to the customers, the client of the manufacturing 

system is also the company itself.  The successful products after 

manufacturing will be delivered to the customers. 

Actors The manufacturing design team are responsible for designing and 

installing the assembly line. The operators or staff who carry out 

the production also play a key role in this process. The quality 

control process is crucially important, with the work carried out by 

the quality and inspection engineers. 
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Transformation Take designs and specifications and transform them by means of a 

manufacturing facility, into a physical product.  As mentioned, this 

transformation needs the company to have set up a manufacturing 

facility. This in itself can be a major undertaking for a company at it 

needs to acquire the workspace and fit it out will all the necessary 

machines and tooling.  

World View/ Weltanschauug The culture of a company is reflected in its approach to designing a 

manufacturing system.   

The customers for OVST’s Glazer application are major automotive 

manufacturers who rely on the system for the smooth operation of 

their production lines.  Consequently, they expect a quality product 

that will operate flawlessly 24/7 and potentially for several 

decades. 

Therefore, when it comes to the manufacture of its sensors, OVST 

adopts a best practice approach to the manufacture of its products.   

Owners The company’s directors have direct ownership of the system.  It is 

they who develop strategy, manage teams and oversee the 

installation of the manufacturing infrastructure. They also 

collaborate closely with designers during the development phase of 

the product. 

Environmental Constraints OVST faces the same environmental constraints as all other HTE 

companies: competition for investment, competition for skills and 

talent as well as the challenge of the technology itself.  But beyond 

this, it also faces particular constraints when it comes to 

manufacturing.  High-tech products tend to be sophisticated and 

complicated to manufacture.  This needs people with skills beyond 

what is required for just general manufacturing.  The company will 

also need specialised, and expensive, equipment to manufacture 

and calibrate its products. 
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4.4.4.4.8 Relevant System: Marketing 

Root Definition:  A system owned by marketing managers that will receive details of new products 

and create market demand for that product, thereby growing the company. The actors who are 

responsible for carrying out this transformation are the marketing team.  Marketing is about 

presenting the public face of the company.  In the case of OVST, and many other small HTE firms, 

the main constraint on the marketing system was a lack of funds.  For OVST this meant that most 

of its marketing was done through its website.   

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Potential and current customers who may appreciate the 

company’s products. 

Actors The actors are the marketing managers and the marketing team.  

The marketing team comprises a disparate group of people, from 

copywriters to graphics designers, and these days also includes data 

scientists and search engine optimisers.  Keeping these different 

people working together as a team is the responsibility of the 

marketing manager. 

Transformation Take the new product and create, retain, engage or grow demand 

for that product.  The aim is to grow the demand for the company's 

products by attracting new customers or increasing the value of 

existing customers. HTE firms are usually distinguished their 

competitors through their innovation and technology.  In effect, the 

innovative products were transformed into one of the most 

powerful marketing tools of HTE firms.  

World View/ Weltanschauug The marketing process presents the public face of the company and 

its products.  It is the way that the company would like to be seen 

by its customers.  To this extent, the culture of the company can 

also be an important component of the marketing strategy.   

HTE companies should guard against marketing that makes 

misleading or exaggerated claims for their products.  The company 
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should present its products honestly so that it builds up a 

relationship of trust with its customers. 
 

Owners The owner of this process is the Marketing Manager.  They are 

responsible for the marketing strategy and for recruiting and 

training the marketing team. 

Environmental Constraints The ability of the marketing system to achieve its objective is 

constrained by different environmental factors such as budget 

limitations, products that do not meet market needs or the inability 

to make sufficient quantities of the product at the right time.   

 

4.4.4.4.9 Relevant System: Sales 

Root Definition:  A system owned by OVST with the aim to convert products into sales.   

The process will be carried out by the sales team. The success of the sales process greatly depends 

on how the customer’s perception or world-view of OVST and its products. Sales will therefore be 

largely about building and maintaining relationships including acting upon feedback from 

customers. The OVST sales process was constrained by limited funding and resources for sales 

activities such as exhibitions and trade shows. 

 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Customers who appreciate the company’s products and may adopt 

OVST’s products for their production line.  

Actors The sales manager and salespeople employed to carry out the sales 

activity. 

Transformation Transform sales leads (generally initiated through marketing) and 

enquiries from customers into sales. 

Consequently, the products created by the company are 

transformed into sales and revenues, and thereby earn income to 

sustain the company.  

OVST has thus far publicised its products to customers via 

brochures and through its online website and videos. The number 
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of sales is monitored and any feedback from customers is used to 

improve the sales strategy.  

World View/ Weltanschauug The sales for HTE’s products and solutions rely very much on the 

innovation and technology of the products. Unlike non-tech or 

retailed products, HTE products and solutions are often expected 

by customers to run reliably for decades. Hence the perception of 

the technology and quality of the products are the most important 

criteria for customers when making a purchasing decision. Sales will 

therefore be largely about building and maintaining relationships, 

including acting upon feedback from customers. 

Owners The Sales team including managers and engineers is the owner of 

the sales process.  The sales manager devises the sales strategy and 

then build the sales team to execute that strategy.  The Sales 

Manager is responsible for setting the sales targets and putting the 

appropriate incentive schemes to ensure that their salesforce 

reaches those targets. 

Environmental Constraints External constraints on the sales process as the current economic 

situation, the intensity of competition and also the legal and 

regulatory environment.  If the general economic situation is bad 

then sales will tend to be lower than in a buoyant market.   

A company’s products also have a limited “shelf-life” as technology 

advances and they become obsolete or fail to keep up with 

customer’s changing needs. 

The company must also abide by regulatory standards that might 

prohibit certain sales tactics from being used.   
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4.4.5 Summary of OVST Case Study  

The case study at OVST identified four additional systems that were also relevant to performance 

management: “Marketing”, “Sales”, “Manufacturing” and “Risk Management”.  In combination with 

the five systems identified previously in the Meta case study, this brings the total number of SSM 

conceptual models to nine. 

The OVST case study began with the participants completing two questionnaires.  The first 

questionnaire was intended to find out what they thought were the most important factors for career 

motivation.  The results were used to refine the conceptual model of Talent Management that was 

first identified in the Meta case study.  The second questionnaire asked the participants to choose the 

most important KPIs for each conceptual model.  This information was used to inform what 

measurements should be fed back to the EPM system. 

The case study concluded with semi-structured interviews and group discussions in which SSM was 

used to refine the nine conceptual models. 

A summary of how each conceptual model applied to the case study at OVST is presented in Appendix 

I.  There is it shown what actions OVST took to improve the performance of each relevant system 

associated with one of the nine conceptual models.   

The results presented in Appendix I only apply to the case of OVST.  In the next section, the conceptual 

models identified for Meta and OVST will be generalized so that they can apply to any HTE. 

4.4.6 Generalised Conceptual Models  

This section takes the results from the previous case studies and generalises them to produce 

conceptual models that can be applied to HTE. 

A conceptual model will be created for each of the nine relevant systems identified from the previous 

case studies.  Together these nine models represent the activities in an HTE whose performance it is 

important to manage.  These conceptual models form an important part of the final holistic model, 

where they represent the system being served by the EPM. 

To gain a wider perspective on these generalised conceptual models they were presented to people 

from several HTE firms in a series of group discussions and semi-structured interviews. 
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Based on the feedback received the researcher concluded that the conceptual models were deemed 

by the participants as being a largely accurate representation of how these performance management 

concepts should be thought about. 

The view of the participants in the interviews and group discussions for each of the nine conceptual 

models are presented in the following sections. 

4.4.6.1.1 Market Understanding and Engagement 

To a certain degree, there is an overlap between the roles and responsibilities of Marketing and 

Market Understanding and Engagement. Both acts as the “front end of R&D or the upfront process”, 

as stated by two of the participants.  

Due to the nature of HTE firms, Market Understanding and Engagement requires a broad 

understanding of the technology that is developed by the company. One of the participants, who was 

a senior executive in several large HTE companies, mentioned:  

“it's a broader understanding that's needed. What's technology capable of, what is a potential 

need that may not be recognized – what I referred to as a latent need 

The Market Understanding and Engagement function is charged with providing intelligence regarding 

the external environment in which the HTE operates.  This includes both the current market situation 

and the forecasted situation for the foreseeable future.  Such intelligence includes both macro 

intelligence, such as the relevant economic climates, and micro intelligence, such as the market for 

the HTE’s products, competitor products and competitive thrusts, technology trends, social and 

regulatory climates, etc.   

In addition to intelligence about the external market, this function also maintains intimate familiarity 

regarding the internal aspects of the HTE – enabling it to engage meaningfully with the external 

market.  Such intelligence includes operational metrics, such as conversion costs, profits and financial 

performance. It also includes an understanding of current and developing technological capabilities 

and manufacturing capabilities. 

4.4.6.1.2 Funding and Finance 

In HTE firms, the funding is typically initiated by the innovation and technology development involving 

the products created by the firm. As one participant stated, “Funding is in fact product-driven”. This 
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is evidenced, for instance, by the existence of HTE firms that are the outcome of technologies 

developed as spinouts from universities, as was the case for Meta, OVST and several other firms.  

Finance is the lifeblood of any business.  Just as every function requires staff to operate – the recruiting 

and retention of which are managed by the talent management organization – those functions also 

require money to pay the staff and to pay for facilities and materials used in the business.  Analysis for 

the current research revealed that every function must identify its needs for funds to the Finance and 

Funding function. In other words, the functions and activities in the conceptual models are 

interrelated in terms of attributes linked to finance and funding. The primary function of the Finance 

and Funding relevant system is to ensure that those needs are addressed in a timely manner. 

The two major sources of funds for most businesses are internally generated funding from retained 

earnings – in which the entity invests directly in its own future – and investor funding from the financial 

market.  Another form of funding is borrowing; however, in some sense borrowing is a variation on 

internal funding since the borrowed capital must eventually be repaid from retained earnings.  In order 

to secure funding, whether from external investors or from retained earnings, the finance and funding 

function typically must develop a business plan that justifies the risk inherent in investing in the 

business.  For internal funding, the business case typically applies to a specific product or family of 

products.  For external investment, the typical requirement is for a corporate business plan, which 

may or may not be heavily based on the business case of a specific product.  In many cases external 

investment decisions are based on the business plan for the entire HTE firm.  

 

4.4.6.1.3 Talent Management 

The participants generally agreed that the core of performance management is about the people and 

culture of the company.  Therefore, in HTE, talent management is a crucial process and is often the 

key driver for the success of other processes and activities.  Details of the activities involved here are 

described in the Talent Management conceptual models. Some further feedback from the participants 

on this area of analysis is expressed below. 

Managing talent is a complex task that requires aspects of both hard and soft skills to support the 

company’s strategic goals.  The research data shows that good employees have needs beyond just 

financial benefits. A participant with over 30 years of experience, who has formed multibillion-dollar 
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corporations from early-stage start-ups in Silicon Valley, said that one of the greatest motivating 

factors for talent is:  

“Self-satisfaction, not only finance [but] knowing that you deliver products that people use”.  

A participant who is a founder of an HTE firm and who has worked on a research project delivering 

rapid ventilators in collaboration with Oxford University during the COVID-19 pandemic, shared their 

experience that:  

“Talents or employees are motivated by something very different”.  

He revealed three factors: mastery, self-direction and ethical purpose and said this: 

“The first thing that I find they’re motivated by is mastery. Therefore, to allow people to have 

mastery, you have to allow them to make their own decisions. And that brings you to the next 

part, which is self-direction. So instead of telling people what you want to do, you tell them 

what you want for the outcome and ask them how would they achieve [it]. And the last thing 

is that they've got to have a reason to do it. And that is ethical purpose, that this will make a 

difference”.   

Other participants also supported the view that these factors provide motivation for a firm’s talent. In 

HTE, the innovative nature of the work provides employees with the challenges that they seek and 

the opportunity to operate in a workplace using their skill and expertise, as well as provide them with 

autonomy in decision-making according to their capability.  This in turn allows them to develop new 

skills as they progress on their career with growing responsibility and accountability.  

 

With respect to the expectations of employees, participants shared a belief that the traits they seek 

both in prospective employees and also in work groups are creativity, autonomy and diversity. One 

participant pointed out that when recruiting employees, they do not necessarily seek the candidates 

with the best education or grades, but instead those who have the right skills and attitude for the 

technology and team environment in which they’ll be working. Employers therefore have expectations 

of their employees along these lines, and set goals and tasks accordingly.  The participants consulted 

for this research agreed, for instance, that the best approach to gain the most efficiency from 

employees is to create a culture of autonomy within the workplace.  Talented employees will want to 

initiate their own ideas and be appreciated for the contribution they make to the success of the team 

or project.  While this is true of many employees, the firms in HTE in particular need to deliver constant 
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innovation and the research participants agreed that allowing employees to work and share their ideas 

freely was best practice for creating genuine innovation.   

4.4.6.1.4 Research & Development (R&D) 

The participants emphasized the challenge in completing R&D projects due to their unpredictable and 

technical aspects. In addition, R&D projects require knowledge across all facets of disciplines. A senior 

electronic engineer at Meta stated:  

“When we [were] developing a product, we had to know when it would be ready. And if you 

couldn't be pretty sure that it would be ready on time. Then you take that element, the 

unknown element (which is usually some bit of technology, which you had didn't have mastery 

of) and you do that separately. And then you bring the product back again. And the reason for 

[doing] that is that one of the other features of R&D as far as we were concerned is it was a 

multidisciplinary process.” 

In a high-functioning HTE, Research and Development functions in a highly collaboratively manner 

with the market understanding and engagement function to identify promising product opportunities. 

It is also interwoven with manufacturing, to produce products that can be manufactured efficiently 

and profitably.   Typically, Research and Development in a HTE is highly engaged for a longer duration 

of the project live-cycle than most other key elements and is one of the most ‘costly functions’ in the 

operation of the HTE, as one participant, who was a senior executive in several large HTE firms in the 

US, put it. 

4.4.6.1.5 Manufacturing 

It was pointed out by participants that the ‘Manufacturing’ system is an important part of any HTE, 

and thus it was added by the researcher for modelling purposes. One participant noted here that:  

“manufacturing applies across the board. Ultimately, once you've developed a product, it only 

provides value if you can translate that product into revenue”.  

Manufacturing is an example of a function that is most engaged late in the product development 

process.  Nonetheless, manufacturing provides major support to every other function at different 

times during the project life-cycle.  For example, to be able to confidently identify product 

opportunities, the market engagement and understanding function requires an understanding of the 

entity’s manufacturing capabilities across a variety of metrics, including cycle time, conversion costs, 
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technical capabilities, etc.  Similarly, research and development must understand the technical 

capabilities and processes available for the manufacturing function in order to design products that 

can be cost-effectively manufactured with high quality.  Some of these insights may be well 

established and documented; others may be determined through consultative discussions when 

potential needs are identified.  Marketing and sales, for example, must understand the capability of 

manufacturing to deliver product in terms of volume, delivery interval from receipt of orders, etc. 

The primary role of manufacturing, though, is to receive product designs from development, acquire 

raw materials from suppliers, convert the raw materials to tested and finished products based on the 

designs, and distribute the finished products to customers.   

Additional functions specific to manufacturing typically include quality assurance, packaging and 

inventory management.  As referenced above, manufacturing also provides guidance to market 

understanding and engagement and product development regarding manufacturing capabilities. 

Manufacturing will also develop new capabilities in response to changes in technologies and/or 

market demands.  Manufacturing thus responds to marketing and sales to deliver quantities of 

finished goods in a timely manner. Typically, manufacturing operates on actual sales or more often 

sales forecasts so as to avoid undesirably long delivery intervals. 

4.4.6.1.6 Marketing 

Although marketing activities are partially related to ‘Market Understanding and Engagement’, 

participants generally agreed that ‘Marketing’ should be added as an individual relevant system in 

HTE. One participant, who had a role as senior vice president in a number of large HTE firms, said here 

that: 

“The sales and marketing are actually downstream after completing the product”.  

Another participant, a senior Electronic engineer who had extensive experience in HTE of over 30 

years, supported this and stated that: 

“[for] high technology business new products tend to be a significant proportion of their 

revenue. So after three or four years, typically a product is generating virtually no revenue.  

So [from] a high-tech company's point of view, product development is almost the central 

element of the operation.  But the company has to get its marketing right, to be sure that 
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there will be customers for its new products.  Therefore, the marketing supports the product 

development process”. 

While the most simplistic view of marketing is a function that only operates toward the end of the 

project delivery life-cycle, systematic SSM analysis revealed, based on the feedback from participants 

about the need for a system model, that marketing fulfils a number of other functions in service to 

the high-functioning HTE. In the nominal function, marketing’s role is to develop a favourable 

marketplace for the HTE’s products.  It does this by creating and delivering information regarding the 

entity’s products that, when successful, create customer receptivity and demand for those products 

– facilitating actual sales.   

In a high-functioning HTE, marketing also interacts with many other functions to provide market 

intelligence – thus enhancing the ability of other functions to operate effectively. The Marketing 

function is significantly interrelated with the Sales activity, described in the next section. One 

participant, who had a senior role in development at Meta, pointed out that:  

“Marketing people are working in a sort of closed loop all the time. You need to get the Sales’ 

feedback in a sort of closed-loop flow process”.   

Marketing therefore supplies competitive intelligence and understanding of the market to other 

functions within the company such as Funding/Financing, Research and Development and Sales. 

4.4.6.1.7 Sales 

Initially, the researcher had grouped Sales and Marketing into the same relevant system model.  

However, feedback received from the case study participants revealed that there was general 

agreement that ‘Sales’ should be added as a separate model in HTE. One participant, who was the MD 

at Meta stated: 

“Actually, I prefer to separate sales and marketing. We spend our time on both marketing 

and sales.  Most of our marketing effort is really in the website and email marketing. These 

days social media also play a crucial role in marketing.  Those are the things that are 

important.  However we are still going out to see customers and make sales while also 

following our marketing strategy”    

A participant revealed that they consider sales and marketing separately due to the technical matters 

involved; while the marketing team may have expertise with customers, the HTE industry demands 
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technical expertise. As such, the sales team possess greater familiarity with the technical specifications 

of a product and thus the sales and marketing activities are handled separately. One of the participants 

also stated: 

“[our engineers] for example, provide the technical support to the sales team. They will be 

available to actually go with the salespeople and talk with some of the existing customers. 

And because the salespeople, you have that [customer] relationship, and the marketing 

people can build up as well. And they'll sort of put everything together just as you put down 

here (referring to the conceptual model). It's not [that] what you've got here isn't wrong. But 

it's the front end of the development process. What we [also] need to do [in Sales] is things 

like identify technical solutions and opportunities. That is all part of the sort of fuzzy front 

end [of Sales].” 

One of the reasons that Sales and Marketing functions are often thought of together is the intimate 

relationship they have in the successful sale of the HTE product into the market.  Nonetheless, they 

are clear and distinct functions, as was pointed out in multiple interviews. The Sales function fulfils 

much the same role as marketing in terms of providing competitive and competitor intelligence to 

other functions in the HTE.  But while marketing derives intelligence in somewhat of an arms-length 

manner, sales derive competitive and competitor intelligence directly from end-users, retailers and 

distributors who purchase directly from the HTE firm.  The sales force is also instrumental in providing 

market intelligence and sales forecasts that drive the manufacturing process – and even for R&D.  Sales 

also provide intelligence regarding the effectiveness of marketing campaigns to the marketing 

organization. 

4.4.6.1.8 Project Delivery 

Project Delivery is a function that operates at a high and constant level throughout the life-cycle of a 

project.  In addition, Project Delivery touches every functional part of the HTE. 

Successful Project Delivery Requires open and honest tracking of all activities contributing to the 

delivery of the project.  Regardless of the size of the entity, successful project delivery requires that 

key decision-makers, who typically are senior managers, have clear and continuous visibility into the 

status of projects for which they are responsible. Actual progress rarely follows even the best-

formulated plans. It is critical for the success of the company’s projects that the need for change is 

identified early to prevent continuing on a path that is destined to fail, or take longer than necessary.  
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When the need for change is identified and dealt with early, the lost time and wasted investment are 

minimized. If needed change is not recognized early, projects will run long, cost more and often fail 

completely. 

Participants generally agreed that the process of project tracking, and monitoring project progress, is 

very important. One participant, who had extensive experience ranging from small start-ups to large 

companies in HTE, pointed out that: 

“Performance tracking should be a very positive thing and that the way to succeed is to 

recognize when things aren't going according to plan. That's a failure. But try not to emphasize 

the negative connotation of it being a failure too much.  But instead recognizing it as an 

opportunity to adapt so that you actually do succeed in the long term.”  

Another participant, who was a senior executive in several HTE firms, agreed on the importance of 

keeping track of progress and emphasized:  

“They obviously use a lot of software tools that model and keep track of what's going on within 

the project, which is good and very important. But what is important in terms of making that 

work is honesty. By that I mean people actually reporting the current situation and not trying 

to, for example, ‘cover up’.” 

 He also added: 

“true visibility and honesty are the key factors, we should clear about what is actually going 

on”  

These are factors that are crucial for the monitor and control process. 

4.4.6.1.9 Risk Management 

As commonly described by the participants during the group discussions, risk management is another 

function that is pervasive across the enterprise.  Due to the nature of HTE firms, there are risks 

associated with virtually every process due to the challenges of the technology and a fast-moving 

industry. Some processes require more attention to managing those risks than others, however. 

Sometimes risks have to be tolerated, to some degree, in order to make progress. One participant, 

who was an MD of Meta, stated:  
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“I think a lot of risk management. At an early stage in the company's development, it's 

almost like they we have to [be] kind of willing to ignore the risk to some extent.”  

Another participant currently, working at a large tech firm in Silicon Valley, noted how risks may 

occur in different ways across the firm, adding: 

“There is risk management at the enterprise level. So, there is risk management at the 

project level, delivery level. It is part of the process”.  

A participant working for a ventilator manufacturer whose products are designed in order to save 

lives mentioned that: 

“Risk assessment is an important [issue] for us because a lot of our products are considered 

dangerous and operate in high-risk environments.  We also have to think about the ethical 

risks as well. Absolutely. I mean, there are a lot of products that we don't put on the market 

because of the potential of somebody dying [while] using it, even though it's a great 

product. There's always the risk of that. So it doesn't come down to money. It's about doing 

the right thing.”  

Depending on the particular situation of the entity, as largely agreed by the participants, risk 

management needs to be applied to many of the processes in the (other eight) conceptual models.  

For many ‘project delivery’ functions, diligent application of Strength-Weakness-Opportunity-Threat 

(SWOT) analysis can be a major tool in identifying and addressing risk.  Although a relatively simple 

technique, SWOT was considered by participants to be invaluable in determining what types of new 

product concepts fit well within the capabilities and strengths of the firm – avoiding attempting to 

produce products for which the entity is ill-prepared to deliver to the market.  

One participant, who had established a few HTE firms, supported the idea that SWOT analysis is an 

important task; however the approach to risk management and its implementation may vary, he 

said, and depend of the stage of the company and its tolerance to risk: 

“There's always a trade-off and I think it kind of depends in a way on the nature of the 

company. I think it depends on the [business] segments are you looking at. So, for example, if 

you take Rolls Royce (aerospace), they have like super detailed risk management [procedures] 

because they work in a business where safety is important. On the other hand, if you look at 
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high-tech [start-up] software companies, they have a much more tolerant attitude to risk. So 

I think it also depends on the state and nature of the company.” 

4.4.7 Conceptual Models Formulation 

The following conceptual models were derived from the Root Definitions that themselves were 

verified as being defensible through the use of CATWOE analysis. Each conceptual model was 

validated by subject-matter experts in HTE via nine group discussions organised to gain insights from 

real-world performance management practice in HTE. These discussions also helped deepen 

understanding of the problem situation, as well as refining the models, root definitions and CATWOE 

analysis. The resulting conceptual models are illustrated as below. As with the models from Meta, they 

are presented without their monitoring and control subsystems, as these are discussed separately in 

section 5.3 and 5.4 of this thesis. 
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Figure 4.16 Funding/Finance in HTE 
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Figure 4.17 Talent Management in HTE 
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Figure 4.18 Project Delivery in HTE 
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Figure 4.19 Marketing in HTE 
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Figure 4.20  Sales in HTE 
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Figure 4.21 Risk Management in HTE 
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Figure 4.22  Market Understanding and Engagement in HTE 
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Figure 4.23  R&D in HTE 
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Figure 4.24 Manufacturing in HTE 
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 Summary   

The researcher conducted a total of four case studies: two historical case studies and two undertaken 

at contemporary HTE firms.  The historical case studies provided the researcher with an opportunity 

to learn and practice SSM analysis on two iconic companies: one being the first company to start 

semiconductor manufacture in what would go on to become Silicon Valley, and the other being Intel, 

one of the most successful semiconductor companies in the world.   

The knowledge and expertise that the researcher gained from this exercise were then employed in 

two contemporary case studies. 

The first contemporary study concerned a company called Meta, of which the researcher was already 

an employee when the study began.  This was a company that primarily designed and installed laser-

guided welding equipment.  As an employee of the Meta, the researcher had great opportunity in 

accessing the people there and also in examining any archival material that she needed.  The 

researcher was able to observe at first hand as the company commenced on an ambitious plan to 

expand into the Chinese market for laser-guided welding equipment.  When Meta encountered 

financial difficulties, the researcher was able to gather a host of valuable data concerning how all the 

different relevant systems within the company performed under these extreme circumstances.  The 

researcher applied SSM to the analysis of this information and derived conceptual models for each 

activity that was identified as well-defined and necessary for efficient performance management.  The 

researcher believes that if these models had been available to the management of Meta, to guide 

them in thinking about performance management within their enterprise, then the problems that the 

company encountered could have been mitigated. 

Unfortunately, Meta went into liquidation before the case study could be completed, which 

necessitated a second contemporary study to be conducted at another company.  The second 

company chosen was OVST, a 3D machine vision and robot guidance system provider specialising in 

automotive manufacture.  Again, the researcher also worked for OVST initially as a manager, then 

director and eventually was promoted to CEO of the company. 

The researcher collected data from within and outside OVST through methods that included: 

participant observation, documentation, semi-structured interviews, and group discussions. 
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This data was subjected to SSM analysis to explore and analyse how HTE firms manage their 

performance.  A total of nine conceptual models were created, one for each of the relevant systems 

within OVST that were identified with an activity whose performance should be managed. 

The conceptual models express how the different performance activities should be conducted.  

However conceptual models do not, in themselves, show the feedback control process to improve the 

performance for the benefit of the organisation as a whole. For that, an additional monitor and control 

system is required. 

The original literature of SSM specified that the performance of the conceptual model should be 

monitored using three assessment criteria: Efficacy, Efficiency and Effectiveness (Checkland & Scholes, 

1990, p. 38; Wilson, 2001, p. 151).  To this list was later added the assessment criteria of Elegance and 

Ethics (Checkland, 2000).  This approach conforms with Checkland (1999) and Wilson (2001), who both 

support using the 5E criteria to evaluate the system's performance. 

With the addition of the 5E evaluation criteria to the nine conceptual models, the representation of 

the HTE organisation inside the holistic model is complete.  But this is only one part of the EPM system 

as far as the full holistic model of EPM in HTE is concerned.  The model of the HTE represents the 

‘System Served’; that is the system whose performance is being managed.  However, the complete 

holistic model requires both a ‘System Served’ and also a ‘Service System’.  The Service System will be 

the EPM that will monitor the performance of the HTE, via the 5E criteria, and use that information to 

improve its performance. 

The following chapter explores what are the most important motivation factors as they apply to the 

conceptual model of Talent Management.  The next chapter will also find which key performance 

measurements (KPIs) apply to all nine conceptual models and how these KPIs map into the 5E criteria 

used by the EPM. 
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  Data Collection and Analysis of Stage #5 and #6 

 Introduction 

The previous chapter produced nine conceptual models based on the data collection of historical case 

studies (Shockley and Intel) and contemporary case studies (Meta and OVST) as illustrated in Stage 

#1-#4, section 3.12. Each conceptual model represents a relevant activity related to the performance 

of an HTE.  Together these conceptual models represent the ‘system served’ component of the holistic 

model of Figure 1.1.    

The complete holistic model will also include the EPM system which will monitor and control these 

conceptual models.  To do that, the EPM will need feedback from the conceptual models.  This 

feedback will be in the form of the 5E assessment criteria of SSM.  However, the 5E criteria are not 

necessarily things that can be directly measured.  Therefore, what the holistic model also needs are 

lower-level performance indicators that can be directly measured and which can then be mapped into 

the 5E criteria. 

This chapter is concerned with finding out what are the most important KPIs for each conceptual 

model, what 5E criteria to use for each model, and how to map the KPI measurements to the 5E 

criteria. 

This chapter is divided into three sections: 

1. Career motivation factors 

Whilst conducting the case studies it became clear that the motivation of employees had a 

significant effect on the performance of an HTE firm.  Consequently, employee motivation became 

an important KPI in the Talent Management conceptual model.  The researcher, therefore, set out 

to discover what career motivation factors were most important for people working in HTE.  The 

results obtained showed that professional development was a strong driver for HTE practitioners.  

This led the researcher to investigate how the learning process of HTE firms could be optimised. 

2. Identify KPIs 

This section describes how the researcher used questionnaires to ask people in HTE what they 

thought were the most important KPIs for each conceptual model.  The importance attributed to 

each KPI indicates its suitability for inclusion in the holistic model. 

3. Apply SSM to find 5E criteria 
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This final section explains how the researcher applied SSM through group discussions to find out 

what 5E criteria were most appropriate for each conceptual model. 

The output of this section is the identification of the three components of the holistic model 

highlighted in Figure 5.1 below: the Measurement, Evaluation and Feedback blocks. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Holistic modules addressed by this section. 

Further data collection was conducted to gather more information concerning career motivation 

factors and KPIs of each conceptual model. This data collection is stages #5 and #6 as described in 

section 3.12. 

 Career Motivation Factors for Talent Management in HTE  

It was during the case studies that the topic of career motivation was first mentioned by some 

participants during the interviews. 

Interviews with participants during the case studies revealed that motivation was improved if 

employees had satisfaction in their work.  This finding is in agreement with previous research which 

found that happier employees were 12% more productive (Oswald, et al., 2015).  

In the course of the interviews, the participants revealed that happiness can be improved by 

something as simple as making the employee feel valued.  For example, one interviewee recalled how 

their manager gave them a personal New Year’s Day greeting card with a handwritten message, which 

was greatly appreciated by the employee and their family.   

The CEO of an HTE, which has been an industry leader in tube and pipe manufacturing for over a 

century, said that they encourage their staff to read and review books together. They said that this 
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improved workplace relationships and employee engagement. Other interviewees revealed that often 

the most significant reward for employees is knowing they have delivered a product that customers 

are pleased with. 

These real-world observations led the researcher to carry out a study of the motivation factors of 

employees working in HTE.  

5.2.1 Overview  

At stage #5 of data collection, the researcher started with the aim of understanding the career 

motivation factors that drive the performance of individuals in HTE. There are several reasons why the 

researcher administered a questionnaire on career motivation factors.  

It is generally acknowledged from the literature that developing and motivating people plays a crucial 

role in performance management. This is evident from the work of Peter Drucker, the father of 

modern management, who provided the following summary of the fundamental responsibilities of 

managers (Dimon, 2013, p. 150): 

• Set objectives 

• Allocate and organize resources 

• Measure and communicate results 

• Develop and motivate people 

The last of these indicates the crucial importance of effective talent management, which can only be 

achieved by understanding the factors that motivate individuals.  

As the case studies demonstrated, HTE firms are particularly reliant on the skills and knowledge of 

their employees.  Companies such as Meta and OVST were dependent on key employees whose 

knowledge was invaluable to the company and could not be easily replaced.  Furthermore, based on 

the feedback from participants during interviews, it emerged that managers of HTE companies 

consider employees to be one of their most valuable resources and were key contributors to the 

success of the organization.  

According to research conducted by Gallup, engagement levels of employees globally for the year 

2011-2012, ranged from as little as 6% to 29% (Crabtree, 2013).  
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Figure 5.2 Employee engagement levels across different global regions (2011-2012). 

Gallup’s research estimated that low engagement cost the global economy £5.6 trillion (Wickens, 

2021). It is clear from this research that keeping employees engaged and motivated plays an important 

part in the performance of a company. 

Research indicates that there are two distinct types of motivation, which have their own sets of 

advantages and disadvantages (Shrestha, 2017): 

1. Extrinsic Motivation.  These are external motivational factors that a person may experience.  

These would include things such as financial rewards or penalties. 

2. Intrinsic Motivation.  These are internal, self-generated motivational factors.  These include 

such things as inspiration, loyalty, duty, altruism etc. 

External motivation factors may not be as effective as expected or even counterproductive.  A study 

by Ariely et al. (2009) showed that increasing financial rewards could actually result in lower 

performance.  The reason given was that the thought of the money distracted people from their given 

tasks. 

Pink (2009), argued that the existing forms of motivation used in business were becoming less relevant 

in the 21st century.  Pink’s argument was that those extrinsic motivating factors, such as financial 
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bonuses, were not as effective in modern business as intrinsic factors.  Instead, Pink proposes a new 

set of motivational factors based on Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose. 

1. Autonomy.  The need for people to feel that they are in control of their own lives and have 

the freedom to act on their own initiative. 

2. Mastery.  The opportunity to develop and learn new skills, thus leading to an increase in well-

being and self-worth. 

3. Purpose.  In order to focus and direct their motivation people need to have a clear 

understanding of their role in the organization and the direction they should follow. 

The new paradigm of the negative effect from financial motivation and rewards as presented by Pink 

(2009) and Ariely et al. (2009) gathered a lot of attention in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008, 

whose cause was in part blamed on excessive performance-related pay and the perverse financial 

behaviour that it was perceived to have caused. 

The researcher should use both extrinsic and extrinsic KPIs when measuring employee motivation.  

5.2.2 Motivation Factors in High-Tech Engineering Companies 

The previous sections have established that employee motivation is an important factor in the 

performance of an HTE’s talent management system.  It is therefore important to understand what 

factors motivate employees. 

To find out what people working in HTE thought were the most important career motivation factors, 

the researcher embarked on another round of data collection.   

This step is actually the first part of the stage #5 data collection that was described in section 

3.12.1.5.1.  The researcher administered a questionnaire whose aim was to find the ten highest-

ranked career motivation factors. An email request was sent to the researcher’s associates who were 

currently working or have previously worked in HTE companies, and, subsequently, the researcher’s 

associates forwarded the email request to people in their own networks.  

Additionally, the researcher sent email requests to students currently studying in an Engineering 

faculty, known through the researcher’s professional university networks and the internship 

programme aimed at providing industrial experience to students at both the University of Warwick 

and Coventry University.  
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Altogether, 146 requests were sent, and 41 responses were received, 13 from the students and 28 

from professional contacts. This accounted for a response rate of 28%.  These participants were either 

currently working in HTE or were seeking to pursue a career with HTE firms.  

For ease of completion, the administered questionnaire provides a list of proposed motivation factors, 

as displayed in Table 5-1, based on the three-item model of career choice, which includes intrinsic, 

extrinsic and interpersonal elements (Wüst & Šimić, 2017, p. 138; Akosah-Twumasi, et al., 2018). The 

list of ten motivational factors was formulated using additional data from National Engineering Career 

Development Surveys of 960 engineering students and 2,401 graduates in respect of ‘Factors 

Influencing the Choice of an Engineering Career’ (Jagacinski, et al., 1985).  The ten motivational factors 

are listed in Table 5-1. 

These are ranked by the respondents on a scale from 1-10 according to their level of appeal, with a 

score of 1 denoting the greatest appeal and a score of 10 denoting the least. 

Table 5-1 Motivational factors applied to high-tech engineering companies. 

Motivation Factor 

Professional development opportunities 

Job challenge 

Financial remuneration 

Workplace relationships 

Workplace environment 

Job flexibility 

Job security 

Job autonomy 

Stepping stone to personal business development 

Professional prestige 
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5.2.2.1 Analytical Software for Questionnaires Analysis 

The questionnaires of career motivation factors were collected and analysed by a software application 

developed by the researcher specifically for this purpose, in order to compute the following results. 

1. The weighted average percentage of the top 10 career motivation factors. 

This is the average importance score assigned to each motivation summed over all 

participants and expressed as a percentage of the total sum of all scores. The aim of this 

analysis is to find the overall average ranking from 1 to 10 of each career motivations factor. 

 

2. The top 10 Career motivation factors 1ST Rank percentage.  

This is the percentage of participants who choose the corresponding career motivation as 

being the single most important factor (1st rank). This data allows us to see the percentage of 

each factor that the participants ranked as the most important. 

The analysis software is explained in Appendix N. 

The pie charts of Figure 5.3 show the average ranking of each motivation factor. 

Figure 5.4 shows, for each motivation factor, what percentage of the participants ranked it as being 

the most important.  The majority of participants (56%) choose the Professional development 

opportunities factor as the most important.  No one gave Job autonomy or Professional prestige the 

highest importance.  In contrast, the fact that no person thought that autonomy was the most 

important factor casts the thesis of Pink (2009) into doubt. The finding indicates that one researcher’s 

results may not be aligned with those of other researchers.  This could be due to various factors such 

as the age, position, industry sector, or career stage of the participants. 

Analysing all the data collectively provides useful insights into the features that govern the choice of 

optimum career motivation factors as presented in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.   
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Figure 5.3 Percentage of rank score assigned to each motivation factor.
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Figure 5.4 Percentage of people who gave the highest importance to each factor. 

The average rank value of each motivation factor, expressed as a percentage, is shown in Figure 5.3.  

The three motivation factors with the highest overall scores were: 

1. Professional development opportunities. 

2. Job challenge 

3. Financial remuneration 

These results suggest that participants in HTE are more interested in developing their careers and 

working on challenging projects than in immediate financial remuneration. The ‘Job challenge’ as the 

second-highest ranking, indicated that the workers in HTE are motivated by the intrinsic factor 

‘Challenge of the job’ over the extrinsic motivation factors such as ‘Financial reward’. However, 

financial remuneration stands as the 3rd highest rank which is not entirely unexpected as money is a 

basic necessity for most individuals.  

The three least important factors for the study participants were:  
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8. Job autonomy 

9. Stepping stone to personal business development 

10. Professional prestige 

Again, the youthful age profile of the study's members would explain why they were not particularly 

interested in their prestige within the profession or using their current job as a stepping stone to 

setting up their own business.  These are factors that may become more relevant later in life. 

However, it is surprising to see job autonomy coming so low on the list.  Autonomy was one of the 

major motivation factors identified by Pink (2009).  The results of this questionnaire contradict that 

assertion. This data relating to motivation in the context of HTE, was used later to inform the broader 

SSM-led study and was particularly helpful in the construction of the conceptual model of Talent 

Management.   

To gain an understanding of how career motivation factors can be used in talent management, the 

researcher conducted a focus group consisting of eight people. Three of the participants were 

currently working as software engineers in HTE firms, one used to work at an HTE firm and was 

currently studying for his PhD, and the other four were students (one BSc and three MSc) who were 

studying Engineering and wished to pursue a career in HTE.  The discussion focused on their view of 

each career motivation factor and the reasons why such motivation factors might inspire them to 

improve their performance at work. 

As the researcher was intending to use SSM to analyse this question, a Rich Picture was used to first 

explore the Problem Situation.  Participants in the focus group offered their personal insights as to 

what had motivated them in their own careers.  The Rich Picture that emerged from these discussions 

is shown in Figure 5.5. 

All participants chose ‘Professional development opportunities’ as their most important motivation 

factor.  This was chosen because the participants were chiefly motivated by learning and growing their 

skills at their respective companies, so as to be able to contribute to and make an impact on the 

company’s goals and objectives.  Successful career development does not just benefit the employees 

themselves but also the companies that they work for.   A skilled and motivated workforce will return 

greater value to the company in terms of productivity and innovation. 
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Figure 5.5 Career Motivation Factors for Talent Management in High-Tech Engineering firms 

Daniel Pink (2009) 
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The previous section showed that participants felt that “Professional Development” was the most 

important motivation factor in talent management.  In the workplace environment professional 

development is often provided through corporate training.  Corporate training will therefore be an 

important component of the conceptual model of Talent Management.  However numerous studies 

over the years have shown that employee job training is often ineffective and a waste of resources.  

Therefore care must be taken to make the training productive.  Up to 50% of an individual’s learning 

ability can be improved with good learning practices.  This requires the student to be alert, and rested 

after a good sleep.  Financial incentives can be counter-productive if they are a distraction or cause 

stress.  The optimal talent management process is expressed by the FRIEND acronym of Appendix O.
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 KPI Questionnaires for the Nine Conceptual Models 

5.3.1 Overview 

High-tech engineering firms have many activities whose performance needs to be managed.  In the 

holistic model, each of these activities is represented by its own conceptual model.  The purpose of 

the KPI data collection and analysis was to help find out which key performance indicators were most 

appropriate for each conceptual model. 

An important objective of the case studies was to identify the most appropriate KPIs for each 

conceptual model.  The researcher wanted to obtain the views of as diverse a set of HTE practitioners 

as possible.  As these participants were distributed across the globe, the most practical way of doing 

this was by questionnaire.  Using questionnaires for this exact purpose has been done before in 

support of an overall SSM analysis. Wilson gives an example where such a questionnaire was used as 

part of an SSM investigation into training in the Royal Navy (Wilson, 2001, p. 151).    

The researcher, therefore, devised a questionnaire to find out at first-hand what people working in 

HTE thought were the most important KPIs for each conceptual model.   

5.3.2 KPI Data Collection 

This section describes how the researcher aimed to understand the key performance indicators (KPIs) 

for the nine conceptual models. This step corresponds to the second part of the stage #5 data 

collection process described in section 3.12.1.5.2. 

The KPI questionnaires were arranged on the basis that the nine relevant systems of HTE performance 

management require monitor and control processes, consistent with the SSM approach. The monitor 

and control process can be managed based on the feedback provided by key performance indicators 

(KPIs). During the interviews and discussion that took place in the previous stages of data collection, 

the participants expressed their problem situations and concerns with regard to performance 

management in their firms and how these could be supported by the appropriate monitor and control 

processes, including the relevant KPIs. This led the researcher to administer the KPI questionnaires to 

probe deeper into key metrics related to the nine relevant systems. The KPI questionnaires were 

gathered from a total of 80 participants.  These were people who were drawn from a wide range of 

high-tech industries.  The majority of participants, over 80%, had extensive experience in high-tech 

engineering, typically over 15 years. The participants were grouped based on their positions and job 

functions, as shown in Table 5-2. The researcher approached these participants because of their 
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experience related to HTE firms. Their positions and job functions represent different roles across the 

organization. The questionnaire was therefore intended to capture a comprehensive overview of what 

is most important to the people directly or indirectly involved in high-tech engineering companies and 

support the general SSM-led inquiry. 

To allow for a more detailed data analysis, the participants in the KPI questionnaires study were 

subdivided into different groups according to their position within the company and their job function.  

The categories that were chosen are shown in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 KPI questionnaire participants divided into Positions and Job functions. 

 

• Positions 

The participants were grouped and categorised according to what position they held within the 

company.   These groups reflect the seniority of their members.  The engineers and developers 

are at the lowest level - these people have a view of the practical aspects of implementing the 

company’s projects.  At the next level are the managers, who are responsible for ensuring the 

smooth running of the internal processes of the company.  At the highest level are the directors 

of the company, who take the major strategic decisions that will guide the company’s future. 

Segmenting the participants like this allows the data analysis to investigate how an employee’s 

position within the company hierarchy affects their view of which performance indicators are 

most important.   
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• Job functions 

The participants were arranged into groups that were aligned to the four perspectives of the 

Balanced Scorecard: Financial, Operation, Customers and Development (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). 

Dividing the subjects in this manner allowed the data analysis to examine how the importance 

assigned to each KPI varies between members of the perspectives used by the Balanced Scorecard. 

 

5.3.2.1 Explanation of KPI Results 

For each of the nine conceptual models, the participants were presented with a list of KPIs that might 

apply to that model and asked to rank them in order of importance. These KPIs were chosen based on 

the literature such as Customer retention, Revenue growth rate, and Quality (Marr, 2014; Baker, 

2006). Each set of key performance measures was chosen to align with the associated conceptual 

model.  

For example, one of the objectives of the Talent Management model that is of particular importance 

to HTE is how to retain those key employees on which a great deal of their future growth depends.  

Therefore the KPIs used to measure performance were chosen to include “Employee satisfaction” and 

“Employee Retention”. 

It should be noted that the questionnaires allowed the participants to add their own suggested KPIs 

to the list. 

For example, the Talent Management conceptual model was assigned the KPIs shown in Table 5-3. 
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Table 5-3 Talent Management KPI 

Talent Management KPI Description 

Employee retention rates A high turnover of employees is a sign of poor talent management. 

Employee satisfaction A direct measure of employee satisfaction.  Usually gathered by direct 

questionnaires/surveys with employees.  

Cost to hire The cost of recruiting a new employee. 

Professional training cost The amount of money the company spends on training. 

Revenue per employee Contribution to the revenue of the company generated by each employee. 

 

Each participant was asked to rank the importance of each of these KPIs in order of importance, from 

1 (most important) to 5 (least important). 

Once all the data was gathered it was analysed in two different ways: 

1. The average importance rank for each KPI. 

This is found by summing all the scores for each KPI and dividing by the total score to find a 

percentage. 

2. The percentage of people who gave each KPI a specific rank. In this data analysis, we are 

interested in understanding what the participants considered to be the single most important 

KPI for each conceptual model. 

3. The aim is to understand what are the most important KPIs in each Conceptual Model that 

the participants considered as the first ranking among the five KPIs.  That is, we can look at 

what percentage of people assigned the most importance (rank = 1) to each factor. 

Note that it is possible for a KPI to be chosen as the most important by the larger number of 

people and yet not be the KPI with the highest average score.  For example, if another KPI gets 

more second and third choices then its average score could be higher.  

Using both measurements of KPI importance provides a better understanding of how the 

participants regarded the value of each KPI. 
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The quantitative analysis allows the researcher to understand the diversity of the KPIs 

rankings. This supported the researcher during the qualitative data collection, for example, 

during interviews where the participants’ perceptions of the KPIs were explored further. 

5.3.3 KPI Analysis  

This section presents an analysis of the KPI data gathered from the questionnaires.  The list of 

participants' questionnaires is shown in Appendix K. 

The data is presented in two formats. 

In the first format, the data from all the participants are grouped together and presented collectively.  

This format presents the views of the importance of each KPI for the HTE participants as a whole. 

In the second format, the participant’s data was categorised based on the two subgroups as described 

in section 5.3.4: 

1. Participants’ positions: ‘Director’, ‘Manager’ and ‘Engineer’  

2. Participants’ roles related to the four Balanced Scorecard perspectives: ‘Financial’, ‘Customer’, 

‘Internal business process’ and ‘Learning and growth’ 

5.3.3.1 Average Score Analysis 

The case study participants were asked to assign a score to each KPI that represented how important 

they felt that KPI was.  Naturally, different participants gave different scores to the same KPI.  

However, by averaging the KPI scores for all participants it is possible to get an impression of how the 

importance of each KPI is viewed by the HTE community as a whole.  

The average score for each KPI is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Each individual conceptual model will be considered in greater detail in subsequent sections.  But to 

begin with a general overview of the analysis, the average score for all the models is shown in Figure 

5.12.
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Figure 5.6 Average score for each KPI factor associated with each Conceptual Model.
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• Risk Management 

When it came to risk management, the participants gave the following three KPIs a similar average 

score: 

o Severity of risks (25%). 

A measure of the seriousness of the risks facing the company. 

o Speed & Effectiveness of Solution (24%). 

If a risk does materialise, how quickly it can be resolved. 

o Risk assessment and mitigation status (23%). 

Does the company keep a register of potential risks, does it rank these risks in order of 

severity and likelihood and does it have a contingency plan for each risk. 

Interestingly, the costs of the risks were ranked as slightly lower in importance by the participants.  

This suggests that participants felt that it was more important to mitigate and avoid risks than 

worry about their cost should they arise. 

• Manufacturing 

Quality was by far the most important KPI (29%) when it came to manufacturing performance. 

• Talent Management 

The participants in the study were split between the KPIs “Employment satisfaction” and 

“Employee Retention rates”, with both receiving an average score of 24%.  Both of these KPIs are 

really a measure of how satisfied employees are with the company.  Taken together these two 

KPIs account for nearly 50% of the average KPI score.  This emphasises how important the 

participants felt employee satisfaction was to Talent Management. 

• Marketing 

Here two KPIs were ranked with almost equal importance: 

o Customer retention/loyalty (25%). 

o Product/Brand awareness (24%). 

Unlike the results for talent management, these are two apparently unrelated KPIs. 

• Project Delivery 

Customer satisfaction (26%) was the KPI with the highest average score. 

• Funding/Finance 
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The two KPIs with the highest average scores were “Cash flow (23%)” and “Profit (23%)”.    It was 

generally agreed by the participants that reliable access to finance was crucially important to 

them. 

• Sales 

The two KPIs with the highest average scores were “Customer Satisfaction (26%)” and “Customer 

Retention (22%)”.  Both of these are really a measure of how satisfied the customer was with the 

company’s products and service.   The participants felt that the customer was the most important 

component of the sales conceptual model. 

• R&D 

“Product quality & reliability (28%)” was clearly the KPI with the highest average score by quite 

some margin. The remaining KPIs, although still important, all have very similar percentages so 

the participants did not consider any one of them to be more important than the others. 

• Understand Market & Engagement 

“Customer retention” and “Profitability” were the KPIs with the highest average scores of 25% 

and 24% respectively.  It is interesting that again the measure of customer satisfaction is still very 

important. 

5.3.3.2 Most important individual KPI as 1st ranking 

In addition to looking at the average scores of each KPI, the researcher also analysed the data to see 

which KPI each participant regarded as individually the most important. In other words, which KPIs 

the participants gave the highest rank. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5.7. 

• Risk Management 

35% of participants chose “Severity of risks” as the single most important KPI. Followed by “Risk 

assessment and mitigation status” (28%) and “Speed & effectiveness of solutions” (26%). These 

results show that the majority of the participants (89%) considered these KPIs to be the most 

important factors when it comes to risk management at their firms. 

• Manufacturing 

A majority of participants (57%) considered that ‘Quality’ was the most important KPI.   

• Talent Management 
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Most people assigned “Employee satisfaction” (38%) as the most important KPI with “Employee 

retention rate” (24%) as the next most important KPI.  This emphasises that the happiness of the 

employees of a company is considered paramount for the talent management conceptual model. 

• Marketing 

The KPIs “Customer retention/loyalty” (36%) and “Brand/Product awareness” (27%) were 

regarded as the most important by the majority of the participants.  This result mirrors that of the 

average score in the previous analysis. 

• Project Delivery 

“Customer satisfaction” (41%) was considered as the most important KPI, much more than 

‘Profitability’, which was chosen by only 15% of the participants.   

• Funding/Finance 

When it came to choosing the most important KPI for the funding/finance conceptual model, the 

participants considered “Cash flow” (32%) as the most important KPI over “Profit” (29%) and 

Return on investment (ROI) (15%). 

Sales 

Most participants chose “Customer satisfaction” (37%) over “Profit” (26%) as the most important 

KPI.  It is interesting that, even though sales are crucial for making profits, customer satisfaction 

was still considered to be more important. 

• R&D 

A large majority of those who participated in the study ranked “Quality and reliability” (57%) as 

the most important KPI. Some participants considered “Return on investment in terms of 

innovation creation” (21%) as the most important KPI. This indicates the fact that the HTE 

participants valued the quality and reliability of the R&D far more than the return on the 

investment. This implies that the participants perceived that poor product quality will lead to low 

customer satisfaction and consequently the R&D will not be able to provide a return on 

investment. 

• Understand Market & Engagement 

“Profitability” was the KPI that most participants considered to have the highest importance 

(42%), followed by “Customer retention rate” (28%). It is noticeable that in the average score KPI 

results the participants weighed “Customer retention rate” (25%) and “Profitability” (24%) as the 
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top two highest-ranking KPIs. However, when considering the most important KPI the majority of 

participants valued “Profitability” as number one.   
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Figure 5.7 KPI Factor that was considered most important 
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5.3.4 Division of Participants into Subgroups 

The previous section analysed all the data from every participant collectively.  This is useful for getting 

an overall picture of what were considered to be the most important KPIs for each conceptual model. 

However, additional useful insights can be gained by dividing the participants into different groups, 

each of whose members have different interests and perspectives. 

Firstly, the participants were divided into the following three categories depending on their roles 

within their company as detailed in Table 5.2: 

• Director 

• Manager 

• Engineer 

The data analysis below looks at how the position which the participant held within their company 

affects their perspective on the importance of each KPI. 

Secondly, as the BSC is the most cited performance management framework, viewing the participants' 

results through the BSC perspectives aligns the results of this current research with a large body of 

existing research, (Sigalas, 2015; Kaplan & Norton, 1996). 

The responses from participants in the current study were examined according to which of the four 

BSC perspectives they were primarily responsible for.  This was done to understand if there was any 

difference in perception of KPIs among the participants whose roles related to the four BSC 

perspectives of: 

• Financial 

The participants assigned to this group were those who were primarily concerned with the 

financial aspects of their respective companies: accounting for example. 

• Customer 

These participants were involved with customer-facing roles such as sales. 

• Internal business process 

Participants who were assigned to this group were mainly managers who supervised the in-

house running of the company. 

• Learning and growth 
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The participants in this group were the engineers and scientists who were responsible for undertaking 

the innovative research that drives the growth of the company. 
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Figure 5.8 Outputs of the analysis software – KPIs Questionnaires
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The data was analysed again, this time grouping the results by the participant’s job function and 

position.  The results are shown in Figure 5.8.  

5.3.4.1 Average KPI Score 

The average total scores for each of these KPIs was collected for each subgroup of Director, Manager 

and Engineer.  The results are shown in Figure 5.9. 

 

Figure 5.9 Talent Management Average KPI Score by Position 

When it comes to the two KPIs with the highest average score, the three groups are in agreement.  

Directors, Managers and Engineers all place Employee satisfaction and employee retention as the 

most important measures of performance of talent management within the company. 

It is with the lower scoring KPIs that consensus begins to break down between the three groups.  

Interestingly both the Directors and Managers put “Cost to Hire” as the KPI with the lowest average 

score.  However, the Engineers put “Professional Training Spend” as the lowest score KPI.  That is 

surprising because one might expect the Engineers to put more value on training than the Directors 

and Managers. It is noticeable that the 4th and 5th ranked KPIs are very close (18%, 16%), which may 

explain the interchangeable ranking between the last two KPIs. 

5.3.4.2 Most important individual KPI 

The most important single KPI chosen by the three groups is shown in Figure 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10 Talent Management single most important KPI by Position. 

When the data is presented like this there is a much clearer divergence between the importance 

attributed to each KPI.  ‘Employee satisfaction’ is now clearly seen to be by far the most popular choice 
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for the single most important KPI. The more senior the role held by the participant the more likely 

they were to believe that “Employee satisfaction” was the most important KPI for Talent 

Management. 

“Professional training spend” got the least nominations for most important KPI from all groups. 

As shown in both ‘Average KPI Score’ and ‘Most important individual KPI’, the results clearly 

demonstrate that the Engineer group has a different perspective to the other two groups in the 3rd 

and 4th ranked KPIS. 

The KPIs analysis by subgroup of job functions and positions for each conceptual model provided 

useful insights into how HTE participants regarded the importance of each KPI in order to monitor and 

control the firm’s performance. In the case of the “Finance/Funding” conceptual model, as Figure 5.11 

and Figure 5.12, there was almost consensus across all job functions and positions in choosing “Profit” 

and “Cash flow” as the most important KPIs. The rest of the statistical KPIs summary is presented in 

Appendix N.  
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Figure 5.11 Funding/Finance Average KPIs Statistic by Job functions and Positions. 
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Figure 5.12 Funding/Finance 1st rank KPIs Statistic by Job functions and Positions. 
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 Data Analysis and Findings - Interviews and Discussion of the Nine Conceptual 

Models and associated KPIs 

5.4.1 Overview 

Upon formulating the nine conceptual models along with their KPIs via semi-structured interviews, 

group discussions and questionnaires, the aim of the researcher was to validate the nine conceptual 

models and explore their measures of performance and KPIs further. The analysis of questionnaires 

from the previous stage of data collection provided a ‘top down’ expression of performance 

measurement in the problem situation. Using the language of KPIs, this explored practitioners’ views 

of key measurements for each particular system described by the nine conceptual models.  

In order to understand the transformations required to achieve desirable outcomes for each 

conceptual model, Checkland, Forbes and Wilson point out that each conceptual model requires a 

thorough and continuous process of monitoring and control so that the performance of the activities 

that encompass the conceptual model can be continuously assessed (Forbes & Checkland, 1987; 

Checkland, 2000; Wilson, 2001).  

The authors agree on a set of criteria used to evaluate performance, known as the 5Es, previously the 

3Es, as described in section 3.10. As demonstrated by the conceptual models from Checkland and 

Wilson, Elegance (E4) and Ethics (E5) are sometimes omitted from the evaluation. The application of 

the criteria of Elegance and Ethics is recommended in order to evaluate performance from a wider 

range of perspectives and achieve the most desirable outcome. This – more conventional – SSM 

approach to developing measures of performance could be described as ‘bottom up’, in that it 

examined each of the nine models in turn and explored possible measures that could be used for each 

of the 5Es. The aim here was to identify and evaluate changes that would be systematically desirable 

and culturally feasible in improving enterprise performance management practice in HTE.  

At the end of each conceptual model below, a table is provided to give a clearer picture of the 5Es that 

would help evaluate the performance of the conceptual model in question. The first row in the table 

defines the measure of performance, whilst the second provides specific criteria that can be used to 

measure the area of performance related to the model at hand. The last row displays the top five 

relevant KPIs associated with each of the models, as drawn from the (‘top down’) questionnaire 

analysis discussed in section 5.3.  

Furthermore, there is also a Rich Picture for each conceptual model. Each Rich Picture includes the 

KPIs for the corresponding relevant system along with their importance based on the results from the 

questionnaires completed by the 80 participants.  
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There is also a general representation of the challenges associated with each conceptual model and 

the processes used to effectively manage these problems.   

Where appropriate, Rich Pictures also present the challenges that can arise and present processes 

that can be followed to effectively manage these problems.  For example, the Rich Picture of Market 

Understanding and Engagement lists the most common reasons for failure, which includes “No market 

fit” and “Funds exhausted”.  But the same Rich Picture also shows how to manage and avoid such 

problems by, for example, developing a marketing strategy and making sure that the product arrives 

at the appropriate time to meet market demands. 

In order to enhance the conceptual models and develop monitoring and control measures further, the 

researcher conducted the final round of interviews and discussions with 28 subject matter experts, 

who represented 26 different HTE firms as shown in Table 3-5.  

Most of the participants worked either in their own early-stage start-up companies or well-established 

businesses, in the role of CEO or Managing Director.  Representatives from well-established firms 

accounted for 16 out of 28 of the participants. Their depth of experience made a great contribution 

to the data collected.   

Three categories defined the characteristics of each participant, as follows: 

1. 18 participants have been involved in and had extensive experience in HTE.  The majority of 

the participants have many years of experience in several companies related to innovation 

and technology in diverse engineering fields. 

2. Six participants are pursuing their own start-up businesses in tech.  All of them completed the 

executive course at Harvard Business School, “Launching New Ventures: Jump-Starting 

Innovation for Entrepreneurs and Business Owners”. The researcher also attended this same 

course through the “SME Leaders Programme” which was sponsored by the Royal Academy 

of Engineering. Five out of six participants currently run their own start-up companies, ranging 

from biotech to other tech-led firms related to financial, software, software-led education 

technology and innovative filtration systems for beverage manufacturing.  One participant is 

currently working in a large cooperation related to Information Technology & Services. 

3. Four participants were in a group from the “Female Founder Virtual Mission to Silicon Valley 

2020” initiative.  This group was supported by the “Silicon Valley Comes to the UK (SVC2UK)” 

programme, sponsored by London and Partners (the company that was set up to promote the 

city of London). The researcher was also included as a member of this group. All four 
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participants were CEOs of start-ups in the fields of Fintech, enterprise software application, 

social enterprise and innovative technology for the beverage industry. 

The participants who took part in the interviews were categorised into groups depending on their 

positions and job functions as Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4 KPI and Conceptual model Interview participants divided into Positions and Job functions. 

 

Based on each participant's extensive experience and background in the tech industry, therefore, they 

are all suitable respondents for this research.  Their feedback and discussions helped to validate the 

KPIs and conceptual models.  

The interviews were used to ascertain which KPIs the participants considered to be of most 

importance and the reasons why. These interviews and discussions complement the earlier 

interviews, workshops and surveys as described in sections 4.3, 4.4 and 5.4. The researcher used this 

later cycle of interviews to validate and triangulate the findings.  The discussions also enabled the 

researcher to explore the problems associated with each conceptual model as compared to the actual 

corresponding performance activity that the participants are currently trying to manage in their 

organizations.  

Details of the KPI questionnaires, as presented in section 5.3, and interviews used to collect data for 

the SSM analysis used throughout this research are shown in Figure 5.13.    
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A combination of quantitative and quantitative data collection techniques was used to yield a richer 

and more comprehensive understanding of which KPIs were relatively important in each conceptual 

model.  The questionnaires were used to gain the broader views of a large number of participants, 

whereas the interviews were conducted to gain a more profound understanding of why the HTE 

practitioners ranked these KPIs in that particular order.  
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Figure 5.13 Data Collection & Analysis of Questionnaires and Interviews on the topic of KPIs and Conceptual Mode
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The participants’ views on each conceptual model and its KPIs and 5Es were used to explore the 

problem situation and develop an understanding of the changes required to improve EPM in HTE 

firms. The average duration of the interviews was 69 minutes. The 28 interviews were analyzed and 

the results consolidated within each conceptual model as discussed in the following sections. 

5.4.2 Market Understanding and Engagement 

The Rich Picture of Market Understanding and Engagement is shown in Figure 5.14. The data collected 

from the 80 respondents to the questionnaires revealed that, “Customer retention rate” and 

“Profitability” have the highest proportion of the total score at 25% and 24% respectively. The rest of 

the KPIs have roughly similar scores, meaning that the participants felt that they were all relevant. 

There was some variation in the ordering of these KPIs.  This became apparent during the “finding 

out” phase of SSM when the participants were interviewed face-to-face. 

One senior manager felt strongly that “Time to Market” was the most important KPI and that missing 

the sales window significantly reduced the success of a new product. Other respondents who were 

from early-stage start-up companies felt that “Market Share” was most important for them to attract 

investors. Profitability may not be considered an important KPI at the early stage of start-up firms. 

Again, these KPIs are used to guide which measurements should be considered for the monitoring and 

control of the conceptual model. The KPI results from the questionnaires, as described in section 5.3, 

act as an adjunct to the main SSM analysis. 

The key aspects of market understanding and engagement in HTE vary depending on the stage of 

development of the firm. For early-stage start-ups, the aim of market understanding and engagement 

is to gain an understanding of whether there is a real demand for the products they are developing.  

Founders of Start-up companies, accounting for 17 out of 28 interviewees, shared their view that the 

most efficient way to do this is by direct communication with customers. The founders revealed that 

prior to commencing the development of their products or software applications, they had directly 

contacted customers, ranging from several hundred to a few thousand, in order to validate the 

demand for their product. 

For well-established companies that have developed beyond the start-up stage, the primary goal of 

market understanding and engagement is to gain awareness of the problems that are encountered by 

customers. HTE firms aspire to provide unique and innovative solutions in terms of the technology 

and quality that customers require. One of the founders interviewed revealed that their strategy is to 
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continuously develop technology to remain ahead of competitors and to focus on quality when 

developing products through continuous engagement with customers. 

During the interviews, the “common reasons for failure” were discussed, the participants shared their 

experiences of failures in “Market Understanding and Engagement”.  The most common reasons for 

failure were: 'No product market fit', 'Fund exhausted', 'Technically unattainable', 'Don’t talk to 

customers directly' as illustrated in Figure 5.14. 

5.4.2.1 5E Assessment of Market Understanding and Engagement 

The measure for efficacy of the market understanding and engagement system is reflected in the 

‘Success rate for new products’.  If the market has been understood well, the product or service will 

be designed accordingly and satisfy customers in the long term. Therefore, the products will be more 

successful.  

This must be complemented by ‘Time to market’, which correlates with E2, efficiency. As discussed 

above, time to market was considered by some participants to be the most important KPI with respect 

to market understanding and engagement.  

The effectiveness of market understanding and engagement will be reflected by the highest two rated 

KPIs, ‘Customer retention rate’ and ‘Profitability’. Products that serve the customers well as a result 

of effective market understanding will encourage customer loyalty and generate greater profits in the 

long term.  

A useful measure of the Elegance of the market understanding and engagement system is the 

company’s market share.  The system is elegant if the company increases its market share, not only 

because of great effort by the sales team, but also because its products inherently meet customer 

needs. 

As described at the start of this section, the first row in the following tables provide a general 

representation of the criteria by which the activity will be judged. The second row provides the criteria 

that can be used to evaluate the conceptual model - how will the criteria be measured? The final row 

displays the top five KPIs, analysed in section 5.3, which are associated with each of the 5Es through 

SSM analysis.  

This is summarised in Table 5-5 below.
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Table 5-5 5E Measures of Market Understanding and Engagement in HTE 
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Figure 5.14 Market Understanding and Engagement Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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5.4.3 Funding and Finance 

Based on data gathered via interviews and group discussions, cash flow was consistently seen as the 

life blood of the firm’s operation. The data collected via 80 questionnaires from subject matter experts 

in HTE generally show that cash flow and profits are the highest ranked KPIs. However, during 

interviews with subject matter experts in HTE, it emerged that the significance of various financial 

performance measures depends on the stage of the lifecycle that the business is at. As shown in Figure 

5.15, stages 1-3 comprise’ Seed to Growth’ during which firms consider ‘revenue growth rate’ to be 

the highest ranking KPI.  

The CEO of an information technology company shared his views on business growth.  His company 

was at an early start-up stage, but he had over a decade of experience working in HTE firms as a 

software engineer.  He stated that: 

“What investors want to see is growth rate. So if you don't have growth, you're not going to 

get funding. So that is the first thing you have to achieve.” 

Cash flow is also very important for start-ups, but its goal during the early stages is primarily to gain 

traction and to attract investors. This is essential to secure the financial support required in order to 

progress onto the next stage.  

During stages 4-5, companies aim to expand and possibly be acquired by a larger company, or go 

through an Initial Public Offering (IPO). At this stage, cash flow and profits are considered the most 

important KPIs. A finance director of a well-established company in Machinery and Automation 

Systems shared her view that “Cash flows is always number one” in managing the company’s finance 

This was particularly important for her company as it had been scaling up toward an IPO in 2020. 

Based on the participants’ feedback during the interviews, the ranking given to the Financial KPIs’ 

varies depending upon which development stage the company had reached. A CEO of a biotech 

company in the US said: 

“The finance KPIs ranking changes depending on which stage of [development] the company 

is at, even startup.  [For each stage] there's a different life cycle, for example, seed, prototype 

or already have a product, which changes what KPIs are considered important.” 
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Another CEO of a startup company that was developing an intelligent financial and accounting 

platform and who had worked for several years at a multi-billion dollar company shared her 

experience that, compared to her start-up, the focus of larger corporations was to make profits.  This 

was due to the different stages of maturity, she said: 

“As a start-up, the ‘revenue growth’ rate is more important to the company than ‘profit’ and 

‘return on investment’. That doesn't mean the profit and return on investment are not 

important but it is not as important at this stage.” 

The feedback from participants indicated that the focus on financial KPIs changed depending on the 

maturity of the company. The researcher, therefore, considered that it would be helpful to identify 

the different stages of HTE company maturity as shown in Figure 5.15. 

 

Figure 5.15 The stages of Start-up 

 

The failure of financial management is generally interconnected with different parts of an 

organization.  

As feedback from participants during the interviews made clear, non-financial problems such as 

ineffective project management, unattainable R&D, insufficient sales, misperception in market 
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understanding and engagement and unsuccessful fundraising can lead to financial difficulties because 

the financial position of a company is dependent upon every department.  

The participants emphasized that, although financial performance management practices are 

employed and directed by senior directors, it is in fact more important that those practices are 

deployed effectively by all stakeholders involved.  

The finance director of an HTE firm that provides turn-key automation systems to large manufacturers 

revealed how her role in Finance is interconnected with other departments of the firm: 

“I got set the task of talking to everyone involved. The project would need to be reviewed with 

the project manager, the purchasing team, and the sales team in order to ensure the project 

was under control. For example, how much was spent, how many hours of labour used for the 

project etc.” 

5.4.3.1 5E Assessment of Funding and Finance 

How the efficacy of the funding and finance system is measured changes depending on the 

developmental stage of the company.  This was discussed in the previous section.  For early-stage 

start-up companies, “revenue growth rate” is often considered to be the best indicator that the system 

is “working” because it helps to attract investment.  For established companies ‘profits generated’ is 

often a better measure of efficacy. 

Again, the most relevant measure of effectiveness will also change as a company matures.  For start-

up companies, “working capital” and “cash flow” are a better measure of whether the system is “doing 

the right thing” because these companies are often not yet making a profit and need capital (usually 

from investors) to keep going.  For a mature company “revenue growth rate” might be the better 

measure. 

Finally, is the company behaving in a way that is financially ethical?  There are many instances of HTE 

companies behaving in a financially unethical manner.  In particularly severe cases this has resulted in 

the complete collapse of the company.  Recent examples include Theranos and Wirecard, (Carreyrou, 

2018; Jo, et al., 2021).  These were both major high-tech companies whose unethical financial 

behaviour led to their collapse and resulted in their shareholders and customers losing billions of 

dollars. 
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During interviews, participants in HTE expressed their shared opinion that ethical behaviour is a very 

important aspect of the business’s performance and should be taken into consideration, especially 

since a failure to do so could have catastrophic consequences for the business as evidenced by the 

high-profile examples provided.  

This assessment is summarized in Table 5-6 below.  
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Table 5-6 5E Measures of Funding in HTE 
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Figure 5.16 Financial Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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5.4.4 Talent Management 

Talent management is crucial to any business, but it is particularly important in HTE companies who 

are heavily reliant on the skills and talent of their employees to ensure the development of successful 

new products.   

Talent management refers to a set of integrated, organisational, human resource processes designed 

to attract, develop and retain productive and engaged employees. These processes conventionally 

involve recruiting, cultivating, and rewarding employees who can achieve their best and contribute to 

a high-performance, sustainable organisation that meets its strategic and operational goals and 

objectives. 

Because talent management deals with people and their social complexities, it is the most difficult 

process to get right. In fact, the senior managers and directors who were interviewed for this research 

agreed that talent management was the most challenging performance management practice.  

The Talent Management Perspective and its KPIs in HTE is illustrated in Figure 5.17. Also included are 

the KPIs and the importance attached to them by the respondents to the questionnaires. 

Nearly half of the participants gave ‘employee satisfaction’, and the closely related ‘employee 

retention’, as the highest importance.  The other KPIs were considered less important, with each of 

them receiving a similar lower ranking. From these results, it is clear that the participants in the 

questionnaires and interviews considered the employees' happiness to be paramount in terms of 

talent management. 

Based on the feedback from the participants, including both employers and existing employees – as 

well as the individuals who were looking to start a career in HTE, the core talent management 

framework required for creating a high-performance workforce includes the shared vision that 

encapsulates the principles of the organisation and guides its strategic and management processes. A 

shared vision is one of the disciplines identified by Senge (1990)  as crucial in facilitating a learning 

organisation.  This shared vision is usually built around a set of core principles that guide the 

company’s actions.  These principles might be social, for example supporting the local community.  

Whatever principles an organisation chooses to adopt can have a major influence on the culture of 

that company which in turn can have a profound effect on employee motivation. 

The CEO of a software services firm who raised $2.5 million for her start-up and had been recruiting 

talented people to join her team revealed that:  
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“The number one motivation of her employees is to be working on the project that they can 

be proud of, working on the cutting edge of development and being able to utilise their skills. 

We try to create a very special culture in the company that fosters a relationship of mutual 

respect and an open conversation about our goals“ 

Another CEO of an innovative drinks manufacturer using ethically-sourced and carbon-neutral 

filtration systems said: 

“The first motivation for our team beyond making our company a commercial success is to 

have a broader social and environmental impact which is the core vision of our company” 

5.4.4.1 5E Assessment for Talent Management  

As can be seen in the Rich Picture of Figure 5.17, the most important key performance indicator for 

the talent management activity, as chosen by the questionnaire respondents, was ‘Employee 

satisfaction’.  This was closely followed by ‘Employee retention rate’.  Assuming that the retention 

rate correlates with satisfaction (dissatisfied employees tend to leave) then nearly half of the KPI score 

was given to measuring employee satisfaction.  From these results it can be readily deduced that so 

long as the talent management is maintaining (or increasing) employee satisfaction then it is doing 

the right thing – it has efficacy. 

However, for the talent management activity to also be efficient, the organisation must derive value 

from its employees, therefore the cost of hiring new staff should be commensurate with the value 

they bring to the company. This is why the KPIs ‘revenue per employee’ and ‘cost to hire’ are important 

indicators of efficiency. 

An organisation must also consider whether the talent management activity is serving its needs.  In 

other words, is it effective?   

In HTE companies, there is particular importance to having a well-trained workforce who have the 

skills needed to work with the latest technology.  This is why ‘professional training spend’ can provide 

a measurement of the activities effectiveness. Time and money spent on training activities will 

increase effectiveness, as employees will be better equipped to contribute to the goals of the 

company. The efficacy of the talent management process can be assessed by the highest rated KPI, 

employee satisfaction, as a thorough recruitment process and the ability to create an engaging 

working environment will directly result in employee satisfaction.  

This should be counterbalanced by efficiency in the talent management process, which is reflected by 

the revenue per employee and cost to hire.  
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It should also be balanced by the effectiveness, which is reflected by employee retention rates and 

professional training spend. Time and money spent on training activities will increase effectiveness, 

as employees will be better equipped to contribute to the long term, wider outcomes of the company.  

The final two criteria of Elegance and Ethics were generally found to be less considered by the 

participants in the study and consequently, KPIs that might be relevant to these criteria were not 

ranked highly.  This might be because these criteria are more intangible than the others and therefore 

it is not always straightforward to identify concrete, measurable quantities that capture their 

meaning. 

Elegance in the talent management activity can be attained by creating a pleasant working 

environment where employees are intrinsically motivated to achieve the organisation’s goals. 

 Ethical talent management would entail measuring KPIs such as ‘providing employees with a safe and 

fair working environment’.  

In order to obtain a more rigorous conceptual model, aspects of assessment in terms of the 5E are 

shown in Table 5-7 below.  
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Table 5-7 5E Measures of Talent Management in HTE 
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Figure 5.17 Talent Management Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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5.4.5 R&D  

R&D is a challenging task to accomplish on time and within budget. The participants were of the view 

that completing R&D within the specified time and budget is highly improbable and R&D teams 

typically have to implement a backup plan. 

‘Product quality & reliability’ (28%) and ‘Return on investment in terms of innovation creation’ (20%) 

were ranked as the highest KPIs by questionnaire participants, whilst ‘Effectiveness in identification 

and prioritization of risk factors in R&D project’ was considered the least important among the top 5 

KPIs. However, interviewed subject-matter experts in R&D shared their view that ‘Effectiveness in 

identification and prioritization of Risk Factors in R&D project’ is often the most important factor to 

consider, since R&D project failure has the potential to make or break a company. 

A senior electronic engineer who had more than 30 years' experience in HTE emphasizes the 

importance of ‘identification and prioritization of Risk Factors in R&D project’, he said: 

“One of the most important things in managing an R&D project is to identify the risk factors 

and the ways to mitigate them. For example, developing technology from scratch is inherently 

risky so better [to] adapt a known technology for the current product while developing really 

innovative technology separately for future versions” 

Failure to identify such risk could cause the company severe troubles as was his experience in some 

other HTE firms. Other participants considered ‘R&D schedule variance/ Amount of work done on 

time’ to be the most important KPI as innovative products often have a short window of sales due to 

the rapid pace of technological change. Hence, failure to meet a deadline in R&D and thus launch a 

product at the appropriate time would lead to reduced total sales, rendering the time and resources 

spent on the completed R&D project unprofitable.  

A senior executive, who had previously worked for a large telecommunications company in the US, 

related that R&D projects could sometimes cost over ten million dollars, but have a sales window of 

merely 9-12 months. Thus, the completion of R&D within the required time was of paramount 

importance. He stated: 

“We manufactured almost all of our phones in China.  The development of a new phone model 

cost ten million dollars and took two years. The real market window is typically a year to two 

years, ideally more like a year. Once we had the product, we couldn't afford for it to sit on a 

boat for three weeks while it came from China. We airfreighted. It's very expensive. But the 
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alternative of losing three weeks in the market window while competitors are introducing new 

products is just not acceptable” 

Based on the feedback from participants, one of the most challenging aspects of managing R&D 

projects was balancing time, quality and budget to deliver the project successfully. A participant who 

leads innovation and technology in an F1 racing team stated: 

“It is no use having a project completed on time, but with poor quality. We would also put 

more money in to get a project finished on time, and with the right quality. It has to be an 

equal measure” 

Larger companies are less vulnerable in the case of failure in R&D, due to their larger pools of working 

capital. On the other hand, small or medium-sized companies could collapse if an R&D project fails.  

There are greater risks associated with R&D projects than with conventional projects due to the 

technical challenges of developing products that are not yet in existence. Therefore, risk assessment 

and management is a necessary part of the development programme. It was apparent from the 

discussions with participants during interviews that the size of the company greatly influences the 

process of risk assessment and management. Large companies use risk assessment tools such as SWOT 

and risk registers throughout the project lifecycle, whilst smaller firms and start-ups may not 

implement them at all or may do so initially but not throughout the project life cycle due to limited 

resources and funding. 

A senior technical manager for a company that manufactured 3D sensors gave his opinion of how risks 

should be handled.  In his time working for the company the number of employees had grown from 

50 to over 400.  He revealed: 

“SWOT or the risk register is crucially important for the process. We need to assess ‘How are 

we on time?’, ‘What can go wrong?’, ‘How can we work on this?’ I think this is a continuous 

process.” 

In conclusion, R&D is at the heart of HTE companies. All five of the top KPIs are crucially important and 

should be included in the process of monitoring and control throughout the R&D project life cycle.  

One of the most challenging aspects of R&D is the complexity of the project itself. Sometimes it is 

difficult to accurately determine the progress made and the time required for completion. More 

importantly, if there is a delay in schedule or the project team have overspent, it is not unusual for 
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the project to continue. In fact, in most cases R&D projects tend to overspend. If the team decided to 

terminate the project, determining the stage at which to do so can often be very difficult.  

The case studies at Meta and OVST, along with the feedback from the participants, emphasise that 

R&D projects should be closely monitored and controlled. Striving to build a superior product is good 

practice but balancing this with the aspects depicted in the top 5 KPIs gives the best chance of 

achieving long term success for the company. Figure 5.18 summarises the feedback and the 

experiences shared by the participants regarding R&D projects. It also displays the top 5 KPI rankings 

associated with R&D projects.  

5.4.5.1 5E Assessment 

The efficacy of R&D is reflected by ‘product quality and reliability’, which was the highest-ranked KPI 

by participants.  

Efficiency is measured by the KPIs ‘R&D cost variance / Amount of work done within budget’ and ‘R&D 

schedule variance / Amount of work done on time’. As discussed previously, R&D projects are rarely 

completed on time and within budget. 

The effectiveness of R&D is manifested in the long term by the KPIs ‘Return on investment in terms of 

innovation creation’ and ‘Effectiveness in identification and prioritisation of Risk Factors in R&D 

projects’ respectively. If R&D has been implemented successfully and effectively, the research will 

enable the company to attain a favourable position in the marketplace and grow their revenues.  

The highest-rated KPIs did not relate to the final 2 Es of ‘Elegance’ and ‘Ethics’. With respect to R&D 

projects, feedback from interviews and workshops suggests that elegance would be attained by 

‘conducting research that has direct and indirect benefits outside of the company’ and that doing 

research that ‘results in ideas that align with the company’s values’. Ethical R&D would involve 

‘transparently publishing the true outcome and performance of the R&D project to stakeholders and 

customers’. 

This assessment is outlined in Table 5-8 below.  
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Table 5-8 5E Measures of R&D Project in HTE
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Figure 5.18 R&D Perspective and its KPIs in HTE 
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5.4.6 Manufacturing 

Participants commonly agreed on the manufacturing process outlined in Figure 5.19. Participants said 

that whilst larger manufacturers follow the full process, smaller manufacturers may retain the 

principles of the manufacturing operation but follow a quicker process, often simplified to Design, 

Prototype and Manufacture. Another aspect considered by larger manufacturers is speed and agility, 

especially in the case of the initial products, so as to ensure that the staff remain versatile without 

compromising quality. This is typically a challenge for HTE manufacturers, as expressed by a 

participant in the study, who is the Head of Technical and Innovation of an F1 team: 

“For us, we want to spend most of our time in the design phase, where we are trying new 

ideas. What we want to do is compress the manufacturing time, and the post-manufacturing 

time down to as small a lead time as possible. However, we still want to have a process that 

is agile, but also that is controlled, and predictable” 

The majority of interviewed participants agreed that quality is the most important manufacturing KPI, 

and that quality is defined by the target market of the product and may be different for premium or 

low-cost products. However, in the case of previously non-existing technology or new demand, some 

participants rated ‘timing of product to market’ as the second most important KPI next to the 

“quality”, due to the advantage of being the first to market and the ability to conduct sales during 

peak demand. Some participants from early-stage start-ups considered ‘cash to cash cycle time’ to be 

the most important KPI, as finance and cash flow during the early stage of a business is limited in 

comparison to large manufacturers. This was evidenced by a participant from a large company who 

revealed that ‘cash to cash cycle time’ was not considered a constraint in their manufacturing process. 

‘Throughput’ is one of the highest ranked KPIs. However, a participant with extensive experience in 

manufacturing was of the view that measuring throughput alone can have negative consequences, 

such as the continuation of manufacturing despite encountering issues relating to quality, in order to 

meet throughput targets. This highlights the need to use a balance of KPIs to gain a comprehensive 

view of performance management within the organisation. 

One of the greatest challenges of the manufacturing process is the balance of quality, cost and time, 

all of which counteract each other. A participant who is a senior software engineer and has extensive 

experience working for several HTE firms, explained that sometimes they are forced to compromise 

quality due to the pressure of time constraints. He said: 
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“I saw a lot of situations where there were problems on the production line, however they 

still want to produce, for example, they had to reach the production target and throughput is 

the first priority.” 

Nevertheless, participants generally agree that the processes of quality control and audit are crucially 

important. In the case of customization for a customer with specific requirements, the manufacturing 

process costs more due to the process modification needed to facilitate the changes. On the other 

hand, a customised product can create greater customer satisfaction and engage them in the 

development of the product.  

5.4.6.1 5E Assessment of Manufacturing 

The efficacy of manufacturing can be measured by the KPI ‘Throughput’. Efficiency in manufacturing 

lies in the KPIs ‘Timing of product to market’ and ‘Costs of manufacturing benchmark to competitors’. 

Effectiveness is reflected in the KPIs, ‘Quality and Cash to Cash Cycle Time’.  

Elegance can be achieved if the products are manufactured to a high standard, as this will meet the 

expectations of the customers and lead to greater customer satisfaction in the long term. Ethically, 

manufacturing processes should take into consideration the environment and be sustainable by 

conserving energy and natural resources and prioritising employee, community and product safety.  

This is summarised in Table 5-9 below.  
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Table 5-9 5E Measures of Manufacturing in HTE
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Figure 5.19 Manufacturing Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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5.4.7 Project Delivery 

Managing the delivery of customer projects is a very demanding role that requires individuals with a 

special skill set. Effective project delivery in HTE is primarily based on the monitoring and control of 

the uncertainties surrounding the hard and soft elements of a project. The soft elements relate to 

people, communication, satisfaction, and other intangible parts of a project. The hard elements refer 

to the more tangible and measurable features of the project, such as cost, quality and time, the three 

of which contribute directly to profitability, which is itself a measurable aspect of the project. 

HTE practitioners are generally in agreement regarding the top 5 KPIs which were, in order of 

importance: 

1. Customer satisfaction 

2. Quality of project delivery 

3. Delivery in full on time (DIFOT) rate. 

4. Profitability 

5. Project cost variance 

 ‘Long term customer satisfaction’ is the most important and highest ranked KPI in technology-led 

projects. The quality of project delivery determines the reputation of the brand and is the key element 

that will secure and maintain customer loyalty in the long term. ‘Project quality’ is conventionally 

weighed against the ‘time and cost of the project’, which are the 3rd and 5th highest rated KPIs 

respectively. The project team therefore typically strike a balance between the three highest-ranked 

KPIs, in order to successfully deliver projects to the customers’ satisfaction whilst also making profit 

for the company, which is the 4th most important KPI - ‘Profitability’ of the project. 

There is a substantial difference between project-based and product-based deliverables in HTE, with 

product-based deliverables being more manageable and impacted by fewer constraints and 

uncertainties, as the products clearly define the type and specification of the project. In contrast, 

project-based deliverables require the integration of customised technology as per the requirements 

of the customer. There are more constraints and uncertainties involved in the delivery of this type of 

HTE project, and its complexity demands greater effort to deliver it successfully, as it is not a standard 

product and requires that teams deliver work based on the products with customisation to meet 

customer demand. The participants pointed out that project-based deliverables restrict companies 

from scaling their business and introduce more risks to project delivery due to the uncertainties 

associated with the integrated parts of the project. A senior finance director who used to work at 

Meta, shared her view that: 
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“Because it’s very project-based, in terms of the sales, people will go out there and sell things 

and then we couldn't really make them. We actually need some generic products to sell.” 

Due to the complexity of HTE projects, the practitioners agreed that the process of monitoring and 

control should be continuously implemented to allow interventions when required. A distinctive 

feature of HTE projects is that project implementation does not involve a single, stand-alone project, 

but rather an integration of different third party elements. For example, Meta and OVST, two 

companies that conduct innovative 3D sensor technology projects, participated in the case studies for 

this research, typically integrated equipment such as robots and PLCs from other companies which 

can cause uncertainties and delays because the third-party system may not be seamlessly integrated 

during project implementation at the manufacturers. 

5.4.7.1 Traits of a Successful Project Manager 

During the interviews regarding the aspect of a successful project manager, participants emphasized 

that an understanding of the technical requirements that underpin specific projects and solutions is 

undoubtedly necessary in the management of technological projects. However, managers and 

directors from HTE expressed their shared view that technical expertise was not the most important 

quality of a project manager at an HTE firm. Technical expertise was ranked the 5th by HTE practitioners 

in the Five Traits of Project Managers, as in Figure 5.20. The top five were ranked as below. 

1. Effective communication 

2. Execution – going above and beyond to get things done 

3. Ability to organize and delegate 

4. Good decision making – the ability to make the right decision at the right time 

5. Technical expertise 

The CEO of a start-up firm providing Laser Tracking and Robot Guidance systems to manufacturers in 

Spain shared his view about the traits of a successful project manager: 

 “The first thing that I look for in a good project manager is effective communication. Their 

technical expertise is important but it is the last in the list” 

Another participant who had worked his way up from engineer to senior technical manager and who 

had almost 20 years' experience in HTE had similar views of what traits a good project manager 

processed: 
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“The most important trait of a good project manager is ‘effective communication’, this is 

way more important than the technical expertise. He needs to tie everything together, 

organizing delegating, guiding decisions and execution” 

5.4.7.2 Reasons Why HTE Projects Fail 

A better understanding of the reasons why HTE projects fail was achieved by acquiring direct feedback 

from participants who had a wealth of experience working in HTE projects.  When questioned as to 

what were the most common reasons for HTE projects failing, these experts provided the following 

answers: 

a. Unclear scope of supply 

b. Ambiguous specification 

c. Inefficient team communication 

d. Inadequate resource allocation 

e. Incorrect time estimates 

f. Insufficient technical knowledge 

g. Inefficient literature/research 

h. Insufficient funding 

Teams who had worked on projects that had either failed or not been delivered on time identified the 

main causes as the unclear scope of supply and ambiguous specification. During the interviews, the 

participants pointed out that unexpected (i.e. inadequately risk-assessed) technological complications 

can also be a significant contributing factor leading to the failure of a project.  

There are also occasions where several companies have different roles in delivering the project.  For 

example, one company might be providing the tooling and machinery while another is supplying the 

software and a third is doing the installation of the equipment at the customer’s site.  In such cases, it 

can sometimes be unclear where one company’s responsibilities end and another’s begin. Therefore 

effective team communication is very important. 

A senior engineer who used to work at Meta shared his view: 

“The two key failures of project delivery are ambiguous specification and unclear scope of 

supply. You need to know what the customer wants. [A] good project manager needs to be a 

good planner, it's not just technical expertise, he needs to have the specification organized.” 

It was apparent that all participants had encountered the abovementioned causes of project failure. 

This indicates the importance of continuously monitoring project progress and learning from past 
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project failures.  As described by Senge (1990), many project managers evaluate the lessons learned 

from a project upon its completion, but this should be a continuous process throughout the project 

life cycle so that problems encountered can be acknowledged and rectified, and an innovative idea 

that could significantly improve an aspect of the project can potentially be implemented. Therefore, 

continuous reflection and stakeholder engagement is vital to the success of any project. 

5.4.7.3 5E Assessment 

The purpose of the project management activity is to deliver a product to the customer that meets 

their specific requirements.  Therefore ‘Customer Satisfaction’ is a good measure of whether the 

project management activity is working as intended.  It is therefore a good measure of the activity’s 

Efficacy. 

The Efficiency of the project management activity is correlated with the KPIs ‘Delivery in full on time 

(DIFOT)’ and ‘Project cost variance’.  The second of these should be minimal if projects have been 

delivered with the most efficient use of resources. 

The ultimate necessity of an HTE company is to make a profit on the projects that it delivers to its 

customers.  Therefore an important measure of whether the project management activity is doing the 

right thing, its Effectiveness, is the HTE’s profitability of the projects which also leads to the overall 

profitability of company. 

The “Quality of project delivery” KPI will be taken as a measure of whether the activity is working in 

an aesthetically pleasing manner, that is the Elegance of the activity.  HTE projects are generally aimed 

towards the development of a system that will be used for a long time, rather than a single product. 

As such, elegance in project delivery can be achieved by the development of a system that is easy to 

use and performs well consistently and reliably over a long period of time. 

The project manager must seek a balance between quality and customer satisfaction on one side and 

profitability on the other.  It is noteworthy that time is also a resource that must be carefully controlled 

if profits are to be generated. 

The efficacy of project delivery relates to the 2nd highest rated KPI, ‘Quality of project delivery’. 

Efficiency is reflected by the 3rd and 5th highest rated KPIs, ‘Delivery in full on time’ (DIFOT) rate and 

‘Project cost variance’, which should be minimal if projects have been delivered with the most efficient 

use of resources. This must counterbalance quality and customer satisfaction in order to generate 

profits. It is noteworthy that time is also a resource that must be carefully controlled if profits are to 

be generated.  
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The effectiveness of project delivery is measured in the long term by the 1st and 4th KPIs, namely 

‘Customer satisfaction’ and ‘Profitability’. If the project delivery has been implemented successfully 

and is of a high quality, it will lead to customer satisfaction and thus greater profits in the long term. 

HTE projects are generally aimed towards the development of a system that will be used over a long 

period of time, rather than a single product. As such, elegance in project delivery can be achieved by 

the development of a system that is easy to use and performs well consistently and reliably over a 

long period of time. In terms of ethics, project delivery should be implemented without exerting 

excessive pressure on the project team, with projects delivered to customers at the value and quality 

promised.  

The assessment of the 5E performance criteria for the project management activity is outlined in Table 

5-10 below.  
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Table 5-10 5E Measures of Project Delivery in HTE 
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Figure 5.20 Project Delivery Perspective and its KPIs in HTE 
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5.4.8 Marketing 

Interviewed participants generally agree that ‘Customer retention or loyalty’ and ‘Product/brand 

awareness’ are the most important KPIs. Retaining customer loyalty and developing brand awareness 

are the most important factors of a marketing campaign. Questionnaire participants and interviewees 

held different views regarding the importance of ‘Marketing ROI’ (Return on investment from 

marketing expenses), ‘Market share’ and ‘Customer Acquisition Cost’ (CAC). 

Participants from early-stage start-up firms regarded ‘Marketing ROI’ and ‘Customer Acquistion Cost’ 

as the two most important KPIs.  This is understandable as such companies are focused on growth and 

are sustained, at least initially, by investor funding rather than profits.  However these same 

participants revealed that their investors monitored their financial position very closely, especially 

with regard to activities such as marketing where the return on investment was difficult to estimate.  

They were, therefore, reluctant to spend more on marketing than the return of investment in their 

marketing budget. 

As was the case for market understanding and engagement, early-stage start-up founders consider 

‘market share’ one of the most important KPIs, as raising funds from investors requires traction and 

the demonstration of potential from the start-up to gain increased market share. However, it is 

worthwhile to consider the likelihood of return on investment and the cost of acquisition of customers 

when evaluating the amount to spend on marketing. 

Within the HTE sector, marketing is usually not considered to be a short-term tool for the promotion 

of sales.  Rather it is used to shape the perception that (potential) customers may have of the company 

and its products.  Often a company will have a flagship product that serves as a marketing or brand 

ambassador.  For example, one of the participants was the CEO of a UK company that makes filtration 

systems for water bottles.  This company’s image is rooted in its environmental and ethical principles.  

The products they make are ethically sourced and carbon neutral.  The CEO stated in its early years 

the company did not invest in product marketing, instead of letting the company’s mission and vision 

build brand awareness.  The company claims to donate 100% of its net profits to charity and so far, 

has given over £5 million to WaterAid. The CEO stated: 
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“Before she [the CEO] joined the company in 2020, there was no money spent on marketing. 

Our aim is to transform lives with the money we donate to WaterAid. It is our mission and our 

purpose to put people first rather than focus on commerce and profit” 

Participants interviewed generally agreed with the process of marketing described in Figure 5.21. It is 

noteworthy that although marketing is crucial in promoting products to customers, many early and 

small start-ups do not have dedicated marketing teams or departments. Many firms make use of 

consultants to fulfil their marketing needs, whilst others manage marketing campaigns internally 

alongside sales. The participants indicated that partnership actually drives PR and could be one of the 

most efficient approaches for creating PR, i.e., by collaboration with others. 

5.4.8.1 5E Assessment of Marketing 

The efficacy of marketing and PR can be reflected by the ‘product/brand awareness’. The better the 

marketing campaign, the greater the product/brand awareness. The efficiency of marketing and PR is 

evidenced by the ‘Marketing ROI’ (Return on investment from marketing expenses), as well as 

‘Customer Acquisition Cost’ (CAC). Both measures can be used to ascertain how efficient the 

marketing is in generating a greater number of sales and increasing the company’s revenue.  

 

The effectiveness is reflected in the ‘Customer retention or loyalty’ and the ‘Market share’.  

Many smaller companies often lack the resources to maintain a dedicated marketing department   and 

do not have access to marketing data, (Brooks & Simkin, 2011).  Consequently they lack the capability 

to manage a sophisticated marketing strategy and instead concentrate on using their marketing 

budget most Efficiently (E2).  Larger companies, however, with more resources can focus more on 

Marketing Effectiveness which is more important for helping the company to achieve its goals, 

(Ambler, 2008).  

 

Elegance can be achieved if the product itself becomes the primary marketing tool of the company 

and assists in generating sales due to the quality of the product, brand and reputation. Lastly, Ethics 

can be achieved if the marketing is truthful and accurate.  

 

The above can be summarised as shown in Table 5-11 below. 
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Table 5-11 5E Measures of Marketing & PR in HTE
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Figure 5.21 Marketing Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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5.4.9 Sales 

With respect to sales, the highest-ranked KPIs were ‘Customer satisfaction’ and ‘Customer retention’. 

However, smaller start-ups considered ‘profits’ and ‘revenue growth rate’ to be the most important 

KPIs, as those companies were less financially stable.  ‘Cost per sale’ was ranked by participants in 5th 

place. 

Traditionally, sales activities have involved the targeting of customers to persuade them to buy a 

product or service with a promise of quality and value. However, this approach has increasingly 

transformed into a more collaborative relationship, where the company forms a partnership with the 

customer rather than just selling a single product. 

The CEO of a semiconductor testing manufacturer, who has extensive experience in HTE ranging from 

start-up firms to well-established corporations in the US, shared his view: 

“if you are a start-up, you want to be able to have a strategic customer who is willing to say 

yes, I like the technology. If you can execute on this, I will buy it”.  

This is particularly relevant for HTE firms as they often work on a per-project basis rather than just 

selling an off-the-shelf product.  For example, each time Meta sold one of its welding systems to a 

customer, a team from Meta would travel to the customer’s site to install the system and integrate it 

into the customer’s production process.  This is common for many HTE companies who work on 

bespoke projects and means that naturally, there is a much closer relationship with the customer than 

is the case in many other industries. In fact, it is often through direct feedback and recommendation 

from customers that HTE companies generate a significant proportion of their sales.  For example, it 

is not uncommon when on-site for the customer to point out other systems they need and whether 

the HTE would be interested in tendering for the work. The relationships that HTE companies form 

with their customers means that the sales process is often not aimed at the short-term but instead on 

a more long-term partnership.  The products that HTE firms sell to manufacturers could be used 24/7 

for decades as a vital part of the production process.  It is therefore vital that the HTE products are of 

sufficient reliability that they are trusted by the customer.  This trust between the customer and HTE 

firm is one of the most important factors when it comes to the customers’ decision to choose to buy 

from a specific supplier. 

The president of a semiconductor testing system provider in France shared his experience of winning 

contracts by providing exceptional customer support. This went beyond technical support and 

included, for example, loaning customers equipment for them to evaluate. He said: 
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“I know what the customer’s difficulties are and how I can help to solve them. I provided the 

loan of equipment to customers free of charge and we generated business from building trust 

and customer loyalty in the long term”. 

When it came to the 5E perspective of sales as shown in Figure 5.22, the participants generally agreed 

that Ethics was a very important factor for sales. However, ethical principles are somewhat intangible 

and often not measurable.  

5.4.9.1 Sales Challenges 

As part of the finding out phase for the Rich Picture, the researcher discussed with the participants 

what were the most important challenges of the sales process. The following key elements were 

agreed on: 

• The company should set realistic sales targets, otherwise, their cash flow will be harmed as 

they either make too many or too few products. 

• The company needs to have in place an effective sales process that will funnel prospective 

customers from first awareness to a final sale. 

• The sales process is made easier if the firm’s products are distinctive so that they stand out 

from those of its competitors. 

• As HTE companies grow larger, the lines of communication between different parts of the 

organization become longer. There is a danger that the sales team and the development team 

become disconnected, this can mean that the company ends up making products that 

customers do not want. 

• Finally, the sales teams have faced uncertainty during the COVID pandemic and have had to 

change their normal practices.  For example, interacting with customers remotely rather than 

visiting them in person.  

5.4.9.2 Sales Cycle 

During interviews with the HTE participants, an overall structure for the sales activity emerged.   

The activity begins with the development of a strategy by which the company’s sales goal will be 

reached.  For example, part of the strategy will be identifying the target market. 

Once the strategy is in place the next step in the sales activity is to decide how to reach its potential 

customers.  The two HTE companies used for the contemporary case studies both used multiple sales 

channels to reach out to customers.  For example, they both had a website from which to advertise 

their products to the general public whilst they also sent out brochures to target specific customers. 
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The sales team also needs to be trained in the company’s products so they can explain them to 

customers and they also need to understand the market so that they interpret customer needs and 

feed those back to the development team. 

The sales team is also responsible for making sure that any new products that the company produces 

are launched onto the market successfully. 

The sales KPIs are monitored and the sales strategy is adjusted if improvements are needed.  In this 

way, the sales activity forms a closed-loop where measured outputs are used to continuously improve 

performance. 

Finally, the sales and marketing processes should be aligned so that the image presented by the 

marketing does not misrepresent the company or its products.  For example, the marketing 

department should not make promises that the sales department of the products themselves cannot 

deliver. 

5.4.9.3 5E Assessment  

The efficacy of sales is reflected in the 3rd highest ranked KPI, ‘Profits’, which are generally the primary 

function of the conceptual model. Efficiency can be measured by the 5th highest ranked KPI, ‘Cost per 

sale’. The effectiveness of sales is manifested in the 1st, 2nd and 4th highest ranked KPIs. These were 

‘Customer satisfaction’, ‘Customer retention’ and ‘Revenue growth rate’ respectively.  

Elegance and ethics were not well represented by any of the highest rated KPIs. An elegant sales 

process is one that seeks to serve the customer rather than simply sell them a product.  It requires the 

salesperson to understand the customer's needs and work with them so that the sales process is 

mutually beneficial to the company and the customer. 

Ethics, with respect to sales, is important in the consideration of whether the company provides a fair 

price for the quality of the product to its customers and whether the company presents accurate sales 

figures to stakeholders. This assessment is summarized in Table 5-12. 
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Table 5-12 5E Measures of Sales in HTE
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Figure 5.22: Sales Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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5.4.10 Risk Management  

Risk management is a continuous process that the company needs to implement and review regularly 

to ensure that risks are monitored and controlled effectively.  

During interviews and discussion groups it emerged that the common risk assessment methods used 

by the participants were SWOT Analysis and Risk Registers.  

As shown in Figure 5.28, participants generally agree on the risk management process outlined below: 

1. Periodically create/review/update SWOT Analysis or Risk Registers 

2. Estimate the probability of risk and its impact 

3. Plan, prioritise and mitigate each risk effectively based on the severity 

4. Evaluate the cost of risks incurred vs cost of risk management 

5. Continuously monitor and control the risk assessment 

From Figure 5.23 it can be seen that the participants from the questionnaires and interviews ranked 

the top five KPIs virtually equally, indicating that they were all regarded as being equally relevant. 

The participants were in agreement that ‘Severity of risks’, ‘Speed and effectiveness of solutions’ and 

‘Risk assessment and mitigation status’ are the top three KPIs, with similar percentages in the range 

of 23-25%. The main priority is to assess the severity of risks and ensure that effective solutions are in 

place which can be implemented immediately. This requires continuous risk assessment and 

mitigation. The ‘Costs incurred due to risks’ is also fairly important with a score of 17%, while ‘Cost of 

risk management’ was ranked last of the top 5 KPIs with a score of 11%. 

It appeared that risk management implementation is dependent upon the size of the company. 

Participants working for large companies revealed that risk management is a formal process 

integrated into their management practices. Medium sized companies implement risk management 

formally throughout the project life cycle in the case of large-scale projects. On the other hand, risk 

management may not be implemented for smaller projects. One of the participants had held a senior 

role in a development position with a small company until it had grown to over 400 employees. He 

shared his view that risk management carries many benefits for larger projects, however the risk 

management, he said, is likely to slow down the execution of project management and reduce agility. 

A participant who has worked in a number of HTE firms, from start-up through to well-established 

companies, shared his experience and perspectives of risk management as it was applied to different 

sized projects and customers, he said: 
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“The risk management implementation depends on the scale of the projects. For large 

projects with our key customers, then the executive team is involved so the risk assessment 

is done in general. But, for regular projects, it is not done on a regular basis. So the risk 

management is tied to the size of the projects or the customers” 

The size and type of the company will determine the level of risk management implementation, as 

reflected by the feedback from participants during interviews. Risk management is not implemented 

formally or at all in many small companies, due to the time and resources required for 

implementation. Risk management may be partially integrated on an ad-hoc basis, for example during 

the initial meeting of a project. 

A senior software engineer who had over 30 years experience in HTE, revealed that he has seen many 

projects set up risk management processes for a project, but then not fully monitor and control those 

processes throughout the lifecycle of the project. He said: 

“The project team did a bit of risk analysis at the beginning and then assumed that they had 

ticked the box. That it was done. They never went back and reviewed it. Often at the 

beginning, people say we've done our risk management, and then they just park it.”  

Due to the level of governance and regulation in financial service tech firms, risk assessment 

implementation must be integrated into their performance management practice by law. A founder 

of a financial-related tech firm based in New York revealed that risk assessments are a necessary 

process for their company as it works with banking institutions, and are required by the regulator who 

issues licences. Therefore, risk management is a crucial practise in this business. 

HTE firms face an increasingly challenging and competitive environment due to the fast pace of 

development in technology. Therefore, many parts of the business confront uncertainty and it is 

difficult to identify or quantify the type and magnitude of risk. A participant pointed out that R&D, due 

to the complexity of technology, involves much uncertainty and carrying out risk assessments is 

crucial. On the other hand, a participant who had previously held a senior financial role in a HTE firm 

and currently working for a non-profit organisation, revealed that in her current role, the focus was 

on ‘risk culture’ rather than on technical risks. This indicates that HTE firms consider different risks 

from non-tech firms. The participants agreed that the most challenging risks in HTE that could lead to 

the failure of the company were: 

• Lack of product-market fit. 

• A late decision to abandon an unsuccessful R&D project 
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• Uncontrollable risk, such as COVID-19 

• Manipulated financial report/ unethical investment terms 

The success of a tech firm is not only defined by the successful development of a product, and, 

oftentimes, a product that has been successfully developed will be scrapped due to a lack of product-

market fit. A participant in the study revealed that one of the most important considerations is 

ensuring start-up firms receive sufficient feedback from customers in order to clarify the feasible 

demand for a product, prior to investment into its development. As a founder of a tech firm, they 

suggested that self-reflection is also important as, often, the passion of an innovator can lead to a 

subjective view when considering the potential of a product. 

The ethical measures are difficult to define and quantify. Hence, many companies may not take them 

into consideration. There is a fine line between ethical and legal issues. Oftentimes, loopholes in the 

terms of agreement of a contract can allow one party to take advantage of the other, financially, or 

otherwise. Sometimes, performance can be enhanced in ways that are legal but may not be 

considered ethical.  

For example, the head of Technical and Innovation Partnerships for a prominent Formula 1 team said 

when interviewed that racing teams are continuously seeking opportunities to improve their 

performance by taking advantage of loopholes in the regulations. 

However, they are required to stay abreast of any changes in the rules to ensure that their actions 

align with the regulations and are ethical. 

The CEO of a business that specialised in machine learning for electronic sensors, gave his views on 

business ethics.  This individual, who had a wide range of experience in HTE agreed that Ethics is a 

very important measure and is often done in large corporations but not small firms. He said: 

“I know a lot of big businesses will talk about green credentials for example to reduce energy 

consumption etc. However, for small businesses, Ethics measures are a long way down the 

list.” 

 This does not mean that Ethical measurements are not important for smaller HTEs.  These companies 

such as Meta and OVST often have a few key customers and it is important that these customers trust 

the company and see it as always acting ethically. 
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5.4.10.1 5E Assessment 

If risk management is working correctly then the costs to the company when such risks manifest 

should be minimised.  Therefore, an appropriate measure of the efficacy of a company’s risk 

management activity is the KPI ‘costs incurred due to risks’. 

In terms of efficiency, the 2nd, 4th and 5th highest rated KPIs can be used as assessments. These were, 

‘Speed and effectiveness of solutions’ and ‘Cost of risk management’.  

The effectiveness of risk management will be reflected in the highest-ranked KPI, ‘Severity of risks 

after the process of risk mitigation has been implemented’, as well as the 3rd highest ranked KPI, ‘Risk 

assessment and mitigation status’  

Again, elegance and ethics are not represented by any of the highest rated KPIs in this conceptual 

model. An elegant risk management system gives the business the flexibility and responsiveness to 

handle any eventuality methodically.  It is one whose processes are transparent so that everyone in 

the company knows what to do to mitigate the problem.  

Ethical risk management would involve the consideration of risks as they relate to all stakeholders of 

the company, not to individuals. Furthermore, risk assessment in terms of health and safety 

considerations, particularly in industries such as construction, are important from an ethical 

perspective and must not be overlooked.  

This assessment is shown in Table 5-13.  
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Table 5-13 5E Measures of Risk Management in HTE 
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Figure 5.23 Risk Management Perspective and its KPIs in HTE
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Based on the experiences of HTE participants, it is clear that ethical issues can have a significant impact 

on the company, as demonstrated by the examples above. Consideration of the 5Es in all aspects of 

performance is worthwhile. There is clear value for companies to apply approaches, such as SSM, to 

become learning organizations and to resolve situations that involve all stakeholders. It is important 

that the learning process has been repeatedly applied, along with monitoring and control, so that 

participants can understand the different worldviews that have contributed to devising purposeful 

actions that eventually lead to desirable outcomes. 

 Summary 

This chapter has completed another part of the holistic model by constructing the measurement and 

feedback components, see Figure 5.24 (as marked in green).  In the process of doing this, the nine 

conceptual models were also updated and refined. 

 

Figure 5.24 Holistic model of EPM in HTE 
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Talent management had previously been identified as a particularly important activity in HTE.  

Therefore, this chapter began with the description of a questionnaire survey conducted to find out 

what participants thought were the most important career motivation factors.  The results showed 

that professional development was considered to be the most important motivator.  This led to an 

investigation into how professional development, and in particular corporate training could be 

improved.  The result of this was the insight that the learning process could be optimized by 

interspersing periods of intense learning with periods of rest and refreshing the learned material at 

regular intervals.  These observations will be used to inform the feedback into the Talent Management 

conceptual model. 

Next, the chapter describes how the researcher conducted an investigation to discover the key 

performance measurements for each conceptual model.  These represent the measured outputs from 

the system served.  A second questionnaire survey was conducted in which the participants were 

presented with a separate list of KPIs for each model and asked to rank them in order of importance. 

The chapter concludes with an SSM analysis of the was used to identify appropriate 5E performance 

criteria for each conceptual model.  Interviews were held with 28 participants who were presented 

with the existing conceptual models along with their corresponding KPIs.  This resulted in a new series 

of rich pictures that were used to refine each conceptual model.  For each model, a mapping was 

found between the measurable KPIs and the 5E criteria used by SSM. 

In the next chapter, the holistic model will be completed with the inclusion of the EPM system.  The 

EPM system will be developed using SSM analysis and it will be seen how the 5E criteria examined in 

this chapter act as the inputs into the EPM system.   
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          Findings and Discussion 

 Introduction 

Building on the case studies and data collection and analysis, this chapter will work towards presenting 

a holistic model of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) in HTE firms. 

When analysing a problem situation to identify relevant systems it is often useful to make a distinction 

between service systems and systems served (Checkland, 1981; Wilson and Van Haperen, 2015). A 

service system is aimed at providing service to another system and cannot operate in isolation.  It only 

has meaning in relation to the system it serves. 

It is useful to express the holistic model of performance management in HTE as consisting of both a 

service system and a system served.  The system served is the high-tech company whose performance 

is being monitored and controlled.  The service system is the EPM system.  It is the EPM that monitors 

the performance of the HTE (system served) and takes corrective action to maintain or improve that 

performance.  In this way the EPM provides a service to the HTE. 

 Service System and System Served 

The holistic model of the EPM system, presented in this research, was influenced by the “Service 

System” and “System Served” concept, initially introduced by Checkland (1981). This concept was 

mentioned previously in section 3.10.4.   

Examples of the System Served and Service System for a marketing activity is shown below in Figure 

6.1. The system served, in this case the marketing department, is modelled first.  Then, for each activity 

identified in the Marketing Department, the question is asked as to what information that activity 

needs. The Service System is then built based on the answers to those questions. 
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Figure 6.1  Marketing Activity view as a Service System and System Served.  Adapted from (Wilson, 2001, p. 58) 

For the holistic model of EPM presented in this research, the HTE firm – or the nine Conceptual Models 

through which it has been represented – can be viewed as the system served, whilst the service system 

is the EPM system. The service that the EPM provides is the improvement of the performance of the 

organization, which is measured using the KPIs and the 5E assessment criteria. This is illustrated in 

Figure 6.2 below, showing the relationship between the serving system, which is the EPM, and the 

system served, which, in this context, is the nine Conceptual Models (It should be noted that the EPM 

also monitors and controls its own performance).   
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Figure 6.2 Representation of Holistic Model 
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 Five components of the Holistic Model 

6.3.1 System Served 

In the context of this research the system served is the HTE itself, expressed in the conceptual models 

that were derived by analysing the activities of the company using Soft Systems Methodology (SSM).  

It is the processes of the system served whose performance is managed in order to achieve a specific 

purpose. 

6.3.2 Service System 

For this research, the service system is the EPM system and is responsible for monitoring and 

controlling the performance of the system served (the HTE conceptual models).  Each relevant system 

was explored to discover what actions could be employed to achieve its specific purposes, as well as 

to control its performance.  These actions were then expressed in the EPM system.  In this way a 

complete set of actions and control system for the HTE was developed. 

6.3.3 Measurement 
In order to understand whether the EPM is improving the System Served we must have some 

measurements of the system.  However not every possible measurement is relevant to the 

performance of the system.  Key performance indicators (KPIs) are used to ensure that what is 

measured actually matters.  These KPIs might include established industry measures, complemented 

by additional measures derived from the SSM-based analysis of section 5.4 – to represent the 

performance of the system.  

6.3.4 Evaluation 

The KPIs are an essential first step in measuring performance.  However, as each conceptual model 

has its own set of KPIs, all the conceptual models taken together can generate a lot of feedback data.  

In one way this is good because it allows for a very detailed analysis of the performance activities but, 

on the other hand, this may give too granular a perspective of performance to give top management 

the overall appreciation of the performance that they need for making strategic and operational 

decisions. Consequently, a more refined set of assessment criteria are required to ensure the 

performance can be achieved in both short and long terms perspectives.  This is where the evaluation 

based on the 5Es criteria is applied.  These criteria represent the value that we place on the KPIs.  

Although the KPIs are real measurements and are therefore typically quantitative, the 5Es evaluations 
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can be subjective. For example, different stakeholders may hold different views about the 

“Effectiveness” criteria (is the system served doing the right thing?): some stakeholders may feel that 

the HTE should be focusing more on increasing market share, whilst others may favour allocating more 

resources to R&D.  The holistic model allows for the 5Es to be assessed and tuned in order to achieve 

a balance between these different viewpoints. 

6.3.5 Feedback 

The holistic model is refined iteratively because EPM is not about achieving a one-off optimum state 

for the HTE, but about a continuous system that will always need its performance managed. In other 

words, EPM leads to continuous improvement in HTE.  The actions indicated by the Serving System 

(EPM) are applied to the System Served (the HTE firm).  The resulting outputs, KPIs, are measured.  

The effects of the input actions are then evaluated using the 5Es.  If the EPM is not moving the 

System Served towards an improvement, then the EPM is adjusted.  These iterative adjustments are 

repeated until the problem situation is improved or resolved. 

 Service System (EPM) 

This section describes how SSM was applied to derive a holistic model of EPM as a service system. It 

shall be noted that the holistic model includes both the EPM and the HTE it serves. A description of 

EPM from the literature review was given in section 2.3.2 of this thesis.  The literature review showed 

that the EPM system gathers performance information from all activities within the company.  It then 

uses this information to inform management about areas whose performance needs to improve.  The 

EPM system may then be used to take corrective action such as changing financial and operational 

management practices, as well as changes in working practices to better inform and engage staff and 

introducing new incentives for motivating employees to achieve their goals.  EPM is generally 

implemented to improve performance across the entire enterprise, of course.  

6.4.1 EPM basic activities 

From the literature, as in section 2.3.2, the models of EPM are built around four basic activities that 

every business must perform: strategy, execution, data collection, and assessment.  EPM can support 

these four activities through the use of (information) technology, as follows. 

1. Create a strategy and plan around the company’s vision. 
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EPM provides computer modelling for predicting the outcome of any proposed strategy.  These 

should also allow managers to develop contingency plans (Oracle Corporation, 2020). 

2. Execute that plan. 

Software applications are used for allocating the resources required to implement the plan.  This 

includes, staff deployment, budgeting and project planning. 

3. Collect performance information. 

EPM applications collect data as the plan progresses.  This will include whether targets are being 

met, a running total of costs so far incurred and other project information. 

4. Assess the performance information to determine the success of the plan and alter the plan and 

strategy if necessary. 

EMP applications present information to management in easily understood formats such as 

Dashboards, charts, spreadsheets and similar tools. This allows management to adjust their 

strategic direction based on current performance. 

6.4.2 EPM Model and the Underpinning Theories 

The main activities associated with EPM are consolidated into four main attributes in the model: Vision 

& Strategy, Goals & Objectives, Execution and Evaluation. Each of these attributes are underpinned 

by the theories presented in section 3.9.  A visual representation of this is shown in Figure 6.3. 

A description of how each activity is supported by an underlying theory is listed below.  This list also 

points out where this current research has also contributed to each of the aforementioned theories 

where they touch upon matters relevant to high-tech engineering firms. 

1. Vision & Strategy 

Traditionally, companies have focused on returning financial benefits to their shareholders.  

However, for a company to achieve its maximum potential it should also consider the interests of 

a wider range of stakeholders (Freeman & Reed, 1983).  These stakeholders are the people who 

have an interest in, or get involved with, the company.   This will certainly include the company’s 

customers, suppliers, employees and shareholders but it could also encompass less obvious 

parties such as people in the local area whose environment might be affected by the company’s 

activities.  A significant amount of research now shows that companies that take account of the 
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interrelationship with their stakeholders have a sustained higher economic performance than 

their competitors (Harrison, 2020, p. 22). 

Therefore, an EPM system that is intended to return long-term value for the company should 

adopt a stakeholder perspective.  The SSM approach, with its use of Rich Picture and its ability to 

involve people in the systems analysis, is ideal for including the viewpoints of stakeholders.  The 

input of stakeholders into the company’s relevant activities should be noted and included in the 

resulting Root Definitions.  When the CATWOE analysis is applied to each Root Definition, it should 

be established whether the stakeholder is taking the role of Client, Owner or Actor.  The 

conceptual models that are eventually produced from this SSM process will include stakeholder 

perspectives and should ensure the EPM system provides the company with sustained economic 

benefit. 

2. Goals & Objectives 

Once the HTE’s strategy has been developed, it has to be executed.  This means that plans have 

to be drawn up and targets set.   

Setting effective targets can be challenging, but goal-setting can be done more efficiently by 

adopting Goal Theory.  Goal Theory provides insight into the motivation of individuals (Locke & 

Latham, 2006).  This includes both their extrinsic and intrinsic motivations 

Goals have to be chosen carefully to achieve a balance between short-term and long-term 

objectives.  For example, if staff are incentivised to achieve short-term sales targets, they may be 

tempted to cut corners or engage in unethical behaviour to meet those goals.  This could damage 

the company in the longer term.  It would also be in conflict with parts of the 5E assessment 

criteria, which explicitly include “Ethics” as one of the criteria.  Goal Theory can be enhanced by 

combining it with Control Theory.  By incorporating a feedback mechanism, performance is 

monitored and adjusted so that the outcome achieves the desired objective. 

 

3. Execution 

Once the goals have been chosen, the feedback loop is used to monitor the company’s progress 

towards those goals and to make changes if the plan is off target.  To make the changes necessary 

to reach the desired outcomes, the company needs to modify the actions of its employees.  This 

is where Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1999) can 
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play an important role in shaping the company into a Learning Organisation (Senge, 1990), which 

is able to adapt to the changes required to achieve its desired outcomes.  Social Learning Theory 

explains that individuals learn by observation through a process of Attention, Retention, 

Reproduction and Motivation (Rosenthal & Zimmerman, 1978, p. 72).  This helps with the 

implementation of the soft side of EPM, as it explains how to modify employees’ behaviour so 

that they execute the changes necessary to achieve the company’s goals and objectives.  Social 

Cognitive Theory supports the understanding of how individuals regulate their behaviour through 

control and reinforcement in order to attain goal-directed behaviour (Bandura, 1999, p. 26).  Social 

Learning and Social Cognitive theories are crucially important in the execution phase of EPM and 

are particularly involved in the Talent Management process. 

This is a side of project delivery to which this research can add new knowledge.  An important 

aspect of EPM that this research explores, for instance, is that all projects are undertaken by 

people in a social setting and so this must be taken into account when executing the plan.  Social 

Cognitive Theory can help in fostering desirable team behaviour. 

4. Evaluation 

The KPIs measured during the execution of the plan are then passed to the evaluation phase of 

the EPM.  Here they are assessed against the 5E performance criteria.  The performance measured 

against these criteria is then used to adjust and refine the company’s strategy.  The feedback 

control that is derived here is intimately connected with the goals that the company sets for itself.  

Using the mechanism of the feedback loop, the strategy of the company can be constantly 

adjusted to optimise the 5E performance criteria, which in turn should ensure that the company 

achieves those strategic goals that will be beneficial to its stakeholders in both the short and long 

term, as well as contributing to the financial and non-financial performance of the company at all 

levels.    
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Figure 6.3 EPM System associated with Underpinning Theories 
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 Deriving the EPM through SSM Analysis 

This research derived a holistic model of EPM specifically tailored for high-tech engineering 

companies.  An important contribution that this makes to the existing knowledge is, through the use 

of SSM, to produce a model that takes into account the people and culture of the organisation.  It also 

uses the 5Es of Effectiveness, Efficiency, Efficacy, Elegance and Ethics as performance indicators so 

that performance is viewed as a comprehensive concept. 

6.5.1 Root Definition of EPM as a Service System 

The SSM process requires a Root Definition that describes the relevant system under consideration.  

In this case, drawing on both the literature and the analysis from earlier chapters, we can say that the 

relevant system is the EPM and the Root Definition that represents what the EPM does is described 

as follows: 

“A system owned by the HTE firm with the purpose of continuously improving the 

performance of the entire enterprise.  The actors who will implement the transformation are 

every employee and manager in the business. The EPM system will be shaped by the defining 

vision, strategy and goals of the organisation. The EPM system is constrained by the resources 

needed to implement it including the additional computing power needed to process all the 

data that is collected.” 

In doing this, EPM aligns the performance goals of teams and individuals in order to improve 

performance across the enterprise through strategic management of budgeting, forecasting and 

planning.  EPM transforms the reporting of performance data into an integrated and holistic approach 

that is applied across the firm, taking into account matters of periodicity. Work is carried out by staff 

and managers throughout the company to collect the performance data that the EPM system requires.  

The data collected by the EPM are the key performance indicators (KPIs) for specific activities within 

the company. The measurement data and KPIs are consolidated into analytical performance data that 

provides insight into all organizational levels. EPM is therefore able to provide a comprehensive view 

of the enterprise as represented by the nine relevant systems of the HTE firm. 

1. Market Understanding and Engagement 

2. Talent management 
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3. Research & Development (R&D) 

4. Project delivery 

5. Funding/Finance 

6. Manufacturing 

7. Sales 

8. Marketing  

9. Risk Management 

If one or more of the company’s activities are not meeting their performance targets then the 

management of the company can use the EPM system to tailor the performance towards the 

company’s vision, strategy and goals. This may involve adjusting the managerial and operational 

practices related to those activities.  (As mentioned previously in section 5.2, it is important, here, to 

understand intrinsic and financial motivational factors at play in HTE firms.) 

Finally, based on analytically-derived insights, EPM should provide the feedback that leads HTE firms 

to change their strategy and operating practices as necessary in the pursuit of achieving their best 

performance in order to meet their goals and objectives. 

6.5.2 CATWOE applied to EPM Root Definition 

To ensure that the EPM Root Definition is well-formed and defensible it should satisfy the criteria of 

the CATWOE analysis. 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients The EPM system serves the high-tech engineering company to 

manage its performance across the entire enterprise.  The 

beneficiaries of the EPM are therefore the company, its managers 

and employees and also every stakeholder of the HTE firm who has 

an interest in its long-term viability. This will include the company’s 

customers, suppliers and shareholders.  

Actors The principle of EPM is that every member of the company is 

involved. Everyone, from the operator on the production line, the 

engineers and managers, up to the managing director are 

considered as actors who will take the necessary action to 

implement EPM successfully. 
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Transformation The inputs into the EPM system are the data collected from all 

levels of the company.  This data is indicative of the KPIs that the 

company is using to assess its performance. 

The 5E assessment criteria of: Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, 

Elegance and Ethics are used to align the performance measures 

and key performance indicators (KPIs) into short-term and long-

term goals of the organisation. 

The EPM system is responsible for transforming these performance 

indicators into actions that can be taken to improve the financial 

and operational practices of the company. 

Ultimately, through the monitor and control feedback process, EPM 

will enhance the strategic decision-making processes of the 

company and help it to adapt its vision, strategy and goals to 

achieve its best performance.  

World View/ Weltanschauug One key aspect of EPM is that the performance goal of each 

individual should be aligned with the mission and vision of the 

company.   EPM enlists every individual in helping the organisation 

to achieve its wider goals. 

It is therefore necessary that EPM supports the delivery of 

performance information across all organisational levels so as to 

provide an integrated view of the firm’s KPIs and whether 

performance targets are being met and how each individual's 

actions make a difference. 

The EPM should align with the culture of the company and the 

views of the people who work there.  For example, the EPM system 

must recognise that the optimal motivational factors will vary 

between individuals. 

The actions that the EPM can take to improve performance can 

include enhancing the motivation of the workforce. Extrinsic 

motivation might be improved for example by offering financial 

incentives.  Intrinsic motivation might be improved by offering such 

things as career development opportunities. 

Owners In its broadest terms, the EPM system is owned by the beneficiaries 

of the HTE firm itself.   These are the stakeholders in the company 

including the investors, employees and even customers. 
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In practice however, key ownership of the EPM process lies with the 

top-level management who devised it and the line managers who 

have to implement it. 

As EPM is dispersed throughout the entire organisation, there may 

be many managers and other different levels of employees who 

have ownership of the EPM from departments such as R&D, 

manufacturing, sales and project delivery. One of the most 

important key success factors of the EPM implementation is to 

ensure everyone involved takes on the ownership to support the 

success of the EPM implementation. 

Environmental Constraints The environmental constraints on the EPM system include the time 

and resources including funding, staff, equipment etc. that must be 

devoted to maintaining it.  An EPM system gathers a considerable 

amount of data and this information must be processed in a timely 

manner to produce actionable results.  It was this need for data 

processing capability that delayed the wider adoption of EPM until 

the advent of affordable computers.  Therefore, an EPM system is 

also constrained by the need to have employees with the requisite 

computing skills, and most importantly dedicated time, to furnish 

the information required for a successful EPM implementation. 

However, once EPM is implemented – and, ideally, technology-

enabled – individuals in the organisation should have more time to 

dedicate to their core duties because the collection and analysis of 

the performance data is now automated rather than processed 

manually.  

The EPM provides a service to the ‘System Served’, which is the HTE 

firm.  A SSM analysis of the HTE identified nine relevant systems 

that characterised an HTE firm.  These systems, for example, 

include market engagement, talent management and R&D as listed 

in the root definition.  The EPM should monitor each of these nine 

systems and provide insightful information and feedback where 

necessary to improve their performance.    
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6.5.3 Conceptual model 

The Root Definition of the EPM was expressed as the conceptual model shown in Figure 6.4.  This 

model shows a visual representation of the relevant activities within the concept of EPM as it is applied 

to high-tech engineering companies.  The model shows how each activity is interconnected with the 

others and the order in which each activity executes.
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Figure 6.4 Conceptual Model - A Holistic Model of EPM as Service System in HTE 
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6.5.4 EPM Holistic Model - Strategic vs Operational level 

The EPM literature (Dresner, 2008; Dimon, 2013) are generally agreed that the purpose of EPM is to 

align business strategy with business operations.  However, they do not present detailed models that 

show how the EPM control functions coordinate with the business processes whose performance is 

being monitored.   

The current research adds to knowledge here by developing a detailed holistic model of both the EPM 

control and monitoring processes, as well as the key systems that characterise HTE itself.  That is, it 

includes both the serving system as well as the system being served. 

At the higher level, EPM is initiated by managers and senior executives to develop a strategy for the 

business.  This is presented in Figure 6.5. This figure makes clear that the process of managing business 

performance requires a strategy.  Determining the strategy involves the four activities of the EPM 

process: creating the company’s vision, setting goals to achieve that vision, executing the plan and 

evaluating the performance results. 

However, Figure 6.5, also makes clear that below the strategic level there is an operational level that 

describes what is involved in keeping the business running.  This research has identified the nine 

operational activities that are necessary for HTE firms, and these are also shown in Figure 6.5.  

It is helpful to view the holistic model as the integration of a Service System with a System Served.  

This also helps to impose a structure on the model that makes it easier to understand the inter-

relationships between the individual components. The following section will describe the System 

Served.  This will allow us to better understand the side of the holistic model that is being served by 

the EPM system.  It will also help to distinguish the strategic and operational levels within the model.  

The operational level is involved in running the business on a daily basis, whereas the strategic level 

is concerned with the management of the business in the longer term, hence the holistic view across 

the enterprise is necessary.  The model will show how these two levels co-exist and interact with each 

other. 
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Figure 6.5 Manage the business (Strategy) vs Running the business (Execute/Operation) 

6.5.5 EPM Monitor and Control 

The EPM has its own measures of performance (KPIs) and evaluation (5Es) as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

The same 5Es performance criteria are used for the EPM as were applied earlier to the nine conceptual 

models of section 5.4. 

Table 6-1 shows how the performance of the EPM system was evaluated against the five criteria of: 

Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Elegance and Ethics as described in section 3.10.1.5. 

1. Efficacy: Does the EPM system allow management to make the right strategic decisions to achieve 

the company’s immediate targets? For example, does the EPM provide information on sales 

performance that might lead management to make the strategic decision to focus on the right 

product? 

2. Efficiency:  Are the benefits of EPM greater than the resources it consumes?  For example, is the 

EPM providing a positive return on investment? 
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3. Effectiveness:  Does the EPM help the company to reach its wider goals?  For example, does the 

greater insight into the workings of the organization provided by EPM help the company fulfil its 

mission statement. 

4. Elegance: Does EMP help the organization to run more harmoniously?  For example, does it help 

to align all activities so that they serve a common purpose? 

5. Ethics: Is EPM helping the company to maintain its ethical standards. For example, does it help to 

ensure that all employees are treated fairly or that the organisation is meeting its environmental 

obligations? 

It should be noted that the EPM system is not just concerned with the performance of each conceptual 

model individually.  It will also use the aggregate of their performance criteria to assess – and manage 

- the overall performance of the entire enterprise.  This allows the HTE management to align the 

performance of all individual activities in order to maximize the performance of the organization as a 

whole. 

As described in sections 3.12 and 5.1, the final group discussion was held with the aim of validating 

the holistic model of EPM.  This final discussion involved the researcher, her two supervisors, and the 

Managing Director of an HTE who used to be the MD of Meta and who had held senior roles in several 

HTE firms over thirty years. 

Using the feedback from this final group discussion the researcher devised KPIs and 5E criteria that 

were aligned with the conceptual model of EPM. Once this was done, the MD was asked to give a final 

review of the proposed KPIs and 5E criteria for EPM. The MD kindly provided the feedback and the 

researcher then finalised and updated the 5E performance criteria and KPIs of EPM based on his 

feedback as in Table 6-1. 

The MD made the following observations: 

• When considering the Effectiveness of an EPM system (whether it is working), a useful measure 

to use is “Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization” (EBITDA).  This is a 

better measure of a company’s operating profitability compared with, say, net income. He stated 

(via email): 
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“In terms of measuring effectiveness, EBITDA still seems to be one of the most widely used 

measures.  Perhaps worth adding that (to the model).” 

The MD also shared further experience that a lot of HTEs use EBITDA for evaluating the value of 

a business when considering acquisition deals.  The worth of the business is often expressed as 

some multiple of its EBITDA. 

The CEO offered the example of a recent conversation that he had with his son (who successfully 

sold his own innovative EdTech business for several million pounds).  In the conversation, the 

CEO’s son was discussing a different company that had recently been sold.  He said: 

“For example, my son was telling me about some other company that had been sold, but 

said that the EBITDA multiplier was low, so it was a bad deal for the shareholders.” 

 

• The MD personally liked the inclusion of Ethics as one of the 5Es.  However, he did acknowledge 

that it was often difficult to describe. He also shared his view that financial measures alone are 

not sufficient to reflect the overall performance of HTE firms. In this aspect the researcher believes 

that the 5Es criteria would help to provide a wider view of measuring and assessing the 

performance of HTE. The MD stated: 

 

“Concentrating only on those financial measures can be to the long-term detriment of the 

company.  Maybe you could think to add something [in the model] to capture this aspect of 

performance.” 

 

• In conclusion, the CEO expressed his option that the researcher’s holistic model of EPM was a 

good model that would be valuable for the business.  He stated: 

“I think your model is a good one and gives a valuable overall view of the business.” 
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5E Efficacy Efficiency Effectiveness Elegance Ethics 
5

E 
D

es
cr

ip
ti

o
n

 

Does it work?  

Does the transformation - 

converting X to Y happen? 

Is it performing the 

transformation process with 

minimum use of resources 

given the outputs? 

Is it doing the right thing in 

terms of helping the 

organization to reach its 

wider goals?  

Was the action, or 

transformative process, 

achieved in a way that was 

aesthetically pleasing? Did it 

provide the desired 

experience? 

Was the action compatible 

with the ethical standards 

of the organisation's 

Weltanschauug or world-

view? Did it meet the 

wider standards expected 

of the firm? 

5
E 

C
ri

te
ri

a 

Is performance data collected 

covering all relevant systems of 

the enterprise? 

 

Is the company able to take 

corrective actions to improve the 

performance of the entire 

enterprise, addressing both 

financial and non-financial 

aspects? 

 

 

Are the resources, in terms of 

time and funding, used to 

create and maintain the EPM 

system appropriate for the 

benefits received?   

 

Does EPM improve the 

financial and non-financial 

performance of the entire 

enterprise? 

 

Has the firm achieved the 

goals that it set for itself, 

such as growing revenue, 

profits or market share in 

both the short and long 

term? 

 

Has the firm improved 

collaboration and 

communication between all 

stakeholders and has this in 

turn created more value for the 

firm as a whole, rather than to 

just individual departments?  

 

Is there a line of sight between 

operational and strategic 

measurements and outcomes?  

Does the data reported by 

the EPM represent an 

accurate and trustworthy 

picture of the firm’s 

performance?   

Is the performance data 

collected and used in a 

way that is fair to 

individuals and groups 

within the enterprise? 
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Is the company 

environmentally 

responsible? 

M
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Revenues, profits 

Growth rate 

 

Return on Investment spent 

on the EPM system hardware 

or /software.  Do the benefits 

of EPM in terms of improved 

performance and efficiency 

outweigh its costs? 

A reduction in the number of 

days spent per month on 

manual reporting and data 

consolidation and analysis. 

 

Market share 

 

ROA (Return on Asset) 

 

ROE (Return on Equity) 

 

Customer retention rate 

 

EBITDA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employees’ effectiveness for 

communication and 

collaboration 

 

Employees’ satisfaction 

 

Customer’s satisfaction 

 

Company credit rating and 

credit score associated 

with improved auditor 

reporting accuracy. 

Note:  A credit rating (or 

score) is a measure of a 

company or corporation's 

ability to meet its financial 

commitments based on its 

previous dealings. It can 

also be viewed as a 

measure of a company's 

credit worthiness when 

issuing bonds (Cranfield 

University, 2021). 
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Table 6-1 5E criteria and measure of performance used to assess the performance of EPM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

What is the company’s 

carbon footprint? 

How much of the 

company’s products are 

made of recycled 

materials? 
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 System Served (HTE firms) 

This section describes how the techniques of SSM were applied to the analysis and understanding of 

the nine subsystems that are necessary for performance management in high-tech engineering 

companies. 

6.6.1 Holistic Model of a High-tech Engineering Company (System Served) 

The holistic view of HTE firms as a System Served includes the nine conceptual models and enables 

HTE practitioners to better understand the interaction between these nine models. This consolidation 

guides practitioners in their performance management practices by providing a comprehensive view 

that would be overlooked if the nine conceptual models were considered individually.  

A holistic model attempts to capture the behaviour of the system as a whole.  Crucially it does not 

assume that the system can be understood by analysing its component parts in isolation.  The holistic 

view of model construction is characterized by the belief that the parts of the system are intimately 

interconnected and explicable only by reference to the whole.  Thus, the synthesis of the model 

focuses on the relations between the elements and its behaviour depends on how those elements are 

arranged and put together. The holistic perception is referred to in Systems Thinking as the process of 

synthesis, which focuses on the relations between the elements rather than their individual parts 

(Checkland, 1981; Senge, 1990; Chapman, 2004). 

6.6.2 Root Definition of an HTE firm as a System Served 

The HTE firm can be represented as a System Served, where the interconnection of the individual nine 

conceptual models leads to the synthesis of a single comprehensive model. The individual conceptual 

models or subsystems are intimately interconnected as parts of the HTE firm and each individual 

model highlights a distinct area where performance management activity is required.  Based on this 

notion, the consolidation of the nine conceptual models into the integrated view of HTE firms as a 

System Served is founded on the Root Definition of EPM, outlined below: 

“A system owned by a HTE firm, for the benefit of the shareholders, to transform customer 

requirements and market opportunities into successful product development and project delivery 

through the effective implementation and management of the following nine subsystems: 

1. Market understanding and engagement 
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2. Funding/Finance 

3. Talent management 

4. Research and Development (R&D) 

5. Manufacturing 

6. Project Delivery 

7. Marketing 

8. Sales 

9. Risk management” 

In the System Served, work is carried out by stakeholders such as employees, investors and suppliers 

with an aim to improve the performance of individual subsystems and the HTE overall. HTE firms are 

provided with analytics and insights by EPM as a Service System that supports HTE firms in aligning 

their performance goals across the organization – towards a common vision and set of shared values. 

By assessing the performance through the monitor and control feedback loop process, the 

performance will be enhanced and, thereby, the contribution and outcomes of each subsystem.  

An HTE firm’s performance management associated with the nine subsystems is subject to constraints, 

including timescales, funds availability, access to potential customers and legal and regulatory 

requirements.  Most importantly, the assessment of performance success is carried out using the 5Es 

criteria, in order to achieve desired outcomes that improve the problem situation described by the 

conceptual model.   

The Root Definition of an HTE firm and its supporting CATWOE analysis is elaborated in Table 6-2  

below.  

Table 6-2 CATWOE Analysis of the System Served by EPM 

CATWOE Category Members of CATWOE Category 

Clients Enterprise owners, investors, grant funders, customers and 

employees are all beneficiaries of the HTE firms’ performance 

management associated with the nine conceptual models. 

Actors Company directors, project managers, HR; engineers, 

manufacturing design team; marketing & sales staff. 

Transformation At its heart, HTE firms transform innovative technology from ideas 

and proposals into actual products and services that the market and 
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customers require. The transformation requires both funding and a 

talented team. These are a key part of executing the R&D 

programme and projects from proof-of-concept prototypes to 

products that can enter the manufacturing process.  The firms then 

require marketing and sales to transform the HTE products into 

commercially successful brands. Throughout these processes Risk 

Management is used to transform uncertainties that may threaten 

the company, into clearly identified risks whose probability and 

likely severity are known.    

In summary, the transformation process of the system served is 

carried out at the aggregate level of the following nine systems, 

each of which has its own set of transformations and associated 

monitoring and control processes.  

1. Market Understanding and Engagement 
2. Talent management 
3. Research & Development (R&D) 
4. Project delivery 
5. Funding/Finance 
6. Manufacturing 
7. Sales 
8. Marketing  
9. Risk Management 

World View/ Weltanschauug The environment in which HTE companies operate is one rooted in 

continuous development and innovation characterised by rapidly 

changing technology. This is a highly competitive environment, 

where companies usually focus on innovative technology and R&D 

to stay ahead of their rivals. Consequently, the firms, by default, 

operate in a highly uncertain financial and operational business 

setting. Agility is often required in every management process, 

which sometimes leads HTE firms to bypass formal performance 

practice in order to move quickly. 

Owners Firm’s owners, investors and senior-level management team. 

Environmental Constraints Constraints include expertise and skills in understanding 

technology and the market, access to potential customers and 

partners, available funds, competition for investment and skill, 

timescales and budget availability, legal and regulatory 

commitments and uncertainties in a fast-moving environment. 
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6.6.3 Conceptual Model of the System Served 

It was pointed out by Checkland (1995) that, in SSM, the model is considered to represent an aspect 

of the real world, not be reflective ‘of’ the world. This means that a model is not verifiable in 

ontological terms.  That is because the model represents a concept of some aspect of reality rather 

than reality itself, it cannot be verified as correct using direct observations because it does not predict 

any concrete outcomes.  Instead SSM seeks to create models that are defensible.  In the context of 

SSM, defensible means that the model is well constructed in that it fulfils the criteria of the Formal 

System Model (FSM) (Wilson, 2001, p. 18). 

 

Figure 6.6 Verifying the Conceptual Model against a Formal System Model 

The Formal System Model is not intended to represent the actual system.  Instead, it contains a set of 

managed components that should be present in the conceptual model if it is to be considered valid 

(Checkland, 1981, p. 173); it acts as a template against which the actual conceptual model can be 

compared, such that all the necessary components are present. 

Based on the Root Definition and CATWOE analysis outlined above – and to arrive at an aggregate 

model with a manageable set of activities – the nine conceptual models can be consolidated through 

Root Definition 

Defines what the system is. 

The purpose of 

C.A.T.W.O.E. is to ensure 

that the Root Definition is 

well formulated 

Formal Systems Model 

• Connectivity 

• Purpose 

• Measures of Performance 

• Decision-taking Process (Control) 

• Boundary 

• Resources 

• Hierarchy 

The C.M. is a model of the 

Root Definition, not the 

real world. 

This defines what the 

system does. 
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a close examination of the individual activities that characterise each conceptual model. The 

integrated nine subsystems demonstrate the interrelation of the activities from each subsystem, 

whilst retaining the identities of each model (see Figure 6.7).  (In addition, Figure 6.8 provides a Rich 

Picture visual representation of the interconnection of the nine subsystems.) As Figure 6.7 shows, the 

first four activities (in light-orange colour) are defined as the “Market Understanding and 

Engagement” conceptual model.   The next three (light-green) activities represent the “Funding” 

conceptual model.  

While each of the nine subsystems has its own measures of performance, there are also measures 

that apply to the integrated system as a whole, which reflect the need to monitor and control the 

overall emergent properties of the ‘system served’.  Each of the nine conceptual models of Figure 6.7 

has its own colour, the key to which is given in Table 6-3. 

Market Understanding and Engagement  

Funding  

Talent Management  

R&D  

Manufacturing  

Marketing & PR  

Sales  

Project Delivery  

Risk Management  

Table 6-3 Colour representation of each conceptual model.
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Figure 6.7 Conceptual Model - A Holistic Model of the integration of nine conceptual models relevant to performance management in HTE firms 
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Figure 6.8 Visual representation of subsystems - A Holistic Model of EPM in HTE (the integration of nine subsystems in HTE firms)
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The monitor and control activities of the holistic model assess the performance of the nine conceptual 

models using the 5E criteria of Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Elegance and Ethics. 

Additionally, ‘Control Action’ shown in Figure 6.1, as described by Wilson (2001, p. 16), relates to the 

execution of feedback in the form of actions that minimise the discrepancy between the achieved 

performance and the desired performance of the organisation. Within the holistic model, the activities 

relating to finance and risk management correspond to Control Action, as they regulate and control 

all activities of HTE firms and therefore play a central role in monitoring and control of the holistic 

model.  

It is clear from Figure 6.7 that in existing as part of an aggregate (enterprise-level) model at the highest 

hierarchical level, the nine subsystems from the holistic model are interlinked in various ways.  

As such, each of them can have a significant influence on the others at any given stage. Many of the 

conceptual models overlap and oftentimes the outcomes of one are shared with others.  

An example of this can be seen in the conceptual model of R&D from which two consolidated activities 

are shown in the holistic model. The first and third activities, ‘Recognise a requirement/see market 

opportunity’ and ‘Understand changes in market demand – Create a new requirement’ evidently 

overlap with the activities undertaken in Market Understanding and Engagement, whilst the fourth 

activity, ‘Identify the firm’s strength and weakness compared to their competitors in terms of technical 

ability and price’, interrelates with Market Understanding and Engagement as well as Risk 

Management. The fifth activity, ‘Identify the resource and funding required to delivery R&D projects’, 

relates to the conceptual models of both Talent Management and Funding.  

This interdependence between activities was evident across all nine conceptual models. Further 

examples include a strong relationship between the activities in Sales and Marketing. Participants 

involved in interviews revealed that they often effectively integrate the two conceptual models due 

to the similarity and overlap of their activities. Furthermore, to emphasize the relationships between 

each conceptual model, a delay or failure in project delivery will ultimately impact finance and other 

resources, such as employees, which will eventually make an impact on other subsystems – for 

example, R&D and Manufacturing. As Wilson (2001, pp. 144-145) reminds us, each subsystem consists 

of a collection of interconnected activities that perform together to achieve a particular defined 

purpose of a specific task.   
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As shown in Figure 6.2, a Holistic Model comprises the nine conceptual models relevant to 

performance management in HTE firms. In order to consolidate the nine conceptual models into an 

integrated model as shown in Figure 6.7, some have been simplified with only an outline of their 

purpose shown, these are denoted as subsystems to indicate that they have an inner structure. These 

subsystems possess specific attributes and perform their own distinct transformations. It is noted that 

these five subsystems were extracted from the full set of human activities defined by the nine 

conceptual models (numbered 5A, 5B, 11A, 11B and 20). The structure of these five subsystems with 

all their internal activities are described in Appendix P. 
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 Discussion  

The research has created a holistic model of EPM in a high-tech engineering company.  A top-level 

view of this holistic model is shown in Figure 6.2.  However, this figure hides the underlying layers of 

complexity that make up the model.  Each layer has to be unpacked as we descend deeper into the 

model.  Beneath the System Served are the nine conceptual models of the HTE.   

Figure 6.7 shows how the 9 conceptual models - detailed in section 5 - combine to construct this 

holistic model. 

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.8 show a conceptual model and visual representation of an EPM Service System 

that utilises the KPIs and 5E evaluation.  

The Measurement KPIs represent the large number of key performance measures that will be used to 

indicate the performance of the HTEs activities.  The ‘Evaluation 5E’ module represents the mapping 

of the KPIs onto the relevant 5E criteria of the SSM analysis originally used to derive the model.   

As mentioned previously in section 6.2.7, the 5E evaluation criteria are also applied to the EPM system 

itself as well as to the HTE so that the performance of the EPM system is also monitored to check that 

it is working correctly. 

Finally, the Feedback module shows where action is taken, based on the information provided by the 

EPM system, to improve the performance of the HTE.  Which action is appropriate for any given 

activity is indicated by the relevant conceptual model. 

The result of combining all these components together is a model that presents a well-defined process 

that managers in HTE firms can follow when implementing EPM in their own companies. 

This section describes how the holistic model developed in this research relates to and extends the 

existing literature of PM and EPM. The section discusses and presents demonstrations of where the 

proposed holistic model of EPM generates new insights.  It is worth restating that the difference 

between PM and EPM, as described in section 2.3, is that EPM refers to the holistic application of PM 

with the aim of improving the whole business capability through the monitoring and control of 

performance across the entire enterprise. EPM aims at closing the gap between the company’s high-

level strategy and the day-to-day operation (Dresner, 2008; Cokins, 2009; Gartner, 2014). 

In order to appreciate where this research adds new knowledge, it is first necessary to understand the 

existing PM and EPM in HTE firms and how it arrived at its current state.  The discussion will look at 
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the first attempts that researchers made in developing a holistic model of PM.  These early attempts 

are contrasted with the current model to investigate how an understanding of the subject has 

progressed over the subsequent years. 

Finally, the discussion will examine the latest EPM models and compare and contrast them with the 

model created in this research.  It will be shown that, while existing models are able to capture the 

performance of a company at the strategic level, the holistic model developed here can model both 

strategic and operational performance. This allows the model to be used both for the long-term 

performance management of the HTE firm and also for its daily operations. 

6.7.1 Comparison with Historical Performance Management Frameworks  

The holistic model incorporates features from many of the historical performance frameworks that 

were described in the literature review of Chapter 2.  The holistic model uses financial measures like 

the earliest frameworks, such as the DuPont model.  But, similar to later frameworks, such as the 

Balanced Scorecard, it also considers non-financial measurements.  Because the holistic model is built 

using the precepts of SSM, it inherently involves the viewpoints of a diverse range of stakeholders.  

This is in keeping with stakeholder theory that was also incorporated into the earlier Performance 

Prism model, (Neely & Crowe, 2001).  Like the total quality frameworks of the 1990s such as EFQM 

(1992), the holistic model, via the EPM, seeks to improve the performance of every aspect of the 

organisation. Furthermore, the holistic model is dynamic.   It takes ideas from Cybernetics to include 

a circular feedback loop that enables the model to adapt and learn.  This allows the model to adapt to 

turbulent business conditions, much like the latest PM4TE model proposed by Barrows & Neely, 

(2012). 

The trajectory of this evolution of performance management is therefore towards an ever more 

inclusive view of the role of performance management that encompasses the whole enterprise. 

6.7.2 Strategic and Operational Performance Management 

One common attribute that unites all these existing frameworks is that they do not make a distinction 

between strategic and operational activities.  Instead, each framework is suited entirely to one type 

of activity or the other.  For example, consider the categorization of the frameworks shown in Figure 

6.9 as described in detail in section 2.5.1.1.1. We can see from this figure that frameworks such as 

EFQM and the Performance Prism are higher-level, more conceptual, performance frameworks.  They 
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set a broad, overarching and high-level structure for the whole organisation’s performance 

management.  Other frameworks, such as the DuPont model, are more suited to managing the 

operational performance of the business.  Indeed, methods such as Operations Research, as the name 

might suggest, are normally targeted primarily at improving operational performance. 

 

Figure 6.9 Performance Management Framework Connections 

The holistic model developed in this research is different in that it combines both strategic and 

operational performance management into the same framework.   

The holistic model is divided into two distinct subsystems: the system served and the service system.  

The system served is the HTE company itself.  This is represented in the holistic model by the nine 

conceptual models.  Each conceptual model represents a relevant performance activity.  These 

relevant activities were identified and validated during interviews and focus groups held with experts 

and practitioners in HTE.  The outcome from these discussions were the nine conceptual models, as 

described in section 4.4.7 and Rich Pictures as in section 5.4.  

These conceptual models were derived from the Root Definitions that themselves were verified as 

being defensible through the use of CATWOE analysis. Each conceptual model was validated by 

subject-matter experts in HTE via eight group discussions, to gain insights from real-world 

performance management practice in HTE. These discussions therefore deepened understanding and 
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expression of the problem situation, and eventually led to a set of models that participants agreed 

were robust and relevant to the inquiry at hand.  

At the start of this inquiry, Rich Pictures were used to capture each problem situation that the 

corresponding performance management activity was trying to resolve.  For example, Funding and 

Finance was identified by the HTE experts as an activity whose performance was relevant to the 

company and therefore should be managed.  The problem situation of managing the performance of 

Funding and Finance within an HTE was debated in interviews and group discussions.  The resulting 

Rich Picture is shown in Figure 5.16. The Rich Picture was then processed using the standard SSM 

analysis of first identifying Root Definitions, using CATWOE to confirm that each Root Definition was 

defensible, and finally mapping each Root Definition into a Conceptual Model.  In the case of Funding 

and Finance the resulting conceptual model is displayed in Figure 4.16. 

The System Served consists of the collection of all these nine conceptual models and is shown in Figure 

6.7.  These models represent the operational activities of the company.  That is, they represent the 

activities involved in running the company. 

The holistic model also includes an EPM system, which acts as the Service System.  The main objective 

of an EPM system is to align the company’s strategy with the observable outcomes.  If the company is 

not achieving its goals, then either the strategy, or the execution of that strategy, has to change.  An 

EPM system provides a company with the means to do this. 

The EPM system included in the holistic model was also created using the SSM process.  Interviews 

and group discussions with HTE professionals were used to find out their views of what an enterprise-

wide performance management system would involve.  The result of this consultation was a new Rich 

Picture, Figure 6.8, that represents the problem situation of managing performance across the entire 

enterprise in order to align strategy with outcomes. 

Following the SSM process, the Rich Picture was used to identify the relevant systems of EPM.  Each 

relevant system was cast into the form of a Root Definition that was then verified using the CATWOE 

analysis.  The EPM Root Definition was expressed as the Conceptual Model of Figure 6.4.  This is the 

conceptual model that is included in the final holistic model. 
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The feedback from the HTE (System Served) to the EPM (Service System) is formed by the KPI 

measurements mediated through the 5E performance criteria.  Each of the nine conceptual models 

has its own combination of KPIs, though some KPIs may be shared between different models.  For 

example, the Project Delivery and Sales’ conceptual models both share “Customer Satisfaction” as a 

KPI. 

The choice of which KPIs to prioritise in the holistic model was determined through a series of 

questionnaires that were completed by HTE practitioners.   

The Rich Pictures of each conceptual model are shown in section 5.4. For example, Figure 5.19 

represents ‘Market Understanding and Engagement’.  These conceptual models give a general 

presentation of the challenges associated with each performance activity and the processes used to 

effectively manage the associated Problem Situation. Each Rich Picture also shows the highest rated 

KPIs chosen by the 80 study participants in their questionnaires.  For example, the Rich Picture of 

‘Market Understanding and Engagement’, Figure 5.20, shows the five most relevant KPIs and their 

percentage of the total score taken from the questionnaires.   

Alongside the System Served in the holistic model, we have the EPM system. As explained, this exists 

at the top (enterprise) level of the HTE system.  The EPM is a Service System for the HTE. By combining 

the System Served with the Service System, the holistic model is able to cover performance 

management both at the strategic and the operational level simultaneously. That is, it helps executives 

at HTE firms to not only run the business (operational performance) but to also manage the business 

(strategic performance). Frameworks have been developed in the past that aim to help companies link 

performance management with business strategy.  For example, the Strategy Map was developed by 

Kaplan & Norton (2000)  as an addition to their Balanced Scorecard. The Strategy Map is a graphical 

tool that depicts the cause-and-effect relationship between strategic objects and is intended to 

illustrate how the company can grow value.  Other frameworks, such as Strategic Lean Management 

(Cortes, et al., 2016) attempt to go further and use key performance measures to align the company’s 

operational performance and its strategic development. In comparison with these frameworks, the 

holistic model developed in this thesis is also intended to help organizations to manage their 

performance so as to better match their strategic objectives. However, this research is distinctive in 

its use of SSM to both identify the activities whose performance is to be measured and also because 
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the KPIs are not used directly but are mediated through the 5E criteria of SSM to provide a wider view 

of the organisation’s performance.   

6.7.3 Discussion towards a Holistic Model of Performance Management  

This section compares the proposed holistic model of EPM in relation to previous literature in which 

PM models were developed that were, in some respects, ‘holistic’.   

As mentioned in section 2.8 of the literature review, there have been several attempts in the past to 

extend the concept of business performance management beyond specific activities and to 

encompass the whole organisation.   

One of the first attempts at deriving a holistic model of performance management was the 

Congruence Model of Nadler and Tushman (1980) as described in section 2.8.1.   

Superficially, the Congruence Model bears some resemblance to the one developed in this study, but 

there are significant differences.   

Firstly, the Congruence Model is intended for organisational transformation and therefore 

concentrates on adjusting the strategy of the organisation.  The holistic model of this study does that 

too, but it also includes an inner component that represents the nine conceptual models.  This allows 

the holistic model to optimise operational activities as well as strategic ones. 

Secondly, the derivation of the Congruence Model is not based on any underlying theories.  Instead, 

it was devised from its author’s own experience and insights.  The holistic model presented in this 

study is different.  The key features of the model can be traced back to one of five theoretical 

foundations: Control Theory, Goal Theory, Stakeholder Theory, Social Cognitive and Learning Theory.  

Adherence to these theories has shaped and guided the structure of the final EPM holistic model.  

Relating the model back to these five theoretical foundations allows the model to present a better 

understanding of how human behaviour can be shaped and understood. Also, a rigorous SSM process 

was applied to the development of the relevant conceptual models and performance criteria. 

Thirdly, the congruence model is only concerned with the internal systems of the business.  It takes 

no account of the wider stakeholder community. 
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A much later model was developed by Andersen et al. (2006) and is described in section 2.8.2.  This 

was intended to be a holistic model of performance management that could be applied to any 

business. 

This model contains the elements of representing stakeholders and strategic planning.  These are 

elements that also appear in the holistic model developed in this current research.  But whereas the 

model of Andersen et al. (2006) is generic, the one developed in this thesis is tailored for high-tech 

engineering companies.   

Again, Andersen et al.’s model also has no sound theoretical foundation.  For example, although they 

identified stakeholders as being important, there was no reference made to Stakeholder Theory to 

support its inclusion.  The model developed in this research, however, does have sound theoretical 

roots.     

Finally, the most recent example of what could be called a holistic model of performance management 

was the one developed by Schleicher et al. (2018), which was discussed in section 2.8.3. 

The model of Schleicher differs from the holistic model developed in this research in several ways.  

Firstly the model of Schleicher et al. is based on a literature review.  The model that they derived is 

informed by what they found in the published research, but the final form of the model was the result 

of their own insights and preferences.  By contrast, the holistic model presented here was built using 

data collected from people directly involved in the system being modelled.  Secondly, Schleicher et al. 

describe their model as representing a “taxonomy” of the current state of research in performance 

management.  They intend that it should provide a general framework to guide further research.  The 

holistic model in this thesis is specifically concerned with HTE firms and its primary intention is to 

provide a practical tool to help managers in such firms successfully implement an EPM system. 

6.7.4 Discussion towards Enterprise Performance Management 

Several authors have written on the subject of Enterprise Performance Management, section 2.2.2 

and have attempted to define what a model of EPM should look like.  Three recent examples are 

shown in Figure 6.10.  Although all the models are slightly different, they do share important common 

features. 
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Firstly, all the authors agree that the ultimate purpose of EPM is to align the company’s strategy with 

its actions.  That is, the company should be doing things that support its strategy. 

Secondly, the way that this alignment of actions to strategy is achieved is by a cyclical feedback loop.  

The process actually begins outside of the feedback loop with the company first deciding what its 

mission should be; that is, what the company is for.  Deciding what this should be is outside the scope 

of the model but it does influence what the strategy will be.  For example, the mission statement of 

Meta was “Welding with Vision”.  This statement accurately defined Meta’s business strategy which 

was to introduce machine vision into all suitable welding applications.  Once a company has settled 

on a mission, the EPM process can begin. 

The process starts with the management of the company devising a strategy in accordance with its 

Vision, Mission and Values.  Once the strategy is in place, then goals have to be defined that will move 

the company towards its desired vision.  Plans have to be drawn up by which those goals can be 

reached.  Those plans are then executed.  The company monitors the progress of its plans, possibly 

using key performance indicators (KPIs).  The performance of the company in meeting its goals is 

analysed.  The results of this analysis are presented to the management who must then decide if the 

strategy needs to be changed. 

This cycle repeats indefinitely, achieving improvement with each iteration.  The cyclical nature of all 

the EPM models is very apparent in Figure 6.10.   

 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 6.10 Recent examples of EPM models proposed by management experts. (a) (Dresner, 2008, p. 15) (b) 

(Turban, et al., 2014, p. 197) (c) (Dimon, 2013, p. 29) 

The holistic model for EPM developed in this research is shown in Figure 6.11.  In some respects, this 

model resembles those proposed by previous researchers.  One immediately noticeable similarity is 

the cyclic feedback loop that determines the structure of the model.  This is the nature of EPM 

systems, which are constantly trying to improve the performance of the company iteratively. 

 

Figure 6.11 The holistic model of EPM for HTE companies. 

 

There are, however, significant differences between the new holistic model and those preceding it.   

Previous authors have written that the aim of EPM is to improve the performance of the businesses 

by closing the gap between the company’s high-level strategy and its actions, that is its day-to-day 

operations.  However, the existing models represent only the EPM system on its own, they do not 

attempt to model the actual business itself.  That is, the models present the EPM system that is serving 

the business, but not the company itself (the system served). 

By contrast, the holistic model developed here integrates both the Service System (EPM) and the 

System Served (the HTE itself).  The model makes it clear that the EPM is the Service System that is 

serving the HTE firm (System Served). The System Served consists of nine conceptual models, one for 

each of the key subsystems whose performance, measurement and management were found to be 

essential for every HTE company.    
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As explained in section 6.4, these systems and their relevant performance measures were identified 

using empirical data gathered from interviews and group discussions conducted as part of the two 

contemporary case studies held at the companies Meta and OVST.  The data was taken not just from 

the stakeholders at Meta and OVST but also collected from experienced practitioners from other HTE 

firms, external to Meta and OVST.  The extensive experience of these outside experts greatly enriched 

the empirical data that was gathered during the case studies. 

The nine subsystems were derived from empirical data analysed from practitioners in HTE firms via 

SSM cycles, including expressing the problem situation, identifying relevant systems, and exploring 

and modelling the subsystems necessary for EPM in HTE firms. Through these SSM cycles, the 

researcher gained a deep understanding of the nine subsystems that act at the operational level of 

the EPM framework. These describe the perspective of ‘Manage the business (Strategy) – Service 

System vs Running the business (Execute) – System Served’ in section 6.5.4, Figure 6.5. 

The nine Conceptual Models that were the eventual outcome of this process were included in the 

holistic model as the System Served. By integrating both the Service System and the System Served, 

the holistic model can not only explain how the business should be run, but also how it should be 

managed.   

Running a business involves going through its daily tasks such as buying supplies, selling products and 

paying employees.  Only short-term decisions have to be made here, the framework in which the firm 

operates having already been established, with no thought needing to be given to the future of the 

company. 

Managing a business on the other hand requires the putting aside of the day-to-day concerns to focus 

instead on the growth and development of the company as a whole.  This may mean changing the 

framework or strategy within which the running of the business operates. 

The distinction between these two modes of management is made clear in Figure 6.5.  This figure 

shows that the nine Conceptual Models describe the routine running of the business.  This is the 

System Served.  The Conceptual Models feedback to, and are in turn controlled by the Service System.  

This is the EPM and this is the part of the holistic model that is involved in the managing of the HTE 

company.  
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By including both the EPM and the HTE itself – that is, the Serving System and the System Served – 

the holistic model is able to describe both the day-to-day activities of the company and also at the 

same time the strategic decisions that will guide the future direction of the business.  The model, 

therefore, represents a complete framework of performance management for the whole HTE at every 

level. 

The three existing example EPM models present the process of strategy alignment without considering 

the system served.  They include a subsystem for executing the company’s plans but do not include 

those stakeholders who will be tasked with carrying out those plans.  The case studies, both 

contemporary and historical, have shown that HTE firms are particularly dependent on their people 

to generate new ideas through research and development that provide the company’s profits and 

long-term success.  Therefore, by omitting the human factor, the existing EPM models are not well 

suited to HTE firms. 

The model in this research, by contrast, takes all the stakeholders into consideration from the very 

start.  This is one of the benefits of the SSM methodology: it makes it possible to model systems with 

a degree of uncertainty, such as those that involve people.  The holistic model also contains an explicit 

conceptual model of Talent Management.  The structure of this Talent Management model was found 

through discussions with representatives from various HTE firms and is expressed through the medium 

of Rich Pictures.  The KPIs by which the performance of the Talent Management performance activity 

is measured are those identified by the HTE participants in their questionnaire answers as the most 

important motivational factors.  By including a model of Talent Management as part of its System 

Served the holistic model can manage the performance of the people involved in HTE firm.   

The models of EPM presented in Figure 6.10 were produced by experts in the field of business 

management. These were people who had many years of practical experience working as 

management consultants for many clients.  The EPM models that they produced were a reflection of 

the things that they had learned in their careers and which they had seen work in practice and as such 

present relevant perspectives.  However, these models were not guided by any underlying theory, so, 

there is a question over how robust and defensible these EPM models are. By contrast, the holistic 

model in the current thesis does rest on well-established theories.  As Figure 6.3 shows, each stage of 

the holistic model is supported by an accompanying theory. The individual activities numbered in 

Figure 6.3, are taken from the conceptual model of EPM in Figure 6.4. 
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The EPM cycle begins with the establishment of a strategy based on its vision or mission.  In the holistic 

model the process of creating a strategy is underpinned by Stakeholder Theory.  Using SSM 

encourages the involvement of all stakeholders right from the start through the medium of the Rich 

Picture. 

The next phase of EPM requires the strategy to be translated into plans that will achieve identified 

goals.  Here the model refers to Goal Theory to ensure that the goal is specific, which is more 

achievable than when poorly defined. Locke and Latham (1990) say that such goals should be 

challenging in order to motivate employees to strive toward them; however, the goal should not be 

too challenging, which could make the goal unattainable and demotivate employees. In addition, the 

goal should always have continuous feedback as well as the commitment from the people involved. 

More importantly, the task complexity should be considered in terms of whether the goal is attainable 

given the time and resources available.  

This was a problem that was seen in the Meta case-study. The specification of the project was not 

clear as to which technology and design were to be used.  Meta’s engineers were working on a project 

that turned out to be technically unachievable within the time and budget available for completing 

the project.  Their inability to reach their assigned goal resulted in them becoming demotivated, which 

exacerbated an already bad situation.  By referring to the precepts of Goal Theory, the holistic model 

avoids such problems. 

Once the goals have been set, the plans by which those goals will be reached must be executed.  The 

holistic model appreciates that people will be at the heart of this process; it is they who will carry out 

the plans.  Consequently, the development of the conceptual model of Project Delivery was informed 

by findings from Social Learning and Social Cognitive Theories (Bandura, 1977; Bandura, 1999; 

Rosenthal & Zimmerman, 1978).  Social Learning Theory explains how individuals learn best in social 

surroundings, which is important for the highly-skilled, knowledge-intensive projects that HTE 

companies carry out.  Social Cognitive theory provides insight into team dynamics. This is essential in 

HTE, as most projects require groups of individuals with different skills to come together and work 

effectively to complete the assigned task. 

The final stage of the EPM cycle concerns the evaluation of the performance results.  For the holistic 

model this is where the KPIs that measure the performance of each of the nine conceptual models are 
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collected.  The most appropriate KPIs to use were determined by the questionnaires completed by the 

participants in the case studies and through interviews with practitioners in HTE.  Therefore, the 

holistic model is not a generic model of EPM.  Instead, it is optimized for HTE companies.  The System 

Served of the holistic model contains nine conceptual models each with their own set of KPIs.  This is 

good in that it provides a very detailed view of the performance of the HTE, but the amount of data 

gathered could be potentially overwhelming.  This problem is mitigated in the holistic model by 

categorising each KPI to one of the 5E assessment criteria.  The 5E criteria give an overall, balanced 

perception of the performance of the HTE business.  Therefore, they are very useful to management 

when they are assessing whether to change their strategy based on the latest performance analysis.   

The holistic model is not unique in adopting a cyclical approach to EPM; the existing EPM models also 

use this approach.  They are all, therefore, making use of Control Theory, whether consciously or not.  

The holistic model here does explicitly acknowledge this fact and has attempted to make the feedback 

mechanism as effective as possible.  For example, the researcher used the case studies to discover 

what were the most important motivational factors for those working in HTE.  By using factors such 

as these in the control loop, the model provides managers with the best tools to align the performance 

of the HTE with the company’s overall strategy. 

 Summary  

The EPM models that already exist in the literature have been created based on their authors’ 

judgement and experience (Dimon, 2013; Dresner, 2008).  However, the holistic model of EPM 

described in this research was developed from different perspectives.  It was constructed by applying 

both Systems Thinking with Soft Systems Methodology to the problem situation of EPM in an HTE 

company.  This resulted in a development process that was a learning cycle in which empirical data 

collected from practitioners from many different HTE firms was used to iteratively improve the model. 

In contrast to existing models of EPM, the holistic model is supported by theoretical foundations.  It 

uses ideas and principles taken from Control, Goal, Stakeholder, Social Learning and Social Cognitive 

Theories, which were used to support the foundation of the EPM model – as described in the 

theoretical foundation of the holistic model of enterprise performance management in section 3.9.   

Whereas the existing models of EPM are generic and do not apply to any specific industry sector, the 

holist model in this research has been specifically tailored for use by HTE firms. The model was 
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constructed using data from professionals working in HTE and the resulting EPM Serving System and 

the nine conceptual models of the System Served are optimized for use in HTE firms. 

As described previously, the holistic model contains both a Serving System and a System Served.  For 

the Serving System to monitor and control the System Served it needs to receive feedback.  The 

System Served consists of the nine Conceptual Models (and their accompanying performance 

measures) that were considered by case study participants to be essential for any HTE.  For each 

conceptual model this research has identified the most important KPIs.  There are many KPIs, which 

is good for giving a detailed insight into the workings of PM within the HTE, but could obscure the 

broader picture of the firm’s performance.   

To provide a perspective on the HTE firm’s overall performance, each KPI is mapped to one of the 5E 

perspectives specified by the SSM approach to monitoring and controlling Human Activity Systems 

(HAS).  These 5Es provide a much more comprehensive outlook on the HTE’s performance than earlier 

EPM models, which often only consider efficiency as the sole measure of performance (Dimon, 2013, 

p. xvi).  For example, one of the 5E criteria that the holistic model uses is ‘Ethics’.   Paying regard to 

the company’s ethical standards may not improve the company’s short-term financial performance, 

but not indulging in unethical behaviour will help the HTE to avoid disastrous mistakes. Taking a 

holistic view of the company’s performance, therefore, helps to achieve both short and long-term 

benefits. 

In conclusion, the final holistic model includes features not found in the existing literature.  It combines 

both the Serving System and the System Served into a single holistic model.  The model has been 

specifically designed for use by HTE firms rather than just generic businesses.  Applying both ST and 

SSM in the design process has allowed the model to take into consideration all stakeholders and use 

the 5E criteria to present a comprehensive view of the HTE firm’s performance.  Taken together, these 

features make the holistic model unique and represent new insights over existing models in the 

literature and an important contribution to knowledge on the subject.  
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   Conclusion 

 Review of Research Questions 

The aim of this research was to develop a holistic model of Enterprise Performance Management 

(EPM) in high-tech engineering firms. In order to achieve this goal, the research addressed the 

following questions. 

7.1.1 Research question 1 

What is a Holistic Model for Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) in HTE? 

The first question is concerned with developing a holistic model that provides a performance 

management framework for managers of HTE firms who want to use EPM in their organisations. 

To help answer this question, the researcher applied the approach of SSM to four case studies: two 

historical studies and two at contemporary HTE firms. 

This process began with finding out by exploring the problem situation using tools such as rich 

pictures. This allowed the researcher to discover which of the HTE firms’ systems the participants felt 

were most relevant to the performance of their company.  The researcher then proceeded to develop 

conceptual models for each of these relevant systems.   These models were then compared with the 

real-world experiences of subject matter experts and senior executives in HTE firms through a series 

of interviews and group discussions. 

The final holistic model of EPM, consisting of both a Service System (EPM) and System Served (HTE – 

nine subsystems), was developed as described in Chapter 6. This holistic model of EPM in HTE is the 

primary contribution to knowledge of this research. 

The holistic model includes the five key elements of Service System (EPM), System Served (the nine 

subsystems necessary for PM in HTE), Measurement, Evaluation and Feedback.  These five elements 

are necessary for knowing what performance indicators to monitor and how to implement relevant 

processes to control them. 

The holistic model was developed by following the SSM learning cycle through which the researcher 

gained feedback from practitioners in diverse HTE firms, in addition to two focal case studies – and 

two historical cases – whose world-views were used to validate the holistic model.  The final holistic 
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model is thus able to guide practitioners in HTE to better manage the performance of their companies 

at both the operational and strategic level. 

As described in the Chapter 6, the holistic model developed in this research provides new insights and 

perspectives when compared to the historical PM frameworks described in the literature. The current 

holistic model is underpinned by five theories: Goal theory, Control theory, Social Learning, Social 

cognitive theory and Stakeholder theory. The fact that the model rests on a sound theoretical 

foundation reflects the fact that it was constructed in a thought-out manner by applying rigorous 

systems analysis methods to observed phenomena. 

In addition, seen through the lens of the holistic EPM model, practitioners are able to observe the 

interconnections and inter-relationships of each element and subsystem of performance 

management within their HTE business.  This in turn can help practitioners to make the right decisions 

based on an understanding of EPM as a whole rather than just its individual parts. 

7.1.2 Research question 2 

What are the key elements of Performance Measurement and indicators of organizational 

effectiveness in high-tech engineering firms? 

The second question that this study investigated was what performance indicators should be chosen.  

This is a question that was addressed by the questionnaires and interviews that were conducted with 

representatives of HTE companies.  For each of the identified performance activities, the participants 

were presented with a list of performance indicators related to that activity and asked to rank them 

in order of importance.  The top five KPI results are shown in each rich picture of the nine subsystems 

necessary for PM in HTE firms as in section 5.4.  The measurements with the highest ranking represent 

the key performance measurement and indicators of organizational effectiveness in high-tech 

engineering firms.  

These KPIs were identified by the HTE participants as the most relevant for monitoring the 

performance of each conceptual model.  The choice of KPIs was decided using both quantitative data, 

collected via questionnaires, and also qualitative data gathered during interviews and discussions.  

Taken together, these two data sets allowed a perception to form of what practitioners in HTE felt 

where the most important measures of performance for their organization.   
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In sections 5.3 and 5.4, a description is given of how the interviews and questionnaires were used to 

inform the construction of the nine conceptual models and their associated KPIs. Additionally, the 5E 

assessment criteria were used to provide a more holistic way of determining the performance of each 

conceptual model. 

7.1.3 Research question 3 

How can Systems Thinking and Soft System Methodology support the development of a holistic 

model of EPM and to what extent does the model provide insights into EPM in HTE? 

The contribution made by the holistic model is two-fold.  Firstly, going through the learning process 

of applying SSM to the problem situation of EPM in HTE firms has provided deeper and more solid 

insights into what relevant activities are most important for determining the performance of HTE firms 

and which measurements are most important in measuring that performance.  Secondly, this research 

has demonstrated that SSM was a viable approach to use for the analysis of EPM as it applies to HTE 

firms. 

As described throughout this research, the researcher applied Systems Thinking (ST) and Soft Systems 

Methodology (SSM), as illustrated in the research design and framework in section 3.10, Figure 3.11. 

Systems Thinking, at its heart, is characterized by the belief that the parts of something are intimately 

interconnected and explicable only by reference to the entire system. Therefore, synthesis focuses on 

the relations between the elements. In order words, the way those elements are put together or 

arranged represents their holistic functionality or system. Applying ST to the development of an EPM 

system provides insights for both HTE practitioners and academics into the inter-connections between 

each element of the EPM system as well as their relationship to each other. 

The researcher used SSM tools to derive the nine conceptual models, which were subsequently 

integrated into the holistic model of Performance Management in HTE. These nine conceptual models 

represented the System Served, and the EPM, by providing enterprise-wide performance 

management, acts as the Service System. This is described in detail in section 6.2.  

To enhance the nine conceptual models – which represent the activities necessary to operate each 

subsystem – the researcher constructed a monitor and control process where the KPIs identified by 
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the case study participants as being the most important were associated with the 5E measures of 

performance and used as a feedback loop. 

These KPIs informed the broader SSM-led inquiry. The KPIs were chosen from a selection of possible 

measurements by highly experienced practitioners from diverse roles and positions across a wide 

range of HTE firms.  This information was gathered via questionnaires and interviews.    

From an analysis of this KPI data the researcher gained detailed insights, as part of the SSM learning 

cycle, not only about what KPIs the HTE practitioners considered important, but also why these KPIs 

are critical for the performance management of their respective companies.  The analysis also 

revealed that the importance of the KPIs vary as the maturity of the company changes.  The KPIs that 

are relevant for a start-up company are different from those for an established business.  These results 

are presented in section 5.4. 

The process of applying Systems Thinking and Soft Systems Methodology are described in Figure 7.1 

and Figure 7.2, which illustrate how ST and SSM were used to develop a holistic model of EPM. The 

process involved the four case studies – the two historical case studies (of Shockley Semiconductors 

and Intel) and the contemporary case studies of Meta and OVST – to derive the nine Conceptual 

Models that were deemed to be the necessary component sub-systems for firms in HTE.  

Performance Management in HTE thus involves enacting, monitoring and controlling these systems, 

which can be achieved by comparing each of the models and their interrelationships against the real-

world situation. 

Eventually, the holistic model of EPM was created. This holistic EPM consisted of the combination of 

the Service System and the System Served, supported by a monitor and control process that used a 

set of KPIs and 5Es as measures of performance. These assessment criteria provide the closed-loop 

feedback to the System Served to ensure the HTE firm achieves its goals and objectives at both the 

operational and strategic levels across the entire enterprise.  
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Figure 7.1 SSM Process applied to the case studies of this research 
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Figure 7.2 The Development of a Holistic EPM Model via SSM
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7.1.4 Research Questions Summary 

In summary, the researcher has applied Systems Thinking and Soft System Methodology throughout 

this research study to answer the three research questions. The clear conclusion of the research is 

that combining ST and SSM produces an effective approach to help understand complex problems 

involving people and organizational behaviour, as well as describing the processes by which key 

performance measurements flow through the system.  

By reviewing and answering the research questions, this study contributes in several ways to both the 

academic literature and practitioner interventions in the field. The holistic model of EPM, developed 

in this research, provides a vehicle for both researchers and practitioners to better understand EPM 

in HTE. Applying ST to understand the problem as a whole, rather than individual parts, is vital to 

grasping complex situations – such as the functioning of a HTE, and enabling the creation of an EPM 

approach for managing performance throughout the organisation. SSM tools such as Rich Pictures, 

Root Definitions, CATWOE and Conceptual Models were applied at different stages of the SSM cycle. 

This helped to support the researcher to learn about the real-world situation and so derive the final 

conceptual model of a holistic EPM system, including EPM as a Service System and the HTE firm as the 

System Served. By applying this holistic and integrated approach to EPM development, we can see 

distinctively the improvement of the alignment of performance goals across the enterprise. 

The researcher gathered the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) based on the practical experience of 

HTE practitioners, and subject matter experts in HTE industry.  Experiencing the problem situation 

directly from diverse HTE firms allowed the researcher to understand their worldview based on 

practical management experience and the performance improvements that the HTE would want to 

achieve.  

 Contribution to Knowledge 

As far as the current researcher is aware there has been no previous attempt in the published 

academic literature to apply SSM to the problem of deriving a holistic model of EPM for HTE 

companies.  Therefore the researcher believes that this study makes a meaningful contribution to 

existing knowledge regarding EPM and the application of SSM. 

During the literature review of section 2.8, it was found that previous scholars had proposed holistic 

models for performance management.  But those models differed from the one in this research in 

several important aspects.  Firstly, those earlier models only addressed generic business activities, 
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they were not orientated towards any specific industry sector.  Secondly, the authors of these previous 

models often had extensive experience working as management consultants but were not necessarily 

academics.  The models they derived were largely based on their own experience informed by their 

practical knowledge.   

By contrast, the model presented in this research was developed using the approach of SSM which is 

supported by both sound theories and successful application to real-world problems.  The researcher, 

therefore, asserts that this research makes a worthwhile contribution to existing knowledge in the 

fields of EPM, HTE companies, and the application of SSM.  

This research can be of benefit to both the academic interested in SSM or EPM and also the 

practitioner working in HTE. 

For researchers working with SSM, this study offers an example of applying SSM to the real-world 

situation of developing an EPM system for HTE companies. 

For those who are interested in EPM, this research presents a new way of designing an EPM system 

through the use of SSM.   

For the manager in HTE who wishes to set up an EPM system, this research provides the holistic model 

as a framework that can guide them through the integrated view of EPM as a whole.   

This description of the contribution to knowledge should be read in conjunction with the picture of 

the final holistic model shown in Figure 7.3.  Each contribution listed corresponds to the same number 

in the picture. 
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Figure 7.3 Contribution to knowledge - Holistic model of EPM in HTE 

1. Holistic model.  This is the foremost contribution of this research.  This model can be used as a 

framework for HTE managers who want to implement EPM. 

2. HTE (System Served).  This research has identified the nine conceptual models that are most 

relevant to the performance of an HTE firm.   

3. EPM (Service System).  This research has contributed a conceptual model of EPM as it applies to 

HTE. 

4. Measurement KPIs.  This research has found the most important KPIs to use for measuring the 

performance of both the Service System (EPM) and System Served (HTE). 

5. Evaluation 5Es.  The performance of both the Service System (EPM) and the System Served (HTE) 

is evaluated using the 5E criteria of SSM. The evaluation based on the 5E assessment criteria 

provides comprehensive feedback to the HTE through its monitor and control system. 

6. Feedback.  Both the Service System (EPM) and the System Served (HTE) have their own KPIs that 

provide feedback on their current performance.  These KPIs are assessed under the 5E criteria.  By 

using the 5E criteria, the EPM gains a broader view of the overall organisation that enables it to 

achieve a balance between different aspects of performance in order to reach the best overall 

outcome for the company as a whole. 

7.2.1 Holistic Model of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) System in HTE 

The primary contribution to knowledge of this research is the holistic model of Enterprise Performance 

Management (EPM) in HTE firms. The holistic model provides an integrated world-view of EPM that 

covers both the strategic direction of the HTE and also its daily operational activities. 
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Earlier research that looked at holistic models of EPM only considered the Service System.  The holistic 

models discussed in section 2.8, such as the Congruence model (Nadler & Tushman, 1980), only 

provided a view of generic organisations. In order words, the Congruence model did not provide any 

specific representation of the system that the EPM was serving.  The holistic model presented in this 

research is different.  It combines both the Service System (EPM) and the System Served (the nine 

conceptual models of HTE) which is a representation specifically designed for HTE firms. 

The holistic EPM model that results should not be misinterpreted as a prescriptive or restrictive 

framework. Instead, it provides guidance on which activities and KPI measurements are most 

important for the performance of HTE firms. The model and associated measures can be used by 

managers in HTE to make practical changes that will improve the performance of their business.  

Those researchers who are interested in the performance management of companies, especially those 

operating in the field of high-tech, will find the holistic model a useful reference as it encapsulates all 

the relevant systems into a single, concise model.  The model demonstrates how the Service System 

and the System Served interact to manage the performance of the HTE. 

SSM practitioners may find the holistic model of interest as it demonstrates the result of applying the 

process of SSM to EPM in HTE firms.  The data collected from participants and experts in HTE could 

provide a valuable resource for further scholarly research in this area. 

The detailed analysis of the holistic model of EPM was described in Chapter 6. 

7.2.2 HTE (System Served) 

This research has identified nine subsystems whose performance is relevant to the overall success of 

the HTE.  SSM was applied to the analysis of each of these activities based on data collected first-hand 

from people working in HTE.  This resulted in the nine conceptual models that together represent the 

HTE firm within the holistic model.  These conceptual models were reviewed by subject matter experts 

in HTE to confirm that they were valid. 

The nine subsystems consist of those activities that have the greatest impact on the performance of 

the overall HTE firm.  If any one of these activities is performing poorly it will lower the performance 

of the entire company.  Therefore it is important to control these activities so that they are all working 

well and are aligned with the overall goals and objectives of the organisation. 
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Managers in HTE who want to better understand which subsystems are most important to their 

business can look to the conceptual models for guidance.  In section 6.6, it was shown that viewing 

the system served through the lens of SSM revealed the interactions between the conceptual models 

and that the alignment of each conceptual model towards its goals would enhance the achievement 

of performance. 

Taken together, the nine conceptual models form a self-contained representation of the most 

important performance-related subsystems common to all HTE firms.  As such, they could be reused 

by other scholars seeking a holistic model of EPM for HTE firms. 

The detail of the System Served was described in section 6.6. 

7.2.3 EPM (Service System) 

This research examined EPM using the techniques of SSM.  The result was a conceptual model of EPM 

specifically tailored for HTE firms.   

The research focused primarily on the SSM learning cycle as it was applied to the two case studies at 

Meta and OVST.  However, the learning process was not derived solely from Meta and OVST but also 

included a wide range of practitioners from diverse HTE firms who also participated in the data 

collection via interviews, group discussions and surveys. 

The contribution of this research to EPM has been to provide a deeper understanding of how HTE 

firms should manage their performance by aligning the performance goals of the individual 

subsystems as an integrated whole, rather than each one operating separately.  EPM, as the Service 

System, acts as the monitor and control process that serves the HTE’s nine key performance 

subsystems. Its purpose is to balance the performance of the nine subsystems to achieve the best 

performance for the enterprise as a whole. 

The detail of the Service System was described in section 6.4 and 6.5. 

7.2.4 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as Measures of Performance 

This research also provides insight into and understanding of the monitor and control process in HTE, 

including a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) rated by HTE subject matter experts according to 

their importance. 
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These KPIs guide HTE practitioners on how to manage performance, using industry-specific measures 

and indicators that can help achieve their organisation’s goals and objectives.  

While the literature lists various KPIs for use in different businesses – (Marr, 2006; Marr, 2014; Looy 

& Shafagatova, 2016) – this research provides insight into KPIs specific to HTE. 

This research has also presented an understanding of what motivated HTE practitioners to prioritise 

particular KPIs, and how these KPIs support performance management at each stage of a company’s 

life-cycle.  

In addition, by understanding the need and the purpose of every KPI this research provides further 

insights, via the SSM learning cycle, into how KPIs can be viewed as part of an integrated and holistic 

EPM model.  

Moreover, by showing the inter-relationships between each of the KPI associated with the nine 

conceptual models, a better understanding emerges of how the nine conceptual models integrate and 

how they contribute to the overall holistic model of an EPM system in HTE.  

The detail of the full analysis of KPIs derived from questionnaires and interviews was described in 

section 5.3 and 5.4. 

7.2.5 5Es assessment criteria 

Whilst current literature views performance from the perspective of overall effectiveness (Schleicher, 

Sullivan, Yim, & Baumann, 2019), the holistic view of EPM is distinctive in nature as it poses further 

questions relating to not only the measurement of performance effectiveness, but also the 

consideration of the 5Es of Efficacy, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Elegance and Ethics. 

By adopting this wider range of performance criteria, an EPM system developed using SSM is able to 

evaluate achievement in reaching both the short- and long-term goals of the organization. The holistic 

model of EPM accommodates a wider view of the interaction between individual components of 

performance management in HTE firms, and hence provides a much deeper and broader sense of EPM 

than previously published models such as the Congruence model (Nadler & Tushman, 1980), 

Integrated Performance Management Framework (Andersen, et al., 2006) and Systems-based model 

of performance management (Schleicher, Baumann, & David W., 2018). Additionally, this research has 

investigated EPM as it specifically applies to HTE firms, something which has not been done before. 
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The details of how this research applied the 5Es criteria to assess the performance as expressed 

through the KPIs was described in section 5.4. 

   Contribution to theory and practice 

The holistic model of EPM in HTE was developed based on five theoretical foundations illustrated in 

Figure 7.4. Each of these five theories were explained in section 3.9. During the SSM learning cycle, 

the researcher gained knowledge of PM from practitioners and subject matter experts in the HTE 

industry and has consolidated this learning into the five theoretical foundations.  

Generally, there are two ways in which research can contribute to theory.  Firstly, there are 

exploratory studies that seek for phenomena that cannot be adequately explained by an existing 

theory.  Exploratory studies generate new hypotheses.  Secondly, there are confirmatory studies that 

apply an existing theory in order to amend, expand, confirm or refute it.  Confirmatory studies test 

existing hypotheses (Holweg, et al., 2015). 

However, a research study can also contribute to a theory by using it in a new or novel context.  This 

research makes a contribution to understanding the practical deployment of the five theories of 

section 3.9 by applying them in the novel context of a holistic model of EPM.  Applying an existing 

theory in a novel context is one of the ways to extend the theory: 

“Contributions [to theory] can also come in less formal ways, for example, by pointing out 

flaws [/extended perspectives] in existing theory when applying it to a new or different 

context (even without necessarily proposing a better one), or by identifying areas where the 

literature so far fails to address important and relevant issues.” (Holweg, et al., 2015, p. 1247) 

The researcher derived a holistic model of EPM in HTE by following the processes prescribed by SSM.  

This began with finding out by exploring the problem situation through the use of rich pictures.  This 

was followed by modelling of the relevant systems and then comparing the resulting models with the 

real-world using feedback collected from interviews and group discussions with subject matter experts 

and senior executives in HTE firms.   

The resulting holistic model uses five theories that underpin its operation.  By extending the 

application of these theories to the hitherto unexplored subject of EPM in HTE firms, the researcher 

was able to observe their behaviour from a new perspective. 
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Figure 7.4 Theoretical Foundations of a Holistic Model of Performance Management System in HTE
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7.3.1 Goal Theory 

This current study is underpinned by Goal theory, as described in section 3.9.2.  The basic tenet of the 

theory is that people perform better towards goals that are both specific and challenging.  This is more 

effective than simply exhorting people to “do their best”.  Clear and demanding goals resulted in 

people performing their tasks better as they endeavour to meet their objectives.  

The HTE practitioners who took part in the case studies for the current research generally agreed with 

existing goal-theory views and revealed that, despite there being a clear benefit in setting specific 

goals, the most innovative technology is often created by people working autonomously without any 

imposed constraints. 

An example of this was at OVST where the core technology of their flagship product was actually 

developed by one of their research engineers on his own initiative.  He developed this technology 

through a process of experimental trial and error, driven by his intrinsic motivation.   

Despite goal setting being extensively used by researchers and practitioners for understanding the 

motivation and performance of employees, some researchers and practitioners have pointed out how 

goal setting can also have negative impacts on performance. Larrick and Wu (2014) conducted a series 

of experiments to find out what happens ‘when goals are too challenging’.  The experiments showed 

that too challenging goals led subjects to adopt riskier strategies when undertaking competitive tasks. 

The case study at Meta provided an example of this behaviour.  Meta was struggling to complete a 

very challenging vision system for an important customer in South Korea. Rather than let the delivery 

date be further delayed, the managing director of Meta took the risky decision to ship the system to 

Korea when still incomplete.  This decision then necessitated Meta to send out engineers to Korea to 

complete the system.  The increased workload meant the engineers became demotivated, which was 

indicated in their diminished effort to complete the project.    Some of the engineers even left the 

company to pursue new challenges elsewhere.  Consequently, Meta lost some of its key engineers, 

which resulted in a worsening of the situation on top of the already protracted delays to the project. 

By the nature of HTE firms, the task complexity presents a challenge in terms of defining specific goals 

and targets. Hence, a thorough understanding of the task is crucially important prior to the planning 

and implementation phase of any development. Achieving a balance between the ambition to create 

new, innovative products, whilst also limiting the likelihood of failure of the project, is the most 

difficult part of goal setting here. 
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This is a situation where the holistic model can help HTE practitioners.  The holistic model contains, as 

part of the system served, the conceptual model of talent management.  The principles of Goal Theory 

and motivation factors were explicitly considered when SSM was used to design the Talent 

Management conceptual model.  Consequently, a manager in HTE who wants insight into how to set 

goals for this company and employees can consult the holistic model for guidance. 

Based on the principles of Goal Theory and first-hand observations from the case studies, the 

researcher devised the “Goal Setting Warning Labels” (see Figure 7.5), which act to remind managers 

of both the positive and negative effects that setting goals can have on HTE practitioners.  These 

warning labels can be used alongside goal setting theory to raise awareness of the positive and 

negative consequences of goal setting practice.  
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Figure 7.5 Warning Labels for Goal Setting
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7.3.2 Control Theory 

The core concept of control theory is continuous feedback, with the aim of reducing the measured 

discrepancy between a desired standard of performance and actual performance. The holistic model 

enhances the identification of this discrepancy by providing a comprehensive measurement and assessment 

of performance in the form of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).  These KPIs are associated with the 5E 

assessment criteria, as derived from the direct experience of HTE practitioners. This allows organizations to 

better understand control fundamentals by not only considering the achievement of goals in terms of their 

efficacy, effectiveness and efficiency, but also the elegance and ethical aspects of the outcomes as well.  

Carver and Scheier (1982) pointed out that Control Theory, or Cybernetics, can be appropriately used to 

examine human behaviour, as it takes into consideration changing goals. The case studies conducted as part 

of this research support this view. During interviews and group discussions, HTE practitioners recounted from 

direct experience how, giving people clear goals for which they were accountable and that were aligned 

across the organisation, encouraged them to take personal responsibility to achieve their goals. 

This finding was discussed in the data collection and analysis Chapter 5, where the feedback received from 

the case-study participants testified to the performance improvement that was achieved when project 

managers were assigned responsibility for the whole project.  Giving project managers authority over 

managing the finance, team, time and resources greatly improved the performance of the overall project as 

they accepted personal accountability and commitment, which aligned their tasks to the wider goals of the 

organisation.    

7.3.3 Social Cognitive Theory 

Social cognitive theory describes the dynamic interaction between cognitive, behavioural and environmental 

factors in influencing individuals' motivation and behaviour. The data gathered during stage #5, as described 

in section 3.12, of the data collection process supports the propositions of social cognitive theory and 

indicates that, with respect to the career motivation factors of employees in HTE companies, financial 

remuneration is not the most important consideration. There is, in fact, a wide range of both extrinsic and 

intrinsic factors that motivate individuals to perform better.  

This provides an additional perspective to the talent management system, which is summarized by the 

‘FRIEND model – 6 Stages to drive Performance of Talent Management in Tech Firms’, shown in Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.6 Six Stages to drive Performance of Talent Management in Tech firms 

The FRIEND model was formulated based on the research data (in section 5.2). It also references the latest 

neurological science, which found that the most effective approach to learning is to follow a two-step process 

that involves intense focus and intense rest (Geurts, 2020). Participants in the current research placed great 

emphasis on the importance of receiving recognition, feeling inspired by the greater vision and mission of 

the organization, and having an interest in their work. Furthermore, the highest-rated career motivation 

factor was ‘Professional development opportunities’. The FRIEND model encapsulates the requirements and 

motivations that are of most value to employees in HTE companies and strengthens the framework provided 

by social cognitive theory.  

Based on discussions with HTE participants in the case studies, it was found that people in HTE have a 

generally high self-efficacy and they are forward-thinking with a proactive approach towards challenges.  

However, there are two sides to this coin; being confident enhances the drive and performance to do great 

things but there are also risks and consequences of failing such challenges. Often people working in HTE are 

not aware of the risks and can bring the company into real trouble. For example, managers at Meta, OVST 

and other HTE firms mentioned in the case studies took risks that put them into positions where their actions 

could make or break the company. When the risks paid off companies went on to thrive whereas others got 

into trouble and eventually had to close down.  
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7.3.4 Social Learning Theory 

Social Learning Theory suggests that individuals learn by observation through Attention, Retention, 

Reproduction and Motivation. The theory, as well as having a sound theoretical basis, also aligns with the 

SSM learning cycle of this research study. The current research has demonstrated that HTE people are 

typically motivated to learn new things from any source available to acquire new skills and knowledge, and 

this in turn is the primary driver for value creation within HTE firms. However, there is an additional key 

attribute of the Learning Process, which is learning through ‘experiments’. The respondents in the current 

study identified learning through experimentation as a leading factor in their learning process.  

In HTE industries, people need to be creative in order to initiate innovation.  The responses of the HTE 

representatives who participated in the case studies, suggest that companies need to allow their employees 

autonomy.  For example, a lot of great developments were made by allowing people to do what they 

intrinsically desired, which allowed them to unleash their creativity and attain their full potential. Often 

times, many innovative developments come from learning from experiments and trials by providing time and 

resource to let people create their own work. Experience suggests this can result in some of the best work in 

many HTE firms, including Meta and OVST.  

Therefore, there is a sound theoretical foundation showing that combing ideas from ‘Learning by experiment 

and trials’ into Social Learning Theory can enhance the potential learning of employees. As described in 

section 7.3.1, Goal Theory, there is a strong linkage between the autonomy of employees to experiment 

freely in their work and the value creation towards innovation and technology that is crucial to HTE firms. 

7.3.5 Stakeholder Theory 

The results of this research support and contribute additional knowledge to the following key aspects of the 

ideas of Stakeholder Theory:  

Value Creation: This research confirms that maximum value creation in HTE companies requires the 

engagement of all stakeholders, including customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders and the wider 

community.  

This also aligns with SSM where the CATWOE mnemonic is used to check that the root definition of each 

conceptual model is complete and defensible, as described in section 3.10.1.3.  Confirming that the items 

specified by CATWOE have been addressed will also ensure that the interests of all stakeholders have been 

considered. 
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The data collected from HTE participants shows that their customers could contribute the most value to the 

firm by collaborating with the project as a partnership.  Often innovative products from HTE firms were 

developed out of a collaboration with their customers.  This not only contributes to the value of the creative 

solution but also paves the way for future opportunities to identify ‘product-market fit’, which is an important 

factor in innovation creation.  HTE participants pointed out that one of the most important drivers of value 

creation to their business is to assign accountability and align their performance goals across the entire 

enterprise.  The companies that integrate these aspects into their performance management show that they 

can attain their goals and better control of their business. This benefits all stakeholders, and the enterprise 

as a whole. This also illustrates the inter-connection of the three theories: Goal Theory, Control Theory and 

Stakeholder Theory and emphasises the importance of a holistic perspective. 

Business Ethics: The Ethical aspect is difficult to measure and quantify but the participants in HTE generally 

agree that corporate ethics play a crucial role in their businesses. The participants in the current study 

emphasised the need to take ethical aspects into consideration as part of the stakeholder management 

involving their customers, employees, investors and suppliers. However, ethical measures are not commonly 

used for their performance indicators. Despite this, the participants generally agreed that the ethical related 

issues, if neglected, could lead to severe difficulties for their companies. The 5E assessment criteria, which 

includes Ethics, of course, can create awareness here as an important additional area of performance 

measurement. 

Managerial mindset: The review of historical performance management frameworks, section 2.4, shows how 

the managerial mindset has shifted over time. Initially, performance management was financially-focused, 

but over time, with the introduction of frameworks like the Balanced Scorecard it became more people-

oriented. Particularly in HTE, the development of new technologies crucially requires competent employees 

to create successful innovations that will eventually create value for the company. 

Dimon (2013), shared his experience of this different managerial mindset when he was once called upon to 

provide consultancy for a large Silicon Valley HTE.  He interviewed all the senior executives of the company 

in an attempt to discover what were the company’s key performance measurements.  He expected that these 

would be the usual, conventional ones, such as profitability, revenue growth or customer satisfaction.  

Therefore, he was surprised by the answer he got from the executives that the primary driver of value was 

employee skills.  Employees with advanced degrees, professional certifications, and industry experience were 

the key generator of value for this organization, it was asserted. 
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For the current study, the researcher found very similar aspects of this in the managerial mindset of HTE 

managers and executives.  They commonly agree that the success of their business is reflected in an 

employee-orientated view of the organisation, which derives value from the talent, skills and experience of 

its staff.  Throughout this research this aspect was the one that most distinguished the management of HTE 

firms from those of other companies. 

 Limitations of this research 

As was described in the methodology Chapter 3, the researcher adopted the strategy of ‘Case Study’ for this 

research.  Subsequently, the researcher conducted four case studies– two historical (Shockley 

Semiconductors and Intel) and two contemporary case studies at Meta and OVST. The researcher began her 

case study of Meta when she was already an employee there. This had the advantage that it gave her full and 

immediate access to an HTE firm. 

An unavoidable limitation of this research was imposed on this research when, in 2016, Meta ran into 

financial problems, then ceased its operations and eventually closed in 2018. Consequently, the researcher 

no longer had access to the company and therefore was unable to continue with this case study. 

Although the Meta case study was curtailed, on the positive side it did provide the researcher with the 

opportunity to learn some lessons about Performance Management in HTE.  The researcher was able to 

observe an innovative high-tech company that was one of the pioneers of Laser Tracking for welding 

applications having been spun out originally from research conducted at Oxford University some 30 years 

previously.  At the time when the case study began, Meta was an industry leader with more systems installed 

worldwide than any of its competitors.  Even the eventual downturn at Meta allowed the researcher to apply 

the techniques of SSM to analyse the problem situation and identify the key factors that were causing the 

financial problems there.  Therefore, despite the limitation of the case study, the data collected at Meta 

provided valuable information that the researcher was able to include in the final model of EPM in HTE.  

To complete the research, the researcher arranged for a second case study to be conducted, at OVST. Over 

the whole period of case study research at both Meta and OVST, the researcher gathered quantitative data 

through the use of questionnaires from a total of 145 participants. The researcher collected qualitative data, 

as primary data collection, by conducting 44 semi-structured interviews, nine group discussions, and one 

focus group.  A final interview and discussion were held for the purposes of validating the EPM system. This 

amounted to a total of 55 interviews and group discussions.  
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The participants in this study had extensive experience in HTE, which helped to enrich the quality of the data 

collection. However, the sample size of both the quantitative and quantitative data collected is relatively 

small, hence the holistic EPM model may need customising which should be easier with the theoretical 

background this research has identified.  Therefore there is an opportunity for further research.   

The researcher also had a limited opportunity to validate the model in practice, so instead the researcher 

took the opportunity to validate the findings through interviews and discussion on the topic with experts 

who had extensive experience in the subject matter. These are people the researcher knew and whom she 

had gathered together from a diverse range of HTE firms. 

Despite the participants in this research having direct experience of HTE firms, ranging in size from start-ups 

to multi-billion-dollar firms, it is worth mentioning that Meta and OVST are, or were, both relatively small 

companies. During the period of the case study, Meta employed around forty people in the UK, Canada and 

China.  OVST is a very small tech company, which employs eight people located in the UK and Thailand. 

However, this is not untypical of HTE firms in general. 

 Suggestion for future research 

There are a number of research projects that could be conducted in order to validate and enrich the holistic 

model of EPM system further: 

1. To apply the nine conceptual models to a given HTE firm and confirm that following the activities 

stated in each model helps the organisation in learning about the EPM process.  If the activities 

models are valid then they should be applicable to the practical performance management of HTE 

firms at an operational level. 

2. To apply the EPM model as a Service System to an HTE by adopting the activities model of the nine 

conceptual models and conducting a research study to discover if the Service System can enhance 

the performance of the HTE firm across the enterprise at a strategic level. 

3. To identify the KPIs and 5Es criteria associated with the nine conceptual models as a monitor and 

control process in  HTE firms and conduct research into how these KPIs and 5E assessment criteria 

can practically support the HTE firms to achieve their goals and objectives in both the short and long 

terms, from both financial and non-financial perspectives. To investigate further if there are more 

appropriate sets of KPIs and 5E criteria that can shape the performance of HTE firms to better achieve 

their goals. 
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 Foundation Theories 

 

A.1 Control Background 

The purpose of the holistic model is to help HTE firms manage the performance of all facets of their 

organization.  This inevitably requires some form of monitor and control system that will use available inputs 

(such as pay, reviews, investment, etc.) to improve the performance of the organisation.  Often this control 

will include some form of feedback that will measure the existing performance and adjust the inputs to the 

process, in order to achieve the desired outcomes.  

A.1.1 Control Theory 

Control theory has a very long history.  Since complex machines were first constructed there has been a need 

to control them.  Consequently, a great deal of knowledge has been built up over the centuries as to how to 

do this.  The principles of this theory have subsequently been translated to the business world where they 

have been applied to the process of management.  

Control theory, when applied to businesses, can be defined as any process that helps align the actions of 

individuals with the interests of the company (Snell, 1992).  Snell developed a theoretical model of 

management control that identified three fundamental types of control system: 

1. Behavioural Control 

Employers monitor the actions of employees, comparing their behaviour against expected standards.  An 

employee’s behaviour is modified via appropriate rewards or penalties. 

2. Output Control 

This is similar to behaviour control, but instead of monitoring “how” employees operate, it measures the 

output of their actions.  These are then compared against a set of targets such as financial results.  Again, 

a system of incentives is used to modify employee actions.  Compared with behaviour control, output 

control allows employees a greater degree of autonomy in reaching the performance targets. 

3. Input Control 

This is concerned with the selection and training of employees.  One key advantage of input control is 

that, if implemented properly, it can avoid performance problems that might be difficult to remedy later 

on. 

Companies can use any combination of these control systems and can place a different emphasis on each.  

The approach adopted will depend on the information that is available to the company.  For example, if the 

performance standards are ambiguous, but the company has complete knowledge (or can measure) of all 
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the causal relations, then the Behaviour control model is best suited to the situation.  Snell (1992) 

summarised the available options in the model shown in Figure A.1. 

. 

 

Figure A.1 Administrative Information and Human Resource Management Control 

The core concept of the field is circular causality, also termed feedback, which refers to an ongoing process 

that involves a comparison between a standard for behaviour and the observable effects of actual behaviour, 

followed by a consequent attempt to reduce this discrepancy. Control theory proposes that individuals shape 

their behaviour through feedback following the same principles. This regulation is a cognitive process rather 

than a mechanical one. The discrepancy between standards and current behaviour can be addressed by 

either adjusting the standard or changing the behaviour. In contrast to goal-setting theory, where the 

emphasis is on goal difficulty, control theory essentially places focus on feedback as the primary regulatory 

device (Buchner T. W., 2007). 

The mechanistic origins of control theory, Buchner continues, are often considered to be a limitation in its 

application to human behaviour. Criticism against the discipline is based on the argument that human 

motivation cannot be understood or modelled by cybernetics, and this has consequently resulted in a 

variation, termed Rational Control Theory. 
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A common misconception of the cybernetics model is that it proceeds towards an endpoint then terminates, 

or it functions continuously to maintain a steady state. This view does not take into consideration the 

changing nature of the present situation with time, and the occurrence of various events that act as 

disturbances and consequently cause new reference values to be specified. In this respect, the cybernetics 

model can be appropriately used to examine human behaviour as it takes into consideration changing goals 

(Carver & Scheier, 1982). 

An examination of human behaviour from the perspective of cybernetics or control theory can be useful in 

conveying a variety of information about behaviour that is not necessarily conveyed by other models, such 

as a set of goal-directed progressions that involve self-regulating adjustments that arise inherently (Carver, 

2018). 

A.1.2 Control Theory incorporated into the Holistic Model 

Control theory provides the theoretical foundation for the regulatory feedback processes used in the 

holistic model.  It is one of the five interlocking theoretical foundations on which the holistic model is built.  

 

Figure A.2 Control theory provides the theoretical foundation for the model’s regulatory feedback structure. 

A.2 Goal Theory 

The holistic model must accommodate both the goals that individuals are striving to achieve as well as those 

of the organization as a whole.  Different theories support these two distinct categories. 

Both individuals and the organisations in which they work may have goals that they wish to achieve.  

However, the holistic model handles personal and organisational goals differently.   

The personal goals of individuals are included in the model by applying the underlying theory developed by 

Locke and Latham (1990). 
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When applying SSM to a problem, the resulting action to improve the situation more often takes the form of 

managing the relationships of the different involved parties rather than achieving a certain set of goals 

(Checkland P. , 1999).  Therefore, the holistic model does not attempt to attribute a set of goals for the 

organisation, but instead uses Stakeholder Theory to manage the relationships between all parties. 

A.2.1 Organisational Goals 

It is taken almost as fundamental that every organisation will have goals and objectives that it wishes to 

achieve.   This is what might be called the classical, or “hard” view of organisations that they are social entities 

that are set up to pursue and achieve goals.  The roots of this viewpoint may be traced back to the philosophy 

of Functionalism developed by Emile Durkheim that viewed society (and by extension organisations) as being 

analogous to a living organism in which each part must serve a useful function (Pope, 1975).  Durkheim’s 

philosophy greatly influenced the thinking of sociologist and Nobel Prize-winning economist Herbert A. Simon 

(1947, p. 45).  Simon’s work was in turn instrumental in establishing the notion that the purpose of 

organisations was chiefly about attaining goals.  For example, his book on the science of the artificial (which 

for Simon also included organisations) asserts the following: 

“The artificial world is centred precisely on this interface between the inner and outer 

environments; it is concerned with attaining goals by adapting the former to the latter.” (Simon, 

1969, p. 132) 

 
However, an alternative viewpoint was proposed by Vickers (1983).  Vickers pointed out that organisations 

were really about establishing relationships rather than chasing goals (Vickers S. G., 1995, p. 47).  This was a 

view with which Checkland agreed and which he subsequently incorporated into his development of SSM 

(Checkland P. , 2005). 

 
At the core of Vicker’s thought was the concept of the appreciative system.  For Vickers an appreciative 

system was a culture’s system of values, beliefs and expectations that guide perception and action (Vickers 

G. , 1968).  Vickers never created a model of the appreciative system, but Checkland devised one based on 

Vickers’s writings (Checkland & Casar, 1986) which he later simplified into the form shown in Figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3 Appreciative system.  Adapted from (Checkland P. , 2005, p. 288) and (Checkland P. , Soft Systems 
Methodology: A Thirty Year Retrospective, 2000) 

The appreciative system is intended to be an epistemological model which helps to explain the process by 

which individuals or organisations assign significance to real-world experiences, coloured by the standards 

and values of the society in which they are embedded, and what actions are subsequently taken to address 

those experiences. 

Checkland was greatly interested in Vickers’ work and saw that it mapped onto his own developing ideas of 

SSM (Checkland P. , 1999).  In particular Vickers’s emphasis on managing relationships rather than goals 

aligned with Checkland’s own experiences of trying to implement action research in real-world situations: 

“The influence of Vickers on those who developed SSM means that the action to improve the 

problem situation is always thought about in terms of managing relationships— of which the simple 

case of seeking a defined goal is the occasional special case.” (Checkland P. , 1999). 

Therefore, the action to improve the situation may include goals, but will more often be to improve the 

relationships between the interested parties. 

The holistic model developed in this research attempts to achieve a balance between personal goal-seeking 

for individuals and managing relationships for the organisation as a whole.  For example, as will be seen later, 

the conceptual model of talent management leans heavily on the Goal Theory developed by Lock & Latham 

(1990).  But this is balanced in the model by the inclusion of Stakeholder Theory, which is used to specifically 
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manage the relationships between all the interested parties with a view to achieving a solution that can 

accommodate all their interests. 

A.2.2 Individual and Personal goals. 

Since the 1960s, there has been a growing body of literature on how best to motivate people to achieve their 

desired goals.  Early work on this theory was done by Locke (1968) who devised what is now known as Goal 

Theory.   

In summary, Locke concluded that individuals were most strongly motivated when their goals were clear, 

challenging but realistic.  As Locke and Latham (1990) make clear, Goal Theory was arrived at through 

induction not deduction.  The theory was arrived at through observation.  This means that as more research 

is done, the theory can be extended to include these new findings.  

Subsequent to Lock & Latham’s original work, the theory was expanded on by the efforts of many other 

researchers.  This has resulted in Goal Theory advancing into entirely new areas. For example, Bandura (1977) 

developed the concept of self-efficacy, where an individual’s performance is proportional to their belief in 

their own competence.  This observation helps to explain why harder tasks often lead to increased 

performance.  The task is seen as more of a challenge by those with a higher level of self-efficacy which in 

turn acts as an increased motivation factor.  The concept of self-efficacy has now been incorporated into Goal 

Theory, (Bandura & Locke, 2003).  Other researchers have extended Goal Theory in different directions such 

as exploring how subconscious goals can also affect performance.   The research shows that conscious goals 

can be triggered by the activation of unconscious goals (Locke & Latham, 2019).  Still others have considered 

the cultural aspects of Goal Theory.  For example, it has been shown that in societies that are more collectivist 

teams are more motivated when the goals are aligned with their cultural values than equivalent teams from 

more individualistic societies, (Locke & Latham, 2013, p. 509). 

Arguably the highest-profile application of Goal Theory has been in the development of the Objectives and 

Key Results (OKR) goal-setting framework to drive the performance of individuals, teams and organisations, 

(Doerr, 2018, pp. 9-10).  This goal-setting framework is used by Intel, Google and many other major high-tech 

companies (Sull & Sull, 2018). 

A.2.3 Goal Theory and Personal Motivation 

In the context of the holistic model of EPM, goals act as an actuator into the task being controlled (Locke & 

Latham, New Directions in Goal-Setting Theory, 2006).  When people are set goals that are specific and 
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challenging, they achieve a higher level of performance than if they had been set vague or do-your-best 

targets. 

 

Locke and Latham describe five moderators that can be used to evaluate goals, motivate the individuals 

involved in achieving those goals, and increase productivity, regardless of the complexity of the goal.  

The first of these moderators is clarity. A goal must be easily understood as opposed to being debatable or 

unclear. Clarity in setting goals can be achieved by following the well-established SMART acronym (Lawfor & 

Hornyak, 2012), which stands for: 

• Specific.  Goals should be clear and unambiguous. 

• Measurable.  “You can’t manage what you can’t measure” as stated by Peter Drucker (Patrinos, 2014).  

The goals to which the person or organization strives towards may be quantitative or qualitative.  But 

targets should be introduced to provide feedback for monitoring progress towards those goals (Locke & 

Latham, Building a Practically Useful Theory of Goal Setting and Teask Motivation., 2002).   

• Achievable.  Goals should be achievable using the available resources.  This avoids frustration and loss of 

morale. 

• Relevant. Goals should be relevant to the overall aims of the organisation. 

• Time-bound.  Tasks undertaken to achieve goals should have a clear completion date. 

 

The second moderator is an appropriate level of challenge associated with completing the task. A goal that 

is too challenging can be discouraging, whilst a goal that is not challenging enough will not increase 

motivation or performance. An important consideration when setting challenging goals is honesty in 

determining whether the goal is achievable.  

 

The third moderator is commitment: without commitment a goal cannot be motivating. One way of 

cultivating commitment in a team is collaborating with them in setting goals and targets as opposed to 

dictating these to them (Hollenbeck & Klein, 1987).  

 

The fourth moderator is feedback. Research has established that a combination of goals and feedback results 

in a higher performance than goals or feedback separately (Erez, 1977; Slowiak & Lakowske, 2017). There is 

a clear link here to control theory and the same techniques of measurement with feedback are being used 

to govern motivation here.  In order to maintain motivation, feedback should be regular and constructive, 

whether it is positive or negative.  
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The fifth and final moderator is task complexity. An effective target-setting method may include a breakdown 

of the target into sub-targets, rather than setting a complicated task and reassessing the complexity of a task 

if team members struggle or feel overwhelmed.  

 

In summary, goal setting, if implemented effectively, can be a powerful tool in increasing motivation and 

productivity for individuals or teams. Goal setting is more appropriately viewed as a motivational technique 

rather than as a formal theory of motivation. Pressure to achieve goals is not useful as it can result in 

dishonesty and superficial performance practices.  

A.2.4 Goal Theory incorporated into the Holistic Model 

Goal theory provides the direction and motivation for the human activity systems described by the holistic 

model.  Such goals act as actuators, or inputs into the transformation processes, which in turn represents 

how the problem situation will be improved. 

As a simplistic example, the problem situation might be that of an employee who wishes to advance their 

career.  Therefore, a motivating goal to resolve the problem situation could be to undertake further 

vocational training.  This might be achieved via the process of transforming study effort into advanced 

qualifications. 

Goal theory is the second of the theoretical foundations on which the holistic model will be built. 
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Figure A.4 Goal Theory provides direction and motivation for the holistic model. 

A.3 Learning & Growth 

One objective for the holistic model that was identified from the literature review was that it should help 

companies to learn and grow. Research has shown that learning organisations achieve a sustained advantage 

over their competitors (Farrukh & Waheed, Learing Organization and Competative Advantage - An Integrated 

Approach, 2015). 

Two sociological theories that can be used to support learning both in individuals and organizations are Social 

Learning Theory and Social Cognitive Theory. 

• Social Learning Theory.  The essence of this theory is that people learn and acquire new 

behaviours by observation and imitation of other people (Bandura A. , Social Learning Theory, 

1977).  

• Social Cognitive Theory.  This theory expands on Social Learning Theory but generalizes it to 

include learning that comes not just through direct observation of other people but also other 

constructs, as described in the following section A.3.3, that regulate individuals’ behaviour 

through control and reinforcement in order to attain goal-directed behaviour (Bandura A. , 

1999). 
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A.3.1 Social Learning Theory 

Social learning theory was developed by Bandura (1977) and proposes that individuals learn by observation 

through the following process: 

▪ Attention – In order for observational learning to take place successfully, the individual must be 

paying attention to the person performing the behaviour.  

▪ Retention – This refers to the individual’s capacity to store information. The observational learning 

process depends on the ability to retain the information and act on it at a later time. 

▪ Reproduction – The next stage after paying attention to the behaviour of the model and retaining 

this information is to imitate and perform the observed behaviour. Further repetition and practice 

of the learned behaviour improves skill.  

▪ Motivation – Imitation of the learned behaviour is significantly influenced by motivation. 

Reinforcement and punishment play a significant role in motivation, and can be intrinsic or extrinsic, 

as well as vicarious. 

Wei and Yazdanifard (2014) found that companies with an engaging learning culture attracted innovative and 

skilled employees.  Positive reinforcement should be used to encourage desirable behaviour and this must 

be implemented consistently regardless of the employee’s position in the company (Sharma, 2018). 

A.3.2 Social Learning Theory incorporated into the holistic model 

As stated previously, one of the goals of the holistic model is to help high-tech engineering companies 

become learning organisations. Both social cognitive and social learning theories provide a foundation on 

which to construct a learning organization. 

The concept of the learning organization was popularized by Senge (1990), who gave this definition:  

“Learning organizations [are] organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the 

results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective 

aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning to see the whole together.” 

Senge came to his idea of a learning organization through his study of Systems Thinking, which was also the 

starting point for the development of the Soft Systems Methodology. Consequently, there is a natural 

congruence between the concept of the learning organisation and the holistic model presented in this 

research. 
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Figure A.5 Social Learning Theory provides the underpinning for a learning organisation. 

A.3.3 Social Cognitive Theory 

The holistic model should acknowledge the social dynamics between the team members working on a task.  

The objective will be to align the interests of all members of the team to achieve the task’s goal. 

Developed in 1986 by Albert Bandura as an extension of his social learning theory, social cognitive theory 

describes the reciprocal interaction between cognitive, behavioural, and environmental factors in influencing 

motivation and behaviour. It posits that learning is accomplished through observation and can occur without 

a change in behaviour. The environment, behaviour and cognition act as primary factors that dynamically 

influence the development of individuals, who are represented as self-regulating and self-developing.  

Unlike many other theories of behaviour, social cognitive theory considers both the maintenance of 

behaviour as well as the initiation of behaviour. It seeks to provide a deeper understanding of the ways in 

which individuals regulate their behaviour through control and reinforcement in order to attain a particular 

goal. For example, people who see themselves as above average achievers tend to set themselves above 

average goals. 

Social cognitive theory revolves around the concept of learning directly through the imitation of those 

individuals being observed - these individuals are referred to as “models”. This learning process can involve 

an interpersonal imitation, or make use of media sources such as video recordings. The observed behaviour 
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is more likely to be imitated if there is a greater sense of identification with the model and/or if the behaviour 

leads to positive consequences in the form of vicarious reinforcement.  

Social Cognitive Theory can be used to choose which goal to set for each member of the team.  The difficulty 

of the goal can be tailored to each individual’s perceived ability.  Therefore, it fits well with Goal Theory, and 

has therefore been incorporated into the EPM holistic model. 

A.3.4 Social Cognitive Theory incorporated into the Holistic model. 

The role that a social cognitive framework can play in supporting a learning organization was investigated by 

Akgün, et al. (Organizational learning: A socio-congitive framework, 2003).  Their conclusion was that 

organizational learning is the product of reciprocal interactions between social and cognitive processes 

embedded within the structures and culture of the organisation.  Soft Systems Methodology is designed to 

facilitate such organisational structures whilst at the same time paying regard to the culture embedded in 

the problem situation.  This suggests that SSM is an applicable tool for incorporating social cognitive theory 

into the holistic model. 

 

Figure A.6 Social Cognitive theory provides underpinning for team behaviour. 
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A.4 Stakeholder  

The holistic model should take into account everyone who has a stake in the company’s activities.  These 

stakeholders include not just the owners and employees of the business but also extend to include the 

company’s customers, suppliers and the wider community. For example, the customers and suppliers 

would consider that they had a direct and indirect stake in the company’s activities and performance. 

Often successful collaborations among these parties contributes to the greater benefit of all  

participants. 

Another example is where the residents in the area in which the company was located would feel they 

had a stake in the company’s activities if it was emitting pollution that was damaging the local 

environment. All these stakeholders will have views on what good performance should look like.  

A.4.1 Stakeholder Theory 

Stakeholder theory, as it exists today, was developed by Robert Edward Freeman (1984), whose landmark 

book, “Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach”, identified and modelled the stakeholders of an 

organisation and outlined a management technique that involves these stakeholders. Over the following 

years, the literature on stakeholder theory has become vast and diverse (Wasieleski & Weber, 2017).  

The focus of stakeholder theory is the alignment of the interests of the different stakeholders, including 

customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders and communities. In order to be successful, a business must 

create value for all stakeholders and no longer view problems as isolated and idiosyncratic. As described by 

Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), this approach allows true collaboration in innovation so as to create and 

develop superior outcomes that would otherwise not be achievable.  

Stakeholder theory relates to considerations surrounding the underlying purposes of a business, its core 

mission, and its everyday operations. It encompasses an understanding of the problems associated with the 

following, (Freeman, Harrison, Hicks, Parmar, & Colle, 2010):  

i) Managing a business in the twenty-first century (the problem of value creation and trade). 

ii) Connecting the economic perspective of capitalism with considerations of business ethics and 

sustainability (the ethics of capitalism). 

iii) Understanding what to impart to managers with respect to how success can be achieved in the 

current business world (the problem of managerial mindset).  

The concept of the stakeholder is directly linked to a formulation of the business firm as an entity whose 

fundamental criterion is not the maximization of profit for shareholders and investors, but rather relates to 
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the issues and interests of civil society, the concerns of which are considered to be of crucial importance 

(Bonnafous-Boucher & Rendtorff, 2016). 

A.4.2 Stakeholder theory incorporated into the holistic model. 

Stakeholder theory with its emphasis on taking a broad view of the business's activities is a natural fit for the 

holistic model.  Also, because it encourages a consideration of the views of a wide range of stakeholders it 

helps when evaluating the performance of a business.  For example, stakeholders who might have 

environmental concerns about the company’s activities are included.  This leads into a consideration of the 

ethics of the company.  Note that “Ethics” is one of the evaluation criteria of Soft Systems Methodology.  

Consequently, Stakeholder Theory makes an extremely useful contribution to the holistic model and is one 

of the five interlocking theories on which the model is constructed. 

 

Figure A.7 Stakeholder Theory helps in the evaluation of the performance of the holistic model. 

 SSM Models vs Natural Science Models 

In natural science, models represent a part of the real-world.  They are simulations of the real world and can 

be used to make quantitative predictions that must match those actually observed. In SSM, models are not 

part of the real world; they are only relevant to debate about the real world, when used as part of the SSM 

cyclical learning process.   Therefore, SSM models cannot be validated in the same way as those of the natural 

sciences. 
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B.1 Models in Natural Science 

Natural science has been extraordinarily successful in creating models that capture the behaviour of specific 

parts of the real world very precisely.  It has done this by employing the three principles of, Reductionism, 

Repeatability and Refutation (Checkland P. , 1981, p. 126). 

• Reductionism.  A great deal of the success of the natural sciences has come through the process of 

reducing a complex system to its simplest elements.  These components are then investigated to fully 

understand their properties.  Once this is done a model of the complex system is build up again starting 

from its fundamental elements. 

• Repeatability.  Given the same inputs, the models of natural science are expected to always produce the 

same outputs.  It is this repeatability that allows the models to be subjected to experimental analysis.  So 

long as the conditions of the experiment are carefully controlled the results should always be consistent. 

• Refutation.  Models in natural science cannot be proven to be true, only disproven (Popper, 2010, p. 

329).  For example, Newton’s model of gravity was accepted for many years before being replaced by 

that of Einstein. 

B.2 Models in Systems Engineering 

The models that are used by systems engineers are similar to those of the natural science in the aspect that 

they must represent the real world.  But their purpose is different.  They are not constructed in order to 

explain the real world but to change it in some way.  The systems engineer who builds a model (invariably a 

computer simulation) of a high-tech production line is not trying to understand the scientific principles 

underlying the process, but to optimize its performance.  Consequently, the systems engineer will often 

tolerate a simplification of the model if it makes it easier to use, so long as it still remains close enough to the 

actual real-world system (Checkland P. , 1983).     

B.3 Models in Soft Systems Methodology 

When the modelling techniques of Systems Engineering were applied to the complex world of business 

management, they were found to be unsatisfactory.  There were three major reasons for this (Checkland P. 

, 1983). 

1. The problem situation was usually not well-structured.  Unlike “hard” Systems Engineering problems, 

which are often wholly mechanical in nature, when people are involved, there is often a debate about 
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how to achieve the desirable outcome.  There were often different views amongst the stakeholders as 

to what the relevant system was.  

2. Even where a clear objective could be identified, it was still extremely unlikely that the real-world 

situation could be neatly transformed into a structure that would enable it to be tackled by one of the 

known algorithmic methods. 

3. The real-world situation did not have repeatability.  People do not always behave rationally or 

consistently.  Therefore, a model that worked in one situation might not do so in a similar situation, or 

indeed the same situation at a different time.   

These problems led to the development of Soft Systems Methodology, (Checkland P. , 1995). 

In SSM the notion that the model represents an aspect of the real world is discarded.  This means that the 

model is no longer verifiable.  Instead, SSM seeks to create models that are defensible. As such, the problem 

situation is understood as a structured set of connected activities that together constitute a purposeful whole 

that can be understood as a “human activity system”.  It is these “human activity systems” that SSM seeks to 

model. 

As mentioned above, the SSM methodology begins by exploring the problem situation to identify the relevant 

human activity systems.  This is often done using the Rich Picture tool. Each human activity system is then 

expressed as a Root Definition.  Each activity should be traceable to a word or phrase in the Root Definition.  

The CATWOE mnemonic can be used to check that the Root Definition follows a consistent structure and 

contains all the necessary elements.  Root Definitions that satisfy CATWOE are regarded and being 

defensible, in the sense that they are logically complete. 

The Conceptual Model that is derived from a defensible Root Definition is itself regarded as being defensible 

if it logically reflects all elements of the Root Definition. 

The comparison of a conceptual model with the real world usually takes the form of questioning whether 

each activity of the model appears in the real problem situation (and discussing the implications, if not), and 

provides the basis for stakeholders to discuss and share their experience about the activities involved and 

the insights the models provide about the system. The intention of this debate is to reach an accommodation 

between the different stakeholder views that ultimately allows action to be taken to improve the problem 

situation (perhaps having once refined the models under discussion).  The action involved here should be 

both desirable, as identified from a comparison between the models and the real world, but also feasible 

within the Weltanschauung of the problem situation. 
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In this way SSM, as shown in Figure B.1, is a learning system where the process of debate increases the 

understanding of the problem situation while also revealing possible new human activity systems. 

 

Figure B.1 The basic process of SSM adapted from (Checkland P. , 1995) 

In summary, in the absence of a means of verification as found in the natural sciences, models in SSM are 

judged depending on whether they are helpful in generating new, relevant insights and knowledge.  In this 

respect they are regarded as “epistemological devices” (Checkland P. , 1995, p. 53).  Distinguishing between 

a good and bad model can be done by answering the following two questions: 

• Is the model relevant? 

In SSM it is not immediately obvious whether a model is relevant.  This can only be determined by 

going through the learning cycle of Figure B.1 – often many times. 

• Is the model competently built? 

A model is constructed correctly if it is logically defensible.  A model is defensible if each concept in its 

Root Definition can be traced to an activity in the model.  Following the CATWOE mnemonic helps to 

ensure this. 

In this research, extensive discussions were conducted with case-study participants to identify activities in 

HTE companies whose performance should be managed.  The medium of Rich Picture was used to focus 

discussion around those activities which experienced practitioners in HTE considered to be most relevant. 
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Once activities considered to be relevant were agreed upon by the participants then this research moved to 

the next stage in the SSM process and used the CATWOE mnemonic to confirm that each root definition was 

well-formed.  As each root definition was defensible, then it follows that the conceptual models derived from 

those root definitions should be constructed correctly. 

 Summary of Historical Case Study 1: Shockley Semiconductor 

Relevant Systems Summary 

Market and engagement Shockley placed his company in the right place at the right time.  The post-WWII 

American economy was booming.  The advent of the new Cold War meant that 

the military was spending a huge amount of money to acquire new high-tech 

weapons.  This meant that there was eager demand for the semiconductor 

products that Shockley’s company was set up to make. 

The eventual failure of Shockley’s company was not due to a failure of market 

engagement.  It was well-aligned with market needs. 

Funding Shockley had no trouble in raising funds for this company.  His close connections 

with the California Institute of Technology helped him network with potential 

backers.  The investor he eventually did secure, Arnold Beckham, became a 

personal friend of Shockley’s and did not interfere in the running of the company.   

Funding was not a problem for the company.  Beckman bankrolled the company 

from 1956 until 1960, when he sold it for a loss.  In that time, it never made a 

profit (Brock, 2006). 

Talent management Shockley initially tried to recruit people from this old company Bell Labs, but 

was rebuffed.  Instead, he turned to young graduates whose energy and 

enthusiasm made up for their inexperience.  However, Shockley was careful in 

who he hired and would subject his candidates to rigorous interviews and have 

them complete psychological profiles.  Unfortunately, Shockley was good at 

hiring but poor at managing his employees.  Eventually eight of his core research 

team left together to found a new company.  Shockley’s company never 

recovered from this. 

Retaining good employees is as important as recruiting them and shall be 

considered in the Talent Management conceptual model.  
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 Summary of Historical Case Study 2: Intel Corporation 

 

Research & Development Shockley built a strong team of young and talented researchers. Having a great 

team is invaluable for HTE, however talented employees need to be listened to 

and appreciated by their employers.   

Shockley, did not listen to the ideas of his team when it went against his own 

will.  If he had allowed his team more autonomy, they would have been more 

productive. 

Project delivery Shockley’s idea for the four-layer Shockley diode eventually made it into 

production, but it was not a commercial success. 

Shockley purposed his own idea even when his own researchers expressed 

scepticism of its potential.  Shockley should have been more receptive to other 

people’s ideas. 

Relevant Systems Summary 

Market and engagement “Fortune favours the prepared mind”, so said Louis Pasteur.  This 

certainly seems to have been the case with Intel.  It is true that Noyce 

and Moore positioned the company well in the market place.  It was 

successful from the beginning with its range of memory chips.  But 

what really secured its fortunes was the venture into 

microprocessors.  The company’s first microprocessor was developed 

for a manufacturer of desktop calculators (not yet pocket calculators 

in those days).  The manufacturer in the end did not use the Intel chip 

but signed away ownership of the design to Intel, who could now sell 

it to anyone (Malone M. , 2014, p. 143). Thus, the billions that the 

calculator company could have made instead went to Intel (Malone 

M. , 2014, p. 173). 
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A similar stroke of luck happened again when IBM decided to produce 

their first personal computer and began looking for a CPU for it. At the 

time Motorola had a superior microprocessor, the 68000 and was the 

clear front runner for the new computer. However an Intel salesman,  

Paul Indaco, just happened to be in the right place at right time to 

convince IBM to go with Intel’s technically inferior, but better 

marketed, 3086 chip (Malone M. , 2014, p. 212).  

The IBM PC allowed Intel to capture most of the personal computer 

market for decades to come. 

Noyce, as the initial visionary, was able to position the company very 

well in the marketplace.  The company was successful from day one.  

Another astute decision that Noyce made was to move the company 

into the manufacture of microprocessors.  This positioned the 

company to later exploit the boom in the personal computer market.  

Funding Noyce was able to approach Art Rock, who was the financier who 

originally helped get the funds to set up Noyce’s old company 

Fairchild Semiconductor. It was Rock who recruited all the investors 

(including Warren Buffet) to raise the initial $2.5 million to fund Intel’s 

start-up (Malone M. , 2014, p. 58). 

Funding was not a problem for the new start-up company.  It seems 

to have been very easy for Noyce, through Rock, to raise the capital 

needed. 

Talent management Noyce and Moore seem to have been very astute in hiring the best 

people to come and work at Intel.  However, possibly their most 

important hire was Andy Grove.  When Moore announced that he was 

leaving Fairchild Semiconductor to join Noyce in a new company, 

Grove asked to join him.  While it was Noyce who was the “visionary” 

and Moore who was the technical “genius”, it was Grove who actually 

did most of the managing of the company, eventually becoming CEO 

when Noyce retired.  Grove was willing to make the difficult, 

sometimes unpopular, decisions that Noyce and Moore would avoid 
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(Malone M. , 2014, p. 47). This could sometimes lead to friction. For 

example, Federico Faggin, who had designed all Intel’s 

microprocessors up to that time, resigned after a confrontation with 

Andy Grove (Malone M. , 2014, p. 246). 

Noyce and Grove took great efforts to hire the best people.  Noyce 

created a culture at Intel that was less hierarchical than other 

companies of the time.  Both he and Moore were liked and admired 

by their employees – except for Grove, who respected Moore but 

disliked Noyce. It was Grove who took on most of the day-to-day 

running of the company, but whose abrasive personality could 

antagonise other staff members.   

Research & Development From the outset, Intel was at the forefront of innovation in the field 

of memory chips and later of microprocessors.  Credit for this must go 

to Noyce and Moore.  Although luck played some part in the firm’s 

meteoric rise,  the actions that the founders took, for example in 

hiring the best people, meant that the company was in a position 

where it could exploit that luck. 

The company was wise and possibly lucky in the areas of research that 

it entered into.  But it was also careful to hire the best people. 

Project delivery When it came to project delivery, it was really Grove who took charge.  

As Chief Operations Officer, Grove was responsible for the daily 

running of the company.  Grove could be direct, even abrasive, but 

was totally focused on project delivery.     

Through a combination of Moore’s technical skill and Grove’s drive, 

few, if any, of Intel’s products failed. 
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 Meta Sales Meeting 

This section presents the agenda for two major meetings that were held at Meta Vision’s head offices in 

2015. 

The first series of meetings took place between the 16th and 25th  of June 2015.   These meetings brought 

together not just Meta sales representatives but also its engineers and selected customer representatives. 

The purpose of these meetings was to take a broad overview of all Meta’s activities and prospects for future 

growth.  It was during these meetings that an aggressive expansion into the Chinese market was first raised. 

The second series of meetings were held between the 8th and 10th of September.  These meetings brought 

together Meta’s sales representatives from all its subsidiaries around the world.  One of the subjects on the 

agenda was to devise a detailed strategy for implementing the growth into the market in China that had been 

decided upon in the previous round of meetings. 

It was the mishandling of the company’s plans for expansion into China that was one of the major reasons 

that Meta ultimately went into liquidation. 

Meta Sales Get Together 
 
Objectives: 

• To get all sales & marketing staff qualified on Meta’s products 
• To get to know each other and agree mechanisms for co-operation 
• To discuss future product opportunities 
• To prepare individual territory sales plans for 2016 

 
Schedule: 
The event will run from Tuesday 16th until Thursday 25th February 2015. 
 
Location: 
The course will be based at Meta Eynsham. 
 
The event will combine seminar type activities, practical sessions, tasks for self-completion and 
social activities. 
 
Event Modules 
 
Tuesday 16th 
14:00–16:00 Introduction, Background and Overview (RJB) 

• Welcome 
• Participants Introduction 
• Introduction to Meta 
• Historical sales analysis 
• Product overview 
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• Introduction to the 2016 plan and structure 
• Objectives of the Sales Get Together 

 
16:30-17:00 Guidelines for individual sales plan preparation (RJB) 
 
18:00 Welcome Dinner, Bayleaf Restaurant, Eynsham 
 
Wednesday 17th 
 
09:00-11:00 General Welding Background 

• Introduction to open arc welding processes (TB) 
• Robot welding in the auto industry (DB) 
• Introduction to SAW (RJB) 

 
11:30- Standard Products – SLPr (JPM) 

• Introduction to the Smart Laser Probe 
• SLPr structure and variants 
• SLPr applications 
• How to use the Tools program – basic 
• How to use the Tools program – intermediate 
• How to use the Tools program – advanced 

 
Standard Products – SLPi (JPM) 

• Introduction to the Smart Laser Pilot 
• SLPi structure and variants 
• SLPi applications 
• How to be successful with the SLPi (DB) 

 
Includes hands on sessions on SLPr and Tools 
 
Thursday 18th 
Robot Welding Applications (LS, RL) 

• Introduction to Robot Applications 
• Overview of Robot interfacing 
• Kuka interface, applications, relationship 
• Fanuc interface, applications, relationship 
• ABB interface, applications, relationship 
• Yaskawa interface, applications, relationship 

 
• Montreal success stories (ST) 
• Chinese success stories (JZ) 
• Indian success stories (LS) 

 
• Competitive Evaluation – Servo Robot (TT) 
• Competitive Evaluation – MEL (VG) 
• Competitive Evaluation – MicroEpsilon (JPM) 
• Competitive Evaluation – Keyence (JPM) 
• Competitive Evaluation – Chinese Indigenous Companies (JZ) 
• Competitive Evaluation – Indian Indigenous Companies (LS) 
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Includes hands on sessions on Kuka 
 
19:00 Intercontinental Team Quiz (UK vs Europe vs North America vs Asia) 
 
Friday 19th 
Tube & Pipe Market (RJB) 
9.30-12.30 

• SAW applications 
• Pipe Mill Applications 

o Spiral Pipe Mill Applications 
Break 20 mins 

o Longitudinal Pipe Mill Applications 
o Pipe Coating Control (JZ) 

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch 
14:00 – 15:00 

• Introduction to pipe cladding (AC) 
15:15 – 17:00 

• Tube 
o TIG Welded Tube Mills 
o Laser Welded Tube Mills 
o ERW Tube Mills (LS) 

• Pipe Measurement & Inspection 
o Pipe End Measurement 
o Pipe Length Measurement 
o Pipe Body Measurement 
o Pipe ID Inspection 

 
Saturday 20th free 
Sunday 21st  free 
 

Monday 22nd 
Multipass (RJB) 

• Typical Multipass Welding Applications 
• VistaWeld DLS 
• Advantages of Scanning Spot 

 
OVST (FS) 

• Introduction to OVST 
• Glazer application 
• Inspection applications 

 
Includes practical sessions on DLS and OVST Products 
 
16:30 MINI Plant Tour Cowley, Oxford - (15 places) 
 
Tuesday 23rd 
 
Melt Tools (AS) 
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• Introduction to Arc Viewing Cameras 
• MeltTools Products 
• MeltTools applications 

 
Includes practical sessions on MeltTools 
 
Weld Inspection 

• CircInspect (LS) 
• Korean TWB and other inspection projects (LS) 
• 3D Weld Inspection (RY) 

 
Wednesday 24th 
09:00-12:30 Sales Related Modules 

 
• How Sales fits in to the overall company management and financial processes (SMB) 
• Quoting, Sample Quotes and Price List (RJB) 
• Introduction to SalesForce (ST) 
• Overcoming objections in sales negotiations (ST) 
• Grasping the Potential of Meta’s 3D Vision processing – strengths and limitations (SG) 

 
14:00 Cotswold Distillery Tour – (20 places) 
 
Thursday 25th 
 

• 9:00 Jaguar Factory Tour Castle Bromwich, Birmingham (for non-board members) (18 
places) 

• 10:00 Board Meeting @ Meta 
 

• p.m. Presenting & Reviewing individual sales plans (TB, ES, VG, JZ, LS, AC, ST, TT) 
 

• Event wrap up and summary of conclusions and action items (RJB) 
 
19:00 Farewell dinner, venue tbc 
 
Meta Strategy Meeting 
8-10th September 2015 
 
Agenda 
 
At the most recent board meeting, it was agreed that the company should undertake a high growth 
plan, and that a strategy meeting should be held to consider how to achieve that. 
 
This is the outline agenda for the meeting to provide some overall structure.  It is to be expected that 
additional topics will come up and be discussed in an ad hoc manner. 
 
The key is for us to develop a consensus, as far as possible, and to define a set of achievable action 
items. 
 
Tuesday 8th September 
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Please note that Steve and Richard will only arrive after long haul flights around lunch time, and that 
Brian is not available.There may be an interruption for a separate meeting during the afternoon. 
 
The main objective of Tuesday is to review the background to the strategy meeting and to set the 
scene for the rest of the meeting.  We should identify some preliminary numerical business 
objectives. 
 
RL, RJB, JPM, WRK, SMB, ST, JZ 
14:00  Review of Business Situation (RJB) 
15:00  Introduction of Business Plan ideas (RL) 
16:00  Discussion of Business Plan Objectives 
17:00  Brewery Tour (up to 16 people on a list) 
 
 
Wednesday 9th September 
 
We will review our main market segments in the morning, reviewing where we are by territory, 
application, competitive situation, product, opportunities (mini SWOT) 
 
DBL, RL, RJB, JPM, WRK, SMB, ST, JZ, LS, EH, DM, TB, FS 
10:00  Robotics Market Segment (introduced by ST) 
11:00  Tube & Pipe Market Segment (introduced by RJB) 
12:00  Multipass Market Segment (introduced by RJB) 
12:30  Others inc.Tank Welding Market Segment 
13:00  Lunch 
 
14:00  Sales Plan 
During the reviews of sales plans for the various territories listed below, our objective is to familiarise 
everyone with successes & failures in the various territories and to identify how to approach these 
territories in the future with both short and medium term actions. 

- Germany & Europe (WRK/RJB) 
- USA & North America (ST) 
- China (JZ) 
- India (LS) 

15:30  How to Integrate the Sales Team 
16:00  Marketing Update (RJB/EH) 
 
 
17:00 BBQ at Bablock Hythe, all invited 
 
Thursday 10th September 
 
On Thursday morning, we will look in a bit more detail at a few areas which need focus, followed by 
a monthly Meta Board Meeting and strategy meeting wrap up (for board members). 
 
DBL, RL, RJB, JPM, WRK, SMB, ST, JZ, LS, EH, DM, TB, FS, DC, TK 
10:00  Product Review, inc. summarising conclusions from 9th 
11:00  Discussion on PC (VistaWeld/PMS) software, introduced by DC 
12:00  Discussion on Operations, introduced by DM 
13:00  Lunch 
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14:00  Meta Board Meeting 
15:00  Strategy Meeting Wrap Up (Agreement of Action Items) 
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 Current Status of Meta at Companies House 

The first contemporary case study at Meta was terminated prematurely because the company encountered 

financial problems and went into liquidation. 

Meta’s entry at Companies House, below, shows the company’s status as Liquidation. 
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 Questionnaires Conducted at Meta. 

This section presents the questionnaires that the researcher used for the case study at Meta.  This constitutes 

Stage #2 of the data collection process as described in section 4.3.   

G.1 Meta Study Questionnaire Participants 

The questionnaires were completed by 21 employees at Meta.  Their answers to the questionnaires are worth 

noting because they capture the views of a diverse group of people, of many nationalities, who had 

experience of working both in their home countries as well as abroad. 

Participant Reference Nationality Company Role 

1 Participant #1 South African Meta UK Software Engineer 

2 Participant #2* Chinese Meta China Sales & Project Manager  

3 Participant #3 India Meta UK Engineer 

4 Participant #4 Spanish Meta UK Electronics Engineer 

5 Participant #5 German Meta Germany Sales Manager 

6 Participant #6 Australian Meta UK Project Engineer 

7 Participant #7 French Meta Canada Technical Support 

8 Participant #8 Scottish Meta UK Managing Director 

9 Participant #9 Russian Meta Canada Software Developer 

10 Participant #10 Italian Meta UK Installation Engineer 

11 Participant #11 Canadian Meta Canada Sales Director 

12 Participant #12 Chinese Meta UK Research Engineer 

13 Participant #13 USA Meta UK Mechanical Engineer 

14 Participant #14 English Meta UK Administration 

15 Participant #15 Canadian Meta Canada Application Engineer 

16 Participant #16 German Meta Germany Robot Programmer 

17 Participant #17 English Meta UK Snr Electronics Engineer 

18 Participant #18 Pakistani Meta UK Software Developer 

19 Participant #19 Turkish Meta Germany Sales Manager 

20 Participant #20*  Chinese Meta UK Software Engineer 

21 Participant #21* British Meta UK Software Engineer 

 

*These participants took part in the first questionnaires regarding the existing understanding of ERP, but they 

did not take part in the second, critical success factors questionnaire. 
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Figure G.1 Nationalities of the 21 participants in the Meta questionnaires. 

G.2 Enterprise Resource Planning Questionnaire 

The purpose of this questionnaire was to help the researcher understand what people working in HTE 

understood by Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).  As was explained in section 4.3.4.1, ERP is a subset of the 

wider Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) system.  However, for this initial “finding out” phase the 

two terms are considered close enough that the results of this first questionnaire can also be applied to EPM. 

The questionnaire was divided into three sections that sought to find out the following information: 
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1. What do the participants understand about ERP. 

2. What factors are important for ensuring that the ERP system is implemented successfully. 

3. Once the ERP has been installed, what factors should be used to assess the value it has added. 

G.3 What do the participants understand about ERP 

The first part of the questionnaire sought to understand what the participants already knew about ERP and 

what views they had of it.  

The questionnaire that the participants were presented with is shown in Table G-1. The following sections 

will present an analysis of the participants’ answers. 

Table G-1 Initial Finding out Questionnaire. 

 

G.3.1 Question: Had you ever heard of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) before taking part in 

this questionnaire? 

The answers to this question are shown in Figure G.2 Only 60% of the respondents said that they had heard 

of ERP before.  

Description 

Meta wanted to adopt Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to improve its performance management by 

automating the business process more efficiently. The researcher began by asking each participant whether 

they had ever heard of ERP before.  The purpose of this question was to establish how far ERP has penetrated 

the world of HTE. 

Results 

60% of stakeholders said that they had heard of ERP. The result indicates that the more senior role, the better 

understanding and awareness of ERP among employees. 

Conclusion 

The result suggests that ERP has widespread but not universal recognition within the HTE community. Those 

who had heard of ERP tended to be either in managerial roles, or were in the younger cohort of stakeholders.  

This implies that management should share their knowledge of ERP more widely amongst their staff.  
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However, it seems that as the younger stakeholders are already aware of ERP and so, as these stakeholders 

move through the workforce then ERP will become better known over time.   

 

Figure G.2 Had you ever heard of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) before taking part in this questionnaire? 

G.3.2 Question: Have you experience of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) at user level before, 

if so please write down the ERP vendors e.g. SAP, Oracle, IBM, Microsoft etc.? 

Only 4 people had previous experience of ERP (mainly SAGE). 

Description 

The objective of this research is to derive a holistic model of performance management in HTE.  This model 

should provide practical assistance to HTE companies who wish to implement an ERP system.  Therefore, the 

researcher was interested to learn what existing experience the stakeholders had of ERP and which tools or 

software packages they had used.  This knowledge would be of assistance in seeing where the holistic model 

could be used to improve existing practices. 

Results 

Less than 20% of the participants in the questionnaire had actual experience of ERP.  Of those who had their 

experience was confined to the following packages: 

• Syspro.  For accounts and inventory management.  https://eu.syspro.com/ 

• MP2.  For factory level resource planning and project cost tracking. 

• Navision.  A Microsoft package for ERP.  https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-gb/business-
central/overview/ 

• KHK.  German accounting software company, now part of the SAGE group. 

• Epicor.  A US-based ERP solutions provider.  https://www.epicor.com. 

https://eu.syspro.com/
https://www.epicor.com/
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• Sage.  UK enterprise software provider.  www.Sage.com 
 

Sage was the most common ERP solution of which the stakeholders had some experience. Sage 50 Accounts, 
which was later changed to Sage 50cloud Accounts is the UK's bestselling accounts software for SME 
(Alphalogix, 2021).  This may reflect a slight UK bias in the participants' work experience. 
Interestingly, even though several of the participants were German, none had experience of SAP for ERP, 

even though SAP is a large German business solutions provider.  It is possible that HTE in Germany do not use 

ERP software as widely as in the UK.   

Conclusion 

Fewer people have direct experience of using ERP than know of it.  It could be that only a few people in the 

HTE are directly using ERP software packages, but more people in the HTE are actually involved in ERP but 

may not be aware that they are participating.  

 

Figure G.3 Have you experience of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) at user level before, if so please write down the 
ERP vendors e.g. SAP, Oracle, IBM, Microsoft etc.? 

G.3.3 Question: Are you ambitious to implement Enterprise Resource Planning? 

The majority of the participants did not know if they were ambitious to implement ERP. 

Description 

The researcher was interested in gauging the current appetite for implementing ERP in HTE.    

Results 

http://www.sage.com/
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Over 70% of the participants were either enthusiastic to implement ERP or were not sure, and were 

presumably open to persuasion.  Only less than 20% of respondents were definitively not ambitious to 

implement ERP in their companies. 

Conclusion 

The results suggest that there is a potential to educate or persuade stakeholders in HTE of the benefits of 

ERP.   

 

Figure G.4 Are you ambitious to implement Enterprise Resource Planning 

G.3.4 Question: What are the key business drivers behind the ERP implementation in your 

organisation? 

The most commonly cited business driver was improving efficiency. 

Description 

The researcher was interested in what business needs were driving the adoption of ERP.  Knowing this would 

help to guide the development of the holistic model of enterprise performance management. 

Results 

Of the drivers that the participants identified, the most common was efficiency.  Stakeholders believed that 

ERP would help them make improvements to all levels of the company from management down to the 

production line. 

Conclusion 
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Most participants were not sure what the business drivers were behind the adoption of EPR, but those who 

did have a view suggested that the main driver was the search for increased efficiency. There is clearly scope 

for increasing the stakeholder’s understanding of what business facets could benefit from EPR.   

The ERP business drivers will play a part in the design of the holistic model of the enterprise performance 

management. 

 

Figure G.5 What are the key business drivers behind the ERP implementation in your organisation? 

This completes the initial data collection and analysis of the background information about what people 

working in HTE understood by ERP and, by extension, EPM. 

G.4 Critical Success Factors for ERP 

The participants were asked to complete the second part of the questionnaire, shown in Table G-2. The 

purpose of this second questionnaire was to discover what people working in HTE thought would be 

necessary for EPM to be implemented successfully at Meta. 

G.4.1 Please rate the following on a scale of 1 (most important) to 7 (least important) for the 

most important ERP Evaluation Criteria. 

The participants were presented with a list of possible factors that might be necessary for the EPM to be 

implemented successfully.  They were asked to rate these factors in order of importance. 
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An analysis of the participants' answers is presented in the following sections. 

Table G-2 ERP Critical Success Factors 

 

 

 

G.4.2 Commitment of Top Management 

Most stakeholders felt that commitment of top management to ERP was an important factor in ensuring its 

success. 

Description 

The researcher was interested in whether the stakeholders believed that a successful implementation of ERP 

required commitment from top management, or whether they thought that it could still be successful if only 

supported by the lower levels of the business. 

Results 

The stakeholders overwhelmingly supported the view that commitment from top management was essential 

for an ERP system to function well and be successful. 

Conclusion 

It seems logical that only the top management of a company could drive through the changes needed for a 

complete implantation of an EPR system.  Therefore, the answers of the participants are quite 

understandable.  The researcher therefore concludes that the views of top management in EPR should be 

considered when devising the holistic performance model. 
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Figure G.6 Commitment by top management. 

G.4.3 Excellent Project Management 

Most respondents felt that excellent project management was helpful for ERP but was not of the utmost 

importance. 

Description 

The researcher sought the views of the stakeholders on whether they thought that EPR required excellent 

project management.  The converse would be that EPR could be successfully implemented when projects 

were not managed particularly well. 

Results 

The responses of the participants were still in favour of excellent project management being a requirement 

of successful EPR.  But they were not as emphatic that such outstanding project management was essential 

for EPR. 

Conclusion 

Excellent project management is, of course, a benefit to any company and the answers of the stakeholders 

reflect this.  But the feedback from the stakeholders was that it was not absolutely essential.  
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Figure G.7 Excellent project management. 

G.4.4 Clear Understanding of Strategic Goals & Objectives 

Description 

The researcher wished to understand whether a successful EPR required its participants to have a clear 

understanding of its goals.  For example. If the EPR objective was to reduce waste on the production line, 

would it be better if the workers on the line were aware of that goal.  Or would the same results be achieved 

if the workers on the line simply followed the could they simply follow the directives from management 

without needing to know the overarching objective.  To this end, the researcher asked the stakeholders 

whether they thought it was necessary to have a clear understanding of the EPR objectives.  

Results 

The questionnaire responses showed a clear belief from the stakeholders that a clear understanding of the 

objectives of the process was important if EPR was to be successful. 

Conclusion 

The response this this question shows that the stakeholders in the HTE clearly feel that knowing the 

objectives of the EPR is important.  Therefore, the project leader who aims to implement ERP or any 

enterprise performance management program, it’s important that the stakeholders shall perceive clear 

understanding of the strategic goals and objective of EPM implementation.  
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Figure G.8 Clear Understanding of Strategic Goals & Objectives 

G.4.5 A Great Implementation Team and Inter-departmental communication 

Description 

The researcher was interested in how stakeholders felt about the necessity to have a great implementation 

team and excellent inter-departmental communication when establishing an ERP process.  The aim was to 

investigate whether an ERP system would need to be implemented uniformly across the entire organisation 

for maximum benefit.  

Results 

The questionnaire response showed that there was a clear agreement amongst the stakeholders that a great 

team for implementing the EPR process and good inter-departmental communication was very important. 

Conclusion 

This result strongly suggests that it is important that the team who are tasked with implementing the ERP 

are highly motivated and there is clear communication between each department affected so that all parties 

understand and support the endeavour.  
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Figure G.9 A Great Implementation Team and Inter-departmental communication 

G.4.6 Knowledge Management 

Knowledge management refers to how the ERP system will help store, analyse and disseminate important 

information throughout the HTE.  A good knowledge management system will help management by ensuring 

the transparency of decision making within the organization; all important data and decisions should be 

recorded within the knowledge management system.  Similarly, the knowledge management system should 

make it simple for employees to retrieve the information they need to carry out their assigned tasks. 

Description 

The researcher wanted to know if the stakeholders felt that an ERP system should support knowledge 

management within the HTE.   

Results 

The response of the stakeholders shows that an ERP system should help with the flow of knowledge 

throughout the organization. 

Conclusion 

A great deal of the value of a company comes from the knowledge that it has accumulated in its designs, 

patents and, not least, in its managers and employees.  This is especially true for HTE firms with their large 

commitments to R&D.  It is therefore important that the ERP system should support knowledge management 

within the company.  Consequently, “knowledge management” should be an important factor to consider 

when designing the final EPM holistic model. 
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Figure G.10 Knowledge management 

G.4.7 Extensive Education & Training 

Description 

The researcher was interested in how important the stakeholders felt was the level of training and education 

provided in order to use the ERP system.  It was anticipated that the stakeholders would consider that a high 

degree of training would be very important. 

Results 

The results were interesting in that the stakeholders did not place a very high importance on training.  This 

may be because the stakeholders in the HTE are already very technologically literate and perhaps feel that 

they could master the system without requiring too much formal training.  

Conclusion 

The stakeholders in HTE appear to place a lower importance on training and education in the ERP application.  

This is likely due to their already being comfortable with similar technology.  This is an example of where the 

demographic targeted by the ERP is important.  Stakeholders of organisations that were not HTE companies 

might place more importance on upfront education and training. 
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Figure G.11 Extensive Education & Training 

G.4.8 Organizational Change Management 

The results show evenly distributed response to this question.  Most responders gave this a middling to low 

level of importance. 

Description 

Bringing in a new ERP into a company, of possibly introducing ERP into the firm for the first time, will by 

necessity cause some reorganisation.  The research wanted to know how important the management of this 

organisational change was to the stakeholders in the HTE. 

Results 

As it turned out the answer to the questionnaire showed that there was no consensus amongst the 

stakeholders for how important it was to manage the organizational changes that will result from 

implementing ERP within the HTE.  

Conclusion 

Introducing an ERP into a company is bound to result in some organisational restructuring.  It is therefore 

interesting that there was no agreement amongst HTE stakeholders on how important managing this change 

was.  It is possible that the participants were not aware of how important this would be when it came time 

to implement the ERP.  The Rich Picture technique of SSM should be used to help the stakeholders explore 

the consequences of ERP to their own companies and how to best manage its introduction. 
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Figure G.12 Organizational Change Management 

G.4.9 Multi-site Issues 

Despite the stakeholders work at different sites, they did not consider multi-site issues to be of particular 

importance to the success of an ERP. 

Description 

Introducing a complicated ERP system into a company can have additional difficulties when the organisation 

in question is spread over multiple sites, or even over different continents. 

Results 

The respondents to the questionnaire tended to place a lower importance on multi-site issues.  

Conclusion 

Since many of the participants themselves came from companies which maintained sites on several different 

countries it is perhaps surprising that issues that an ERP would cause in such organisations was not given 

more importance.  This again may be due to the particular demographic.  The keyholders in HTE are familiar 

with the latest communication technologies.  They are comfortable with collaborating with colleagues 

remotely online.  Consequently, the stakeholders may not see any real additional problems that ERP would 

cause for HTE operating from multiple sites.   
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Figure G.13 Multi-site Issues 

G.4.10 Strategic IT Planning 

Description 

For an ERP system to achieve its maximum potential it must be integrated into the company’s overall IT 

infrastructure.  This requires advanced planning to ensure that all the company’s IT systems can run smoothly 

with the ERP and there are no compatibility issues. 

The researcher seeks to understand to what extent the stakeholders in the HTE gave importance to the 

strategic IT planning required for the introduction of an ERP system.    

Results 

The stakeholders were not of a common view when it came to the importance of strategic IT planning.  

Opinion was evenly distributed across all importance levels: from those who felt it was very important, 

through to those who thought it was of very low importance. 

Conclusion 

As professionals working a high-tech engineering environment, it is assumed that each of the stakeholders 

who completed the questionnaire are familiar with the IT systems of their respective companies.  Therefore, 

it may be that the different values given to strategic IT planning reflects different background of individuals, 

therefore the need to educate all stakeholders to understand the ERP associated with IT infrastructure and 

knowledge are necessary around the organization.  
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Figure G.14 Strategic IT Planning 

G.4.11 Vendor Support 

Description 

When introducing a new management system, such as ERP, that will have multiple effects throughout the 

organisation, it is common to expect support from the ERP vendor. 

The researcher wanted to gauge how much importance the HTE stakeholders placed on having vendor 

support. 

Results 

The stakeholders who were questioned tended to view vendor support as being of low importance.   

Although some stakeholders assigned vendor support a high level of importance, most viewed it as having 

middling to low importance. 

Conclusion 

The generally low level of important with which the stakeholders viewed the importance of vendor support 

could again be due to the nature of HTE firms.  The employees of these companies are used to complex IT 

systems and perhaps feel that they would not need much support from the vendor. 
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Figure G.15 Vendor Support 

G.5 Most Important ERP Evaluation Criteria 

Finally, the participants were asked how the benefits of the ERP system should be assessed once it is up and 

running. 

The questionnaire contained a third section which presented a list of potential evaluation criteria and asked 

the participants to rank them in order of importance.  This section of the questionnaire is shown in Table G-3. 
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Table G-3 ERP Evaluation Criteria 

 

 

G.6 Please Rate the Following for the most important ERP Evaluation Criteria. 

 

G.6.1 System quality: Functionality of ERP system and its capability to integrate with the existing 

system used in the company. 

Description 

One might assume that the quality of the ERP system is important and the ease by which it can be integrated 

with the company’s existing IT system should be an important factor when evaluating the ERP. 

The researcher was interested to find out if the views of the stakeholders of the HTE corresponded with this 

assumption. 

Results 

Contrary to expectations, the stakeholders did not have any majority view of the importance of quality or 

ease of integration when evaluating an ERP system.  The responses ranged from high importance to low 

importance and all values in between. 

Conclusion 

It seems, from the responses received, not everyone believes that the quality of the system and ease of 

integration are not generally considered to be one of the most important factors when evaluating an ERP 

system.   
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Figure G.16 System Quality 

G.6.2 Information quality: The quality of the information e.g. report that the ERP system 

produces in terms of timeliness, usefulness and ease of understanding. 

Description 

One might assume that the quality of the information obtained from the ERP would be a very important 

factor when evaluating an ERP system.  The researcher wished to discover if the HTE stakeholders would 

share this assumption.  

Results 

The responses of the stakeholders to this question are divided.  Some participants consider the information 

quality of high importance, others of middling importance and most give it low importance. 

Conclusion 

The usefulness of an ERP system is generally dependent on the timeliness, clarity and general usefulness of 

the data that it produces.  However, the HTE keyholders who completed the questionnaire did not universally 

believe that the quality of information is one of the most important factors. .  A possible explanation for this 

is that the stakeholders who were questioned did not see themselves directly interacting with the EPR 

system.  Therefore, the quality of the data obtained from the ERP system was not so important to them. 
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Figure G.17 Information Quality 

G.6.3 Service quality: Support the company receives from the ERP system vendor during 

installation and after sales services 

Description 

The support that the vendor provides for the ERP system during commissioning and on-going maintenance 

could be an important factor in evaluating whether the HTE should adopt a particular ERP.  The researcher 

was interested in how much importance the HTE stakeholders would assign to this evaluation criterion.   

Results 

The majority of respondents gave service quality a middle to low rating for importance in comparison to 

other evaluation criteria. 

Conclusion 

The answers given by the stakeholders could be a consequence of them being from an HTE organisation.  The 

stakeholders are people who are familiar with technology and perhaps feel less need to rely on vendor 

support to install and maintain the ERP system. 
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Figure G.18 Service Quality 

G.6.4 Information/System Use: The use of the ERP system by employees in the company 

Description 

Some ERP systems may only be of interest to management and specially trained personnel. Others may not 

well-aware of the system.  The researcher was interested to see at which level the stakeholders consider the 

aspect of utilising the ERP system at their organization.  

Results 

The answers from the stakeholders did not converge on a single answer.  There was no strong preference for 

how important this criterion should be when evaluating an ERP.   

Conclusion 

The lack of any consensus in the answers from the stakeholders indicates that they may not anticipate having 

or may not want to have a direct interaction with the ERP. 
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Figure G.19 The use of the ERP system by employees in the company 

G.6.5 Individual impact: ERP system’s impact on individuals referring to improving 3Es: 

efficiency, effectiveness and efficacy. 

Description 

The researcher gathered the views of the stakeholders as to how important an evaluation criterion was the 

ERP system’s potential to improve the 3E’s of efficiency, effectiveness and efficacy of individuals. 

Results 

The majority of the stakeholders questioned rated the impact of the ERP to improve the 3Es of each individual 

as an important evaluation criterion.  

Conclusion 

The participants consider the impact of the EPR system on each individual’s performance as something that 

would be of immediate concern to them. 
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Figure G.20 ERP system's impact on individuals 

G.6.6 Workgroup impact: The impact of the ERP system among the company and its subsidiary. 

 

Description 

This question was designed to probe what importance stakeholders in the HTE would give to the impact on 

workgroups as an ERP evaluation criterion.  This evaluation criterion would apply beyond the individual and 

affect the company as a whole and its subsidiaries. 

Results 

The answers from the stakeholders showed a clear preference to assign a high importance to this evaluation 

criterion.  The majority of respondents believed that the effect that the ERP would have on the workgroups 

was an important evaluation criterion.  

Conclusion 

It appears that the HTE stakeholders have stronger views of those evaluation criteria that relate to the effect 

on employees than they are to technical aspects of the ERP system.  For example, their views on the 

importance of the quality of information coming from the ERP covers a wide range of options.  But evaluation 

criteria that affect individuals directly, or through the effect on workgroups generate a much more focused 

response. 
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Figure G.21 Workgroup impact 

G.6.7 Organisational impact: The benefits that the organisation gains from the ERP system as 

well as the cost applied to ERP system implementation and maintenance. 

 

Description 

This question was designed to probe what importance stakeholders in the HTE would give to the impact on 

work groups as an ERP evaluation criterion.  This evaluation criterion would apply beyond the individual and 

affect the company as a whole and its subsidiaries. 

Results 

This final question was intended to understand what participants felt would be the effect of the ERP system 

on the organisation as a whole.  In particular, the trade-off between the benefits of the ERP set against the 

cost of implementing and maintaining the system.    

Conclusion 

It appears that the HTE stakeholders have stronger views of those evaluation criteria that relate to the effect 

on employees than they are to technical aspects of the ERP system.  For example, their views on the 

importance of the quality of information coming from the ERP covers a wide range of options.  But evaluation 

criteria that affect individuals directly, or through the effect on workgroups generate a much more focused 

response. 
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Figure G.22 Organisational impact 

The results from the first questionnaire gave an initial aspect from the stakeholders how they understand 

ERP associated with the critical success factors of the ERP implementation and its evaluation criteria. This 

aspect indicates how HTE stakeholders have knowledge of the performance management and their intention 

for improving their performance using enterprise-wide system such as ERP in order to stay competitive with 

the competitors. The change management initiative often come with the consequence that the management 

team shall be well-aware of its plan and implementation. 
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     Summary of Meta Case Study 

Relevant System Summary 

Market and 
engagement 

The senior management at Meta assessed the prevailing market conditions and the 

state of their own company and decided that the time was right to embark on a major 

expansion into China.  The managers of Meta had identified what they believed was a 

market opportunity for their innovative laser welding equipment to reach the 

customers’ demand in China and eventually worldwide.  The company also knew that 

it would need local partners in China who could help it establish relationships with 

potential customers.  Meta’s expansion into China might have been successful, but 

unfortunately, the company encountered financial difficulties caused by problems with 

other, large projects that it was trying to complete at the same time.  The situation was 

exacerbated by problems that Meta had with one of its Chinese partners who was 

withholding money that Meta was due.  This point underlines the sort of problems that 

can be encountered when entering an entirely new market.   

It is clear that Meta was under-resourced both financially and in terms of manpower 

for the scope of its ambitions.   

A better model of market engagement might have helped the management at Meta to 

think about their decisions more thoughtfully.  A monitor and control process would 

have provided feedback about the situation and allowed management to take 

corrective action before it was too late. 

Project delivery It is in the nature of HTE firms that delivering projects can often be an uncertain 

process.  This is due to the challenge of dealing with innovative technology and the 

trouble that can result from that.   The most challenging projects for an HTE company 

are those to develop new products that are outside its core competence.  

This was the case at Meta when it undertook to develop an entirely new product for 

one of its major customers in South Korea.  The project was outside Meta’s normal field 

of expertise and technical difficulties arose that the company had not foreseen.  

Consequently, ever more time and engineers had to be allocated to fixing these 

problems.  The situation was made worse by the fact that the system had already been 

shipped to Korea before all the technical issues had been addressed.  This meant extra 

time and expense as engineers had to be sent out there to fix new problems.  Meta 
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spent over two years on this project but was still not able to deliver a successful product 

to their customer. 

The cost overruns of this project was a major reason why Meta got into financial 

difficulties and was eventually liquidated. 

It is clear that Meta did not have an adequate project management system in place that 

would have monitored costs and warned them of the danger they were getting into.  

Additionally, Meta did not do a sufficient risk analysis for the project they were 

undertaking.  Despite the fact, this project needed R&D that was novel and outside of 

their normal competencies, there seems to have been no mitigation strategies put in 

place to deal with the problems that were encountered. 

 

Research & 
Development 

(R&D) 
 

HTE companies such as Meta usually have one or more R&D projects running at any 

given time.  This is essential to ensure that they have new, innovative products in the 

pipeline to offer their customers and so stay competitive. 

Conducting R&D is inherently risky because by its nature not everything is known 

beforehand and there is an element of discovery involved.  As a consequence, many 

R&D projects fail.  Nevertheless, Meta had several decades of experience in 

undertaking such projects and enough of them had been successful to make Meta one 

of the leaders in laser-guided welding systems. 

It is unfortunate, therefore, that it was an unsuccessful R&D project that was partly 

responsible for Meta’s closure. 

Meta was approached by one of their most important customers, a South Korean 

company that manufactured pipes – principally for the oil industry.  This customer 

wanted Meta to design and install a system that would remotely measure the 

dimensions of one of these large pipes with very high accuracy. 

Such a system was novel for Meta and outside of their core business of laser-guided 

welding.  However, not wishing to turn away an important customer, they agreed to 

undertake the task. 

Meta understood their customer’s requirements and had identified this as a product 

for which there might be further market demand.  If the product could be delivered it 

would expand their product range into new market sectors and expand their 

intellectual property portfolio.  However, Meta failed to properly identify its strengths 
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and weaknesses or to allocate sufficient funds to cover the costs of the projects.  It was 

only realised later that the project was beyond the company’s technical ability and that 

insufficient money had been allocated to deal with the problems that were appearing.  

The project planning step was also inadequate and sending the system prematurely to 

the customer site in Korea also greatly increased the time and costs of the project as 

engineers had to be flown out to fix problems.  Finally, the Meta did not seem to have 

any strategy in place to systematically solve those problems that did arise.   

 

Funding and 
financing 

 

Meta senior management set up multiple funding sources for R&D projects. Funding 

and cash flow are at the heart of any company. All other relevant systems are affected 

if there is poor financial management. For example, excessive spending on R&D 

projects made a negative impact on finance and talent management at the company. 

According to Meta’s strategic plan, the company intended to rely on revenues received 

from successfully delivering its existing projects and the increase in sales anticipated 

from its expansion into China. It was also expecting significant financial support from a 

Chinese investor as its main source of finance. Meta did not try to get any assistance 

from the various grant funding bodies that exist to help SMEs.  With the delay in 

commercial projects and its rapid growth plan, Meta was in financial trouble.  This 

situation became critical when the Chinese investor withheld the payment that Meta 

expected. 

Talent 
management 

Meta as a company put great effort into talent management both in training and 

hiring new staff. The technical director revealed he spent up to 25% of his time in the 

recruitment process.  

In truth, the employees of a company are the stakeholders who make or break the 

accomplishments of all the other relevant systems. 

In addition to direct employees, it was also important for Meta to establish relations 

with collaborators such as people and organisations within China that could help its 

expansion plans.  For example, Meta enlisted the help of a business agent in China who 

had useful government contacts and was able to help Meta get some contracts with 

state-owned businesses.  These personal relationships are key to doing business in 

China. 
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During the process of Meta’s final downfall, its employees were under tremendous 

pressure to fix problems and complete projects.  This led to a general demotivation 

within Meta’s workforce, which only exacerbated the problems that the company was 

when key employees left the company.   

The researcher observed that there is a strong connection between the outlook and 

prospects of a company and its employee’s level of motivation.  

For Meta in the past, most employees were very dedicated and upbeat, but with the 

delay of projects and the negative prospects for the company, employees faced both 

practical and motivational difficulties in engaging with their work. 

 

 Summary of OVST Case Study 

Relevant Systems Summary 

Market Understanding 

and Engagement 

OVST has adopted the following strategies for market engagement: 

• Printed brochures sent to potential customers.  These were usually 

then followed up with a telephone call to check whether the customer 

has received the brochure and whether they were interested in any 

of the products. 

• The OVST website was updated and improved.  The website allows 

OVST to interact with its customers.  Here customers can provide 

feedback and engage with OVST products. This helps to give OVST an 

understanding of emerging trends in the market.. 

• Reaching out to customers via Expert, which used to be OVST’s parent 

company and still uses OVST’s services. 

• Using the EdTech online learning platform to increase awareness of 

OVST products amongst academia and engage more industrial 

partners/integrators and hence in the future engineers when these 

students enter the workforce. 

OVST’s market understanding and engagement activities have been 

impacted by the Covid pandemic. Nevertheless, it seems clear that the 

conventional approach of sales brochures, followed by telephone enquiry 
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are not sufficient.  The future of the market engagement activities will lie 

with the online route and the EdTech (Online Education Technology) 

platform.  These allow the company to reach out and interact with a large 

number of potential customers. 

Funding and Finance OVST has been successful in securing grant funding for bodies such as the 

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the Royal Academy of 

Engineering in the UK - and some from the Thai government, as OVST has 

a subsidiary in Thailand.  This funding has enabled OVST to finance the 

development of new hardware and software for its core products – 3D 

vision sensor and robot guidance system.  

 

With the advent of the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union, funding 

bodies such as ERDF may no longer pertain. Due to the Covid pandemic, 

other UK grant providers may be more restricted; hence the source of 

funding may be diminished as a consequence of uncertainty in the future.  

OVST also gained profits year on year prior to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

However, during the Covid crisis, the revenue has been in decline. With 

some healthy retained earnings in previous years and some support from 

grant funding, OVST is still active and able to manage its finance during 

the crisis.  

The researcher had learned first-hand from the problems at Meta that it 

was important to seek out financing and funding from a diverse range of 

sources and most importantly to manage the R&D and commercial 

projects to always keep them within budget and on time.  By applying this 

experience to the case study at OVST the researcher, in her role as director 

of the company, was able to deliver all customer projects successfully 

while keeping the company finances healthy. 

Talent management The research funding secured by OVST allows it to hire contractors but not 

full-time staff.  Consequently, a lot of the R&D done within the company 

has been undertaken by contractors. 
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With the advantage of having a subsidiary in Thailand, the company can 

attract talent in Thailand, using the good reputation of British technology, 

as well as being able to secure grant funding in Thailand to fund the 

development organically.  

Using the lessons from the Meta case study, OVST was able to enhance its 

capability to recruit and retain talent.   At the same time, it managed the 

cost of hiring by diversifying to different sites in the UK and Thailand to 

grow the team. Furthermore, the funding from grant providers in the UK 

and Thailand allows OVST to provide attractive recruitment offers to 

attract skilled employees.  

Research & 

Development 

Meta tried to expand its product range but choose projects that were too 

ambitious for its resources.  In particular, the pipe measurement for South 

Korea ended up using all the company’s available resources. 

In contrast, OVST had spent a reasonable amount of time researching 

the feasibility of all R&D projects before sending a proposal to the grant 

funders. As OVST’s R&D was supported through grants, the company 

had first to prove to the funding bodies that the research was worth 

undertaking. 

R&D in HTE, by nature, is very challenging as we often witness the failure 

of R&D projects due to technical, financial, or managerial challenges.  

However, by preparing the project team for the real challenges they will 

face, and ensuring that good project management practice is in place to 

meet key milestones, then the monitor and control process will manage 

the project delivery so that it is on time and within budget. 

Project delivery OVST has a very good record when it comes to delivering projects to 

customers on time and within budget. 

OVST has learned from Meta’s failure in scoping the work required to 

complete any given project.  An understanding of the uncertainty and risk 

associated with the project over its entire lifecycle is crucially important.  

This understanding has improved OVST’s project management. 
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Systematic and well-organised project management and extensive 

preparation resulted in OVST have never having failed to deliver a project 

to a customer. This ensured ongoing financial stability and customer 

satisfaction, both of which are fundamental in running a business. 

Manufacturing OVST had an industry-leading product in the form of its automotive 

glazing, 3D vision and robot guidance application.  But after 20 years the 

components inside the sensors were reaching obsolescence.  It was 

therefore imperative to design a new sensor. 

The researcher, in her role as director of OVST began this process by first 

securing the funds necessary to support the development.  This funding 

was partly sourced internally from the company and partially by the 

Coventry City Council via the European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF). 

Once the financial resources had been secured, the design of the sensor 

could begin.  The design of the new sensor was conducted entirely in-

house with only a few components sent out to specialized manufacturers. 

The resulting sensor is the smallest and lightest industrial 3D sensor 

currently on the market. By the nature of R&D, there were some 

challenges and issues along the way; however, with proactive planning, 

the right performance measures, and talented people, manufacturing 

productivity has become the norm for OVST’s culture. 

 

The director recognized that the company’s existing sensors were nearing 

the end of their life cycle and it would become increasingly difficult to 

source the parts to maintain them.  Therefore, having analysed the 

situation and explored all other options, the director of OVST decided to 

proceed with the development of a completely new sensor.  This was a 

significant decision as it would require a considerable commitment of the 

company’s resources. 

By careful planning, most development problems were avoided and the 

project was completed on time and within the allotted budget. 
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Sales When the researcher took over the running of OVST it was part of a larger 

parent company.  This company, “Expert Automation Systems”, 

undertook large industrial projects such as building entire new production 

lines for manufacturers. If there was a requirement for some form of 

vision system, then that would be passed on to OVST.  In this way, Expert 

acted as a business partner for new OVST sales.  Although over time OVST 

has become more decoupled from Expert, they are still an important 

source of sales for OVST. 

In the last few years, OVST has made significant sales through repeat 

business.  As manufacturers introduce new models, they often want to 

keep their manufacturing systems consistent.  Therefore, they tend to 

order the same systems again.  This has resulted in profitable contracts 

for OVST to supply new Glazer systems for companies including Ford, 

Honda and Fiat. 

 

So far OVST has made most of its sales either via its parent company, 

Expert, or through repeat business from existing customers.  It has been 

less successful at attracting entirely new customers.  This is an issue that 

the director of OVST addressed using the following sales routes: 

• Brochures posted to potential customers.  Leads are followed up with 

direct telephone calls. 

• A revamped website, which contains details of all the company’s 

products and many demonstration videos. 

• In the longer term, the EdTech online training platform that the 

company has developed will help to promote the company’s products 

and engage more business partners/integrators. In addition, ongoing 

collaboration with universities, with the expectation that students 

who have become familiar with OVST products will have a preference 

to keep using them when they enter the workforce.  Hopefully, this 

will influence future purchasing to favour OVST. 
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Marketing OVST has always had its own independent identity since its inception, but 

now that it has stepped away from its parent company, Expert, it is more 

important now that OVST establishes its own brand presence in the 

marketplace. 

OVST already has a presence in Europe and North America, but now also 

has an office in Thailand and is partnering with a large Chinese systems 

supplier.  It is anticipated that these will form the bases of an increased 

expansion of the company into Southeast Asia. 

 

The company is making modest progress in its marketing strategy. 

However, there are now measures and control processes in place through 

which the team monitors the outcome and impact of any marketing 

campaigns that OVST carries out: for example, hard-copy/electronic 

brochures sent out to customers, website traffic, and YouTube videos’ 

views, as well as gaining feedback directly from potential customer by 

direct contact through phone calls or emails.  

Risk Management OVST is subject to the ups and downs of the general economic climate like 

any other company.  However, the company is particularly exposed to any 

problems that affect the car industry as this is the main market for OVST’s 

business.   

Since the problems that affect the automotive industry are not under the 

control of OVST, the company has to have contingency plans in place to 

handle external risks. 

One strategy that the company has adopted is to ensure that it has a 

flexible workforce.  The company only maintains a core of permanent 

employees.  This is where the essential knowledge of the company 

resides.  Surrounding this permanent group, there are a number of 

contractors, which the company employs to undertake specific tasks.  

Additionally, the company also sponsors student internships and PhD 

scholarships, in collaboration with universities, for maintaining 

development projects and ongoing business. 
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The company has attempted to reduce the risks that it faces in a number 

of ways.  It has maintained a flexible workforce so that it can more easily 

adapt to the changing business environment. 

The company is also aware that it should expand its product line to reduce 

its exposure to the car industry.  Consequently, it has developed new 

products that target different industry sectors.    

OVST’s strategy and risk assessment were informed by lessons learned 

from Meta’s case study. There were a number of factors that contributed 

to the problems at Meta, such as failures in R&D, sales and project 

delivery.  However, the main trigger for the closure of the company was 

its failure to manage its finances and cash flow.  

OVST is now well aware of this key issue and adjusted their strategy to 

stay conservative on financial management, rather than taking drastic 

steps to grow the company, as in Meta’s case.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 List of Career Motivation Factors 

This section describes the questionnaires that were used in stage #5 of the data collection process.  Their 

purpose was to find out what study participants thought were the most important KPIs for each of the nine 

conceptual models. 
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These questionnaires were completed by 41 respondents. 

J.1 Talent Management 

Table J-1 Career Motivation Factors 
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 List of KPIs Questionnaires for the nine Conceptual Models in HTE 

These questionnaires relate to stage #6 of the data collection process. 

As part of this stage, the researcher was interested in developing the EPM monitor and control process.  An important part of this process is the mapping of the 

measured KPIs into the 5E performance criteria used by SSM.  To help establish this mapping, a questionnaire was completed by each of the study participants.  This 

questionnaire consisted of nine separate parts, one for each of the conceptual models that together represent the HTE firm in the holistic model.  For each conceptual 

model, participants were presented with a list of possible KPIs that could be relevant to that model.  They were asked to rank these KPIs in order of importance for 

each of the 5E criteria.  The researcher then used these scores to choose the most suitable mapping between KPIs and 5E criteria.  
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K.1 Market Understanding & Engagement 
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K.2 Funding & Finance 
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K.3 Talent Management 
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K.4 R&D 
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K.5 Project Delivery 
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K.6 Manufacturing 
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K.7 Sales 
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K.8 Marketing 
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K.9 Risk Management 
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 80 Participants List – KPI Questionnaires 

The following table contains the list of those who participated in the data collection for the nine conceptual 

models KPIs. 

ID Job position Company Position/Role 

#1 Sofwtare engineer contractor Contractor Engineer/Developer 

#2 Managing Director Narked at 90 Director 

#3 Ex-CTO GRIT Systems Engineering Engineer/Developer 

#4 Project Manager Jaguar Land Rover Manager 

#5 Maintenance Supervisor Jaguar Land Rover Manager 

#6 Proposals Manager Expert Automation Manager 

#7 Infrastructure Service Delivery Lead Central Thailand Manager 

#8 Director and co-owner of Alrad Instruments Ltd Alrad Instruments Ltd Director 

#9 Principal Scientist  Image Science Technologies Director 

#10 Technical Manager Machinery Safety, Compliance 
Services Ltd 

Director 

#11 CEO KML Sensors Director 

#12 Programme Officer, Enterprise Royal Academy of Engineering Manager 

#13  
Associate Director, Transport Solutions Design, APAC 

DHL Supply Chain Director 

#14 Advanced Support Engineer Oracle Corporation Thailand Engineer/Developer 

#15 Production Director Vietnam Leakless co., Ltd. Director 

#16 Head of Finance  with engineering background Ultima Media Ltd.  Director 

#17 Director U-Thong Co., Ltd. Director 

#18 Web UI developer with engineering background Syntec Ltd  Engineer/Developer 

#19 Regional & Market Manager Harting Manager 

#20 Director Garmo Instruments Director 

#21  
Senior Supplier Quality Engineer 

Dana Spicer (Thailand) Engineer/Developer 

#22 Manager of Measurement and Control System Engineering 
Division 

Mitsubishi Electric Automation 
(Thailand) CO., LTD. 

Manager 

#23 Manager International Sales 
& Business Development 

VMT Vision Machine Technic  Manager 

#24 Founder/CEO Cambridge Micrologic Director 

#25 Development Lead SG Digital Manager 

#26 Engineer A Telecom company Engineer/Developer 

#27 Sales Manager / Owner with engineering background online retail business Manager 

#28 Software engineer snap-on treadreader  Engineer/Developer 

#29 Founder/software engineer Sim Companies Engineer/Developer 

#30 Senior vice president (SVP)/engineering background Krungthai Bank Director 

#31 General manager  ICSS Engineering Manager 

#32 Product Costing Manager Thai Silk Company (Jim 
Thompson) 

Manager 
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#33 Course Director MSc Control, Automation and Artificial 
Intelligence with > 10 years industrial experience 

Coventry University Director 

#34 An independent researcher (AI, optimization) Independent researcher  Engineer/Developer 

#35 Key Account Manager  ISRA VISION AG  Manager 

#36 General Manager Narked at 90 Manager 

#37 Project manager Bentley Manager 

#38 General Manager Easset Co.,Ltd Manager 

#39 Executive Financial Consultant Thonburi Healthcare Group 
Public Company Limited 

Manager 

#40 Managing Director Fishersmith Director 

#41 Manager ABeam Consulting (Thailand) 
Ltd. 

Manager 

#42 Maintenance Manager Jaguar Land Rover Manager 

#43 Factory Manager  MMP Corporation Ltd. Manager 

#44 Business Developer manager and Sales manager Obetech Pacific., Manager 

#45 Sales Manager ESMachinery Manager 

#46 Product Specialist Engineer  Meridian Management Ltd. Engineer/Developer 

#47  Technical Sales Engineer DKSH Ltd. Engineer/Developer 

#48 Sales & Marketing Manager VST ECS Ltd Engineer/Developer 

#49 Sales and Technical engineer SPC Precious Metal Ltd. Engineer/Developer 

#50 Sales  Manager Amphenol RF Manager 

#51 Global Sales & Marketing Manager Advanced Dynamics ADCL  Manager 

#52 CEO Elmelo Ltd Director 

#53 Technical Director SH Machinery Director 

#54 Robot programmer Honda Canada Engineer/Developer 

#55 Equipment Engineer Honda of Canada Mfg Engineer/Developer 

#56 District Sales Manager  Cognex Corporation Manager 

#57 Automation Engineer Ford-Werke GmbH Engineer/Developer 

#58 Senior electronics specialist Contractor, Ex-Meta Vision Engineer/Developer 

#59 Sales Director NTT Ltd. Director 

#60 Director/Owner Expert Information Technology 
Solutions Ltd 

Director 

#61 CEO & Founder CPG Startup Director 

#62 CEO/Co-Founder  Stealth Mode / New Work - 
EdTech 

Director 

#63 CEO & Founder Fiskl Director 

#64 CEO/ Founder KogoPAY Group Director 

#65 CEO/ Founder Carrybags Limited Director 

#66 CEO/ Founder Mayrink Corals Director 

#67 Technical Director/co-owner Machinery Safety & 
Compliance Services 

Director 

#68 Project Engineer / Contractor Self employed Engineer/Developer 

#69 Co-Founder Copra Director 

#70 CEO Portico Financial Group Director 
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#71 Managing Director ESA Thermal Director 

#72 Director Finance and Planning Compton Verney Art Gallery 
and Park 

Director 

#73 Director, Applications and Support Mecademic Robotics Director 

#74 Senior Technical Service Manager Senior Technical Service 
Manager 

Engineer/Developer 

#75 Software Engineer Software Engineer Engineer/Developer 

#76 Managing Director/founder Machine Vision Technology 
Ltd. 

Director 

#77 Head of Technical and Innovation Partnerships Williams Racing Director 

#78 Co Founder MeeToo, CoG Wapping High 
School 

Director 

#79 Finance manager Expert Automation Manager 

#80 President Semiconductor-Test Director 

 

The participants grouped into job function is shown in Figure L.1. 

 

Figure L.1 Participants grouped by job function. 
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The participants grouped into role within the company is shown in Figure L.2. 

 

Figure L.2 Participants grouped by role.  
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 Analysis of KPIs Questionnaires for Conceptual Models 

M.1 KPIs Grouped by Position  

M.1.1 Talent Management 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of the Talent Management in the organization are shown in Table 

M-1 

Table M-1 Talent Management KPI 

Talent Management KPI Description 

Employee retention rates The retention rate of employees after being employed. A high 
turnover of employees is a sign of poor talent management. 

Employee satisfaction A direct measure of employee satisfaction.  Usually gathered by 
annual report or similar direct question. However, the employee 
response may not be entirely accurate (due to management 
oversight). 

Cost to hire The cost of recruiting a new employee. 

Professional training cost The amount of money the company spends on training. 

Revenue per employee The revenue to the company generated by each employee. 

 

M.1.2 Average KPI Score 

The average total scores for each of these KPIs was collected for each subgroup of Director, Manager and 

Engineer.  The results are shown in Figure M.1. 

 

Figure M.1 Talent Management Average KPI Score by Position 

When it comes to the KPIs with the highest average score the three groups are in agreement.  Directors, 

Managers and Engineers all place Employee satisfaction/retention as the most important measure of 

performance of talent management within the company. 

It is with the lower scoring KPIs that consensus begins to break down between the three groups.  Interestingly 

both the Directors and Managers put “Cost to Hire” as the KPI with the lowest average score.  However, the 

Engineers put “Professional Training Spend” as the lowest score KPI.  That is surprising because one might 

expect the Engineers to put more value on training than the Directors and Managers. 
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M.1.3 Most important individual KPI 

The most important single KPI chosen by the three groups is shown in Figure M.2. 

 

Figure M.2 Talent Management single most important KPI by Position. 

The results show the same ranking as ‘Average KPI Score’, all groups put “Employee satisfaction” (and its 

close correlate “Employee retention rate”) as the single most important KPI. The more senior roles, the higher 

percentage of the “Employee satisfaction” as the highest KPI for Talent Management. 

“Professional training spend” got the least nominations for most important KPI from all groups. 

As shown in both ‘Average KPI Score’ and ‘Most important individual KPI’, the results clearly show that the 

Engineer group has different perspective as regards the 3rd and 4th ranking. 

M.1.4 R&D Project 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of the R&D Projects in the organization are shown in Table M-2. 

Table M-2 R&D KPI 

R&D Project KPI Description 

R&D schedule variance The difference between when the projects were 
expected to be completed and when they actually 
finished. 

R&D cost variance The variation between expected and actual cost to 
complete the project. 

Product quality & reliability How well the product is designed and constructed 
and its resulting reliability. 

Return on investment in terms of innovation 
creation 

The profit that the investment in the R&D project 
generated for the company. 

Effectiveness in identification and 
prioritisation of Risk Factors in R&D project 

R&D is by its nature an uncertain undertaking.  The 
effectiveness in identification and prioritisation of 
the risks is very important. 

 

M.1.5 Average KPI Score 

The average KPI scores for R&D performance measurement are shown in Figure M.3. 

. 
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Figure M.3 R&D Single Average Score KPI per Position. 

The groups were unanimous in agreeing that “Product quality & reliability” is the most important overall KPI.  

However, there was a marked difference of opinion when it came to the second most important KPI.  

Directors and Engineers gave “Return on investment in terms of innovation creation” as the second highest 

scoring KPI.  But the Managers awarded this KPI the lowest score and gave second place to “R&D cost 

variance”, which was the lowest, or second lowest scoring KPI for the Directors and Managers. 

The results reflect the roles of participants, the managers generally take responsibility to control and manage 

the cost and time of the projects, hence they marked “R&D cost variance” and “R&D schedule variance” and 

the highest ranking next to the “Product quality & reliability”. 

As senior roles of the companies, the directors weighted the bigger picture of KPIs on “Return on investment” 

and “Effectiveness in identification and prioritisation of Risk Factors in R&D project” 

M.1.6 Most important individual KPI 

The percentage of each group who assigned the highest individual importance to each KPI is shown in Figure 

M.4. 

 

Figure M.4 R&D Most important KPI per Position 

There was unanimity between all three groups in voting for “Product quality & reliability” as the single most 

important KPI. 

Interestingly all three groups regarded R&D cost and schedule variance as the least important KPI.  However, 

a substantial proportion of the Engineers gave these KPIs their 2nd and 3rd votes to raise its average score to 

the second highest for that group. This reflects the perception of engineers, who have direct responsibility 
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with the R&D project, considered “Product quality & reliability” as the most important KPI than “Manager” 

and “Director”. 

M.1.7 Project Delivery 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of Project Delivery in the organization are shown in Table M-3. 

Table M-3 Project Delivery KPI 

Project Delivery KPI Description 

Delivery in full, on time (DIFOT) rate How often project are delivered on time. 

Project cost variance How much the cost to complete projects fluctuates. 

Profitability How much profit each project generated. 

Quality of project delivery How well the project was delivered. 

Customer satisfaction How satisfied the customer was with the delivered project. 

 

M.1.8 Average KPI Score 

The three groups, Directors, Managers and Engineers were asked to assign an importance score to each of 

the KPIs in Table M-3. The scores for each group were averaged to produce the results of Figure M.5. 

 

Figure M.5 Project Delivery Average KPI Score per Position 

All groups agreed exactly on the order of every KPI and with nearly identical scores.  It appears that there is 

a high level of agreement within HTE companies as to which performance indicators are most important 

when it comes project delivery. 

M.1.9 Most important individual KPI 

The results of Figure M.5 show the average importance that each group gave for the KPIs.  But it is also 

instructive to see what the members of each group thought was the single most important KPI.  These results 

are shown in Figure M.6. 
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Figure M.6 Project Delivery most important KPI per Position. 

All groups regard “Customer Satisfaction” as the single most important factor, but Managers far more likely 

to choose this option than the other two groups. It is explainable that the managers are the direct contact 

with the customers, hence they considered “Customer Satisfaction” is far more important KPI than other 

KIPs.   Directors and Engineers, on the other hand, are evenly split as to whether “Customer Satisfaction” or 

“Delivery in full on time” is the most important KPI. 

M.1.10 Funding/Finance 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of Funding and Finance in the organization are shown in Table 

M-4. 

Table M-4 Funding/Finance KPI 

Funding/Finance KPI Description 

Profit How much profit the company makes. 

Cash Flow Whether money is flowing into the company (positive cash flow) or 
flowing out of the company (negative cash flow). 

Working Capital The money available to cover all the businesses short term 
expenses. 

Revenue growth rate The growth rate of the company’s sales revenue over a given time 
period.  

Return on investment (ROI) The profitability or return of the company’s investments.  These 
could include the company’s investment in training its employees, 
its investment in R&D etc.  

 

M.1.11 Average KPI Score 

The average importance scores assigned to each KPI by each group are shown in Figure M.7. 
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Figure M.7 Funding/Finance Average KPI Score per Position. 

 “Profit” and “Cash flow” are the two KPIs with the highest average score across all groups.  However, “Return 

on investment” is rated much higher by Engineers.  Directors and Managers place more importance on 

financial KPI such as working capital and revenue growth. It is noticeable that as senior roles, directors 

considered “Cash flow” as the most important KPI. 

M.1.12 Most important individual KPI 

The single most important KPI chosen by the members of each group is shown in Figure M.8. 

 

Figure M.8 Funding/Finance Most Important KPI per Position. 

There is a clear distinction between the three groups as regards their view of the importance of cash flow.  

40% of Directors thought that the Cash Flow KPI was the most important KPI.  This fell to 35% for Managers 

and just 21% for Engineers.  Cash flow can provide a better overall view of the financial state of the business.  

This is useful for the strategic decisions that Directors have to take, which explains why they tend to regard 

cash flow as the most important KPI.  Managers are more concerned with the day-to-day running of the 

business; they take tactical decisions rather than strategic ones.  For these types of decisions, a more 

immediate performance measurement such as “profit” may be more appropriate which is why it is favoured 

by Managers and Engineers. 

M.1.13 Market Understanding and Engagement 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of Market Understanding and Engagement in the organization are 

shown in Table M-5. 
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Table M-5 Market Understanding and Engagement KPI 

Market Understanding and Engagement KPI Description 

Market share How dominant the company is in its chosen field. 

Profitability The profits that the company makes. 

Success rate for new products What percentage of new products generate profits for the 
company. 

Customer retention rate The rate at which customers stay with a business in a given 
period of time. 
 

Time to Market The period between the company conceiving a new 
product idea and that product reaching the market place 
or being available for sale. 

 

M.1.14 Average KPI Score 

Each group assigned and importance value to each KPI.  These values where then added together and 

averaged to produce the average scores shown in Figure M.9. 

 

Figure M.9 Market Understanding Average KPI per Position. 

All groups agree that “Profitability” and “Customer retention rate” are, on average, the two most important 

KPIs. The other three KPIs are not much different in percentages. 

M.1.15 Most important individual KPI 

The single most important KPI chosen by each group is shown in Figure M.10. 

 

Figure M.10 Market Understanding Most important KPI per Position. 

“Profitability” is the most important single KPI for all groups.  It dominates all other KPIs.  The next most 

popular choice for all groups is “customer retention”. 
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M.1.16 Risk Management 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of Risk Management in the organization are shown in Table M-6. 

Table M-6 Risk Management KPI 

Risk Management KPI Description 

Severity of risks The danger of the risks facing the company.  When 
embarking on a new R&D project for example. 

Risk assessment and mitigation status An analysis of the risks that the company might encounter 
and a plan for how to handle each risk if it should occur. 

Speed & effectiveness of solutions How quickly and successfully any risk was dealt with. 

Costs incurred due to risks Additional costs that we incurred because one or more 
risks manifested.  

Cost of risk management The cost of the additional management effort to identify 
possible risks and plan for their mitigation.  Also includes 
the cost of managing the situation if a risk does actually 
arise. 

 

M.1.17 Average KPI Score 

The average importance scores for the Risk Management KPIs are shown in Figure M.11. 

 

Figure M.11 Risk Management KPI Average Cost per Position 

Both Managers and Engineers give “Speed & effectiveness of solutions” the highest average importance 

score.  However, Directors feel that the severity of risks facing the company is a more important performance 

indicator.  It seems that Managers and Engineers are taking a more reactive view of risk management; 

intending the hand the consequences of those risks that arise.  On the other hand, Directors are more 

concerned with risks that could endanger the continuation of the company. It is noticeable that there is only 

slight difference among the top three KPIs, the “Severity of risks”, “Risk assessment and mitigation status” 

and “Speed & effectiveness of solutions” for all positions. 

M.1.18 Most important individual KPI 

The results for the single most important KPI for each group are shown in Figure M.12. 
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Figure M.12 Risk-Management most important KPI per Position 

These results show unanimity of thought as regards the single most important KPI.  Interestingly for each 

group “Speed & effectiveness of solutions” was the third most popular choice.  However, for Managers and 

Engineers this KPI is the most important KPI for its average score. 

M.1.19 Sales 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of the Sales process in the organization are shown in Table M-7. 

Table M-7 Sales KPI 

Sales KPI Desciption 

Profits Profits generated by sales. 

Revenue growth rate The rate at which sales are increasing the company’s revenue. 

Customer satisfaction The level of satisfaction that customers have with what they are sold or 
serviced. 

Customer retention The rate at which customers stay with a business in a given period of time. 
 

Cost per sale The cost incurred by the company to secure each sale.  This would include 
items such as the cost of advertising. 

 

M.1.20 Average KPI Score 

The average importance scores, chosen by each group for the Sales KPIs are shown in Figure M.13. 

 

Figure M.13 Sales KPI Average Score per Position 

The results are fairly uniform across each group. Considering the “Profits” and “Customer retention” has the 

same percentage (22%). The results of KPIs ranking are the same for all groups. The top three high ranking 

KPIs have similar percentages.  
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M.1.21 Most important individual KPI 

The single most important KPIs as voted by all three groups is shown in Figure M.14. 

 

Figure M.14 Sales Most important single KPI per Position. 

Both the Managers and Engineers placed “Customer satisfaction” as the most important KPI, however the 

Directors chose “Profits” as the highest KPI. 

M.1.22 Marketing & PR 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of Marketing and Public Relations in the organization are shown 

in Table M-8. 

Table M-8 Marketing and PR KPI 

Marketing and PR KPI  

Market share The dominance of the company (usually measured by 
percentage of total sales) in its chosen market. 

Product/Brand awareness The degree of customer recognition of the company’s brand or 
products. 

Customer retention or loyalty A measure of how many customers return to do repeat 
business. 

Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) The cost of getting a new customer.  This would include such 
things as marketing costs. 

Marketing ROI Return on investment from marketing spend. 

 

M.1.23 Average KPI Score 

The average scores for each Marketing KPI as chosen by the three groups is shown in Figure M.15. 

 

Figure M.15 Marketing & PR Average KPI per Position 
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All groups agree that “Customer retention” and “Product/Brand awareness” are the most important KPIs 

when it comes to measuring the performance of the Marketing and PR process within the HTE company. 

M.1.24 Most important individual KPI 

The single most important KPI as voted by each group is shown in Figure M.16. 

 

Figure M.16 Marketing & PR most important KPI per Position 

There is a distinct difference between the three groups.  Managers and Engineers overwhelmingly chose 

“customer retention” as the most important KPI.  Directors, however, were very clear that they thought that 

“Product/Brand awareness” was most important.  This might reflect the fact that Managers and Engineers 

are more often in direct contact with the customer, hence more likely to prioritise the customers’ concerns. 

M.1.25 Manufacturing 

The KPIs used to monitor the performance of Manufacturing process of the organization are shown in Table 

M-9. 

Table M-9 Manufacturing KPI 

Manufacturing KPI  

Quality The design and quality of the manufactured product. 

Throughput The amount of a product or service that a manufacturer can 
produce within a specified period of time. 

Timing of product to market Time between initial product idea and bringing that product 
to market.  

Costs of manufacturing benchmark 
to competitors 

To keep products competitive, they are often compared the 
cost of manufacturing with those of competitors.   

Cash to Cash Cycle Time The interval between the components entering the 
company’s inventory and the cash received when those 
components are assembled into a finished product and sold. 

 

M.1.26 Average KPI Score 

The average KPI scores awarded by each group are presented in Figure M.17. 
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Figure M.17 Manufacturing Average KPI per Position 

When it comes the manufacturing process all groups give the highest priority to quality. 

However, there was a clear difference of opinion when it came to the second most important KPI.  Here the 

Directors and Managers were very clear that the time it took to bring a new product idea to market was the 

second most important KPI.  However, the fewest number of Engineers said that this was the most important 

KPI. 

M.1.27 Most important individual KPI 

When it came to choosing which was the single most important Manufacturing KPI, the groups votes as 

shown in Figure M.18. 

 

Figure M.18 Manufacturing Most important single KPI per Position. 

The majority of all groups voted for quality of the most important KPI for measuring the performance of the 

Manufacturing process. 

The results shown that more Directors and Engineers than Managers said that quality was of the highest 

importance. It is noticeable that the Director group considered “Timing of product to market” as the most 

important KPIs at 18% compared to the Manager group considered only 13% and none of any Engineer group 

consider this KPI as the most important. 
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M.2 KPIs Grouped by Balanced Scorecard Perspective 

The data was divided into a second series of groups based on the four perspectives of the balanced scorecard 

in order to understand if there is any difference perception of KPIs among the participants whose roles 

related to these perspectives: 

• Financial 

The participants assigned to this group where those who were primarily concerned with the financial 

aspects of their respective companies: accounting for example. 

• Customer 

These participants were involved with customer facing roles such as sales. 

• Internal business process 

Participants who were assigned to this group where mainly managers who supervised the in-house 

running of the company. 

• Learning and growth 

The participants in this group were the engineers and scientists who were responsible for 

undertaking the innovative research that drives the growth of the company. 

M.2.1 Talent Management 

The Talent Management KPI are shown in Table M-1. 

M.2.2 Average KPI Score 

The average KPI scores are for each Balanced Scorecard is shown in Figure M.19. 
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Figure M.19 Talent Management - Average Score 

The groups representing all four balanced scorecard perspectives all chose “Employee satisfaction” and 

“Employee retention rates” as the KPIs with the highest average score.  As mentioned before, employee 

satisfaction and retention are closely correlated with how happy employees are to work for the company.  

So, these results show that all perspectives believe that employee happiness is, on average, the most 

important measure of the performance of a talent management process. 

It does seem counterintuitive that the members representing the Learning and Growth perspective have 

given the lowest average importance to spending on professional training.   

M.2.3 Most important individual KPI 

The single most important KPI factor as voted for by members of each perspective are shown in Figure M.20. 
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Figure M.20 Talent Management - Most important KPI. 

Most individuals from all four perspectives choose “Employee satisfaction” as the single most important KPI 

for assessing the performance of Talent Management within the HTE organization.   

M.2.4 R&D Project 

The participants representing each Balanced Scorecard perspective were asked to give their views on the 

importance of each R&D KPI of Table M-2. 

M.2.5 Average KPI Score 

The average KPI scores for each perspective are shown in Figure M.21. 
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Figure M.21 R&D Average 

Product quality was the most important KPI for all perspectives.  Those from the financial perspective were, 

perhaps naturally, thought that return on investment was more important indicator than did the members 

of the other perspectives. 

M.2.6 Most important individual KPI 

The single most important KPI for R&D, as chosen by members of all four perspectives is shown in Figure 

M.22. 
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Figure M.22 R&D Most important KPI 

When asked to choose the single most important KPI most members of all perspectives selected product 

quality and reliability.  Interestingly every member of the Financial perspective chose the quality KPI as the 

most important.  There was a bit more variety from the other perspectives where some members though 

that a different KPI was more important. 

M.2.7 Project Delivery 

The participants in the study were again divided into four groups each of whose members’ outlook 

corresponded to one of the perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard. 

M.2.8 Average KPI Score 

The average KPI scores for all four perspectives are shown in Figure M.23. 
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Figure M.23 Project Delivery Average KPI 

There is unanimity across all perspectives that “Customer satisfaction” is, on average, the KPI that was rank 

as the highest importance. 

M.2.9 Most important individual KPI 

When asked to choose the single most important KPI, the members of each perspective selected the KPIs 

shown in Figure M.24. 

 

Figure M.24 Project Delivery Most Important KPI 
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It is perhaps not surprising that half of the members of the Customer perspective stated that customer 

satisfaction was the single most important KPI.  Although it might be curious that the figure was not even 

higher for this perspective.  The interesting result is that an even higher proportion of members of the 

Financial perspective voted the same way.  Although when it came to the “Profitability” KPI both perspectives 

voted in opposite ways: 33% of the Financial perspective thought that profitability was the most important 

KPI, while only 7% of the Customer perspective consider that the most important KPI.  

M.2.10 Funding/Finance 

The average important scores for the Funding/Finance conceptual model is shown in Figure M.25 for each 

perspective. 

M.2.11 Average KPI Score 

The overall average score for each Funding/Finance KPI is shown in Figure M.25 for each perspective.  

 

Figure M.25 Funding/Finance Average KPI 

Profit and Cash Flow are tied for first place across all perspectives. 

Members of the “Internal Process” and “Customer” perspectives both rated “Return on investment” as the 

KPI with the lowest average importance.  There are the perspectives with the least interest in the longer-

term future of the company so this choice is understandable. 
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M.2.12 Most important individual KPI 

The members of each perspective were then asked to choose which was the single most important KPI.  The 

results are presented in Figure M.26. 

 

Figure M.26 Funding/Finance Most Important KPI 

The “Financial” and “Learning and Growth” perspectives had a balanced view between the KPIs “Profit” and 

“Cash Flow”, with members choosing each KPI in roughly equal proportions. 

However, there was a strong but opposite preference between the “Internal Process” and “Customer“ 

perspectives.  38% of members of the “Internal process” thought that “Cash Flow” was the most important 

KPI.  Whereas the 47% of customers thought that “Profit” was the most important. 

Cash flow measures the flow of money into, through and out of the company.  It is therefore more of a 

dynamic entity that touches all parts of the internal process of the business.  It is reasonable that this measure 

would be more appealing to the “Internal Process” perspective. 

Profit is probably a simpler metric to understand than Cash flow.  Its simplicity may have made it more 

appealing to the members of the customer perspective.  

M.2.13 Market Understanding and Engagement 

The members of Balanced Scorecard perspective were asked to score in order of importance of each Market 

Understanding and Engagement KPI shown in Table M-5. 
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M.2.14 Average KPI Score 

The average importance scores for each KPI are shown in Figure M.27. 

 

Figure M.27 Market Understanding & Engagement Average KPI 

Customer retention rate and profitability have the highest average scores for all perspectives except 

“Financial”.  The financial perspective gives a higher average importance score to the success rate for new 

products than profitability.  This seems to suggest that the members of the “Financial” perspective are taking 

a more long-term view than the other perspectives. 

M.2.15 Most important individual KPI 

The members of each perspective were asked to choose what they thought was the single most important 

KPI.  The results are shown in Figure M.28. 
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Figure M.28 Market Understanding & Engagement Most Important KPI 

All perspectives, except for “Learning and Growth” gave profitability the highest average score.  The members 

of the “Learning and Growth” perspective rated customer retention as more important on average. 

M.2.16 Risk Management 

The members of Balanced Scorecard perspective were now requested to score in order of importance the 

KPIs of the Risk Management process, as shown in Table M-6. 

M.2.17 Average KPI Score 

The average importance scores for each Risk Management KPI is shown in Figure M.29. 
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Figure M.29 Risk Management Average KPI 

The results from each perspective group were broadly similar.  It might be worth noting that the “Financial” 

perspective placed risk assessment and migration as more important than severity of the risks. 

M.2.18 Most important individual KPI 

When asked to select what was individually the single most important KPI members made their choices as 

shown in Figure M.30. 

 

Figure M.30 Risk Management Most Important KPI 
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The “Financial” perspective was very clear that they believe that risk assessment and mitigation is the single 

most important KPI with 60% of this group choosing this KPI. 

The members of the other perspectives gave the severity of risks the highest importance. 

M.2.19 Sales 

The members of Balanced Scorecard perspective were now requested to score in order of importance the 

KPIs of the Sales process, as shown in Table M-7. 

M.2.20 Average KPI Score 

The average Sales KPI importance scores, as assigned by each perspective group, are shown in Figure M.31. 

 

Figure M.31 Sales Average KPI 

Every group gave customer satisfaction the highest average score, except for the Financial group which chose 

profits which reflect the role and responsibility of the Financial group.   

M.2.21 Most important individual KPI 

When the members of each perspective group were asked to select which single KPI was the most important 

they made their choice as shown in Figure M.32. 
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Figure M.32 Sales Most important KPI 

Again, the Financial perspective seems to be something of an outlier, giving Profits as the most important 

indicator.  All other perspectives placed customer satisfaction as the most important. 

M.2.22 Marketing & PR 

The members of Balanced Scorecard perspective were now requested to score in order of importance the 

KPIs of the Marketing & PR process, as shown in Table M-8. 

M.2.23 Average KPI Score 

The average important scores are displayed in Figure M.33. 
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Figure M.33 Marketing & PR - Average KPI 

The outlier in these results was the Customer perspective group.  This group placed product and brand 

awareness above all others in average importance.  The other groups gave first place to customer satisfaction. 

M.2.24 Most important individual KPI 

When asked to pick which single KPI was most important, the different perspectives chose as shown in Figure 

M.34. 
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Figure M.34 Marketing & PR - Most important KPI. 

There are a couple of interesting findings here. 

Firstly, the members of the Financial perspective group were evenly split with half saying that customer 

retention was the most important KPI and the other half choosing product and brand awareness.  

Secondly, the members of “Learning and Growth” perspective places a far higher importance on customer 

retention than either of the “Internal Process” or “Customer” perspectives.  

M.2.25 Manufacturing 

The members of Balanced Scorecard perspective were now requested to score in order of importance the 

KPIs of the Manufacturing process, as shown in Table M-9. 

M.2.26 Average KPI Score 

The average score for each KPI as selected by each perspective group is shown in Figure M.35. 
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Figure M.35 Manufacturing - Average KPI 

All perspectives are in agreement that quality is the KPI with the highest average score.  In fact, the “Financial” 

and “Internal Process” agree on the order of the KPIs. 

The “Financial” and “Internal process” perspectives place high importance on the timing of product to 

market.  Whereas the Customer perspective ranks this KPI lower and the “Learning and Growth” perspective 

gave it the lowest importance. 

M.2.27 Most important individual KPI 

The KPI that the perspective groups regarded as the single most important are shown in Figure M.36. 
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Figure M.36 Manufacturing - Most important KPI 

Again, quality is the KPI that dominates.  Most members of all perspective groups give it the highest 

importance.  In fact, the Financial group only choose quality or timing of product to market as the most 

important KPI. 

 Analysis Software for KPI Questionnaires 

The researcher gathered a great amount of data through the questionnaires that she sent out.  This was too 

much data to analyse manually.  Instead, it would have to be processed by computer.  As the researcher’s 

main occupation was as a software engineer, she decided to write her own custom tool to do this analysis.  

In this way, the analysis could be tailored specifically to the contents and format of her questionnaires. 

For example, the questionnaires of career motivation factors were collected and analysed by a software 

application developed by the researcher specifically for this purpose, to compute the following results. 

1. The weighted average percentage of the top 10 career motivation factors 

This is the average importance score assigned to each motivation summed over all 

participants and expressed as a percentage of the total sum of all scores.  

2. The top 10 Career motivation factors 1st Rank percentage  

This is the percentage of participants who choose the corresponding career motivation as 

being the most important factor. 
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The analysis software functionality is described in Figure N.1 and operates following steps 1-4 below.  The 

analysis program is capable of creating Excel spreadsheets with the data represented graphically, such as in 

pie charts.  

1. The questionnaires are in the form of Excel spreadsheets.  The analysis tool will load in all the 

questionnaires that the user selects.  For example, all the questionnaires relating to career 

motivation factors could be loaded all the same time.  The analysis tool can then process all 

these spreadsheets at the same time. 

2. In addition to analysing the questionnaires of career motivation factors, the software can also 

be used for analysing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)’ questionnaires of 9 conceptual models 

of performance management in HTE.  The results of the analysis are written to an Excel file, 

including charts that display the data in a graphical form. 

3. The analysis results can be saved manually to a comma-separated (CSV) file. 

The analysis tool can also separate questionnaire results according to the respondent's job function or 

position within the company.  This can provide richer analytical results.  For example, it is possible to see how 

the participants’ perception of what KPIs are most important changes depending on their role. 
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Figure N.1 Questionnaire analysis software diagram 
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Figure N.2 Quiz analysis software diagram (Semi-Auto) 
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 Professional Development Opportunities 

During the case study at OVST it became clear that “Professional Development Opportunities” was one of 

the strongest career motivation factors for people working in HTE.  The 41 people who competed the 

questionnaire used in the OVST study gave each motivation factor the average score shown in Figure O.1. 

 

Figure O.1 Top Career Motivation Factors as chosen by the OVST study participants 

This has direct relevance to the conceptual model of Talent Management.  Therefore, the researcher 

considered it important to examine how high-tech engineering companies provide development 

opportunities including training and a mentoring pathway for their employees.  

O.1 Corporate Job Training 

Most companies support the professional development of their employees by using some form of job 

training. However numerous studies over the years have shown that employee job training is often 

ineffective and a waste of resources because the training is ‘Too generic, too simple, too boring, not relevant, 

not followed up’ (Borzykowski, 2017). The global spend on employee training in 2019 was $370B (Training 

Industry, 2021).  But it is estimated that most of this money is wasted (MCB University Press, 1998). Employee 

training will be an important component of the conceptual model of Talent Management. It is expected that 

by taking regard of this model, managers will make more effective and less wasteful decisions about 

corporate training. 
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The participants in the OVST focus group discussed the different methods of training. The participants 

pointed out that the training experience should be related to their current work so that they can practice 

what they have learned. One participant, who was a senior software engineer, shared his experience of being 

trained on software that was never used and subsequently became obsolete.  So, the training was a waste 

of time and money both for the company and the employee.  

On the job training on the other hand is more valuable as the training is provided at work. Employees 

appreciated that what they have learned can be directly applied in their jobs.  This increased their 

competence and made them more confident in their job. It was also directly beneficial to the company to 

enhance their employees’ performance.  It is, therefore, worthwhile to discuss and understand how to get 

the best out of the learning process for employees. 

O.2 Optimizing the Learning Process 

It was established in the previous section that job training was a very important part of motivating 

employees.  It is therefore worthwhile for the focus group to consider how to optimize the learning acquired 

from this training. 

As illustrated in Figure O.2, researchers, (Bueno, 2019; Krapohl, et al., 2014; Rimfeld, et al., 2021)., have 

shown that an individual’s learning ability is 50% to 70% determined by their genetics.  The remaining 30% 

to 50% of an individual’s learning abilities are impacted by external factors, for example, environment, 

education and daily experience   This means that the learning ability is not fixed but can be improved through 

good practice. 

The latest neurological science, led by Dr Andrew Huberman, suggests that the best approach to learning any 

new subject is to follow a two-step process (Geurts, 2020): 

1. Intense Focus 

Alertness and focus trigger plasticity in the brain. 

Learning as an adult requires that the student have a high level of engagement. They need to be 

curious, interested and also self-directed. 

2. Intense Rest 

In order to guarantee that learning will take place the neural connections in the brain must be 

altered.  For this to happen the period of intense focus must be followed by an equally intense period 
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of rest.  Intense rest includes states of deep sleep, naps, relaxation or any states where you are not 

focused on learning. 

People misunderstand and believe that learning occurs during the conscious study activity itself. In fact, 

learning happens during deep sleep. It is in this deep sleep state that neural connections change which 

consolidates the actual learning and allows the learned information to be stored in ‘long-term memory’ and 

skills to be formulated in our brain and neuro system (Huberman, 2021; Walker, 2017). 

The two-step learning process is illustrated in Figure B.1.  These scientific insights were presented to the 

focus group who generally agreed that they concentrate better on work or any activities that interest them.  

Because focus is one of the two important steps in the adult learning process this enhances the learning 

experience. It is also of direct benefit to the company that the employees are more engaged and enjoy their 

work because this increases their intrinsic motivation. 

It is intrinsic motivation that creates the learning process of individuals. For the best learning outcome, 

students should be driven by their interest in the subject, be curious and self-directed.  Together, these 

factors will create the high level of engagement that is crucially important for the two-step learning process.  

The second vital step that none of the participants were aware of is that the learning process requires intense 

rest. People misunderstand and believe that learning occurs during the conscious study activity itself. In fact, 

learning happens during deep sleep. It is in this deep sleep state that neural connections change which 

consolidates the actual learning, which allows the learned information to be stored in ‘long-term memory’ 

and skills to be formulated in our brain and neuro system (Huberman, 2021; Walker, 2017). 

To understand how we learn further, Oakley (2018) identified, based on the research of neuroscientists, that 

the brain works in two different modes: focused mode and diffuse mode.  

In focus mode, you are paying attention to a specific task.  This puts parts of the brain to work.  The specific 

parts that are activated depends on the task.  Focusing on a maths problem will exercise different parts of 

the brain than will speaking.  When learning something new, intense focus is necessary to turn on these parts 

of the brain and get the learning process started.  

In diffuse mode, you are relaxed and your mind is free to wander.  Diffuse mode uses different parts of the 

brain than those employed when focusing.  Diffuse mode Is important for creativity as it helps you make 

imaginative connections between different ideas.  Alternating between focus and diffuse mode is important 

for the brain to learn effectively.  
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Employees of HTE companies are often required to use their creativity and imagination to come up with 

innovative technology. During interviews with senior managers and directors in HTE, they pointed out that 

creativity is one of the most important characteristics required of people working in HTE.  

The participants of the current focus group thought that creativity is driven by intrinsic motivation. For 

example, people were more creative when they were interested in what they were doing, enjoyed the 

challenge of the work and believed that the purpose of the work was meaningful.  

Financial reward is a basic need for most individuals.  However, in HTE – as shown above – what tends to 

drive the greatest accomplishment comes from intrinsic motivation. Therefore, it would be very useful for 

people working in HTE to understand how to learn and work on creativity by first starting in the focused 

mode and then entering the mode of relaxation in order to learn new things. During the discussion of the 

learning process within the focus group, it became apparent that the participants were actually discovering 

things about the learning process that they were previously unaware of.  These were things that the 

participants felt would be very helpful to them when learning in many modes of life such as academic studies, 

work or personal interest.  One participant shared his experience that he and his colleagues often focused 

intensely when learning but overlooked the fact that relaxation is also part of the effective learning process.  

Employers would find this understanding beneficial to their organisation too.  Often the time pressure and 

stress created by the need to make project deadlines results in too much learning having to be done in a 

limited time without the relaxation phase, which means that the learning and work are not as effective as 

they could be. 
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Figure O.2 The two-step learning process - intense focus and intense rest 

Even after following the two-step learning process, for that information to be stored permanently in memory 

requires that the training material be refreshed at regular intervals. 

The training processes within organisations are often ineffective because they do not directly apply to the 

individual’s daily work practice.  Hence the individuals cannot practice what they have learnt and 

subsequently forget what they have been taught. 

 

To understand how the learning process is related to the ability to memorise information, it is important to 

know how short-term memory is converted to long-term learning.   The rate at which memorized information 

is lost is captured by the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve of Figure O.3. The curve is named after Hermann 

Ebbinghaus who conducted some of the earliest experiments in memory retention from 1880-1885 (Averell 

& Heathcote, 2010; Murre & Dros, 2015). 

 

The forgetting curve shows that after just one day 70% of the memorized information has been lost.  To make 

sure that information is retained the learning process must be revisited at regular intervals.  With an interval 

between reviews of less than 2 consecutive days, the memory retention is increased to up to 70% in 

comparison with 20% without the review. In the workplace, the review is enhanced by the actual hands-on 

activities that employees carry out.  
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The research shows that for the best practice in the learning process, regular reviews should be combined 

with hands-on practice in order to gain the best learning results.  

 

Figure O.3 Ebbinghaus forgetting curve.  More information is retained if the learning process is revisited. 

Based on the ‘Ebbinghaus forgetting curve’, the OVST focus group participants agreed that on-the-job 

training or training related to their actual work would provide the practice and repetition that leads to 

learning new things.   

If this science-based approach to the learning process were taken into consideration by businesses then it 

would improve the problem that the training of employees is often wasted (Training Industry, 2021; MCB 

University Press, 1998). 

The majority of participants in the focus group also said they feel motivated at work when their jobs were 

‘challenging’.  This finding also aligns with the results of the 41 questionnaires that were completed as part 

of the OVST case study.  These revealed that “Job Challenge” was the second highest-ranked career 

motivation factor.  It appears that people in HTE companies want to work with innovative and cutting-edge 

technology, which they believe they will not only enjoy doing but will also be beneficial for their future 

careers.  The challenge of the work may create more stress due to the difficulties of the work, however, the 

workers are willing to take on the challenge as that will enhance their skills further. The effort they make 

comes from their internal motivation and often does not require any manager to supervise the work.  Instead, 

the employees will be enjoying what they are doing and be willing to do the work to the best of their ability 

as for them it does not feel like the work but instead is something that they are intrinsically motivated to do.  
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As the 3rd highest ranking in the career motivation factors questionnaires, ‘financial remuneration’, was an 

important topic for the focus group to consider.  The focus group agreed that finance is one of the key 

motivation factors - but not the most important one.  

A student who had graduated with a Master’s degree in Artificial Intelligence and Automation Systems, and 

was intending to pursue a career in HTE, stated: 

“I personally think that the most motivating factors for me are opportunities for professional 

development, followed by job security and then financial remuneration.  So basically, I chose a job 

where I really want to build my career.” 

The group also discussed the negative impact of financial rewards, as pointed out by Pink (2009) and 

described earlier in this chapter. The group shared a view that higher rewards could worsen performance.  

They identified the ‘stress’ issue when it comes to higher financial rewards, which may distract focus and 

may cause a negative impact on their performance. Among eight participants in the focus group, none of 

them believed that financial rewards primarily worsen their performance, as shown by Pink (2009), but 

instead, they thought that financial rewards would be an extrinsic drive for them to do a better job. Some 

participants shared their view that financial rewards always have a positive impact on their performance, 

while the majority of the focus group thought that the effects of such incentives could lead to either negative 

or positive performance.  

An engineer who had experience of working for a few HTE firms said: 

“In my opinion, if the company provides a financial reward then that is positive and motivating, and 

so I have to do the work that the company expects. However, pressure and stress at work may affect 

my performance.” 

An MSc Student who had some years of experience in engineering stated: 

“You have to be self-motivated to do cognitive tasks. As for financial reward, that could act as a 

source of distraction for someone. If you have your own self-motivation then you feel comfortable. 

Putting the financial reward as a target, could lead to someone doing what they are not supposed to 

do because they are focused on the reward.” 

This feedback provides useful information that employers could use to provide thoughtful and appropriate 

financial rewards to enhance the performance of their workforce rather than worsen their productivity.  

Many other career motivation factors were discussed during the focus group sessions; with the participants 
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coming to a general agreement that the factors listed in Figure O.1 were the most important for HTE firms 

and should be considered during the further SSM-led investigation. 

It is noticeable that each individual has their own preference for the ranking of these factors.  Some consider 

finance as the most important motivation factor, while others chose non-financial factors that promoted 

intrinsic motivation as the most important factors that support them in growing their careers.  Others placed 

the workplace environment – relationships with the team and manager – as their top-ranked motivations. 

They would like to join a company, they said, that had a healthy workplace culture in which non-financial 

factors such as job security were important so that they did not have to worry about their future career and 

could just focus on their job. A participant who was looking to follow a career in HTE after graduating shared 

his view: 

“Yes, you are being employed and have financial support now, but of more importance is to consider 

how secure you are in that job.  Because you don’t want to lose that job a few months or a few years 

into your career when you may already have a mortgage and debts you’d have to clear.  So, I think 

that’s what affected my selection of the career motivation factors beyond just financial 

remuneration” 

From the results, shown earlier in this chapter, it can be seen that ‘Job autonomy, Stepping stone to personal 

business development and Professional prestige’ are in the bottom three rankings. 

 The participants who were in the early stages of their careers shared their view that they would want to gain 

mentoring and training to enhance their skills.  In contrast, those in more senior roles, such as the senior 

software engineer, already have many years of experience and value job autonomy as the most important 

factor.  As such, we might conclude that motivation factors change as employees move through the stages 

of their careers. 

The motivation factors ‘Stepping stone to personal business development’ and ‘Professional prestige’ 

appeared to be a matter of personal preference.  The majority of participants did not consider either of these 

to be a motivation at all.  

One motivation factor that came out of the focus group but was not included in the initial list was ‘‘Feel 

appreciated’ or ‘Feel recognised’ for one’s contribution to the company.  This is an important factor, 

according to the participants in the focus group, who all placed it as one of the five single most important 

motivation factors.  This feedback clearly shows that the employees are highly motivated by the appreciation 

they receive for their work. 
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After discussing all the topics of career motivation factors as regards talent management, the researcher 

reviewed and summarised her results in the ‘6 Stages to drive Performance of Talent Management in Tech 

Firms.  These stages are encapsulated in the F.R.I.E.N.D acronym of Figure O.4.  In HTE the common desire of 

the employees is to learn and develop their careers. These stages reflect what the employees need and 

require to satisfy their intrinsic motivations.  By following the F.R.I.E.N.D acronym, managers in HTE can 

obtain the best performance out of their employees and consequently will directly contribute to the 

company’s and employers’ prosperity in the short and long term. 

The ’F.R.I.E.N.D - Six Stages to drive Performance of Talent Management in Tech Firms’ as shown in Figure 

O.4 was sent to everyone who had previously taken part in the focus group.  

The feedback received from the participants was that the ‘F.R.I.E.N.D’ Six-stages did indeed highlight every 

developmental aspect of anyone’s career and could be used to drive the performance of individuals. 

From the feedback received from the participants, it was clear that "Employee Development" was regarded 

as one of the most important factors of Talent Management. 

One participant shared his view that previously he would have considered finance as the primary aspect to 

motivate his performance.  However, after looking into the ‘F.R.I.E.N.D’ Six-stages, he saw that it was also 

true that what motived and drove his performance was not just extrinsic motivation.  Instead, he fully agreed 

that nowadays he notices that his peers and colleagues appreciated other intrinsic motivation factors, in 

particular ‘Inspire’.  He gave the story of the time when President John F. Kennedy visited the NASA space 

centre to see for himself how the Apollo moon mission was progressing.  As he was being shown around by 

the most senior NASA management, he noticed a janitor busily mopping a floor.  “Why are you working so 

hard”, asked the president to the janitor.  “Mr. President”, replied the janitor, “I’m helping to put a man on 

the moon”.  This story illustrates how inspiration, acting as an intrinsic motivation factor, can galvanize 

everyone in an organisation to strive toward common goals and objectives (Both-Nwabuwe, Dijkstra, & 

Beersma, 2017). 
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Figure O.4 Six Stages to drive Performance of Talent Management in Tech Firms 

 HTE Conceptual Model Subsystems 

This section presents the five subsystems that were extracted from the nine, full conceptual models. 

It is noted that these five subsystems were extracted from the full set of human activities defined by the nine 

conceptual models (numbered 5A, 5B, 11A, 11B and 20) of Figure 6.7. 

1. Funding: Venture Capital Track:  

The process of obtaining venture funding begins with the creation of a “pitch deck”.  This is a short 

presentation that will be given before one or several prospective investors.  The purpose of the “pitch deck” 

is to engage, inform and entertain the audience so that they form a positive impression of the company.  In 

all likelihood, the first pitch meeting will not be successful. It may take multiple rounds before funding is 

secured.  After each round, the pitch deck should be reviewed based on the feedback from the investors.  

Once funding is secured, then the company will need to negotiate terms with the investors, such as the 

percentage of shares that will be offered. 
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Figure P.1 Funding Subsystem: Venture Capital Track (5A in Figure 6.7) 

2. Funding: Internal Funding Track 

Some companies are large enough to fund the program from their own internal resources.  The process of 

obtaining internal funding for a particular program still involves pitching the idea, but in this case to senior 

management.  Again, the process may involve several rounds of meetings while the programme is reviewed 

and revised. 

 

Figure P.2 Funding Subsystem: Internal Funding Track (5B in Figure 6.7) 

3. Manufacturing: Preparation for Production 

The process of preparing a new product for production begins with receiving a design document.  These 

designs are then passed through a Design for Manufacturing (DFM) review.  This review will examine the 

product design to assess whether the product can be manufactured easily and reliably. 

If the design passes the DFM review then the next step in the process is to purchase and install the tooling 

needed to manufacture the product.  Once this has been done then staff will have to be trained to use these 

new tools and understand the manufacturing process. Once the production line is ready, the components 
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and materials will need to be sourced from suppliers. If everything has proceeded successfully to this stage, 

then a trial run is performed to assess the manufacturing performance such as build time, yield, and cost.  

 

Figure P.3 Manufacturing Subsystem: Preparation for Production (11A in Figure 6.7) 

4. Manufacturing: Production Process 

If the product has been assessed to be capable of being manufactured reliably at a profit, then the company 

may decide to put the product into full production.  This may involve upgrading the tooling on the production 

line.  It will certainly involve greatly increasing the materials purchased from suppliers.  Once the go-ahead 

is given for the formal start of production, then the manufacturing process will be constantly monitored to 

ensure that all production metrics are being met including quality. 
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Figure P.4 Manufacturing Subsystem: Production Process (11B in Figure 6.7) 

5. Risk Management 

Risk management is a continuous process by which a company constantly assesses the risks that threaten it.  

This may use management tools such as Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis, 

as well as Risk Registers.  In this way, high-tech engineering companies can attempt to identify risks before 

they happen.  Risks are ranked in terms of both likelihood and severity.   Risks with the highest priorities are 

assigned owners, managers who are tasked with drawing up a plan for mitigating that specific risk.  The risk 

owners will lead the implementation of the risk management plans and the impact of these strategies will be 

assessed at the next periodic risk review. 
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Figure P.5 Risk Management (Subsystem 20 in Figure 6.7) 
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 Additional List of Papers on Performance Measurement 

This section contains the list of papers on performance measurement that the researcher found and which have been added to the original list of Looy and Shafagatova (2016). 

Year Title Country Sector Financial Customer 

 

Internal Business Process 

Cost : Time : Quality 

Learning & 
Growth 

Environment 
& Community 

1992 Observations on the measurement of R & D productivity: a case 
study  (Brown & Gobeli, 1992) 

US Telecom/ICT x  x x x x  

1995 Assessing the value of your technology (Tipping, et al., 1995) US Telecom/ICT x x x x x x  

1997 Improving R&D productivity – a study program and its 
application (Ranftl, 1997) 

US Telecom/ICT x x x x x   

1998 Measuring R&D productivity (Brown & Svenson, 1998) US Telecom/ICT x  x x x x  

2000 The metrics of science and technology (Geisler, 2000)  US Telecom/ICT x x x x x x  

2007 How do measurement objectives influence the R&D 
performance measurement system design? (Chiesa, et al., 
2007) 

Italy Telecom/ICT x  x x x   

2014 25 need-to-know key performance indicators (Marr, 2014) UK General sector x x x x x x  

2016 Measuring Sustainability Performance Measurement System 
(Muhamad, et al., 2016) 

Malaysia Manufacturing x x   x x  

2016 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) approach in buildings 
renovation for the sustainability of the built (Kylili, et al., 2016) 

Cyprus & 
Spain 

Construction x x x x x x x 

2017 KPI (key performance indicators) application on ballast water 
treatment system selection (Yonsel & Vural, 2017) 

Turkey Services x  x    x 
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2017 The Prior and after adoption of CBS (Core Banking solution) 
system and its influence on KPIs (Key Performance (Gadge, 
2017) 

India Banking/financi

al 

x x x x  x  

2018 Designing Key Performance Indicators (KPI) with macro 
ergonomics approach (Karim, et al., 2018) 

Indonesi
a 

Government x x x x x x x 

2018 Ambidextrous IT capabilities and business process 
performance an empirical analysis (Ferraris, et al., 2018) 

Russia, 
Italy and 

New 
Zealand 

IS/IT x x x x x   

2018 Methodology and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 
Railway On-Board Positioning Systems (Goya, et al., 2018) 

Spain Transportation x  x x x   

2018 How Soft Drink Supply Chains drive sustainability: Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) identification (Pinnaa, et al., 
2018) 

Italy Manufacturing x x x x x x x 

2019 The Role of Sustainability Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in 
Implementing Sustainable Strategies (Hristov & Chirico, 2019) 

Italy Sustainable 
Strategies/other

s 

x x x x x x x 

2019 The role of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in banking 
activities (Daryakin, et al., 2019) 

Brazil Banking/financi
al 

x x x   x  

2020 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to Promote Building 
Developers Safety Performance in the Construction Industry 
(Mahmoud, et al., 2020) 

Malaysia, 
Turkey 

Construction x x x x x x x 

2020 Identification of Key Performance Indicators in Project-Based 
Organisations through the Lean Approach (Cruz Villazón, et al., 
2020) 

Spain Project-based 
organisations/ot

hers 

x x x x x x x 

2020 Key Performance Indicators Developing, Implementing, and 
Using Winning KPIs (Parmenter, 2020) 

US General sector x x x x x x x 
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 Conceptual Models Development 

This section describes how the raw data collected during the case studies was analysed using SSM 

over several cycles of learning to produce conceptual models of systems relevant to the performance 

management of high-tech engineering firms. 

R.1 Causal Relationship between Raw Data and Conceptual Models 

By following the process of SSM, each of the aforementioned five relevant systems was expressed as 

a conceptual model.  Each conceptual model is, in turn, presented as a linked collection of operational 

activities which together describe what the relevant system must do. 

The remainder of this section outlines the linkage between the conceptual models and the data 

collected during the successive cycles of learning.  

In each cycle of learning the data collected was analysed and interpreted to discover which activities 

were necessary for each relevant system and hence conceptual model. The section concludes with a 

description of how the conceptual models were presented to a selected group of experienced HTE 

professionals for verification.  

Presenting all of this information for all nine conceptual models would be a very lengthy process.  The 

following      therefore      focuses on just the two conceptual models, of Talent Management and R&D.  

These two conceptual models are arguably the most distinctive for high-tech companies which are 

characterised by their need to do extensive R&D.  This in turn makes them particularly reliant on the 

specialized skills and knowledge of the talent that they need to recruit and retain. 

R.2 SSM Cycles of Learning 

The cycles of learning consisted of the following four stages: 

1. Historical case studies.   

These were used to discover five relevant systems whose performance it was important for HTE 

firms to manage.  These relevant systems were used as an initial point of discussion for the first 

contemporary case study at Meta.  SSM was applied to derive Root Definitions of these relevant 

systems but at this stage no conceptual models were created. 

2. Meta case study. 

This first contemporary case study applied the SSM methodology to create conceptual models 

for each of the five previously identified relevant systems. 
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3. OVST case study. 

The OVST case study refined the existing five relevant systems and identified four more that 

needed to be included in the holistic model. 

4. Generalisation of the Conceptual Models 

In this iteration of the learning cycle, the conceptual models were presented to senior managers 

and professionals in HTE for their review and comments.  The intention was to verify the 

conceptual models and make them more general, so that they would apply to a wide range of 

HTE firms. 

 

Each of these stages represents a cycle of learning in which the conceptual models were developed 

and refined. These stages will now be described in greater detail, showing how the raw data was 

collected, analysed and translated into the activities of the conceptual models. 

R.3 Historical Case Studies 

The historical case studies were used to find human activity systems in HTE companies that were 

relevant to the overall performance of the organisation.  That is, these were systems whose 

performance needed to be controlled in order for the whole organisation to perform well. 

R.3.1 Shockley Laboratory 

The first historical case study was an investigation into the Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory.  This 

was the first company to start producing semiconductor products in what would go on to become 

Silicon Valley.  The case study is described in section 4.2.1.  Despite being led by someone who had 

invented the transistor (and won the Nobel Prize for it) and having an extremely talented team      of 

scientists and engineers, the company failed.   

The case study involved a literature search that attempted to identify human activity systems within 

the company whose poor performance had led to the failure of the company. 

The researcher familiarised herself with the literature on the Shockley Laboratory.  All the literature 

agreed on the same points:  

● William Shockley had been a brilliant scientist but a poor manager – especially of people. 

● He had succeeded in recruiting an extremely talented team of scientists and engineers – many of 

whom would go on to found very successful semiconductor companies of their own. 
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● Shockley insisted on pursuing      the development of a product (the 4-junction diode) which had 

very limited market potential.  This led to tension with his senior engineers who thought this was 

the wrong strategy. 

● Eventually his most talented engineers left to start their own company (Fairchild Semiconductor). 

● Although Shockley eventually succeeded in manufacturing the 4-junction diode it was never a 

commercial success and, after being sold on to a couple of other investors, Shockley’s company 

eventually closed, never having made a profit. 

Based on this literature study the researcher identified five relevant systems that appeared most 

important in determining the performance of the Shockley Laboratory. These systems, along with a 

selection of supporting quotations taken from the literature, are shown in Table R-1.  

Table R-1 Case study - Shockley Laboratory - Identify relevant systems with supporting literature. 

Shockley Historical Case Study 

Reference Relates to System 

“The Shockley Diode would have been perfect for ... Bell Systems .... 

But unless he [Shockley] could prove they were robust..., even Bell 

Systems wouldn't buy them. They were of very little use to anyone 

else at the time.” (Shurkin, 2008, p. 171) 

“Noyce believed that starting a company with the Shockley Diode as 

the primary product was a mistake. The market was limited, and 

Shockley had no idea how to manufacture them reliably.” (Shurkin, 

2008, p. 171) 

Understanding of the 

Marketplace in which the 

business is operating 

Sometime in the end of July, his diary contains a note to call the 

California industrialist Arnold Beckman. How he got Beckman's 

name is not known, but the two men met and agreed to terms in 

September: Beckman would fund a laboratory for Shockley as part 

of Beckman Industries. The announcement was made on 23 

September 1955. Shockley said he would put together 'the most 

creative team in the world for developing and producing transistors 

and other semiconductor devices.' (Shurkin, 2008, p. 146) 

Obtaining funding for the 

company. 

“Shockley hired a brilliant clutch of researchers, about a dozen 

bright, innovative men, exactly the kind he needed to dominate the 

semiconductor industry.” (Shurkin, 2008, p. 170) 

“Shockley’s top lieutenants were beginning to grumble and even 

defect. During a meeting in mid-January, Noyce told him there was 

Managing employees 
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a “general feeling of resentment” toward his heavy-handed 

management.” (Riordan & Hoddeson, 1997, p. 246) 

“Changing course at the direction of his employees was not how 

Shockley envisioned running a company.” (Shurkin, 2008, p. 172)   

“Once Shockley decided to exert the main effort toward a new 

device, he determined for inexplicable reasons that it would be a 

secret within the company. He said it was as important as the 

invention of the transistor, which it wasn't.” (Shurkin, 2008, p. 175) 

“[Gordon] Moore recalled a secret project that Shockley set up with 

a few of his most trusted employees in one end of the building. Only 

those working on it got to know what it was all about.”  (Riordan & 

Hoddeson, 1997, p. 247) 

“Although he [Shockley] began touting his beloved four-layer diode 

... it was fundamentally a bounded, limited device with a very 

specific function.” (Riordan & Hoddeson, 1997, p. 275) 

Research and Development 

“... Shockley Semiconductor wasn't doing very well. It had no 

product to sell and had virtually no income or customers. Western 

Electric would have been interested in the Shockley Diode if the 

company could produce sufficient numbers of reliable devices; ditto 

the Army Signal Corps. But so far the company couldn't do it.” 

(Shurkin, 2008, p. 176) 

Delivering projects 

successfully. 

 

Based on the above observations, the researcher identified the following five relevant systems that 

appeared to be essential to the performance of Shockley’s company: 

● Research and Development. 

● Employee (Talent) Management. 

● Funding. 

● Market understanding and engagement. 

● Project Delivery. 

An additional reason for doing this historical case study was to give the researcher practice in applying 

SSM, so that the contemporary case studies could then be conducted more efficiently.  To this end, 

the process of SSM was followed until the point where Root Definitions were derived for each relevant 

system, see sections 4.2.1.4 through 4.2.1.8.  However, at this stage the SSM process was not 

continued to the production of conceptual models of each relevant system. 
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To check that the identified relevant systems were not just specific to the Shockley Laboratory, but 

were more generic, a second historical case study was done that      looked at one of the companies 

founded by former employees of Shockley, Intel Corporation. 

R.3.2 Intel Corporation 

In this second cycle of learning, the researcher conducted a further historical case study of Intel 

Corporation.  Intel was in some ways a natural follow up to the Shockley study because the two 

companies have historical links; the two founders of Intel, Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore, were 

both former employees of Shockley who left after falling out with Shockley.  It is interesting to contrast 

Intel with Shockley Laboratory because some of the same people were involved in both companies 

and yet one was a failure while the other went on to become one of the largest and most important 

companies in the world. 

The case study again involved a literature search that examined what human activity systems were 

most important for the performance of Intel during its early start-up phase.   

Table R-2 Case Study - Intel Corporation - Verify relevant systems with supporting literature. 

Intel Historical Case Study 

Reference Relates to System 

“The man [Robert Noyce] who      invented the true integrated circuit, 

then a decade later presided over Intel, the company he co-

founded, when it invented the microprocessor—and thus the critical 

figure of the modern digital world. The victorious commanding 

general of Silicon Valley’s fight against the Japanese business 

onslaught of the 1980s. The man who first bridged the abyss 

between Silicon Valley and Washington, DC. (Malone, 2014, p. 12).      

“The Microprocessor Wars (“The Spirit of the Age”) lasts until the 

end of the 1980s. During these years, Intel and its highly innovative 

and brilliant competitors perfected the microprocessor and fought 

nearly to the death to own this hugely lucrative new market. This era 

ended with Intel’s victory in winning the era’s defining personal 

computer contract with IBM.” (Malone, 2014, p. 47).      

Understanding of the 

Marketplace in which the 

business is operating 

“They raised the capital, based entirely on Noyce's reputation, with 

one telephone call to Arthur Rock. Noyce invited his college, Grinnell 

in Iowa, to invest and Grinnell put up $300,000. Rock put up another 

$300,000 himself, and Moore and Noyce $250,000 each.” (Shurkin, 

2008, p. 184) 

Obtaining funding for the 

company. 
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“After leaving Fairchild, Bob Noyce informed Arthur Rock, a venture 

capitalist ... that we were planning to start a new company.  Bob 

asked if Arthur would take on the task of raising the necessary 

capital.  To get us going Bob and I each invested some of the money 

... but our $500,000 had to be supplemented by an additional $2.5 

million to give us enough to really begin operation”. (Moore, 1996) 

“We hired a staff of young, highly capable people.  At Fairchild we 

had learned that one of the advantages of a start-up is the 

opportunity to train managers.  We hoped that we could recruit a 

staff that would grow in capability as fast as the new company 

grew”, (Moore, 1996)  

Managing employees 

“Intel’s first product, a 64-bit memory, was produced in less than a 

year.”, (Moore, 1996) 

Research and Development 

“More than a year had passed between the signing of the deal 

between Intel and Busicom and the delivery of the first 4000 Series 

chip sets. In that time, as expected, a lot had changed in the desktop 

calculator industry—as Bob Noyce quickly discovered. In February 

1971, he embarked on a tour of Japan designed to use his reputation 

to convince Japanese computer, calculator, and device makers to 

design the new 1103 chip into their upcoming products. It proved to 

be very successful: within a year, 15 percent of Intel’s revenues 

would come from Japanese customers.” (Malone, 2014, p. 164).     

Delivering projects 

successfully. 

 

The data collected from this second historical case study did confirm that the five relevant systems       

were indeed important for the performance of HTE companies and need to be managed.  

 

R.3.3 Summary 

Historical case studies were conducted into two companies that played an important role in the 

development of the semiconductor industry.  Therefore, they both represent interesting examples of 

high-tech engineering companies. 

The primary purpose of these two case studies was to identify relevant systems that could then be 

used to help focus discussion during the later contemporary case studies. 

R.4 Contemporary Case Studies 

It was initially intended to conduct just one contemporary case study at a high-tech engineering 

company called Meta.  However, as detailed in section 4.3.5, Meta ran into financial difficulties and 
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had to close before case study there had been completed.  This necessitated a second case study at 

another high-tech company called OVST. 

R.5 Meta Case Study 

The researcher conducted sixteen structured interviews with Meta employees, customers and 

collaborators.  These interviews helped to explore the previously identified relevant systems with the 

aim of formulating a conceptual model for each one. 

The researcher began her investigation by conducting a series of structured interviews with HTE 

professionals.   These were people drawn from the researcher’s contacts within Meta and the wider 

HTE community. The interviews were concerned with understanding how those working in HTE 

viewed EPM.  The five relevant systems identified by the historical case studies were used to focus the 

discussion around what processes or activities would be needed in order to carry out each of the 

identified relevant systems. 

The researcher conducted a total of sixteen structured interviews.  All of these interviews were 

conducted face to face either at Meta’s offices or when the researcher was visiting the interviewee’s 

company either in the UK or abroad.   

The job roles of each interviewee and the organisations that they represented are shown in Table R-3.
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Table R-3 Participants interviewed during the Meta case study 

.
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The people who were interviewed came from a wide range of backgrounds – from a managing director 

of a multi-billion-dollar company to an aerodynamic engineer of a Formula 1 racing team.  This 

diversity was good in that it allowed the researcher to gain a broad overview of HTE.  

R.5.1 Talent Management 

Table R-4 presents the raw data taken from these interviews that relates to the relevant system of 

Talent Management and the operational activity in the conceptual model that they support. These 

were      interviews conducted during the Meta case study.          

Table R-4 Meta case study - Relationship between raw data and Talent Management conceptual model. 

Talent Management 

Raw Interview Data Operational Activity 

“So, in my opinion, every company needs some kind of a sub structure, 

where the boss of the company doesn't necessarily need to be doing any 

work other than organisation. So, he or she should be giving instructions 

to every employee, and they have to, you know, receive them and 

understand them and communication is one of the most important parts, 

so you need to understand what you do well, and then just try to crack 

on with it. And I think my company is great, because I get to spend a lot 

of time sitting with the boss, asking how to, like how I should improve 

my work.” Interviewee #12 

1. Understand how 

resources & 

employees can 

contribute to 

success in HTE 

“even after they're working with the company for many years, I would 

still like them to be enthusiastic about the next project and not and not 

bored with just be excited by what they're doing not just doing it for job 

but doing it because it's exciting.” Interviewee #14  

2. Identify needs for 

talent development 

and determine 

what motivates 

talent 

 “People work for multiple reasons, but common among them is the fact 

that they need money to, at the lowest level, to feed themselves and 

their families to have homes to have cars.   There are side benefits like 

medical, stock options, bonuses. Another element that is important 

typically is a location that people actually want to work in. 

And there are some locations that have evolved to be very appealing for 

people to work in for a combination of factors and those include things 

like weather, availability of life outside work things like athletics or 

recreation or the arts ... The inside work environment is another 

including offices that are comfortable to work in.” Interviewee #16 

3. Promote the 

attractiveness of 

the firm to 

employees and 

collaborators 

 

“Anyone can define a schedule; the schedule may or may not be 
something that normal people can accomplish. However, so one of the 

4. Identify the funding 

and its availability 
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keys to manage management skills, and achieving in managing and 
running a company, is to have the capability of making as good an 
estimate or better than your competitors in your space. Once you made 
plans which include costs, including staffing needs, include calendars and 
time schedule. Then the next ingredient is a or at least another major 
ingredient is an ability to execute on those plans, so includes securing 
funding if needed.” Interviewee #16 

to support talent 

management & 

recruitment 

“you really want to look for people who are interested, particularly 

interested in the Job. And so, you want to find people who are excited by 

the possibilities of what they're doing ... but opportunities and financial 

improvements are often difficult in small companies, because there are 

not very many opportunities for promotion.” Interviewee #14 

5. Understand the 

competitive nature 

of the environment 

for recruiting talent 

“[when recruiting] people for significant jobs or top-level position, I've 

always relied on friends ... So while you do check references, you do check 

the HR departments, you do interview the candidate, but you also have 

to see if you can find friends you know and other people who you trust, 

who have an independent knowledge of the [candidate] then make the 

decision by amassing all the information.” Interviewee #14 

6. Identify how to 

access talent and 

collaborators 

 

“I think the money/salary is one of the most important things. Also 

feeling good at work is also very important. In my opinion, for example, 

on new year holiday, my boss made a personal greeting card, wrote 

messages by hand and sent to our family. My mum and my wife they feel 

very impressive about it. They feel my boss is very kind and treat us like 

family. Sometimes they sent some gifts to our family and they care about 

our family. ... most employees work here for long time over 10-15 years. 

They always try to make us happy we never have idea that we will need 

to move to other companies. We fully satisfied about our company.”  

Interviewee #2 

“We also have bonus from which position the team ends, I mean our rank 

at the end of the year. If we finish 7th of the world championship, we will 

get certain amount of money for example.”  Interviewee #6 

“There are variety of forms of compensation including salaries, bonuses, 

stock options, and those are the very concrete examples of requirements 

management. Other aspects of performance management are 

attempting to ensure that you can retain people in the organization who 

are competent or skillful, who are committed to the task they are 

charged with, they need to do in order for the organization to succeed” 

Interviewee #16 

7. Set out 

performance-

orientated 

compensation and 

retention scheme 
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“Usually I try to go to the factory every day, just walk around and say 

hello. Most important thing is to call the employee's name, is quite 

important. I also saw some books that encourage me to do that. ... 

Quarterly we get together for dinner then we can discuss and drink 

together.”  Interviewee #4 

“The easy aspect of this work is that people love to work. Basically, we 

work on the sport that we love. We don't mind going to work on the 

weekend. If we need, we will come to work on the weekend. You should 

have good relationship with your colleagues, that is very important.”  

Interviewee #6 

8. Develop and 

attractive work 

environment to 

attract talent and 

collaborators 

 

“Knowledge is very important, we should always try to learn new 

technologies, everything for that. ... Every day they try to learn new skills, 

new technologies something like that. ... I also give our team good 

chance to learn good skills in other companies for possibility to increase 

their skills like seminars, trainings.” Interviewee #5 

“Red Bull has two teams as they want to have the second team to train 

the young driver that they can get some experience before going to the 

main team. We are the second team and we are welcome to the young 

players and we train them to be good.” Interviewee #6 

“I think every employee wants to feel that they are respected and treated 

fairly... people feel that they have an opportunity to satisfy whatever 

their own personal objectives are, whether it be being a manager, 

whether it was so high salary, whether it's a lot of vacation time” 

Interviewee #16 

9. Acquire new talent 

and enhance and 

develop existing 

talent 

 

 

These semi-structured interviews show the linkage between what the participants said and 

operational activities in the conceptual model of Talent Management. As such, they informed the 

CATWOE and Root Definition for the conceptual model, and are therefore reflected in the activities 

based on these. 

R.5.2 Research & Development 

The same raw data was also analysed to see how useful quotes could be extracted and interpreted 

to activities in the conceptual model of Research and Development. 

A distinctive characteristic of HTE firms is that they continuously undertake      research to develop 

new products and technologies.  This undertaking is usually essential if the company is to maintain 

its relevance in the marketplace.  Therefore, the conceptual model of R&D is particularly important 
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for HTE firms.  Table R-5 shows how the raw data collected during the case study at Meta linked to 

activities in the conceptual model of R&D. 

Table R-5 Meta case study - Relationship between raw data and Research & Development conceptual model. 

R&D 

Raw Interview Data Operational Activity 

“For us, the strategy and vision really come from our experience (in 

the) industry for about a year and a half with a good market, and then 

the other year, next year, year and a half or even longer it is a down 

market.  So, in order to have your core products carry us through those 

down cycles, that really drives the need to diversify the products that 

you're offering. So, we really, you really can't just play in one market, 

you have to strive to expand and make it works ...We're going to focus 

on the strip [semiconductor]. So that became our drive and our focus 

and that's what we did. We ended up with number one market share, 

which we still have today”,  

Interviewee #15 

“...[our customers] from overseas they always do the third-party 

inspection. When the inspector came, then our people measure the 

pipe by manpower. But some third-party inspectors cannot believe our 

data. But if we put the [measurement] system [in] most people think 

that the system cannot say a lie. This is data from the system. We can 

eliminate the human error.  During that time the system [is] checking 

the pipe then he [operator] can do more checks and we can reduce the 

defect rate.  We started our company as a roll-bending company.  And 

then in 2006 we started JCO press bending company and this is the first 

time that the SAW pipe manufacturer makes both roll bending and JCO 

press bending in the same factory. Before everybody think roll-bending 

is roll-bending and JCO press bending is JCO press bending and they are 

different product types and different markets. But actually, they are 

not different market, it's the same market.  So, we integrated as a one 

company.” Interviewee #4 

1. Recognise a 

requirement/see 

market opportunity 

(including latent and 

self- 

needs/opportunities)  

“First of all, I think you need more than one [type of] person. Some 

people who are good at studying the literature and knowing what's 

being done in other places. ... But I think the other thing [that] is often 

overlooked is that you should place a high value on people who are 

interdisciplinary, either studied multiple different courses in college or 

at multiple different types of jobs [and who] are able to really think out 

of the box. [People] who are able to make the connections.  Because 

2. Understand how HTE 

firms develop 

innovative products 

and Intellectual 

Property and identify 

the market most 

likely to readily adopt 

the solution  
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most R&D is about making connections between different technologies 

to solve a problem.” Interviewee #14 

“Then we started our own brand from 2005, we make 200 tons for a 

month, very small so we accept all sizes of orders with various items, 

while other competitors start with big orders - so less than 1000 tons, 

small orders - they don't want to touch. The sales team they don't want 

to touch. The production team also don't want to produce too many 

items, keep changing the production will damage the productivity.  But 

our company, from started, we already get used to take that kind of 

orders. Our sales team or our production team get used to it.  We never 

reject any order from the customers. This time, the customer may only 

give the order 10 tons, and in the future they may give 100 tons order 

- who knows. We have more various customers, that is more important 

things.”, Interviewee #4 

“Comparing to our competitors, our organisation is much slim and 

move quickly. Other companies, there are many steps before final 

decision but our decision is very simple, the managers report [to] team 

leaders and the team leaders report to me. There are only 2 steps 

[before] we can decide the final decision. So for the sales we can decide 

very quickly.” Interviewee #4 

3. Understand changes 

in market demand 

(iteration with 1) and 

Create a new 

requirement (rapid 

change in demand 

and market) 

“Every 2 weeks we have a race and from the result of the race 

obviously ... we know exactly where we are compared to our 

competitors. 

We use our own data and we do also use the pictures of other team 

cars so we have lot of photos of each event so we can see if anyone is 

doing anything new. If they are doing new concept, if it brings 

performance, we will try it to our own and try to create that to put in 

our car.” Interview #6 

4. Identify the firm’s 

strengths and 

weakness compared 

to its competitors in 

terms of technical 

ability and price 

“[my companies] they were all small companies as companies go. The 

largest one was perhaps a few hundred people, the smallest one was 

a few people. .... For them the number one goal tended to be: make 

the thing work and make somebody want to buy it and get it sold, get 

it installed and get a reputation as opposed to continuing a stable 

production of something that already exists and try to make them for 

better margins.  And so, I've not been Financially driven as much as 

technologically driven.”   Interviewee #14 

5. Identify the resources 

and funding required 

to deliver R&D 

projects and 

strategic/customer 

partnerships 

“[We] rarely set specific individual goal it’s more common to have team 

goals that will say ‘this product needs to be done in two months’ or ‘this 

product needs to be ready for our trade show’.” Interviewee #14 

6. Develop project plans 

based on the 

constraints of time, 

talent and funding. 
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“For our department, we analyse the data in [the] wind tunnel on the 

model car that is inside the wind tunnel. We do the test in [the] wind 

tunnel where all the tests go. Inside the wind tunnel there is a model 

car which is 50% size of the real car. We put our part in this model and 

we test our part to improve the aerodynamic. In the wind tunnel we 

have [a] lot of sensors: pressure, force and load.  And they are the data 

the we analyse. We test the data that we are analysing.”  

Interviewee #6 

7. Identify R&D issues 

and determine 

systematic approach 

to solve the problem 

“[A measure of success is] new product development and bringing new 

products to market, increasing market share of existing products and 

producing a sense of customer satisfaction that makes the company be 

perceived as a strong company in the industry. So, when you go to visit 

a customer, they're happy to see you.” Interviewee #14 

8. Create innovative 

products to attract 

customers and 

funders and initiate 

the market place. 

 

As with the Talent Management example, this table shows how statements made by the participants 

during the interviews relate to and support activities in the conceptual model of R&D. 

R.5.3 Summary 

The learning cycle at Meta began with data collected from sixteen semi-structured interviews with 

practitioners in HTE.  The information gathered from these interviews was used to help formulate 

conceptual models for each of the relevant systems that were identified from the previous historical 

case studies. 

The unexpected closure of Meta brought this cycle of learning to a premature end. However, the study 

was resumed at OVST. 

R.6 OVST Case Study 

As part of the case study at OVST, the researcher conducted a further twenty-eight interviews with a 

second cohort of HTE professionals.  The details of these participants are shown in Table R-6.  The 

majority of these interviews were conducted via video conference. 

Again, the participants were asked for their views on each conceptual model with a particular focus 

on how best to measure the performance of the model using key performance indicators (KPIs).
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Table R-6 Participants who were interviewed for the OVST case study 
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R.6.1 Talent Management 

Table R-7 shows the raw data taken from the interviews conducted as part of the OVST case study.  

This is a selection of the data that relates to the conceptual model of Talent Management and helps 

to identify necessary activities of that model.   

Table R-7 OVST case study - Relationship between raw data and Talent Management conceptual model. 

Talent Management 

Raw Interview Data Operational Activity 

 “I know when I have employed people in the past, when I've looked after 

the staff ... and they're happy, you'll get a lot more productivity out of 

them. So, the revenue per employee, actually, it goes up, because they 

are happy in what they're doing. And they're involved.  So, ... they're 

actually a valued part of the team,  … if you lose an employee, you know 

that whilst nobody is irreplaceable, the damage it will do to your ability 

to deliver to your customer will be significantly affected by them 

departing. You could lose easily six months on a project.”  Interviewee #1  

“… satisfaction is always going to be the most important, I think. Because 

if people aren't satisfied, they move on. And they leave. And you've lost 

all that time and effort that you've spent training them hiring them, 

paying them to do a job that they don't stay in for very long. You've got 

to keep your employees happy. And so yeah, definitely satisfaction. 

People when they're happy, don't tend to care so much about the 

money” Interviewee #5 

1. Understand how 

resources & 

employees can 

contribute to 

success in HTE 

“I can't really pay the high salary right now. I have very low pay on team. 

And the thing they mention most is how much others are earning, that 

they are losing by being here.  And if I could pay them more, they could 

do more. So, at the moment, I got a I got a small funding last year, and I 

increase their salary. As soon as I increase their salary, they had a bit of 

job security. And you could see the difference in output was massive.” 

Interviewee #7 

“So, number one motivator is working on a project that is taking 

advantage of their skills, doing something new, that moves quite fast. 

And a project that they can be proud of. So, if the company name gets 

recognition.  So, working on something new, working on the cutting edge 

of development, is the primary motivator. It's not money, it's nothing 

except, you know, like utilizing this their skills for maximum performance 

in a speedy environment.”  Interviewee #8 

“So, I would say the first motivation ... is purpose. So, for our team, 

beyond making Belu a commercial success, it's why we want Belu to be 

2. Identify needs for 

talent development 

and determine 

what motivates 

talent 
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a commercial success. So, it's to have a broader societal and 

environmental impact. So, that purpose is really the first motivation, I 

would say the next motivation is commercial success.” Interviewee #28  

“There is not any other companies that can offer, what we have.  

Basically, we are a high-tech company, what we are making is high-tech, 

so people like to design high-tech stuff, ... they like the job only for that. 

The working environment is nice. So, people don't need to change and 

move to another city because they can find here what they like, and that 

a helps a lot with the retention rates. Because there's basically if they 

want to move, they need to move not to other jobs, but to other city or 

country to find the same.   We are very large [flexible] with how we 

manage the time in the company. Basically, we have to be in the 

company from ten to two ... the other four hours you can manage 

however you want.  You can go very early. We have a guy ... there [who] 

starts at 7am and finishes at three. I have a guy who go there at ten, goes 

home at two, have lunch and comes back.”  Interviewee #24 

“Okay, well, employee retention rates is the highest the most important 

one, because I think that probably captures a lot of different things about 

how satisfied the employees are with the company, with their 

remuneration     , with their career prospects, it captures all of that, 

because if they’re not happy with that, they tend to leave” Interview #9 

3. Promote the 

attractiveness of 

the firm to 

employees and 

collaborators 

 

“Apart from salary and stuff, they are having x-y as a percentage of 

shares of [the] company. What they're trying to do is they want to build 

up the price of shares, value of shares. So, in future, they'll get reward of 

it.”  Interviewee #12 

“There is one thing that works for everyone and that is good salary. The 

second thing is, the ones who are good, they need to know that we 

actually value them, they're good. And maybe sometimes treat them 

slightly better so that they feel like what they're putting in, they're 

actually getting something in return.” Interviewee #7 

“… the cost to hire is more important than the professional training, the 

professional training we make available to everybody. And as I as I scale, 

maybe the cost to hire and the revenue will flip around, and maybe 

professional training spend will go up as we're hiring maybe lower [junior 

people] ... so currently, we hire quite senior people and I think it's just a 

case of where we are as a company.”  Interviewee #8 

4. Identify the funding 

and its availability 

to support talent 

management & 

recruitment 

“Yeah, the challenge is like this, I'm telling them that if they are growing 

in their professional career, like their knowledge and their skills, they can, 

you know, go somewhere better. Now, they have loyalty to stay with me, 

5. Understand the 

competitive nature 

of the environment 

for recruiting talent 
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but I can't really pay that much they should be getting because they have 

learned so much better. That is the challenge.”, Interviewee #7 

“Yeah, I think employee retention, I put it number one really, largely 

because of the industry that we're in. It's hugely competitive, we see a 

lot of transfer, rotation of talent between racing teams. And so, to 

protect our IP to protect our competitive advantage, being able to retain 

employees, and ... help prevent some of that loss of expertise and 

information going to other teams, I think is quite important. But I was 

torn between that and employee satisfaction because ... if the 

employees are happy where they're working, then they're more likely to 

stay anyway.” Interviewee #25 

“Yeah, I agree with that. And I think, you know, whenever we're 

recruiting, there's always very much a position around making talent, 

you're offering the role that is going to challenge and develop the recruit, 

the new recruits. So yeah, you know, we're always looking for people, 

and trying to position the roles in a way that are there to help people 

develop their abilities and give them room to grow. Yeah. So yeah, I'd say 

that that aligns with how we would approach it.” Interviewee #25  

“I don't really like the people that are financially motivated, because 

there will always going to be looking for the next better paid opportunity. 

So I want the people that are looking for challenge, flexibility, creativity - 

so R&D, or, you know, if they're not engineer based, if they're office 

based, what could they bring in terms of porting to management in Excel, 

and you know, that sort of thing to get their creative sides going. And 

that, and, yeah, I think that that's what I look for in people. And we're 

such a niche little company here. And we all have very strong 

personalities, very different personalities, you've also got to find 

somebody that fits in with our team as we stand now. And that's quite 

difficult.” Interviewee #5 

6. Identify how to 

access talent and 

collaborators 

 

“Yes, I would differentiate between like classical or traditional 

companies, and between new companies. Because I see that in new 

companies, people are abandoning classical hierarchical structures. And 

they go more into like this new, work environment. And it's not so much 

about like, financial compensation, but you know, job flexibility and 

workplace environment and workplace relationships.” Interviewee #4 

“You know, if you're happy in your job, while it's important how much 

you are being paid, it's not the be all and end all.” Interviewee #5  

7. Set out 

performance-

orientated 

compensation and 

retention scheme 

 

“[workplace relationships] at least in my company is working very well, 

because what's happened actually is when I opened, started my start-up 

I took a group of engineers, they were all classmates. ... So, they're still 

good friends. And because they're good friends, they don't leave the 

8. Develop and 

attractive work 

environment to 
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company because they know that they are getting everything they need 

to get in terms of environment here, and [be] happy. They know that in 

other places, they won't get it as much. Because they have a lot of very 

relaxed environment here. That's one of the reasons they have stayed 

with me, even though I pay them less than the current market.” 

Interviewee #7 

“Formula 1 is challenging to for career progression just because of the 

structures of the organization. We have very wide, flat organizational 

structures. So, progression through role and promotion is sometimes a 

bit challenging. So, I think a lot of people, certainly people that work with 

me, it's about having autonomy. It's about having been being given 

responsibility and position, the ability to make decisions, make change, 

influence. ... And, you know, we're in a very innovative environment.  So, 

it's giving people the culture where they can safely create and innovate. 

And let's say take risks, but try new things and push boundaries. ... 

obviously, financial is important, but I think, you know, recognition for 

their work, giving them credit for their work ... we are naturally quite 

flexible in the roles we have within the team. So yeah, and being involved 

in, you know, for us, you know, a very prestigious brand prestigious team. 

So being associated with that it's quite, you know, quite a reward as 

well,” Interviewee #25 

attract talent and 

collaborators 

 

“Yes, I'm gonna say for example, again, for start-up when I recruit 

engineers, I don't recruit experienced engineers. I take mainly young 

engineers and the idea is how quickly they can learn and do what I need 

them to do. That is the most important thing. I need good engineers, 

good youngsters, who can learn to do what the experienced people can 

do and that is what we are trying to do in my company.” Interviewee #7 

9. Acquire new talent 

and enhance and 

develop existing 

talent 

 

 

R.6.2 Research & Development 

The OVST study participants were also asked about the conceptual model of R&D and in particular 

what would be the best measurements of its performance.  A selection of the answers provided is 

shown in Table R-8 were used to help refine the activities of the conceptual model. 
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Table R-8 OVST case study - Relationship between raw data and Research & Development conceptual model. 

Research & Development 

Raw Interview Data Operational Activity 

“Yes, start-ups are always started by the founders because they know 

the market they want to develop. They know, the market. Sometimes, 

as a hunch, because... The thing is, they have a local view of their 

surroundings. And from that local view, you can see the need. In the 

successful cases, the local view is actually a global view. The start of 

the fail is because the founders local view doesn't really reflect the 

global view. And that is where the problem comes, but all the founders, 

they do talk to the people surrounding them, they do a lot of like, you 

know, engagement with people. And that's why they think it's going to 

be successful.”  Interviewee #7 

“I think from a little bit of experience and observation. They [start-ups] 

fail probably because the vision and the market are unobtainable. 

That's why they fail ... So they fail because the vision there is wrong. 

And probably more than anything, the market does not exist. And I 

think that's probably more important because without a market you're 

not going to sell the business, or widgets and the investors are not 

going to see their money back and they'll just go, “Oh, well, I'll go invest 

somewhere else now”.  Interviewee #1 

1. Recognise a 

requirement/see 

market opportunity 

(including latent and 

self- 

needs/opportunities)  

“We didn't have any money to market. We had to validate a little bit, 

but it turned out, you know, we thought we knew what we were 

building for, but it turned out that there was no product market fit, 

because what our customers wanted was something bigger, global You 

know, it was fit for a small market, but not for a... to conquer globally. 

That would have been okay in UK, and it would have been really a small 

business, you know, making 300,000 500,000 maybe a million in 

revenue 2 million, wasn't 400 million or billion company.”  

Interviewee #8 

2. Understand how HTE 

firms develop 

innovative products 

and Intellectual 

Property and identify 

the market most 

likely to readily adopt 

the solution  

“... me and my co-founder - took our own money. and we launched the 

platform on the market.  Not an MVP, not a minimum viable product, 

but an actual part of a fully functioning platform with our own money 

to test and gain understanding. ... And I think we pinged and spoke to 

about 2400 customers, understand what they wanted, and we spoke 

to them, we emailed with them and so on. And based on that 

understanding, then we decided to scrap that platform completely. Yes, 

because it turned out, you know what, it turned out we built it for the 

UK. .... And what it turned out to be is that customers from other 

markets wanted to do things internationally. ... And our platform, 

when we looked at it, to scale it to the to the rest of the world was not 

3. Understand changes 

in market demand 

(iteration with 1) and 

Create a new 

requirement (rapid 

change in demand 

and market) 
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fit for purpose. We needed to have like a global architecture. So, we 

scrapped it, we raised funding, and we rebuilt it in one year to be global 

with global architecture ... we rebuilt, relaunched, and you know, like, 

I think one month after launch, we already had 2000 customers.”  

Interviewee #8 

“... identify the firm's strengths and weaknesses compared to the 

competitors... What I did do as part of my positioning is - what I looked 

at was – if [my company] didn't exist, what would a customer have to 

do in order to emulate what we've got?  So, ... nobody's indispensable. 

You know, in engineering, there's so many ways you can you can slice 

and dice things to get the same answer. So, I had a look at what would 

a competitor have to do in order to do our technology if we didn't exist? 

Okay, and I did it as a very simple table.” Interviewee #1 

4. Identify the firm’s 

strengths and 

weakness compared 

to its competitors in 

terms of technical 

ability and price 

“As far as I'm concerned, until it comes off the production line R&D 

haven't finished. ... the best way to do it, is you involve the 

manufacturing people in the R&D team. You have a manufacturing 

person in the R&D team, and they take it through. So as time goes on, 

the R&D... the number of R&D people declines as the product gets 

more and more complete. But the number of people from 

manufacturing get more and more involved. So, purchasing get 

involved fairly early so, they've got all the supply chain set up. And 

actually, integrating the R&D and manufacturing into a product 

development team. It's called cross-functional product development. 

So, you got all the functions involved, including Accounts.”  

Interviewee #6. 

“See R&D never makes money. It's a more loss-making business R&D. 

.... And when I look at the competitors, what I can now see very clearly, 

and I see it everywhere, now that I'm aware of it, that competitors 

come at the customer from a “hey, here's my shiny new box, please 

buy it ... That's very much how most websites I now look at seem to be 

geared. They’re not geared toward the customer. They're geared to the 

fact they are an R&D business.  Well they’re not a business it’s a project 

- its funded by investors. And that's who they've got to appease to get 

they’re next boatload of investment in.” Interviewee #1. 

5. Identify the resources 

and funding required 

to deliver R&D 

projects And 

strategic/customer 

partnerships 

“it's a classic time to market thing. If you're late to the market with a 

product, you lose, potentially - thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds 

of thousands, millions every week that you're late. ... The money you're 

going to lose has to be taken away from the peak revenue earning part 

of the product lifecycle ... if you're a week late, you're going to lose a 

week of peak revenue.  That is a huge, potentially a huge amount of 

loss. So being a week late can be a disaster. Whereas overspending 

your budget by thirty, forty, even fifty percent maybe nothing. ... The 

6. Develop project plans 

based on the 

constraints of time, 

talent and funding. 
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window for selling is fixed - usually by your competitors. And by the fact 

that the market window is so short for high tech products.  So, on that 

basis, almost invariably, if you're going to be late, throw money at it. 

It's that fundamental. It's an absolutely critical principle of working in 

a high-tech business. Money, it counts for nothing on that sort of 

thing.” Interviewee #6 

“If you look at what happened in Sigma Vision - the developments, 

the R&D we're doing - that [definitely] had a part of research there. 

We did do the product development right. But one of the problems 

we had was like the products we are developing we were developing 

in the labs or in our office. So sometimes the product didn't really sell 

in the factory, because we were very much in the office. So maybe, 

maybe we could address those things before. So, like how to have 

this development, research and development in the industry as well, 

so that it reflects the development a bit better. That we could do that 

slightly better. And if you look at the handheld device. Again, this is a 

pretty awesome project. The problems we had was we were really 

short of engineers, and definitely short of sales people. I think we took 

the funding a bit later, which is what we always said. Yeah, so these 

things is like just completion of the project is not sufficient. You also 

need to have enough market exposure and enough salespeople 

running around, just to make sure that the product goes to the right 

places.”  Interviewee #7 

“I think ultimately it's got to be about the budget, about the project 
timing, you know, “can we get this done in time?” And then I think also, 
you know, is the project likely to deliver what we expect i.e. is it worth 
doing? So, maybe is R&D worth the ROI?... Because again, we have 
limited time and resource, so we need to focus on things we are 
confident will give us benefit. And our whole business is R&D. We're 
constantly developing and evolving prototype product. So, you know, 
R&D is all we do. The differences, we're not selling that product, we're 
not taking it to market as such. Yeah, I'd say timing for projects and 
prioritization.” Interviewee #25 
 

“One of the most important things in managing an R&D project is to 

identify the risk factors and the ways to mitigate them. For example, 

developing technology from scratch is inherently risky so better [to] 

adapt a known technology for the current product while developing 

really innovative technology separately for future versions” 

Interviewee #6 

“SWOT or the risk register is crucially important for the process. We 

need to assess ‘How are we on time?’, ‘What can go wrong?’, ‘How can 

we work on this?’ I think this is a continuous process.” Interviewee #21 

7. Identify R&D issues 

and determine 

systematic approach 

to solve the problem 
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“The biggest challenge isn't the customers. It's the people back at base. 

I wouldn’t be surprised if quite a few people put that as the biggest 

challenge. That the people developing the product just don't 

understand what the what it is that the customer wants. ... And 

generally speaking, the R&D teams that I worked with that worked best 

were led either by a marketing person with a senior engineer as his 

second or the other way around. ... So, a very close relationship 

between a good well-rounded engineer and a good marketing person, 

that was a sure-fire way of successful product development.” 

Interviewee #6 

“... here most of the work that we do, because we're, we're innovating 

quite a bit, we have quite a bit of R&D and we do our R&D in the UK, 

by the way.  So, for R&D, ... I think number one is return on investment 

in terms of innovation creation. Vodafone, you know, they don't do 

much innovation honestly. ... They used to be innovative you know, like 

when I was still in the company because I left more than five years ago 

right? But when I joined 15 years ago, they used to be much more 

innovative ... companies go through stages of innovation and then they 

lose the plot.” Interviewee #8 

8. Create innovative 

products to attract 

customers and 

funders and initiate 

the market place. 

 

R.6.3 Summary 

The case study at OVST represented the third cycle of learning and was used to refine the conceptual 

models of the system served.  

R.7 Generalisation of Conceptual Models 

A further stage of data collection was done in order to verify the conceptual models.  This involved 

group discussions with senior professionals in HTE who were invited to review the existing conceptual 

models.  Details of those who participated in this final learning cycle are shown in Table R-9.
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Table R-9 Participants in group discussions to verify the conceptual models. 
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R.7.1 Talent Management 

 Excerpts from the group discussions relating to the revision and validation of the conceptual model 

for Talent Management are shown in Table R-10. 

Table R-10 Review of Talent Management conceptual model. 

Talent Management 

Raw Interview Data Operational Activity 

“You have the role and you have the duties and accountability of that 
role and the outcomes that you're hoping for. So, you're going to choose 
the talent based upon the skills, experience and what you believe as a 
person t potentially is to fill that role or further extend that role” 
Reviewer #1  
“How do you create a process, a system, or whatever, that encourages 

and results in people working effectively together as an organization. In 

a small company it really doesn't typically matter a lot because everyone 

knows everybody. So, if the company is five, ten, fifteen people then 

most communication can be very successful in an informal unstructured 

kind of way. When you get to a really large company, suppose you have 

a thousand people. Everyone can't know everyone. So there needs to be 

some approach to be sure that each person as they do their role is 

effectively supporting the larger role of the entire organization. And so 

there is some organizational structure; some organizational aspects that 

are critical.” Reviewer #5 

“There is an aspect of how you deal most effectively with a large 
organization. As an example, some of the programs, [in] some of the 
companies I’ve worked for a single project, albeit a complex one, might 
involve a thousand people. So, you have to think beyond what each 
manager does with their individual staff to help the larger organization 
interact and function.“ Reviewer #5 
 

1. Understand how 

resources & 

employees can 

contribute to 

success in HTE 

“when we interview people, it's not always about their ability to do a job. 

It's sometimes a large proportion is a personality trait. So, you can get 

people to come in and slouched around and have no interest. And we're 

looking for a spark in people. They might not have the skill set 

immediately. But if they have the right personality that comes across, 

then they can learn a lot of the skill sets.” Reviewer #2 

“[self-direction is important] because it requires a great deal of cognitive 

skill. And it's about motivating people. The biggest thing that we find to 

get the most out of staff is they are motivated and it's very difficult to 

motivate staff. It's very easy for them to motivate themselves if it is 

something they want to do.” Reviewer #1 

2. Identify needs for 

talent development 

and determine 

what motivates 

talent 
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“Almost everyone likes to be able to see a product in the market or see 

the company whose size has expanded and to understand the part they 

played in making that happen. So, from a standpoint of one of the 

rewards is not just a financial reward and perhaps in some cases it may 

be the most important reward is the self-satisfaction of knowing you've 

delivered something into the market that people use and use very 

happily.  In Motorola we sold millions of phones... So that's another 

aspect of giving people interesting exciting things to do that they can be 

proud of within themselves but also be proud that their family their 

friends know that they're part of that kind of an activity.” Reviewer #5 

“Obviously you have to look at what motivates the people you want to 

attract.  And some people will just go wherever there is a high salary.  

But other people in the tech sector working at the cutting edge is what 

we want to do. And so, if you're not able to offer the work with the latest 

tools and all that then it’s very difficult. Artificial Intelligence is obviously 

the current flavour of the month, and so if someone has a background in 

machine learning then it's almost as if they have the choice of being able 

to go anywhere. And so, there’s that market dynamic that comes into it 

as well. So, all those things are important.” Reviewer #6 

“Yeah, one thing that stood out to me was and here is the continuing, 

let's say, a development of that particular employee and his or her 

performance based on that functionality.  Because what I found is in the 

past, you may have an employee that perhaps is struggling in a particular 

function. But with a slight tweak in terms of its functionality, that 

particular function, and perhaps either repositioning that particular 

person or repositioning the responsibility of that person, even within the 

same organization, you can see significant variance in terms of their 

performance. So, I've always tried to focus on the attributes of that 

particular person because I think we all have attributes and weaknesses.” 

Reviewer #7 

“By the time we get to interview, that's it is the point where we sell the 

business to the potential employee. It [the conceptual model] actually 

looks pretty accurate, to be honest with you. It looks extremely accurate 

to what we do. We just do it in a more personal way.”  Reviewer #1 

“A couple of comments that may not need to be reflected but just 

overarching kind of comments. ... There are two aspects and that in 

addition to developing people when one of them is you have to first 

attract them. And the second is you have to retain them. So those, as 

long as those are incorporated in one or more of these bubbles [the 

conceptual model], I think that's good.” Reviewer #5 

3. Promote the 

attractiveness of 

the firm to 

employees and 

collaborators 
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“In terms of retention. It's heavily dependent on a couple of items. One 

is a reward system as I think as you are aware Silicon Valley is modelled 

heavily, even for companies in the US who are not Silicon Valley and 

places outside. So, there's been a heavy focus on establishing       

ownership within everyone in the organization of the objectives. And one 

of the ways of doing that is stock options. That's changed, the accounting 

rules have changed somewhat but it's still important and I think people 

see it as a not just because they want to be wealthy although most 

people would like to be wealthy but they see it as a way of personal 

satisfaction of making a company successful so that people in the 

company do become wealthy and then the other is self-satisfaction and 

just the job they're doing.”  Reviewer #5 

“The other is it felt like there's actually two processes at play. One is 

related more to almost the day to day or data process related to the 

project or more temporal needs of talent. And the other is almost like a 

recurring environment for the company. So, for example, attractiveness 

to the firm, to employees and collaborators, this is kind of the underlying 

process by which we need to manage talent overall. There are also the 

ones that are like, hey, I need these types of people, I need to go out and 

get them. And how do I get them? What type of roles can they play? 

Right. So it almost felt like there's actually two processes that obviously 

speak to the bottom, like the one I'm talking about. The attractiveness, 

the fun. Yeah, it will, it will feed the loop into sort of, inform the, the 

process by which you get talent for the project. That was one the second 

part that I it struck me because you don't determine attractiveness of the 

firm every time. Right. Like number three doesn't happen every time. 

Yeah.”  Reviewer #9 

“You're talking about funding? Well, yes, to appoint somebody you've 

got to have funding for them, definitely.” Reviewer #13 

“... what’s missing for me is the creation of the compensation rate, 

creation of compensation, as well as the letters. Right. As well as what I 

did, competent compensation. That has to be not just, you know, like 

structuring of retention as well as performance-oriented compensation 

rate.  … And for us, a lot of it's related to funding, actually, as well as 

skills.”  Reviewer #9 

4. Identify the funding 

and its availability 

to support talent 

management & 

recruitment 

“And it also depends on the local environment: where the company is, 

what the local pool of talent is, and so on. So for example, ... I think it's 

also a case of how specialized the business is. So in our case, for example, 

we are obviously super specialized finding people is relatively difficult. 

5. Understand the 

competitive nature 

of the environment 

for recruiting talent 
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And so, when you have good people, you want to keep them even if it 

means paying them more to keep them happy.” Reviewer #6 

“We could go to the other extreme. Davy was a big company at that time, 

and did extremely high-tech, designing rolling mills and advanced control 

systems.  But they had the view that engineers were just a resource.  And 

so, when they sold a project, they would just estimate how many hours 

they would need for control design and software design, mechanical 

design, etc.  Any they just thought of it in terms of, okay so we need this 

many hours so how many engineers have we got, multiply that by the 

number of hours they can provide, okay all good.  And so, they had no 

concept or understanding of the fact that good people are several times 

more productive than poor people.  That comes more of a sharper focus 

with smaller companies because you can’t afford to be carrying 

passengers.” Reviewer #6 

“Well, Meta was interesting because they were quite good [at] hiring 

talent. They weren't necessarily very good at keeping it. ... that was 

simply down to the fact that [head of research] was so dominant. And 

that, I mean, it didn't really worry me, because it was very convenient. I 

was quite happy doing what I was doing ...[But] other people would have 

gone there and thought, “I'm not gonna get anywhere with this. And ... 

if I want to do something different, I have to leave.” Reviewer #11 

“I've been fortunate in my career I've pretty much only worked with very 

talented people. That partially begins by how you recruit and where you 

recruit. That's changed with the increased focus on Internet recruiting 

but most of the companies that I've worked for recruit from a lot of it 

based on pedigree; being defined as people who have gone to the better 

schools or the best schools. So, you go there and find the people. 

Certainly, you need to look hard to be sure you talk with people who 

have similar interests. ... So, the first maybe most crucial thing is to find 

people whose interests align with what it is that the company is trying to 

do. Then recruit people who are very capable because very capable 

people will be able to and not just be able to but will identify 

opportunities, expand the vision of the company in a number of ways.” 

Reviewer #5 

“if you don't know what type of talent you need, ... for whatever you 

need to get done... it'll be hard to actually identify where your company 

is in a competitive landscape. And what type of funding you need.” 

Reviewer #9 

6. Identify how to 

access talent and 

collaborators 
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“So, the way we do that is very simple. The goals are set out at the 

beginning. They’re agreed with the employee. Basically, they are goals 

set by themselves which will achieve a business goal. And we review 

those on a regular basis to see how well they're doing. And if they’re 

failing then we look to see what support they require. Why did you fail? 

What could have been done better?  But there's also another part of that, 

that it's not just an employee review it... there is a management review. 

How do you rate your manager? What did your manager do to help? 

What did they do which impeded your job? What could be done better? 

So it's a two way street and that's how we basically control talent and 

development.” Reviewer #1 

“what's missing for me is the creation of the compensation rate ... 

performance-oriented compensation rate. I think ... different companies 

play ... with different gameplay, ... small company, start-up companies 

where you're obviously can't compete with compensation. So, what you 

are competing with are ownership, responsibility, culture, nature of the 

work. ... . And that's why you'll see a lot of mission-based companies or 

mission like goals when it comes to these small companies. So, I think... 

they compete with that opportunity more than compensation, obviously 

with equity is a big part, but it's not cash in hand. So I think those 

companies play with that gameplay.  I think with I would say larger 

companies, there's two types. I would say one is the established brand 

name ones, the Googles, the Facebook's, Amazons. And with them, they 

obviously have the compensation. They have the prestige of the brand. 

You know, it's the usual rate, like the talent that you'll be with, the 

resourcing, the stability, because it's a big company. I would say there's 

companies like mine that aren't either of those, but still onto the big 

where we have resources. And I think the play there, it's harder, 

honestly, to differentiate yourself. Right. But I think where they go, the 

ones that are successful will definitely have compensation or try to be as 

competitive as possible as the big firms. But also, there's a level of 

responsibility to an ownership that they can provide that you can't 

provide in an established big tech company right now. So, I'll give an 

example. I joined the company that I met because of the fact that the 

compensation was pretty - it was competitive to a big company. But the 

ownership that I could have in my day to day was much more than I 

would have gotten if I joined like a Facebook, Amazon and Google. So 

you want to be a little bit more of the bigger fish in a smaller pond?” 

Reviewer #9 

7. Set out 

performance-

orientated 

compensation and 

retention scheme 

 

“all our staff are happy they've been with us for a very long time now. We 

give them enough leeway to do their own projects. The best way to learn 

8. Develop and 

attractive work 
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from something is to make that mistake. But we back them up and we 

support them all the way. We have extra training or whatever they want 

and they tell us what they need and we'll sort of make sure it happens.”, 

Reviewer #2 

environment to 

attract talent and 

collaborators 

 

“mastery, self-direction and purpose. If you give them those and you pay 

people enough so that money is not an issue and you take it off the table 

and that allows people to do what they want and do what they enjoyed. 

And that is how we found that we retained the majority of our top staff, 

our very best staff. Those ones who have been able to come up with ideas 

for themselves. And if it's something which is within the business mission 

statement, it's ethical and we'll create a better product business 

profitability for the company. And we give them the tools to be able to 

do that. We've got a number of examples where we've done that and 

created some exceptional products. But it's about yeah, it's simply about 

self-direction, mastery and purpose.” Reviewer #1 

“A couple of comments that may not need to be reflected but just 

overarching kind of comments. One is ... there are two aspects and that 

in addition to developing people when one of them is you have to first 

attract them. And the second is you have to retain them. So those as long 

as those are incorporated in one or more of these [activities] I think that's 

good.”  Reviewer #5 

“Okay. From my experience, the first thing I look at with talent is the goal 

we're trying to achieve, and the resources that we have available.  So, 

we'll try to measure what we're trying to achieve on what we have to 

achieve those goals.  So, one of the main contributions is someone who's 

able to fit into multiple areas at the same time.  I try, if possible, not to 

concentrate on people who have just one specific skill.  So not necessarily 

someone who has a very attractive CV in terms of academics but 

someone who has been able to do certain things on his own regardless 

of what academic background the person has.  And another thing is, it 

tries to inform me on how suitable or how trainable such person will be.  

Reviewer #11 

9. Acquire new talent 

and enhance and 

develop existing 

talent 

 

 

R.7.2 Research & Development 

Table R-11 shows the comments from the reviewers regarding the proposed conceptual model of 

R&D.  Again, this information is linked to activities in the conceptual model. 
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Table R-11 Review of Research & Development conceptual model 

Research & Development 

Raw Interview Data Operational Activity 

“... although there are some products which are market demand, it's a 

small component, percentage wise, of our product base. The majority 

of the requirements are our own. We get involved in projects which 

interest us. The companies’, basically, almost all the products are 

based around stuff that we like, we believe or we need. ... recognizing 

a requirement rather than accessing customer requirements would 

encompass what we do. Recognize wherever that requirement came 

from, whether it be your own requirements or somebody else’s but 

recognizing a requirement. Yeah. And then seeing market opportunity. 

Once you move past that point, then yeah, it does follow the model 

quite well.” Reviewer #1 

“Especially in high tech companies many times the customer doesn't 

have a requirement but the market opportunity will capture [ it] ... 

some needs are what we commonly referred to as a latent need not a 

not a well identified need.  Sometimes the need is a latent need the 

customer doesn't know they have it. When they're presented with the 

solution, they say, “oh, it's incredibly useful”. But absent showing them 

the possibility, they didn't even know they had a need ... the market 

evolves very rapidly and sometimes it's a matter of just figuring out 

how to do something better.  So, you do need to be able to evolve 

rapidly to be at the state of the art in many instances. And the market 

is one that some cases you define them. You as a company define the 

market need. The customer knows too little about technology, knows 

too little about what's feasible to do it for themselves. You, the 

company has, some company has to do it.” Reviewer #5 

“initially, the software that we developed was for our own needs. We'll 

roll it out to the public. But for now, for us, it's saving us one man-day 

a week to using the software. So, we developed it for ourselves. But 

with the look that actually a product that could be rolled out. It's solved 

the problem for us rather than anything else.” Reviewer #2 

“in theory looking at Market opportunities is the place to start but 

quite often, I think, actually what drives your company, start-ups, is not 

a new requirement, but some kind of development and research that 

makes a different solution applicable - possible. The market 

requirement might not have changed but the solution could have 

changed. And so, in terms of your first bubble [activity] where I think 

1. Recognise a 

requirement/see 

market opportunity 

(including latent and 

self 

Needs/Opportunities)  
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understanding developments in current research and the opportunities 

that they enable is probably very important.” Reviewer #6 

     “I think most of the big tech companies, as we see them now, the 

likes of Apple or any of those, they didn't start those companies with a 

look of making lots of money and rolling things out across the world. 

They were tech guys doing their own projects for their own fun. And it 

took off. But when I look at all the tech companies be, you know, even 

some big Japanese companies that have done it because they wanted 

to do it, not because it was going to be market led. They're having fun 

making stuff and then it takes off.”  Reviewer #2 

”one of the things that Qualcomm did correctly was to identify Korea 

as an opportunity. And they had actually the Korean government adopt 

CDMA as a solution that brought them credibility. And they were then 

be able to prove the technology for the concept that they were trying 

to create, because a lot of people who knew technology said 

Qualcomm can't or won't be able to execute this. It's too difficult what 

they were trying to do ... but they did.  But if that business opportunity 

- of identifying Korea and Korean companies to initially adopt a 

solution for them to prove their concept is workable - they 

[Qualcomm] would not be around [today]. So, these are things that are 

critical elements to, particularly when you're talking about R&D 

organization that really, you know, other than R&D, if you don't 

execute on the marketplace, it's a death knell.” Reviewer #9 

2. Understand how HTE 

firms develop 

innovative products 

and Intellectual 

Property and identify 

the market most 

likely to readily adopt 

the solution  

“You know, the way this is about the demand is usually because it's 

version two, version three, version four, of a successful product. 

So, for example, you take some of our lighting products, which were 

based upon xenon gas technology, which now are Solid-State, that is 

probably second, third, fourth generation onwards from the very first. 

So, changes in market demand is usually for reiterations rather than 

initial [product].” Reviewer #1 

“it's one of the crucial aspects in high tech companies that the world 

evolves very, very rapidly. So, everything that happens needs to have a 

high degree of urgency in making it happen in a timely way.  And our 

R&D is an area that can if not managed properly go on forever. And if 

you're going to be successful, you have to be able to do as a company 

to identify potential opportunities. Maybe there needs to apply people 

to delivering them and keep the delivery, keep the development 

process bounded in time because there is a reality of a market window. 

And if you don't get your product to market in time, very likely 

3. Understand changes 

in market demand 

(iteration with 1) and 

Create a new 

requirement (rapid 

change in demand 

and market) 
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somebody else [will]. There are a lot of smart people looking for 

opportunities these days. And if your company doesn't do it, it's very 

likely someone else will.” Reviewer #5 

“At the end of last year I was on a government mission to Korea and ... 

we were looking a lot at Korean companies ..., high-tech engineering 

ones, and what became clear is that all of those big Korean companies, 

the chaebol’s, they have a very detailed product roadmap that goes 

forward for years or even decades in some cases.  And so that they 

have taken this idea of where we're going in terms of future products 

and R&D to the point where they have teams of people and that's all 

they do. You know, they try and understand what's going on both in 

terms of how Society is developing what product opportunities that 

generates. ... And so maybe the concept of a company product 

roadmap and how the R&D process fits into that could be quite useful.” 

Reviewer #6 

 “So, you know, that's why I'm saying in the end, the essence that the 

understand changes in the market and demand is very critical in terms 

of how these R&D companies operate, because the environment 

changes so quickly. And particularly at that time, wireless 

communication was changing very rapidly. And so that's very 

important in terms of how you strategize and, you know, make sure 

that that even though your original goals may not be achievable or 

achieved, that there is still value created as part of the R&D effort.” 

Reviewer #9 

“high technology business is new products tend to be a significant 

proportion of its revenue. So, after three or four years, typically a 

product is generating virtually no revenue ... from a high-tech 

company’s point of view, product development is almost the central 

element of the of the operation, and manufacturing. And that’s why 

the marketing tends to support the product development process. 

And that's simply because ... so much of the revenue of the company 

is being generated from products are the only two or three years old.” 

Reviewer #11 

“When I first began at Motorola cell phone, that was in 2008, not long 

after iPhone, Motorola at the time had been developing its own cell 

phone operating system for quite a while already and continued for 

some time after I joined. Eventually, our CEO abandoned that effort  

... The effort to develop our own internal OS was adequately funded. 

That wasn't an issue. We had talented people, but I don't think ... we 

4. Identify the firm’s 

strengths and 

weakness compared 

to its competitors in 

terms of technical 

ability and price 
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perhaps had identified the firm's strengths and weaknesses. ... So, I 

believe we had underestimated the task and our ability, the strengths 

and weaknesses of the firm to address it, to actually complete that kind 

of task... not all failures occur for that same reason. I've seen others 

where the company is simply under-resourced and the people couldn’t 

do it. They just didn't have enough assets. Sometimes planning is the 

biggest problem. ... one of the roles I played was what we referred to 

at AT&T as “Systems engineering”, which was to do the upfront 

planning for development. ... If you don't do that phase correctly, it's 

very, very difficult to have it come together through the development 

to integrate as a successful product. So, I've also seen projects fail 

largely because the upfront planning just wasn't done well enough. And 

of course, if you don't understand the customer requirements ... [to] 

translate them into something that is useful and marketable. So, 

failures can occur everywhere. But those are some examples of places 

that I've seen failures occur.” Reviewer #5 

“So, it's if you have this kind of a model that's portrayed by your bubble 

chart [conceptual model], it's somewhat of an ideal. It's something to 

aspire to, and it's something people may use as a reference. In reality, 

even following it doesn't necessarily guarantee success. And in some 

cases, the success is almost an accident. And when I say I described it 

as a happy accident, Motorola had some successes like MicroTAC, 

which were incredibly good, and those were able to generate revenue 

and fund other things, some of which failed and some of which turned 

into later successes. ... No, I have not worked in a company where 

everything is clean and it works exactly like this the way you would like 

to write it down as a prescription. But if people refer to these kinds of 

things and try it, try to employ these kinds of approaches, I think it 

helps guide and helps the successes to materialize.”  Reviewer #5 

“It's fast changing thing. That's the thing? Yeah, that's the way the 

world is. And since that's what businesses have to do. So from that 

point of view - this is even going back this was in the 1990s, when I was 

doing it - then, even at that time, we were well aware that we had to 

keep the products moving. So, we would be looking all the time [at] 

generating income. ... And the whole sort of I think the term is ideation, 

is in creating ideas. And you have to create a whole series of ideas. And 

we actually drew it as a picture with a funnel with lots of them. So, the 

idea is going into this funnel, and each gate was a sort of a point on the 

funnel, the funnel got narrower. And there were things - that happen 

all the time - was that each phase or stage used to cost, we reckon, 

about an order of magnitude more than the one before it.  And you 

5. Identify the resources 

and funding required 

to deliver R&D 

projects And 

strategic/customer 

partnerships 
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would try and get those going through to the next stage [so] we're 

going to produce some real value.” Reviewer #11 

“I think maybe there are two things. One is, is what you're trying to 

achieve is actually possible? ... by nature, all you're trying to do is 

pushing the boundaries, but at the same time you have to understand 

if what you're trying to do is even remotely feasible.  And the second 

thing is having the right people available to execute. So, for example, 

if you take the ... pipe measurement system ... clearly with hindsight 

what we were trying to achieve was perfectly possible. Lots of people 

have now done it three years later. And so, I think in that case the 

problem was with the second part where we didn't have the people 

who were really capable of delivering on what the project required.”  

Reviewer #6 

6. Develop project plans 

based on the 

constraints of time, 

talent and funding. 

“There are two aspects [to R&D] that I've seen and typically have 

employed .. One is to do research - that you identify and develop 

technologies - on which later developments can be based.  And the 

second is what many companies refer to as exploratory development.  

So, say someone has a concept, they have an idea .. there may be a 

need, that there may the technology [that] may be able to address.  Or 

that there's a new technology that, even though the need is less clear, 

it seems like such a gee-whiz technology that there must be a good use 

for it.  And it's pretty common that firms will allow ... that a small group 

of people are separated from doing a development that's got a 

scheduled delivery and a reasonably well-known market, to simply try 

things and see what they can do. If they appear to be successful, then 

often that effort will be expanded and become a full-fledged 

development. And the [Motorola] MicroTAC is an example where ... 

exploratory developers, they were convinced they had an idea. 

Management wasn't as convinced. In retrospect, they were right. They 

had a. Very, very successful, very good idea.”  Reviewer #5 

7. Identify R&D issues 

and determine 

systematic approach 

to solve the problem 

“when I worked at Motorola cell phone organization a lot of the 

success was because the company had had a track record that created 

money. That allowed them - the company - to fund R&D, to fund 

development, even developments that failed. And I think every high-

tech company, most high-tech companies, if they've lasted very long 

or if they're very large, have had failures. In Motorola's case, some of 

the successes I would describe almost as happy accidents. And by 

happy accident, I mean, there was a concept that a group of engineers 

had that was they had passion for. And they would do it despite all kinds 

of obstacles, including resistance from management, and eventually 

produce a product that turned out to be successful. The [Motorola] 

8. Create innovative 

products to attract 

customers and 

funders and initiate 

the market place. 
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MicroTAC cell phone predated my being at Motorola, but it's an 

example where it wasn't something that management said, “design a 

phone having these characteristics”, but a group of engineers had the 

concept. They did it. It turned out to be the most one of the most 

successful cell phones ever introduced into the market, probably the 

most successful before iPhone.” Reviewer #5 

 

R.7.3 Summary 

The conceptual models were developed and refined using the process of SSM over the several cycles 

of learning discussed in this section.        

The procedure began with the historical case studies, where the data collected was used to help the 

researcher identify relevant performance management systems.   

The next cycle of learning involved the collection and analysis of data during the contemporary case 

study at Meta.  This resulted in the development of conceptual models for each previously identified 

relevant system.  This section has shown how the raw data collected in the course of the study links 

to activities in the conceptual model. 

The following case study at OVST was another learning cycle, in which the conceptual models were 

further updated.  As the above tables show,      the data collected had a direct influence on which 

activities were included in the conceptual models. These      models were then reviewed by senior HTE 

professionals in an additional learning cycle.  This review was used to verify that the conceptual 

models captured and described activities that professionals working in HTE recognized as being 

relevant and applicable to their own organizations. 
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 Meanings to the Abbreviations 

 

3E Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness. 

5E Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Elegance, Ethics 

BI Business Intelligence 

BPM Business Performance Management 

BQF British Quality Foundation 

BSC Balanced Scorecard 

CAC Customer Acquisition Cost 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

COO Chief Operations Officer 

CPM Corporate Performance Management 

CRM Customer Relationship Management 

CSF Critical Success Factor 

DFM Design for Manufacture  

DIFOT Delivery In-Full On Time 

EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization 

EFQM European Foundation for Quality Management 

EPM Enterprise Performance Management 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

FRIEND Focus, Relax, Inspire, Engage, Nurture, Development 

FSM Formal System Model 

HAS Human Activity System 

HTE High Tech Engineering (companies) 

IPO Initial Public Offering 

IT Information Technology 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

MBO Management by Objectives 

MD Managing Director 

OKR Objectives and Key Results 

OR Operations Research 

OVST Oxford Vision & Sensor Technology Ltd. 
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PM  Performance Management 

PM4TE Performance Management for Turbulent Environments 

PQR Do P by Q to achieve R 

R&D Research and Development 

RBV Resource-Based View organisational theory 

ROE Return on Equity 

ROI Return on Investment 

SLR Structured Literature Review 

SMART Goals which are, Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-Bound 

SME Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 

SSM Soft Systems Methodology 

ST Systems Thinking 

SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats analysis. 
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